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MISSION STATEMENT

The Bureau of Land Management is responsible for the stewardship of our public lands. It is committed to manage, protect, and

improve these lands in a manner to serve the needs of the American people for all times. Management is based upon the

principles of multiple use and sustained yield of our nation's resources within a framework of environmental responsibility and

scientific technology. These resources include recreation, rangelands, timber, minerals, watershed, fish and wildlife, wilderness,

air and scenic, scientific and cultural values.
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United States Department of the Interior America?

BUREAU OF LAND M VNAGEMEN1
Nevada State Office

850 Harvard Wa)

P.O. Box I'JOOO

Reno, Nevada 89520-0006
1610 (TON)

(NV930.1)

(NV065)

September 30, 1994

Dear Reader:

Enclosed for your review is the Proposed Tonopah Resource Management Plan (RMP) and Final Environmental

Impact Statement (FEIS). This Proposed RMP outlines the various determinations (decisions) for management
of renewable and non-renewable resources on approximately 6.1 million acres of public land in portions of Nye
and Esmeralda Counties, Nevada. It is also available for a 30 day protest period.

This Proposed RMP and FEIS has been printed in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969 and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976. This Proposed Plan is the Preferred

Alternative carried forward from the Draft Tonopah Resource Management Plan, released in June, 1993 and as

modified by public comment. This document contains a summary of the determinations and resulting impacts,

an overview of the planning process and planning issues, the Proposed Plan, written and verbal comments
received during public review of the Draft Plan, and responses to the substantive public issues raised during

the review.

The Proposed RMP may be protested by any person who participated in the planning process, and who has an

interest which is or may be adversely affected by the approval of the Proposed Plan. A protest may raise only

those issues which were submitted for the record during the planning process (see 43 Code of Federal

Regulations § 1610.5-2). Protests must be filed with the Director (760), Bureau of Land Management,
Division of Planning and Environmental Coordination (406 LS), 1849 C Street NW, Washington D.C. 20240.

All protests must be written and must be postmarked on or before November 21, 1994 and shall contain the

following information:

• The name, mailing address, telephone number, and interest of the person filing the protest.

• A statement of the issue or issues being protested.

• A statement of the part or parts of the document being protested.

• A copy of all documents addressing the issue or issues previously submitted during the planning

process by the protesting party, or an indication of the date the issue or issues were discussed for the

record.

• A concise statement explaining precisely why the Bureau of Land Management Nevada State

Director's decision is wrong.

Upon resolution of any protests, an Approved Plan and Record of Decision will be issued. The Approved

Plan/Record of Decision will be mailed to all individuals who participated in this planning process and all other

interested publics upon their request.

Sincerely,

^Le^S.OkUiAy
Ronald B. Wenker
Acting State Director, Nevada
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SUMMARY

The Proposed Tonopah Resource Management
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement

(RMP/EIS) provides a comprehensive
framework for managing public lands

administered by the Tonopah Resource Area,

Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The RMP
replaces the Tonopah Management Framework
Plan (1981) and the Esmeralda-Southern Nye
RMP (1986), and will guide management for

the next 10-20 years. Preparation of this

RMP/EIS was guided by BLM planning system
regulations issued under the authority of the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of

1976 (FLPMA), and Council on Environmental

Quality (CEQ) regulations implementing the

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA).

Located in central Nevada in Nye and

Esmeralda Counties, the Tonopah Resource

Area encompasses 6.1 million acres of public

land and about 165,000 acres of private land.

Significant resources and program emphases
include locatable minerals, livestock grazing,

wild horses and burros, realty, cultural

resources and wildlife.

The Tonopah RMP focuses on resolving six

major issues identified early in the planning

process through public involvement with other

federal, state, and local agencies. These issues

are: Wild Horses and Burros (determine what
intensity of management should be

implemented to ensure a thriving natural

ecological balance); SpecialManagement Areas
(determine if lands should be given special

management to protect high resource values);

Off-highway Use (determine if lands should be

limited or closed); Management of Released

Wilderness Study Areas (determine what

objectives to establish for WSAs released by

Congress for non-wilderness); Utility Corridors

(determine lands for preferred routes for utility

corridors and to minimize conflicts); and

Locatable and Fluid Minerals (determine lands

for closure to leasing or location of minerals,

and lands for special considerations).

In addition to planning issues, BLM planning

regulations require RMP decisions regarding

Special Recreation Management Areas,

livestock grazing, cultural resources, firewood

harvesting, riparian habitat, special status

species, mineral materials, and non-energy

minerals.

Four alternative management scenarios were
analyzed in the Draft RMP/EIS released for

public review in June, 1993. These
alternatives were: 1 ) Alternative 1 (No action -

continuation of management under existing

planning guidance); Alternative 2 (management
with emphasis on private economic
development and diversity while protecting

sensitive resources); Alternative 3
(management with emphasis on private

economic development and diversity while

preserving and enhancing environmental

systems); Alternative 4 (Preferred -

management with emphasis on development of

renewable and non-renewable resources while

ensuring preservation and enhancement of

fragile and unique resources). Written

comments were received from 93 individuals,

interest groups, other Federal agencies, and

county and State government.

The Proposed RMP/Final EIS focuses on

proposed management. It was developed after

analyzing public comments on the Draft

RMP/EIS and includes changes to improve

clarity, and to correct weaknesses in the Draft.

Many changes were made in response to public

comment.

Determinations by resource category for each

alternative and the Proposed Plan are

summarized in Table S A. Impacts are

summarized in Table S B. Complete
descriptions of the determinations and impacts

associated with the four alternatives are

presented in the Draft Tonopah Resource

Management Plan and Environmental Impact

Statement.
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ACECs

designated:

Lunar

Crater

39,680

acres

Timber

Mountain

7,040

acres

Amargosa-Oasis

490

acres

Cane

Man

Hill

680

acres

Lone

Mountain

14,400

acres

Railroad

Valley

1

5.470

acres

Rhyolite

460

acres

Stormy

Abel

12,320

acres

Trap

Springs

8,480

acres

Tybo-Mclntyre

80

acres

Limit

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails

on

1
2,400

ac.

On

additional

8.480

ac

limit

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails,

no

land

disposal,

no

mineral

material

sales.

Maintain

closure

of

Gravel

Bar

road.

I
3

S
o

a.

in

o m gj-

111
III
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The

following

ACECs

designated:

Lunar

Crater

2,560

acres

Lone

Mountain

14,400

acres
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D
(A

Vehicles

unrestricted

on

77%

of

Resource

Area.

Gravel

Bar

Road

closed.

Vehicles

limited

to

existing

roads

and

trails

in

primitive

and

semi-primitive

non-motorized

and

semi-

primitive

motorized

areas.

Designate

7

SRMAs.

£ .

1|
"S

D
a> E
" 2

--
< i

5 E

5.360.477

ac

open

to

fluid

mineral

leasing,

607,799

ac

closed,

50,425

ac

NSO,

and

72,400

ac

seasonal

NSO.

6,020.948

ac

open

to

mineral

entry,

35,718

ac

withdrawn,

and

34,435

ac

closed.

5,968,177

ac

open

to

disposal

of

mineral

materials,

50,524

ac

closed,

and

72,400

ac

open

with

seasonal

restrictions.

5,358,817

ac

open

to

leasing,

659,884

ac

closed,

and

72.400

ac

open

with

seasonal

restrictions.

Zone

1
fires

contained

to

1
00

ac

90%

of

time.

Life/property

fires

kept

to

5

ac

87%

of

time.

Habitat

resource

fires

kept

minimal.

Zone

2
fires

allowed

within

prescription.

Vehicles

unrestricted

on

79%

of

Resource

Area.

Gravel

Bar

Road

closed.

Primitive

and

semi-primitive

areas

closed.

Designate

7

SRMAs.

o

£!
11
is

11
5 £

5,380,501

ac

open

to

fluid

mineral

leasing,

604.535

ac

closed.

3,264

ac

NSO,

and

72.400

ac

seasonal

NSO.

6,022.605

ac

open

to

mineral

entry.

38,380

ac

withdrawn,

and

30,1

16

ac

closed.

5,985,036

ac

open

to

disposal

of

mineral

materials,

57,065

ac

closed,

and

49,000

ac

open

with

seasonal

restrictions.

5,380.501

ac

open

to

leasing,

661,600

ac

closed,

and

49,000

ac

open

with

seasonal

restrictions.

Zone

1
fires

contained

within

10

ac.

Zone

2
fires

allowed

within

prescription.

Life/property

fires

kept

to

1

ac

100%

of

time.

Habitat

resource

fires

kept

minimal.

Vehicles

unrestricted

on

36%

of

Resource

Area.

Gravel

Bar

Road

closed.

Primitive

and

semi-pnmitive

areas

closed.

Designate

7

SRMAs.

£ .

£1
11
S 2
£ -o
_ »
< 1

$ £

4,823.466

ac

open

to

fluid

mineral

leasing,

1,059,235

ac

closed.

158,000

ac

NSO,

and

50,400

ac

seasonal

NSO.

5.533.099

ac

open

to

mineral

entry,

547,139

ac

withdrawn,

and

10,863

closed.

5.428,001

ac

open

to

disposal

of

mineral

materials.

612.700

ac

closed,

and

50.000

ac

open

with

seasonal

restrictions.

4.823,466

ac

open

to

leasing,

1,217.235

ac

closed,

50,400

ac

open

with

seasonal

restrictions.

Zone

1
fires

aggressively

initial

attacked.

Zone

2
fires

allowed

to

bum

within

prescription.

Life/property

fires

kept

to

1
ac

100%

of

time.

Habitat

resources

fires

kept

minimal.

Vehicles

unrestricted

on

90%

of

Resource

Area.

Gravel

Bar

Road

closed.

Designate

4

SRMAs.

£ .

if
"2 3
S E

13
£ T3

< 1
i/> 3
5 £

5,425,022

ac

open

to

fluid

mineral

leasing.

607,799

ac

closed,

2,720

ac

NSO,

and

55,560

ac

seasonal

NSO.

6,045,134

ac

open

to

mineral

entry,

11.993

ac

withdrawn,

and

33,974

ac

closed.

6.026.317

ac

open

to

disposal

of

mineral

materials,

9,224

ac

closed,

and

55,560

ac

open

with

seasonal

restrictions.

5,425,022

ac

open

to

leasing,

610,519

ac

closed,

and

55,560

ac

open

with

seasonal

restrictions.

Contain

fires

within

100

ac

90%

of

time.

Life/property

fires

kept

to

1
Ac

100%

of

time.

Habitat

resources

fires

kept

to

5
ac.

Is
B

O O

1 5'

» J

=•So
£&?
e »_ o> o cc
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?2

If09 t

S 2

-1
< i
in 2
§ £

5,397.602

ac

open

to

fluid

mineral

leasing,

662,779

ac

closed,

3,960

ac

with

NSO,

and

26,760

ac

seasonal

NSO.

6.057,106

ac

open

to

mineral

entry.

21.139

ac

withdrawn,

and

12.856

ac

closed.

ac

2 c -o

c! 2

8. 2 T,

IU5 ° S
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Contain

fires

within

100

ac

90%

of

time.

Life/property

fires

kept

to

5
Ac

87%

of

time.
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Specific

predator

control

benefit

non-offending

animals.

Improved

or

maintained

conditions

on

32.8

mi

of

stream.

Sage

grouse

benefit

from

grazing

management.

Long

term

negative

impacts

from

land

disposal.

Adverse

impacts

from

land

uses

and

road

construction

reduced

seasonal

restrictions

on

72.400

ac.

Bighorn

benefit

by

closure

of

324.

OOO

ac

to

new

communication

sites,

seasonal

restrictions

on

72,400

ac.

limiting

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails

in

primitive,

semi-primitive

non-

motorized

and

semi-primitive

motorized

areas,

and

1,600

ac

closed

to

OMV

events,

and

1440

ac

withdrawal.
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Trout

benefit

from

limiting

OHV

to

existing

roads

and

trails.

Adverse

impacts

from

mineral

development

reduced

by

seasonal

restrictions

on

72,400

ac,

and

withdrawal

of

3,480

ac,

and

seasonal

NSO

on

23,160

ac.

Adverse

impact

from

disposal

of

30,000

ac.

Benefit

from

OHV

restricted

to

existing

roads

and

trails

on

71,090

ac.

Benefits

from

490

ac

ACEC,

withdrawal,

and

livestock

and

burro

exclusion.

Adverse

impacts

mineral

leasing

mitigated

by

NSO

on

3,480

ac.

Benefits

from

livestock

exclusion

on

2,235

ac.

Spring

developments

benefit

riparian.

Limiting

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails

benefits

4,150

ac.

Benefits

from

NSO

on

3,720

ac,

and

withdrawal

of

4,154

ac,

and

490

ac

ACEC.

Vehicle

closures

and

mineral

withdrawal

protects

9.4

mi

of

stream

and

800

acres

of

riparian.

Benefits

from

NSO

on

3,480

ac

and

withdrawal

4,154

ac.

>

<
Z
CC
UJ

<
Adverse

impacts

from

mineral

development

reduced

by

seasonal

restrictions

on

72,400

ac.

withdrawal

of

3,480

ac.

and

seasonal

NSO

on

23,160

ac.

Adverse

impact

from

disposal

of

30,000

ac.

Benefit

from

OHV

restricted

to

existing

roads

and

trails

on

71,090

ac.

Benefits

from

490

ac

ACEC,

withdrawal,

and

livestock

and

burro

exclusion.

Adverse

impacts

mineral

leasing

mitigated

by

NSO

on

3.480

ac.

Benefits

from

livestock

exclusion

on

2,235

ac.

Spring

developments

benefit

riparian.

Limiting

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails

benefits

4,150

ac.

Benefits

from

NSO

on

3,720

ac.

and

withdrawal

of

4,154

ac,

and

490

ac

ACEC.

Vehicle

closures

and

mineral

withdrawal

protects

9.4

mi

of

stream

and

800

acres

of

riparian.

Benefits

from

NSO

on

3,720

ac

and

withdrawal

4,154

ac.
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Adverse

impacts

from

mineral

development

reduced

by

seasonal

restrictions

on

50,400

ac,

closure

to

mineral

leasing

of

21,880

ac

and

NSO

on

3.960

ac,

and

right-of-way

avoidance

areas.

Adverse

impact

from

disposal

of

10,300

ac.

Benefits

from

OHV

restricted

to

existing

roads

and

trails

on

71,090

ac.

Benefits

from

490

ac

ACEC,

withdrawal,

and

livestock

and

burro

exclusion.

Adverse

impacts

from

mineral

leasing

mitigated

by

NSO

on

3,480

ac.

Benefits

from

livestock

exclusion

on

2,235

ac.

Spring

developments

benefit

riparian.

Limiting

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails

benefits

4,150

ac.

Benefits

from

NSO

on

3,720

ac,

and

withdrawal

of

4,154

ac,

and

490

ac

ACEC.

Vehicle

closures

and

mineral

withdrawal

protects

8.5

miles

of

stream

and

800

acres

of

riparian.
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5
Adverse

impact

from

disposal

of

30,000

ac.

Benefits

from

OHV

restricted

to

existing

roads

on

490

ac.

Adverse

impacts

from

mineral

leasing

mitigated

by

NSO

on

80

ac. Benefits

from

livestock

exclusion

on

2,235

ac.

Spring

developments

benefit

riparian.

Limiting

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails

benefits

4,150

ac.

Benefit

from

NSO

on

3,720

ac

and

withdrawal

of

4,154

ac.

UJ
>

1
CC
UJ

<
Adverse

impact

from

disposal

of

10,781

ac.

Adverse

impacts

from

mineral

leasing

mitigated

by

NSO

on

80

ac.

Improvement

of

5.5

mi

of

riparian

through

livestock

exclusion.

Most

springs

continue

to

be

degraded.

Adverse

impact

by

disposal

of

8
mi

of

stream.

Limiting

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails

benefits

4,150

ac.

Benefit

from

NSO

on

3.720

ac

and

withdrawal

of

14,710

ac.
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5

Notices

converted

to

Plans

of

Operation.

Designation

of

ACECs

converts

4

Notices

to

Plans

of

Operations

yearly.

Limiting

vehicles

to

existing

roads

and

trails

in

primitive,

semi-primitive

non-motorized,

and

semi-primitive

motorized

areas

requires

approval

for

construction

of

new

access

roads.
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5

Notices

converted

to

Plans

of

Operation.

Designation

of

ACECs

converts

4

Notices

to

Plans

of

Operations

yearly.

Vehicle

closure

of

430.290

ac

limits

exploration

and

Plans

of

Operation

required.

Vehicle

closure

and

withdrawals

in

primitive

and

semi-primitive

areas

results

in

a

15%

reduction

in

mineral

activity.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE AND NEED

The purpose of the Tonopah Resource

Management Plan (RMP) is to provide the

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) direction to

manage its natural resources in the Tonopah
Resource Area.

This Proposed Resource Management Plan/Final

Environmental Impact Statement (PRMP/FEIS)

is prepared in accordance with the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act, National

Environmental Policy Act, the Council on

Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR
1 500), and BLM's planning regulations (43 CFR
1600).

The need for a new Plan became evident as a

result of a monitoring evaluation conducted in

1989 of the Tonopah Management Framework
Plan (MFP) (1 981 ) and the Esmeralda-Southern

Nye RMP (1986). The conclusion of the

monitoring is summarized as follows:

Management of the Resource Area is currently

guided by two existing land use plans: the

Tonopah MFP and the Esmeralda-Southern Nye
RMP. Consolidated, these two plans will

comprise a single, multiple-use, comprehensive

document capable of providing guidance for

making sound decisions for the variety of land

uses encompassed within the Resource Area.

Combining the two planning areas provides for

compatible decisions and continuity of

managerial direction throughout the Resource

Area.

During evaluation of the Tonopah MFP it

became evident that a combination of

expanding resource development and changes

in management direction had rendered the

document inadequate for long-term

management guidance of many resources, in

particular, minerals, realty, and woodland

products. A review of the Esmeralda-Southern

Nye RMP reflected a similar situation.

Moreover, a Bureau mandate to amend land

use plans for fluid minerals indicated a need to

prepare an RMP covering the entire Resource

Area.

GENERAL LOCATION AND GEOGRAPHY

The Resource Area is located within Nye
County and Esmeralda County, Nevada. The
boundary of the planning area is the same as

the Resource Area boundary (See Maps 1 and

2).

The planning area totals approximately

6,091,101 acres of public lands administered

by the BLM.

The Resource Area is typical of the Great Basin

geographical province. It has north-south

trending mountain ranges separated by wide

internally drained basins. The vegetation varies

between the northern cold desert, the Mojave

Desert, and the environmental ecotype

between the two areas. Elevations range

between 3,200 feet in the south to 9,561 feet

in the northeast.

RELATIONSHIP TO BLM POLICIES, PLANS,
AND PROGRAMS

This planning effort is in conformance with

Bureau Manual 1620, Supplemental Program

Guidance which identifies the program-specific

determinations that are usually made during

resource management planning.

There are four existing environmental impact

statements (EISs) covering actions in the

Resource Area.

The Tonopah Livestock Grazing EIS

was released in 1981. This document
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covers the Tonopah MFP. The first

Range/and Program Summary (RPS)

was issued in February, 1983. A
rangeland monitoring program has been

implemented and use adjustments have

been proposed based on monitoring

data and guidance provided in the

Tonopah Management Framework Plan.

The on-going monitoring and evaluation

program continues to provide adequate

managerial guidance. Therefore the

Tonopah RMP/EIS does not address the

allocation of forage beyond that which

currently exists.

The Esmeralda-Southern Nye RMP/EIS
was released in November, 1984 and

the Record of Decision (ROD) was
issued in October, 1986. The
Esmeralda-Southern Nye RPS was
issued in September, 1987 initiating a

monitoring and evaluation program

which provides adequate managerial

guidance for the livestock grazing

program.

The Tonopah Wilderness
Recommendations Final EIS was
released in 1987. The Nevada State-

wide Wilderness Report contains

recommendations regarding
management of wilderness on 483,050
acres of public land in northern Nye
county. These recommendations to

Congress are not analyzed in this

RMP/EIS.

The Esmeralda-Southern Nye
Wilderness Final EIS was released in

1987. The Nevada State-wide

Wilderness Report contains wilderness

recommendations on 189,675 acres of

public land in southern Nye and

Esmeralda Counties. These
recommendations to Congress are not

analyzed in this RMP/EIS.

Desert), as well as the Shoshone-Eureka

Resource Area of the Battle Mountain District.

Other federal lands within the planning area

include three National Forests (Toiyabe,

Humboldt, and Inyo), as well as Death Valley

National Monument. This document has been

coordinated with existing land-use plans on

adjoining areas to ensure consistency to the

extent possible.

The Draft RMP was developed involving

members of the Public, particularly in both Nye
and Esmeralda Counties. It has been

coordinated with the existing plans of both

counties. Where conflicting direction involving

the management of public lands occurs

between this plan and those of each respective

county, this RMP will comply with the laws and

statutes enacted by Congress to protect the

interests of the citizens of the United States.

PLANNING PROCESS OVERVIEW

The resource management planning process is

described in detail in BLM planning regulations

43 CFR 1600 and 40 CFR 1500. The Notice

of Intent to prepare the Tonopah RMP/EIS and

a notice of scoping period for the public to

participate in the identification of planning

issues, review of planning criteria, and

formulation of alternatives for the Tonopah
RMP was published in the Federal

Register/Volume 55, Number 29/Monday,

February 12, 1990. The planning process

involves the following nine basic steps:

Step 1 : Identification of Issues:

Planning issues are concerns or controversies

about existing and potential land and resource

allocation such as levels of resource use,

production and protection, and related

management practices. Based on public

comment during the scoping process in March,

1990, six Issues were identified for the

Tonopah RMP/EIS:

RELATIONSHIP TO BLM AND OTHER
POLICIES, PLANS, AND PROGRAMS

The Resource Area borders four BLM districts

(Carson City, Las Vegas, Ely, and California

1. Determine what intensity of

management should be implemented in

Wild Horse and Burro Herd
Management Areas to ensure that there

is a thriving natural ecological balance
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consistent with other resource values. provide adequate managerial guidance.

2. Determine if any lands should be given

special management consideration in

order to protect high resource values.

3. Determine if any lands should be

limited or closed to the use of off-

highway vehicles.

4. Determine what management
objectives should be established for

those wilderness study areas released

by Congress for non-wilderness,

multiple-use purposes.

5. Determine which lands within the

Resource Area should be identified as

preferred routes for utility corridor

locations to minimize conflicts with

other resource values.

6. Determine if any lands should be closed

to the leasing or location of minerals,

and what terms, conditions, or other

special considerations should apply in

order to prevent unnecessary or undue

degradation of the public land, on those

lands which are not closed.

Step 2: Development of Planning Criteria:

Planning criteria establish constraints and

guides for planning purposes. They state what
will, or will not, be done during the planning

process. Based on Bureau guidelines and on

public comments received during the scoping

process in March, 1 990, the following planning

criteria will be used in the development of the

Tonopah RMP/EIS:

1

.

All decisions from previous land-use

plans which represent valid existing

management are included in the

Tonopah RMP/EIS.

2. The RMP/EIS does not address the

allocation of forage beyond the

determinations given in planning

documents in force in 1991. The

current monitoring, evaluation, and

adjustment program continues to

Management of Wilderness Study

Areas (WSAs) will continue under the

Interim Management Policy for Lands

Under Wilderness Review. Should all

or part of any WSA be released by

Congress from wilderness study,

resource management would come
under the scope of this Tonopah
RMP/EIS. Those areas designated by

Congress as Wilderness will be

managed in accordance with the

Wilderness Act and the specific

enabling legislation requirements. A
Wilderness Management Plan detailing

management objectives and actions for

all resources will be prepared for each

area after designation.

Give priority to the designation of areas

of critical environmental concern

(ACEC).

Rely on the existing inventory and

studies of the public lands, their

resources, and other values.

To the extent possible, coordinate land-

use inventory, planning, and
management programs of other Federal

agencies and State and local

governments.

Prepare reasonably foreseeable

development scenarios based on

existing levels of mineral development

and at least one alternative addressing

a higher level of mineral development.

A scenario of lower mineral

development than that which currently

exists will not be developed.

Consider the management prescription

on adjoining lands in order to minimize

inconsistent management, especially in

regard to the identification of corridors.

The lands covered in the RMP/EIS are

the public lands within the boundaries

of the Resource Area. Determinations

will not be made for lands in adjoining
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districts.

1 0. No specific determinations will be made
on coal resources due to the poor

quality, marginal occurrence and lack of

expressed interest.

In addition to the above planning criteria, the

following requirements from BLM Manuals or

other regulations, will also be used to guide the

development of the RMP/EIS.

The AMS describes current BLM management
direction. It includes a description of

environmental factors and data needed to

analyze and resolve the identified issues and to

make determinations in regard to Supplemental

Program Guidance. The AMS provides the

analysis of resource capabilities and

management opportunities needed to formulate

alternatives.

Step 5: Formulation of Alternatives:

1

.

Use and observe the principles of

multiple-use and sustained yield.

2. Use an interdisciplinary approach in

order to integrate consideration of

physical and biological science and

economics.

3. Consider current and potential uses of

the public lands.

4. Weigh long-term benefits to the public

against short-term benefits.

5. Section 302(b) of FLPMA requires the

Secretary of the Interior to manage the

public lands to prevent unnecessary or

undue degradation of the lands.

6. BLM 1620 Manual, Supplemental

Program Guidance, will be used to

identify resource condition objectives,

land-use allocations, and management
direction determinations that will be

made in this RMP.

7. Comply with all pertinent public land

laws, policies, and directions.

Step 3: Inventory and Data Collection:

This planning effort relies on existing

inventories and studies of the public lands from
previous planning documents, previous EISs,

resource program data, monitoring and
evaluation of on-going programs, and data from
other governmental agencies and individuals.

Step 4: Analysis of the Management Situation

(AMS):

Several alternatives have been developed to

resolve issues and management concerns, to

make determinations in regard to Supplemental

Program Guidance, and to address ways in

which to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts

which were not adequately addressed in

previous land-use plans. Current management
guidance from existing land-use plans is

described in the No Action Alternative.

Step 6: Estimation of Effects of Alternatives:

The potential impacts and changes that would
occur to the physical, biological, social, and

economic environments by implementing each

of the alternatives are analyzed.

Step 7: Selection of the Preferred Alternative

This alternative was generated in order to

resolve issues in a balanced manner. It

provides for the development of resources,

while protecting or enhancing environmental

values. It consists of elements from other

alternatives which have been modified to best

meet the multiple-use demands in the Resource

Area.

After the selection of the preferred alternative,

the Tonopah Draft RMP/Draft EIS was
distributed to the public, including other

government agencies and interest groups, for a

90-day comment period.

Step 8: Selection of the Resource

Management Plan:

Following completion of the period for public

review and comment on the Tonopah Daft

RMP/Draft EIS, the Battle Mountain District
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Manager recommended a Proposed Plan to the

Nevada State Director for approval. The
Proposed Plan incorporated relevant and

applicable comments received during the

review of the Draft RMP/Draft EIS.

and publish a Record of Decision. Should any

part of the plan be protested, the Director will

resolve protests to the extent practical, and

then approve the plan and publish a Record of

Decision.

The Proposed Resource Management Plan/Final

EIS (PRMP/FEIS) is being sent to the Governor

of the State of Nevada for a 60-day

consistency review, allowing the State to

determine whether the PRMP/FEIS is consistent

with State and local government plans and

policies.

The PRMP/FEIS is filed with the Environmental

Protection Agency and a 30-day protest period

begins. If no protests are received during this

time, the State Director will approve the plan

Step 9: Monitoring and Evaluation:

A monitoring and evaluation schedule and set

of standards will be established in order to: 1

)

track implementation of decisions, 2) help keep

the plan current, 3) determine if the objectives

for the management of the resources are being

met, and 4) assess whether the RMP continues

to reflect the best resource management
decisions. Periodic reviews will be scheduled

at least once every five years.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE PROPOSED PLAN TO LOCAL LAND-USE PLANS

Under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), all

BLM plans must be consistent, in so far as

possible, with resource related plans officially

approved or adopted by state and local

agencies. The Division of State Lands was
directed by the 1 983 State Legislature (Senate

Bill 40) to "prepare, in cooperation with

appropriate state and local agencies and local

governments throughout the state, plans or

policy statements concerning the use of lands

in Nevada which are under federal

management." The purpose of the plans is to

provide state and locally developed public land

management policies to be used by the various

federal agencies managing public lands in

Nevada. The Esmeralda County Board of

Commissioners on April 1 6, 1 985, adopted the

Esmeralda County Policy Plan for Public Lands.

The Board of Commissioners of Nye County on

April 3, 1985, unanimously approved the Nye
County Policy Plan for Public Lands. The
relationship between the RMP and the

Esmeralda County Policy for Public Lands is

discussed in Appendix 14. The relationship

between the RMP and the Nye County Policy

for Public Lands is discussed in Appendix 15.

In 1994, the Nye County Board of

Commissioners approved the Nye County

Comprehensive Plan. The stated purpose of

the Comprehensive Plan is to serve as a guide

to the Nye County Board of Commissioners on

all matters of growth and development. The
public lands portion of the Comprehensive Plan

has not been developed. Therefore, no

meaningful comparison of the Proposed

RMP/EIS and the Comprehensive Plan can be

made at this time.
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PROTEST PROCEDURES

Any person who participated in the planning

process and has an interest that is or may be

adversely affected by approval of the Proposed

RMP may file a written protest with the

Director of the BLM. Protests must be filed

within the 30-day period after the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

publishes a notice of receipt in the Federal

Register, of this Proposed RMP Final EIS.

Only those persons or organizations who
participated in this planning process leading to

this RMP may protest. If BLM records do not

indicate that you had any involvement in any

stage in the preparation of the Proposed RMP,
your protest will be dismissed without further

review.

A protesting party may raise only those issues

that he or she submitted for the record during

the planning process. New issues raised during

the protest period should be directed to the

Tonopah Area Manager for consideration in

plan implementation, as potential plan

amendments, or as otherwise appropriate.

The period for filing a plan protest begins when
the Environmental Protection Agency Notice of

Availability of the final environmental impact

statement containing the Proposed RMP or

amendment is published in the Federal Register.

The protest period extends for 30 days. There

is no provision for any extension of time. To
be considered "timely", your protest must be

postmarked no later than the last day of the

protest period. Also, although not a

requirement, your protest should be sent by

certified mail, return receipt requested.

Protests must be filed in writing to:

In order to be considered complete, your

protest must contain, at a minimum, the

following information:

1

.

The name, mailing address, telephone

number, and interest of the person filing the

protest.

2. A statement of the issue or issues being

protested.

3. A statement of the part or parts of the

Tonopah Resource Management Plan/Final

Environmental Impact Statement being

protested. To the extent possible, this should

be done by reference to specific pages,

paragraphs, sections, tables, maps, etc.,

included in the document.

4. A copy of all documents addressing the

issue or issues that you submitted during the

planning process or a reference to the date the

issue or issues were discussed by you for the

record.

5. A concise statement explaining why the

BLM State Director's decision is believed to be

incorrect. This is a critical part of your protest.

Take care to document all relevant facts. As
much as possible, reference or cite the planning

documents, environmental analysis documents,

available planning records (e.g. meeting

minutes or summaries, correspondence, etc.).

A protest that only expresses disagreement

with the Nevada State Director's proposed

decision without any data will not be

considered.

Director (760)

Bureau of Land Management
Division of Planning and Environmental

Coordination

1894 C St. NW (406 LS)

Washington, DC 20240
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CHAPTER 2

PROPOSED PLAN AND RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES

INTRODUCTION

The Proposed Resource Management Plan

(RMP) described in this chapter was developed

by a BLM interdisciplinary planning team. It is

based on the preferred alternative in the

Tonopah Draft RMP, issued in June, 1 993, and

has been modified through public and internal

comment. The Proposed RMP represents a

complete plan to guide future management of

the public land in the Tonopah Resource Area.

The plan determinations are made up of two
elements; existing management that would

continue, and new RMP decisions. The number
and type of new RMP decisions were identified

by reviewing the current management situation,

public comments, BLM manual requirements

and management direction. These
determinations were based on district-wide

objectives and specific guidance. The
objectives and guidance were developed by

reviewing the various values and programs on

the district.

Land use actions would be implemented after

the State Director approves the RMP Record of

Decision (ROD). The plan decisions become
final with the issuance of the ROD.
Implemented actions include designations of

ACECs, utility corridor locations, OHV
designations, and VRM management classes.

Specific actions for ACECs and OHV
designations will be implemented as site-

specific management plans are developed and

appropriate clearances made.

Some actions cannot be implemented

immediately. For example, mineral withdrawal

revocations must be approved by the Secretary

of Interior. Thus, actions such as these may be

recommended in this RMP but would not

become valid until approved by the appropriate

authority. However, BLM intends to pursue all

actions recommended in this Proposed RMP

and included in the ROD.

Other actions in the RMP require the

completion of further detailed planning and

environmental compliance before on-the-ground

work can begin. For example, lands identified

for disposal could not be disposed of unless

they meet RMP objectives and other criteria for

disposal.

THE RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES

Four alternatives were considered in detail in

the Draft RMP/EIS. The alternatives were

formulated specifically to respond to the

planning issues identified at the beginning of

the planning process and to the BLM's program

guidance. No single alternative satisfies all of

the planning concerns expressed. However,

the alternatives addressed the concerns in a

variety of ways.

Alternatives were formulated within the

following constraints:

All alternatives are legally feasible and

technically possible. The alternatives present

a balance between the legal requirements to

protect, restore, and enhance natural resource

values and the need to produce food, fiber,

minerals and services.

The Tonopah Draft RMP alternatives have been

developed to accommodate multiple-use

management of resources in Wilderness Study

Areas (WSAs). The actions proposed are those

that will take place if the WSAs are released

from wilderness consideration by Congress.

Some of the proposed actions are compatible

with the Interim Management Policy and

Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review
(IMP), and can be implemented, while others

must await final decisions from Congress.



Should Congress designate wilderness areas,

the RMP will be maintained to accommodate
these new designations and to modify

decisions which conflict with objectives of

wilderness management. The management of

areas designated as wilderness will be guided

by the requirements of the Wilderness Act of

1964, specific enabling legislation, and

procedures of the BLM for management of

wilderness areas. The management of site-

specific wilderness areas will be included in

future wilderness management plans. Certain

actions are non-discretionary. These include

closure to motorized vehicle use (except for

valid existing rights and approved
nonconforming uses by permit) and withdrawal

from mineral entry.

ALTERNATIVE 3:

This alternative provides for private economic
development and economic diversity which is

constrained by environmental safeguards

designed for the preservation and enhancement
of environmental systems, and for species

diversity.

ALTERNATIVE 4:

This is the preferred alternative. This

alternative provides for the development of

renewable and non-renewable resources, while

ensuring that the preservation and
enhancement of fragile and unique resources

will occur.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN THE DRAFT
RMP

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT
ANALYZED

The alternatives are in accordance with the

discretionary limits established through

applicable laws, regulations, and policies.

Alternatives were developed to provide

management options which address both key

issues and management concerns.

ALTERNATIVE 1:

This is the No Action Alternative. Management
is performed in a manner which continues the

present level and systems of resource use as

described in the Tonopah MFP and the

Esmeralda-Southern Nye RMP. These plans

contain a full array of multiple resource uses.

Where resources and uses were not articulated

in those plans, some of the management
direction that is assumed for the No Action

Alternative was derived by extrapolating from

past management actions.

ALTERNATIVE 2:

This alternative provides opportunities for

private economic development and economic
diversity through the utilization of a wide range

of resources. Lands will be made available for

expansion and development, while protecting

sensitive resource values.

Several alternatives were considered in

addressing specific issues in the Resource

Area. Among these were alternatives which

promoted unconstrained production or

protection and targeted specific resources.

Such alternatives were considered inappropriate

because they failed to meet the principles of

multiple-use and sustained yield which is one of

the planning criteria of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act of 1976.

Alternatives dealing with the allocation of

forage and removing livestock from allotments

with less than satisfactory range conditions

were considered, but eliminated from further

study. Current decisions from the Esmeralda-

Southern Nye RMP/EIS, the Tonopah MFP and

the Tonopah Grazing EIS have adequately

analyzed the issue, provide adequate

managerial guidance, and allow for changes

based upon monitoring and evaluation.

Therefore, they have been restated in the

Proposed RMP.

An alternative was requested to be considered

which would have addressed the Las Vegas

Valley Water District's applications for

diversion of water from 27 underground

sources in the Resource Area. These filings are

part of a total of 146 applications initially filed

in the Ely District, Las Vegas District, and the
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Tonopah Resource Area of the Battle Mountain

District. The BLM has protested all the

applications in accordance with State water

law. As of the date of preparation of this

Proposed RMP, no permits were granted on

these applications. Because the granting of

water rights is controlled by the State of

Nevada and BLM has submitted protests on

each filing in accordance with State law, and

because the BLM has no authority to determine

if the water rights are to be granted or not it

was determined that dealing with this issue in

the RMP would not be proper. Whenever
permits are granted and right-of-way

applications are received, a detailed

environmental documentation of the project will

be undertaken.

THE PROPOSED PLAN

WATERSHED

Objective:

To maintain or improve watershed

conditions in the Resource Area.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Prepare and implement activity plans

(Allotment Management Plans, Habitat

Management Plans and Herd
Management Area Plans) in watersheds

where there is a high potential to

reduce erosion, and identify site

specific resource objectives,
rehabilitation techniques, and the

designing and placement of

improvements such as check dams and

seedings. These watersheds are: Oasis

Valley, Wagon Johnnie, Hot Creek,

Sand Springs, Stone Cabin, Morey,

lone, Monitor, Ralston, Lower Railroad

Valley, Reveille, San Antone, Hunts

Canyon, Big Smoky, and Lower Hot

Creek (see Maps 3 and 4).

VEGETATION

Objective:

To provide for vegetative and ecological

diversity.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Manage the vegetation resource for

desired plant communities (DPC). A
general listing of key plant species

associated with the DPC is shown in

Appendix 1 (these key plant species are

identified by basic vegetation

type/ecological site of occurrence).

Descriptions of specific DPC will be

developed by allotment at key areas.

Descriptions will be based on

information collected at the key area

sites, including data on ecological

potential. Management of the

vegetative resource will provide for the

physiological needs of the key forage

plant species. Key forage plant species

are shown by allotment in Appendix 2.

VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Objective:

To designate VRM classes and manage to

maintain existing scenic qualities.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Manage the Resource Area for the

following VRM classes (see Maps 7 and

8):



Class I Areas:

Class II Areas:

Class III Areas:

Class IV Areas:

acres

469,170 acres

218,000 acres

5,403,931 acres

See Appendix 3 for definition of Visual

Resource Management Classes.

2. Manage scenic quality along five

identified highways as VRM Class III

areas (SR 374 between Beatty and

Death Valley National Monument, SR
276 between Scotty's Junction and

Death Valley National Monument, SR
266 between Lida Junction and the

California border, SR 265 between Blair

Junction and Silver Peak, and SR 264
between U.S. 6 and the California

border).

3. Manage the Lunar Crater ACEC
(39,680 acres) and primitive and semi-

primitive non-motorized areas (see

Appendix 12 for definitions) (429,490

acres) as VRM Class II area.

WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT

Objective:

To maintain and enhance wildlife habitat

and provide for species diversity.

RMP Determinations:

excluded from livestock grazing to

achieve riparian objectives, in

accordance with the Railroad Valley

HMP. Use by livestock in these

locations may be allowed on a non-

renewable basis to achieve objectives

identified in the HMP.

c. The reintroduction or augmentation

of bighorn sheep into potential habitat

areas in the Hot Creek, Goldfield,

Amargosa, Magruder/Palmetto, Monte
Cristo, Montezuma, Silver Peak,

Sawtooth, Bare Mountain, and Gold

Mountain habitat areas will continue to

be supported (see Maps 10 and 13).

d. Rocky Mountain elk will continue to

be managed in cooperation with the

Nevada Division of Wildlife (NDOW)
and the U.S. Forest Service in

accordance with the Monitor Elk

Management Plan. Elk populations will

be allowed to increase until allowable

use levels are reached as determined

through monitoring and evaluation. If

overuse of vegetation occurs and elk

are determined to be the primary

offending animal, reductions will be

requested through NDOW.

2. Manage mule deer, antelope, elk, and

bighorn sheep habitat for good or

better condition.

Continue the following management
decisions from previous planning:

a. On 9,127 acres at Toiyabe Bench,

livestock grazing would be excluded

until the objectives described in the

Toiyabe Bench Deer Winter Range
Management Plan are met. Once the

objectives have been met, controlled

livestock grazing will be allowed in

conformance with the plan to maintain

acceptable habitat conditions.

b. Lockes Meadow, Blue Eagle Pond,

Big Well, Chimney Springs, Reynolds
Spring and North Spring (a total of

2,317 acres) will continue to be

Prepare or revise Habitat Management
Plans (HMP) for the entire Resource

Area to enhance habitats for game and

non-game wildlife species. Priorities

are as follows:

a. Maintain the Railroad Valley Wildlife

Management Area HMP.

b. Revise the Silver Peak HMP.

c. Prepare HMP's for the following

areas: Bullfrog Hills, Fish Lake Valley

(White Mountains), Gold
Mountain/Stonewall, Grant/Quinn

Range, Hot Creek/Squaw Hills, lone

Valley/Royston Hills, Kawich/Reveille,



Magruder/Sylvania/Palmetto, Monte
Cristo/Lone Mountain, Montezuma,
Pancake Range/Sand Springs, Railroad

Valley (except for Wildlife Management
Area), Ralston/Monitor Valleys, San

Antone/Big Smoky Valley and Stone

Cabin/Little Fish Lake Valley.

4. On 28,920 acres of mule deer winter

range, restrict activities which might be

disturbing to mule deer between
January 15 and May 15 (see Maps 34
and 35).

5. On 26,000 acres of sage grouse

habitat, restrict activities which might

be disturbing to sage grouse between
February 1 5 and May 1 5 (see Maps 34
and 35).

6. Manage bighorn sheep habitat

(324,000 acres) (see Maps 10 and 11)

by: prohibiting construction of new
roads to communication facilities and

limiting vehicle use to existing roads

and trails; prohibiting off-highway

vehicle events within one-quarter mile

of Specie Spring; restricting, between

February 1 and May 15, activities in

lambing areas which might be

disturbing to lambing (17,480 acres);

and withdrawing 1,440 acres from

mineral entry which are lambing areas

at Stonewall Falls and Little Meadows.

7. Maintain antelope habitat in good or

better condition. Allow for re-

introduction and augmentation of

antelope populations and develop

additional water sources.

8. Animal damage control will be targeted

at the individual offending animal only.

There will be no preventative control

unless authorized by the BLM
authorized officer.

9. Apprcpriate off-site mitigation will be

considered during a plan of operation

review for locatable mineral actions

when an irretrievable loss of important

habitat is unavoidable, or a significant

long term adverse impact will occur.

SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES

Objective:

To protect, restore, enhance, and expand

habitat of special status species.

RMP Determinations:

1

.

Manage Non-Intensive Category III

desert tortoise habitat (70,600 acres),

(see Map 1 5) by limiting vehicle use to

existing roads and trails. In cases in

where new road construction is

discretionary, no new roads will be

constructed in those washes in which

there may be an adverse impact on the

desert tortoise.

2. Continue to protect the Railroad Valley

springfish and its critical habitat at

North Spring and Reynolds Spring (80

acres) through management in

accordance with the Railroad Valley

Habitat Management Plan. Fluid

mineral leasing is allowed on 80 acres

with a no surface occupancy stipulation

(see Map 34). No land uses will be

authorized which are incompatible with

the area's values.

3. Designate the 15,470 acres as the

Railroad Valley ACEC to protect riparian

areas, wildlife habitat and threatened

species habitat (see Map 26; also see

Appendix 16 for legal descriptions).

Management of this area includes:

acquisition of non-consumptive
appropriative water rights; continued

exclusion of livestock from 2,317
acres; a utility corridor through the Blue

Eagle portion of the ACEC will be

designated below the Grant Range;

acquisition of 480 acres of private

lands through exchange or purchase at

Lockes Ranch, if economically prudent,

and if the owner is agreeable; limiting

vehicle use to existing roads and trails

in the ACEC; establish a Special
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Recreation Management Area; allowing

fluid mineral leasing with a no surface

occupancy stipulation on 3,480 acres;

reducing the existing withdrawal to

mineral entry from 14,710 acres to

3,040 acres; and withdrawing an

additional 440 acres of riparian area at

Lockes Pond. (See Appendix 16 for

legal descriptions.)

4. Designate the Amargosa-Oasis riparian

area, habitat for the Oasis Valley

speckled dace and the Amargosa toad,

as an ACEC (490 acres) (see Map 27;

also see Appendix 16 for legal

descriptions). Management of this area

includes: exclusion of livestock and

wild burros, no land uses will be

authorized which are incompatible with

the area's values, limitation of vehicle

use to existing roads and trails,

acquisition of non-consumptive
appropriative water rights, allowing

mineral leasing with a no surface

occupancy stipulation, and withdrawal

from mineral entry. If economically

prudent and if the owner is agreeable,

acquire adjacent private lands (280

acres) (see Appendix 16 for legal

descriptions) containing desirable

riparian values through exchange or

purchase.

5. Habitat for all candidate species (plant

and animal) will be managed to

maintain or increase current

populations of these species. The
introduction, reintroduction, or

augmentation of candidate, as well as

federally listed threatened or

endangered species, may be allowed if,

in coordination with NDOW and the

USFWS, it is deemed appropriate. Such
actions will be considered on a case-by-

case basis and will be subject to

applicable procedures outlined under

the SOPs, Environmental Review and

Management.

To manage riparian habitats for proper

functioning condition (PFC).

RMP Determinations:

1. Manage for proper functioning

condition on all 32.8 miles of streams,

streamside riparian areas, and all

springs, seeps, wet meadows and other

riparian areas in the Resource Area (see

Maps 14 and 15).

2. Manage for prevention of riparian

habitat deterioration on those streams

and riparian areas rated as functional.

3. Where streams and riparian areas are

rated as functional-at-risk, manage for

an improving trend, as determined

using techniques described in current

BLM Technical References and/or other

BLM guidelines. If needed, design and

implement management practices to

achieve an upward trend within 5 years

of issuance of the approved RMP/ROD.
If the desired trend does not occur, and

livestock and wild horses/burros are the

cause, exclude livestock and wild

horses/burros.

4. Where streams and riparian areas are

rated as non-functional and livestock

and wild horses/burros are the cause,

modify management and/or exclude

livestock and wild horses/burros.

5. Manage for trout habitat on Barley

Creek, Barker Creek, Clear Creek,

Corcoran Creek, Jefferson Creek,

Moores Creek, Mosquito Creek, Perry

Aiken Creek, Pine Creek, Silver Peak

Pond Creek, and Troy Creek (9.4 miles)

(see Table 3 C). Acquire minimum
water flows in accordance with State

water law to support trout. Limit

vehicle use to existing roads along a

300-foot wide strip on each side of the

above streams.

RIPARIAN HABITAT

Objective:

6. Acquire 160 acres of private land at

Moores Station which include trout

habitat, if economically prudent and the



owner is agreeable. (See Appendix 16

for legal descriptions.)

FORESTRY AND VEGETATIVE PRODUCTS

Objective:

To provide vegetation products for

consumptive use where compatible with

other resource values.

RMP Determinations:

all areas outside WSAs. Allow only

non-commercial harvest.

5. Permit the collection of common desert

plants and seeds. Creosote bush

harvest will only be authorized

northwest of State Route 267 in Nye
County. No sales of live desert plants

will remove more than 10 percent of

the existing canopy cover.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING MANAGEMENT

1

.

Authorize the harvest of woodland
products in greenwood cutting areas.

Limit authorization to 1 ,000 cords per

year. If Kawich and Silver Peak

Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs) are

released by Congress, greenwood
cutting areas will be established within

those areas. Establish new greenwood

cutting areas at Bellehelen,

Montezuma, Hot Creek Mtns., Squaw
Hills, Piper Peak and Kawich and

expand cutting areas at Silver Peak,

Palmetto and Palmetto Wash (total of

11,850 acres). All newly opened

cutting areas will be closed when tree

canopy cover is reduced to 10 to 20
percent. Commercial harvest may be

allowed in any of these areas.

2. Permit the harvest of pinyon and

juniper deadwood only, in all accessible

woodland acreage outside WSAs. The

removal of dead mahogany,
cottonwood or aspen will be prohibited.

3. The harvest of Joshua trees in the area

that can be seen from Highway 95 near

Goldfield (1 00,000 acres) would not be

allowed. Commercial harvest of

Joshua trees will only be allowed for

salvage operations incidental to surface

disturbance. Until a complete inventory

is available to determine the sustained

yield and a new level of authorization

can be calculated, limit non-commercial

authorizations to 1 00 trees per year.

4. Permit cutting of Christmas trees and

limit harvest to 1 ,000 trees per year in

Objective:

To implement the recommendations of the

rangeland monitoring and evaluation

program to resolve identified resource

conflicts and/or concerns in a way which

will achieve multiple-use management.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Continue the following management
practices:

a. The Tonopah MFP and Tonopah

Grazing EIS along with the Esmeralda-

Southern Nye RMP/EIS provide the

guidance necessary for the livestock

grazing program.

b. The current stocking levels are

shown in Appendix 6 for the Tonopah

MFP and Appendix 7 for the Esmeralda-

Southern Nye RMP. The current

stocking level for each allotment was
set in previous land use plans, or has

been adjusted based on the evaluation

of monitoring data. The future

stocking level within each allotment will

be adjusted as determined through the

evaluation of short-term and long-term

monitoring data. In allotments where
monitoring data do not distinguish

individual use between livestock and

wild horses/burros, the stocking level

for livestock will be based on a

proportion derived from previous

planning documents. Allotment

boundaries are shown on Maps 1 6 and

17.
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c. Livestock use will continue to be

excluded on Lockes Meadow, Blue

Eagle Pond, Big Well, Reynolds Spring,

North Spring, and Chimney Springs in

accordance with HMP objectives

(2,235 acres). Livestock use may be

allowed in these areas on a non-

renewable basis and in a prescribed

manner to achieve or maintain the

objectives identified in the HMPs.
Livestock use on Toiyabe Bench is

excluded until the objectives of the

Toiyabe Bench Deer Winter Range
Management Plan are met.

d. On 70,600 acres of Non-Intensive

Category III desert tortoise habitat (see

Map 15), and in accordance with the

August 14, 1 991 Biological Opinion for

the Proposed Livestock Program Within

Desert Tortoise Habitat in Southern

Nevada, the following terms and

conditions have been placed in affected

grazing leases:

Livestock use within desert tortoise

habitat may occur from March 1

through October 14; forage utilization

shall not exceed 40 percent on key

perennial grasses, forbs, and shrubs.

Livestock use in desert tortoise habitat

may occur from October 15 through

February 28; forage utilization shall not

exceed 50 percent on key perennial

grasses and 45 percent on key shrubs

and perennial forbs.

The key forage species within this

habitat include as a minimum: Desert

Needlegrass (Stipa speciosa), Indian

Ricegrass (Oryzopsis hymenoides),

White Burrobrush (Hymenoclea salso/a)

and Winterfat (Eurotia lanata).

Should utilization exceed 40 percent on

key perennial grasses, forbs, and
shrubs during the period of March 1

through October 14; or 50 percent on
key perennial grasses and 45 percent

on key shrubs and perennial forbs

during the period of October 15

through February 28, the lessee shall

have ten (10) calendar days in which to

remove all livestock from desert

tortoise habitat. Utilization within each

allotment shall not be averaged either

among locations or over time.

All vehicle use in desert tortoise habitat

associated with the livestock grazing

program shall be restricted to existing

roads and trails.

Trash and garbage associated with

livestock grazing operations, i.e.,

branding, roundups, etc., shall be

removed from each camp site or work
location and disposed of off site in a

designated facility. No trash or

garbage shall be buried at work
locations within desert tortoise habitat.

Use of hay or grains as a feeding

supplement shall be prohibited in desert

tortoise habitat to avoid the

introduction of non-native plant

species. Mineral and salt blocks may
be authorized in accordance with 43
CFR 4100.

e. Unalloted lands at Columbus Salt

Marsh and Emigrant Peak will remain

unalloted.

f. The range improvement projects

proposed in the Tonopah Grazing EIS

and Esmeralda-Southern Nye RMP
would be proposed in the RMP (see

Appendix 5).

2. Manage 22 allotments as "I" category,

three allotments as "M" category, and

nine allotments as "C" category (see

Appendix 8).

3. Livestock will be excluded from the

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC (490 acres).

Livestock use may be allowed in

exclusion areas in a prescribed manner

to achieve or maintain resource

objectives.



WILD HORSES AND BURROS

Objective:

To manage wild horses and burros at levels

that will maintain and preserve a natural

thriving ecological balance consistent with

other resource needs within Herd

Management Areas.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Continue the following management
determinations

a. Six Herd Management Areas

(HMAs) in the Tonopah MFP and ten

HMAs in the Esmeralda-Southem Nye
RMP are identified and are listed in

Table 2 A. These HMAs are shown on

Maps 18 and 19.

b. The interim herd size or appropriate

management level (AML) for each HMA
was defined in previous land use plans

or has been adjusted based on court

decisions or the evaluation of

monitoring data (see Table 2 A.)

Appendix 10 A and 10 B show interim

herd sizes and AMLs by allotment. The

future herd size or AML within each

HMA will be adjusted as determined

through the evaluation of short-term

and long-term monitoring data. When
the AML is established through

monitoring and evaluation, wild horse

and burro populations will not be

allowed to exceed the AML. The AML
will be revised only as a result of

monitoring and evaluation and to

achieve a thriving natural ecological

balance. Once the AML has been set,

a single gather plan will be prepared

and implemented and will remain in

effect until analysis of monitoring

information indicates the need for

adjustment. In HMAs where
monitoring does not distinguish

between wild horses/burros and

livestock, the interim herd size or AML
will be adjusted proportionately with

the current stocking level (active

preference) for livestock. See

Appendix 6 and 7 for allocations

between horses/burros and current

stocking levels for livestock. Wild

horse and burro populations could also

be reduced as a result of emergencies

(drought, fire, etc.) or conflicts with

private landowners. See Appendix 9

for examples of how forage allocation

is calculated.

c. The Monitor HMA identified in the

Tonopah MFP would be deleted.

Horses censused in 1 974 were

mistakenly identified as wild horses.

These horses were actually privately

owned. Therefore, an HMA should

never have been identified.

d. Water would be made available in

rested pastures for wild horses and

burros wherever feasible.

2. Manage wild horse and burro

populations to maintain and preserve a

natural thriving ecological balance and

multiple-use relationship in HMAs (see

Maps 18 and 19).

3. Remove excess animals when interim

herd size or AML (see Table 2 A) and a

thriving natural ecological balance are

exceeded. When removals are

necessary animals will be reduced to a

point which will allow three years of

population increase before again

reaching the interim herd size or AML.

4. Close a one-fourth mile radius area

around Mud Spring to off-highway

vehicle events.

5. Apply for appropriative water rights

and/or assert public water reserves on

water sources as they are identified or

as they become available in HMAs.



TABLE 2 A
INTERIM HERD SIZE OR APPROPRIATE MANAGEMENT LEVEL (AMD

Herd Management Area Interim Herd Size
1 Appropriate Management Levels 2

Bullfrog

Dunlap

Fish Lake Valley

Gold Mountain

Goldfield

Hot Creek

Little Fish Lake

Montezuma
Palmetto

Paymaster/Lone Mountain

Reveille

Sand Springs

Saulsbury

Silver Peak

Stone Cabin

Stonewall

12 horses and 218 burros

69 horses

62 horses and 12 burros

19 horses

227 horses and 71 burros

161 horses

184 horses

48 horses

25 horses for 6 months4

307 horses

13 horses and 34 burros

41 horses

39 horses

145-165 horses 3

49 horses

364 horses

' Interim herd size is derived from previous planning documents and is the AML until modified or adjusted by

monitoring and evaluation.
2 The AML is the maximum number of wild horses and/or burros to be managed in a herd management area and

has been set through monitoring and evaluation or by court order.
3 High and low management levels as directed by 1987 Court Decision (Civil R-85-535 BRT) Fallini vs. Hodel.

* Wild horses drift onto public lands from the adjacent Monitor Wild Horse Territory administered by the U.S.Forest

Service.

FORAGE ALLOCATION

RMP Determinations:

1 . Continue the present management
determinations:

a. Current stocking levels for livestock

and interim herd sizes for wild

horses/burros were set in the Tonopah
MFP and Esmeralda-Southern Nye RMP
(see Appendix 6 and 7). These
stocking levels and herd sizes would
remain as valid existing management
unless modified by the monitoring,

evaluation, and adjustment process.

b. Livestock and wild horse/burro use

adjustments will be based on short-

term and long-term monitoring data.

Monitoring methods are described in

the 1 984 Nevada Range/and Monitoring

Handbook and other BLM technical

references.

c. Wildlife populations will be allowed

to increase. If monitoring data show
that wildlife are overusing the

vegetative resource the Nevada

Division of Wildlife will be requested to

control the herd sizes at a threshold

level which avoids resource damage.

d. When monitoring data indicate that

additional forage is permanently

available and that wildlife objectives

have been met, the additional forage

may be allocated to livestock and wild

horses/burros. Additional forage

permanently available will be allocated

to livestock and wild horses/burros on

a proportional basis as established by

the Tonopah MFP or the Esmeralda-



Southern Nye RMP (see Appendix 6

and 7). Increases in livestock grazing

use will be made in accordance with 43
CFR 4100.

e. When monitoring data show that

grazing use is causing an unacceptable

level or pattern of use, or exceeds the

carrying capacity, such use will be

reduced. When the offending class of

animal can be determined, the numbers
of animals in that class will be reduced.

If monitoring data do not distinguish

which is the offending animal, grazing

use will be reduced on a proportional

basis, or as adjusted through the

monitoring, evaluation and adjustment

process. The forage allocations are

shown in Appendix 6 and 7.

Reductions in livestock grazing use will

be made in accordance with 43 CFR
4110.

of how forage

be calculated see

(For examples
allocations will

Appendix 9.)

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Objective:

To protect archaeological, historical,

paleontological, and socio-cultural

resources and manage for information,

public values, and conservation.

RMP Determinations:

remain closed to fluid mineral leasing

(704 acres). The segregation of the

area under the Classification and

Multiple Use Act will be terminated

(304 acres). The area will be

withdrawn from mineral entry.

c. Update the Class I survey for

paleontological resources in the

following areas: 1) fossiliferous

sedimentary rocks and Quaternary

alluvium, 2) lone Valley, 3) Tonopah
Flat, and 4) Gabbs Valley.
Paleontological resources will be

managed to protect specimens and

maintain or enhance sites or areas for

their scientific and educational values.

Classify and manage cultural resources

for their information potential,

conservation, and public values. See

Appendix 1 3 for a complete description

of these management guidelines.

a. Manage for Information Potential:

Rockshelters; Late Pleistocene/Western

Pluvial Lakes Tradition Sites; sites on

valley bottoms lacking Pleistocene lake

features; historic sites lacking clear

association with either established

mining districts, locally important

ranching operations or major
transportation routes; and sites on
upper and lower bajada slopes.

Specific management determinations

are as follows:

1 . Continue the present management
determinations:

a. Manage the Trap Springs-Gravel

Bar Complex for information potential

by maintaining the existing road

closures until the information potential

of this complex can be recovered

through a comprehensive research and

data recovery program.

b. The Berlin Town Site will be

managed for conservation and will

1) Manage the Stormy-Abel Site

Complex (12,320 acres) by
prohibiting range improvements or

other actions that would increase

grazing in the vicinity of Storm,

Coyote, and Abel Springs. Limit

vehicle use to existing roads and

trails until the information potential

of this complex can be recovered

through a comprehensive research

and data recovery program. Once
the research program has recovered

the available information, the above
land use restrictions will be lifted.



2) Manage the Trap Springs-

Gravel Bar Complex (8,480 acres)

to maximize data recovery and

salvage of cultural resources, while

allowing for oil and gas production.

This will be done by developing and

implementing a comprehensive data

recovery program; prohibiting

gravel sales on the gravel bar (679

acres); continue the closure of the

Gravel Bar Road and limiting vehicle

use to existing roads and trails in

the rest of the area. Once the

research program has recovered the

available information, the above

land use restrictions will be lifted.

b. Manage for Public Values:

Rockshelters; Late Pleistocene/Western

Pluvial Lakes Tradition Sites; sites on

valley bottoms lacking Pleistocene lake

features; historic sites lacking clear

association with either established

mining districts, locally important

ranching operations or major

transportation routes; and sites on

upper and lower bajada slopes.

Specific management determinations

are as follows:

1) Fluid mineral leasing will be

allowed with a no surface

occupancy stipulation at: Jumbled
Rock Petroglyphs (10 acres),

Moores Station Petroglyphs (40

acres), and Mountain View Arrastra

(40 acres) (see Map 33; also see

Appendix 1 6 for legal descriptions).

2) Withdraw from mineral entry:

Moores Station Petroglyphs (40

acres), Mountain View Arrastra (40

acres), and Tybo-Mclntyre kilns (80

acres) (see Map 24; also see

Appendix 1 6 for legal descriptions).

3) No land uses will be authorized

which are incompatible with

cultural values and limit vehicle use

to existing roads and trails at:

Moores Station Petroglyphs (40

acres) and Mountain View Arrastra

(40 acres).

4) Designate 425 acres as the

Rhyolite ACEC to protect historic

structures (see Map 27). Manage
historic structures for public uses.

Land disposal will not be allowed.

No land uses will be authorized

which are incompatible with the

area's values. Limit vehicle use to

existing roads and trails. Provide

for signing and barricades to

exclude people from unsafe

structures. Establish a SRMA.
Allow mineral leasing with a no

surface occupancy stipulation.

Withdraw 126 acres from mineral

entry. (See Appendix 16 for legal

descriptions.)

5) Designate 80 acres (20 acres

around each set of kilns) as the

Tybo-Mclntyre Charcoal Kilns ACEC
to protect historic structures (see

Map 26). Manage historical values

for conservation and public values.

No land uses will be authorized

which are incompatible with the

area's special values. Improve

access roads and limit vehicle use

to existing roads and trails.

Develop visitor use facilities and

establish a SRMA. Allow mineral

leasing with a no surface

occupancy stipulation. Withdraw

from mineral entry. (See Appendix

16 for legal descriptions.)

c. Manage for Conservation:

Rock shelters with datable deposits;

stratified sites; late Pleistocene/western

pluvial lakes tradition sites; historic

sites associated with established

mining districts, locally important

ranching operations or major
transportation routes; and sites

containing paleo-environmental data.

Specific management determinations

are as follows:



1) Designate 680 acres as the

Cane Man Hill ACEC to protect

prehistoric values (see Map 27).

No land uses will be authorized that

are incompatible with the area's

values. Limit vehicle use to

designated roads and trails. Allow

mineral leasing with a no surface

occupancy stipulation. Withdraw
from mineral entry. Manage
cultural resources for conservation

and information. (See Appendix 1

6

for legal description.)

3. Prepare a Class I overview of cultural

resources for the entire Tonopah
Resource Area.

LANDS AND RIGHTS-OF-WAY

lease under appropriate authority.

e. Continue the following
management determination: Revoke
the Pinyon Joshua Tree Transition

Research Natural Area (RNA)
designation and open the area to

mineral entry (520 acres). The RNA
designation has been evaluated as

inappropriate because no pinyon trees

are known to occur within the

designated RNA.

(Because all natural areas became
"instant" Wilderness Study Areas

(FLPMA Section 603 (a)), this decision

has not been, and cannot be,

implemented until a final Congressional

wilderness decision is made.)

Objective:

To make lands available for community
expansion and private economic
development and to increase the potential

for economic diversity.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Continue the following management
determinations:

a. Continue to make available 43,760
acres of land for disposal.

b. A 1 60 acre parcel of private land at

Pritchards Station and a 160 acre

parcel of private land at Moores Station

are identified for acquisition.

Make available a total of 299,140
acres of public lands for potential

disposal (see Maps 20 and 21). This

total includes 43,760 acres of the

50,040 acres identified for disposal

from previous land-use plan decisions,

32,154 acres of proposed and allowed

agricultural entries, and 223,226
additional acres. (See Appendix 1 6 for

legal descriptions.)

Retain for the purposes of resource

management those public lands

previously identified for disposal within

the Amargosa-Oasis ACEC, riparian

areas along Perry Aiken Creek,

Jefferson Creek, and deer winter range

along Chiatovich Creek (total of 6,280
acres).

c. Continue the withdrawal of 6,722
acres: Air Force (619 acres), BLM-
Power Site Reserve (17 acres), BLM-
Protective-Railroad Valley (3,040

acres), Department of Energy (2,571

acres, Federal Aviation Administration

(418 acres), Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (45 acres) and Forest

Service Administration (12 acres).

d. Continue the classification of

10,863 acres as suitable for sale or

4. If the original entrant or the entrant's

assignee fails to "prove up" under the

agricultural land laws, lands classified

for agricultural entry will be disposed of

only under the sale and exchange

authorities.

5. Acquire private lands, if economically

prudent and if the owner is agreeable,

through exchange and/or purchase at

Moores Station (160 acres), Pritchards

Station (160 acres), Lockes Ranch



(480 acres), Amargosa-Oasis ACEC
(280 acres) and Rhyolite ACEC (120

acres) (see Maps 20 and 21). All

acquired lands will be managed in

accordance with the RMP and activity

plans. (See Appendix 16 for legal

descriptions.)

6. In right-of-way avoidance areas, rights-

of-way and other discretionary lands

actions will be granted only if no

feasible alternative routes are available.

Any such grants, leases, or permits will

include appropriate stipulations to

protect the area's special values. The

following right-of-way avoidance areas

will be established (see Maps 22 and

23):

a. Seasonal Restrictions: on deer

winter range between January 1 5 and

May 1 5 (28,920 acres), on sage grouse

habitat between February 1 and May
15 (26,000 acres), and on bighorn

sheep habitat between February 1 and

May 15 (17,480 acres) for a total of

72,400 acres.

b. Rights-of-way allowed within the

following areas will have to be

compatible with the special values of

the area: no new roads will be

authorized in desert tortoise habitat if

there will be an adverse impact to

tortoise (70,600 acres), bighorn sheep

lambing grounds (1 ,440 acres), Moores
Station Petroglyphs (40 acres),

Mountain View Arrastra (40 acres),

Lunar Crater ACEC (39,680 acres),

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC (490 acres),

Cane Man Hill ACEC (680 acres), Lone

Mountain ACEC (14,400 acres),

Railroad Valley ACEC (15,470 acres),

Rhyolite ACEC (425 acres), Tybo-

Mclntyre Charcoal Kilns ACEC (80

acres), Clayton Valley Sand Dunes
SRMA (2,500 acres), and Crescent

Sand Dunes SRMA (3,000 acres) for a

total of 148,845 acres. (Some areas

overlap, affecting total.)

c. New roads for communication

facilities will not be allowed within

bighorn sheep habitat (324,000 acres).

d. Communication sites will not be

authorized within the Lone Mountain

ACEC.

e. All other lands within the Resource

Area in which there are no unresolvable

conflicts with other resource values will

be open to consideration for linear or

areal rights-of-way, leases, and land

use permits.

7. No right-of-way exclusion areas will be

established.

8. A total of 35,718 acres will be

withdrawn from mineral entry (see

Maps 24 and 25). (See Appendix 16

for legal descriptions.)

9. Continue the existing withdrawal of

6,722 acres.

10. Reduce the existing withdrawal of the

Railroad Valley Wildlife Management
Area from 1 4,71 acres to 3,040 acres

1 1

.

Terminate the withdrawal of the BLM
Administrative Site (5 acres) and the

Pinyon Joshua Transition Natural Area

(520 acres).

12. Withdraw an additional 28,996 acres

from mineral entry as follows: bighorn

sheep lambing grounds (1,440 acres),

Gold Point (60 acres), portions of Lunar

Crater ACEC (25,600 acres),

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC (490 acres),

Cane Man Hill ACEC (680 acres),

Rhyolite (126 acres), Tybo-Mclntyre

ACEC (80 acres), Mountain View

Arrastra (40 acres), Moores Station

Petroglyphs (40 acres), and Railroad

Valley ACEC (440 acres).

13. Terminate all classifications under the

Small Tract Act and Classification and

Multiple Use Act, and classify an

additional 23,752 acres proposed for

agricultural entry for a total of 34,435



AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERN (ACECs)

Objective:

To protect sensitive resource values

through formal designation and recognition

in combination with other resource values.

RMP Determinations:

Legal descriptions of proposed ACECs are

shown in Appendix 16. See Appendix 17

for a description of the ACEC determination

process followed in this RMP.

1

.

Designate the Lunar Crater Volcanic

Field (39,680 acres) as an ACEC to

protect important geological features

(see Map 26). No land uses will be

authorized which are incompatible with

the area's values. Limit vehicle use to

existing roads and trails. Establish a

Special Recreation Management Area in

the ACEC. Allow mineral leasing with

a no surface occupancy stipulation.

Withdraw 25,600 acres from mineral

entry. Conduct validity exams on all

Plans of Operations within the ACEC.
Close to mineral material disposal.

2. Designate 490 acres as the Amargosa-
Oasis ACEC to protect riparian values

and the habitats of special status

species (see Map 27). Acquire non-

consumptive appropriative water rights.

Exclude livestock and wild burros from

riparian vegetation. No land disposal

will be allowed. Acquire adjacent

private lands through exchange or

purchase. No land uses will be

authorized that are not compatible with

the area's value. Limit vehicle use to

existing roads and trails. Allow mineral

leasing with a no surface occupancy

stipulation. Withdraw from mineral

entry. Close to mineral material

disposal.

3. Designate 680 acres as the Cane Man

Hill ACEC to protect prehistoric values

(see Map 27). No land uses will be

authorized that are incompatible with

the area's values. Limit vehicle use to

designated roads and trails. Allow

mineral leasing with a no surface

occupancy stipulation. Withdraw from

mineral entry. Manage cultural

resources for conservation and
information. Close to mineral material

disposal.

4. Designate 14,400 acres as the Lone

Mountain ACEC to protect habitat

representative of Nevada's species

diversity (see Map 27). No land uses

will be authorized which are

incompatible with the area's values. No
communication sites will be authorized.

Limit vehicle use to existing roads and

trails.

5. Designate 1 5,470 acres as the Railroad

Valley ACEC to protect riparian areas,

wildlife habitats, and threatened

species habitat (see Map 26). Acquire

non-consumptive appropriative water

rights. Continue to exclude livestock

from 2,235 acres. No land uses will be

authorized which are incompatible with

the area's values. A utility corridor

through a portion of the ACEC will be

designated west of the Grant Range.

Acquire 480 acres of private lands

through exchange or purchase at

Lockes Ranch. Limit vehicle use to

existing roads and trails in the ACEC.
Establish a Special Recreation

Management Area. Allow fluid mineral

leasing with a no surface occupancy

stipulation on 3,480 acres. Reduce the

existing withdrawal to mineral entry

from 14,710 acres to 3,040 acres, and

withdraw an additional 440 acres of

riparian area at Lockes Pond. Close

3,480 acres to mineral material

disposal.

6. Designate 425 acres as the Rhyolite

ACEC to protect historic structures (see

Map 27). Manage historic structures

for public uses. Land disposal will not



be allowed. No land uses will be

authorized which are incompatible with

the area's values. Limit vehicle use to

existing roads and trails. Provide for

signing and barricades to exclude

people from unsafe structures.

Establish a Special Recreation

Management Area. Allow mineral

leasing with a no surface occupancy

stipulation. Withdraw 1 26 acres of the

ACEC from mineral entry.

7. Designate 80 acres (20 acres around

each set of four kilns) as the Tybo-

Mclntyre Charcoal Kilns ACEC to

protect historic structures (see Map
26). No land uses will be authorized

which are incompatible with the area's

special values. Improve access roads

and limit vehicle use to existing roads

and trails. Develop visitor use facilities

and establish a SRMA. Allow mineral

leasing with a no surface occupancy
stipulation. Withdraw the ACEC from

mineral entry. Close to mineral material

disposal.

RECREATION

Objective:

To ensure protection of important resource

values and to allow for off-highway vehicle

use.

RMP Determinations:

1

.

Continue the previous management
determination to close the Gravel Bar

Road in Railroad Valley to vehicle use.

2. Designate 4,840,81 1 acres as open to

unrestricted vehicle use, 1,250,290
acres as limited (restrictions limiting

use to existing roads, trails, and

washes, seasonally or by type of user),

(see Maps 30 and 31 for OHV
Restrictions; also see Appendix 4 for

definitions of OHV restrictions and

terms).

3. In the following areas vehicles will be

limited to existing roads and trails:

desert tortoise habitat (70,600 acres);

bighorn sheep habitat (324,000 acres);

Lunar Crater ACEC (39,680 acres);

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC (490 acres);

Cane Man Hill ACEC (680 acres); Lone

Mountain ACEC (14,400 acres);

Railroad Valley ACEC (15,470 acres);

Rhyolite ACEC (425 acres); Stormy-

Abel Prehistoric District (1 2,320 acres);

Trap Springs-Gravel Bar Prehistoric

District (8,840 acres); Tybo-Mclntyre

ACEC (80 acres); the Sump (1,600

acres); Moores Station Petroglyphs (40

acres); Mountain View Arrastra (40

acres); primitive, semi-primitive non-

motorized, semi-primitive motorized

areas (894,21 5 acres) and trout habitat

(300 foot wide strip on each side of

9.4 miles of stream). (Some areas

overlap, affecting totals.)

4. The following areas will be closed to

competitive events: Specie Spring (160

acres), Mud Spring (1 60 acres), Moores
Station Petroglyphs (40 acres),

Mountain View Arrastra (40 acres),

Lunar Crater ACEC (39,680 acres),

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC (490 acres),

Cane Man Hill ACEC (680 acres), Lone

Mountain ACEC (14,400 acres),

Railroad Valley ACEC (15,470 acres),

Rhyolite ACEC (425 acres), Tybo-

Mclntyre ACEC (80 acres), the Sump
(1,600 acres), Clayton Valley Sand

Dunes (2,500 acres), and Crescent

Sand Dunes (3,000 acres).

5. Competitive events will be limited to

existing roads and trails in the Joshua

tree area viewable from Highway 95
near Goldfield.

6. Competitive events are seasonally

restricted on 72,400 acres of wildlife

habitat (see Wildlife RMP'
Determinations).

7. On 26,000 acres of sage grouse

habitat, restrict all activities which

might be disturbing to sage grouse

between February 1 5 and May 1 5 (see



Maps 34 and 35).

8. Manage bighorn sheep habitat

(324,000 acres) (see Maps 10 and 11)

by: limiting vehicle use to existing

roads and trails; prohibiting off-highway

vehicle events within one-quarter mile

of Specie Spring; restricting, between

February 1 and May 1 5, all activities in

lambing areas which might be

disturbing to lambing (17,480 acres);

and prohibiting land uses that are

incompatible with bighorn sheep

lambing areas at Stonewall Falls and

Little Meadows.

9. On 28,920 acres of mule deer winter

range, restrict all activities which might

be disturbing to mule deer between
January 15 and May 1 (see Maps 34
and 35).

Objective:

To manage as Special Recreation

Management Areas (SRMA) where the

presence of high quality natural resources

and current or potential demand warrants

intensive use practices.

RMP Determinations:

1 . The following areas will be designated

as SRMAs: Clayton Valley Sand Dunes

(2,500 acres), Crescent Sand Dunes

(3,000 acres), Lunar Crater ACEC
(39,680 acres), Railroad Valley Wildlife

ACEC (15,470 acres), Rhyolite ACEC
(425 acres), Tybo-Mclntyre ACEC (80

acres), Moores Station (160 acres) (if

acquired), and Pritchards Station (160

acresXif acquired).

Vehicle use will be limited to existing

roads and trails (except on unvegetated

sand areas). OHV use on unvegetated

sand areas may be allowed provided

that such vehicle use is compatible

with the areas' values. Fluid mineral

leasing will be allowed subject to a no

surface occupancy stipulation.

Objective:

To manage as an Extensive Recreation

Management Area (ERMA), emphasizing

dispersed recreation use, all lands not

requiring intensive management of

recreational uses.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Designate the Tonopah Extensive

Recreation Management Area to

include the 6,026,570 acres not within

a SRMA. Develop minimal facilities

necessary to meet the needs of

dispersed recreational uses and to

protect the environment.
Approximately 60 acres will be used in

construction of facilities; specific

locations are not yet identified.

Objective:

To establish Back Country Byways to

facilitate visitation to less-frequented public

lands, and to showcase areas of scenic,

wildlife, natural, cultural, and recreational

interests.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Designate the Emigrant Pass, Lunar

Crater Volcanic Field, and Morey-Hot

Creek Back Country Byways.

Objective:

To provide for a full range of recreation

opportunities varying from activities

enhanced by or dependent on roads to

activities dependent on roadless areas.

RMP Determinations:

1 . Manage 90,370 acres for primitive and

339,120 acres for semi-primitive non-

motorized recreation opportunity

settings (see Maps 28 and 29). These



lands will be managed for Class II VRM.
Off-highway vehicle use will be

restricted to existing roads and trails.

RMP Determinations:

WILDERNESS

Objective:

All Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs)
released by Congress will be returned to

multiple-use.

A total of 668 miles of Transportation

and Utility corridors (including those

carried forward from previous planning)

will be designated (see Maps 20 and

21). All primitive areas, all Special

Recreation management Areas, and all

ACECs, except a portion of the Railroad

Valley ACEC west of the Grant Range
will be avoided.

RMP Determinations: FLUID MINERALS

1

.

WSAs (see Maps 26 and 27) released

by Congress for multiple-use purposes

will be managed as proposed in other

programs. All land use authorizations

will be subject to environmental review

and stipulations applied on a case by

case basis. A total of 90,370 acres

will be managed for primitive values,

and 245,780 acres will be managed for

semi-primitive non-motorized values;

these lands will be managed for Class

II VRM. Off-highway vehicle use will

be restricted to existing roads and

trails. No competitive OHV events will

be authorized.

2. A total of 268,385 acres will be

managed for semi-primitive motorized

values. No competitive events will be

authorized. Greenwood cutting areas

will be established at Kawich, and Piper

Peak. All management authorizations

will be subject to environmental review

and stipulations applied on an individual

basis.

3. A total 604,535 acres in WSAs are

closed to mineral leasing.

UTILITY CORRIDORS

Objective:

To facilitate the placement of major

transportation and utility systems passing

through the Resource Area and to minimize

conflicts with other resource values.

Objective:

To provide the opportunity for fluid mineral

exploration and development using

appropriate stipulations to allow for the

preservation and enhancement of fragile

and unique resources.

RMP Determinations:

1

.

A total of 5,360,477 acres will be open

to fluid mineral leasing subject to the

terms and conditions of the standard

lease form.

2. Close Berlin townsite (704 acres) and

Project Faultless (2560 acres) to fluid

mineral leasing.

3. Apply seasonal restrictions on fluid

mineral leasing activities on 72,400
acres of seasonal wildlife habitat (see

Maps 34 and 35) (Some areas overlap,

affecting totals.)

4. The following areas totalling 50,425

acres will be open to mineral leasing

with a no surface occupancy
stipulation: Amargosa-Oasis ACEC
(490 acres), a portion of the Railroad

Valley ACEC (3,480 acres), Mountain

View Arrastra (40 acres), Moores

Station Petroglyphs (40 acres),

Jumbled Rock Petroglyphs (10 acres),

Cane Man Hill ACEC (680 acres),

Rhyolite ACEC (425 acres), Tybo-

Mclntyre Charcoal Kilns ACEC (80

acres), Clayton Valley Sand Dunes



(2,500 acres), Crescent Sand Dunes

(3,000 acres), and Lunar Crater ACEC
(39,680 acres) (see Appendix 16 for

legal descriptions).

The determinations made for mineral

leasing will also apply to geophysical

exploration. Waivers to these

determinations will be considered if the

identified resource values can be

protected.

Gold Point (60 acres), portions of Lunar

Crater ACEC (25,600 acres),

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC (490 acres),

Cane Man Hill ACEC (680 acres),

Rhyolite ACEC (126 acres), Tybo-

Mclntyre ACEC (80 acres), Mountain

View Arrastra (40 acres), Moores
Station Petroglyphs (40 acres), and

Railroad Valley ACEC (440 acres).

(See Appendix 16 for legal

descriptions.)

LOCATABLE MINERALS

Objective:

To provide the opportunity for exploration

and development of locatable minerals

consistent with the preservation and

enhancement of fragile and unique

resources in areas identified as open to the

operation of the mining laws.

6. Maintain the classification and closure

of 10,863 acres to mineral entry.

7. Classify and close to mineral entry

23,752 acres to be allocated to

agricultural entry.

MINERAL MATERIALS

Objective:

RMP Determinations:

1

.

A total of 6,028,948 acres will be open

to the operation of the mining laws

(see Maps 24 and 25).

2. Continue the existing withdrawal of

6,722 acres: Air Force (619 acres),

BLM-Power Site Reserve (17 acres),

BLM-Protective-Railroad Valley (3,040

acres), Department of Energy (2,571

acres, Federal Aviation Administration

(418 acres), Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (45 acres) and Forest

Service Administration (12 acres).

To meet public demand for mineral

materials on a case-specific basis while

applying appropriate environmental

safeguards.

RMP Determinations:

1

.

Black Rock Lava Flow and Easy Chair

Crater will remain closed to mineral

material sales and are incorporated into

the Lunar Crater ACEC.

2. Continue to provide mineral materials

from existing authorized sources. Open
new pits as necessary.

3. Reduce the withdrawal of the Railroad

Valley Wildlife Management Area from

14,710 acres to 3,040 acres (see

Appendix 16 for legal descriptions).

4. Terminate the withdrawal of the BLM
Administrative site (5 acres) and the

withdrawal of the Pinyon Joshua

Transition Natural Area (520 acres).

5. Withdraw an additional 28,996 acres

from mineral entry as follows: bighorn

sheep lambing grounds (1,440 acres),

3. A total of 5,982,393 acres will be open

to mineral material disposal under

standard terms and conditions.

4. Apply seasonal restrictions on mineral

materials on 72,400 acres of seasonal

wildlife habitat (see Maps 34 and 35)

(see Wildlife RMP Determinations).

5. The following areas will be closed to

mineral material disposal: Berlin Town
Site (704 acres), Project Faultless

(2,560 acres), Mountain View Arrastra



(40 acres), Moores Station Petroglyphs

(40 acres), Jumbled Rock Petroglyphs

(10 acres), Amargosa-Oasis ACEC
(490 acres), portions of the Railroad

Valley ACEC (3,480 acres), Cane Man
Hill ACEC (680 acres), Tybo-Mclntyre

ACEC (80 acres), Rhyolite ACEC (425

acres), Lunar Crater ACEC (39,680

acres), The Sump (1600 acres), The
Gravel Bar (675 acresMsee Appendix

16 for legal descriptions) and facilities

in the ERMA (estimated 60 acres,

however, specific locations have not

been identified).

NON-ENERGY LEASABLE MINERALS

Objective:

To provide maximum opportunity for the

leasing and development of solid leasable

minerals, and apply appropriate
environmental safeguards.

RMP Determinations:

1

.

A total of 5,481 ,206 acres will be open

to non-energy mineral activities under

standard terms and conditions.

2. Close 55,360 acres to non-energy

mineral leasing as follows: Berlin Town
Site (704 acres), Project Faultless

(2,560 acres), Amargosa-Oasis ACEC
(490 acres), portions of the Railroad

Valley ACEC (3,480 acres), Mountain

View Arrastra (40 acres), Moores
Station Petroglyphs (40 acres),

Jumbled Rock Petroglyphs (10 acres),

Cane Man Hill ACEC (680 acres), Tybo-

Mclntyre ACEC (80 acres), Rhyolite

(425 acres), Clayton Valley Sand Dunes
(2,500 acres), Crescent Sand Dunes
(3,000 acres), Lunar Crater ACEC
(39,680 acres), The Sump (1600
acres) (see Appendix 16 for legal

descriptions), and facilities in the ERMA
(estimated 60 acres, however, specific

locations have not been identified).

(Some areas overlap, affecting acreage

total.)

3. Apply seasonal restrictions on non-

energy mineral leasing on 72,400 acres

of seasonal wildlife habitat (see Maps
34 and 35).

4. A total of 604,535 acres in WSAs are

closed to leasing.

FIRE MANAGEMENT

Objective:

To protect natural resources from

unacceptable damage by fire in a cost-

effective manner with a high regard for

private property and safety. Promote

resource management through prescribed

fire to maintain the natural component of

the ecosystem.

RMP Determinations:

1

.

All wildfires in Management Zone 1 will

receive aggressive initial attack, to

contain all fires in intensity levels 1

through 6, 90 percent of the time to

300 acres or less. All fire zones are

shown on Maps 38 and 39.

2. Wildfires that threaten life and

property, will be kept to five acres or

less 90 percent of the time utilizing the

most cost effective and efficient

suppression action. This will include

town sites, developed mines, ranches,

powerlines, and other structures and

property.

3. Wildfires that threaten resources, such

as critical watersheds, riparian areas,

desirable range (salt desert shrub), sage

grouse strutting grounds, sensitive

plant species sites, cultural resource

sites, and sensitive forage plant species

(bitterbrush and mountain mahogany)
will be kept to minimum acres utilizing

suppression action which could

suppress and/or divert the fire and be

cost effective and efficient.

4. If an approved natural prescribed fire

plan is written, some wildfires in fire



management Zone 2 may be allowed to

burn to promote a more natural fire

regime. The sage brush/pinyon-juniper

is considered a fire dependent

ecosystem and adverse ecological

changes may result by total fire

exclusion (e.g. pinyon pine-juniper

encroachment of grassy areas or

declining grass productivity because of

increased sagebrush cover).

The salt desert shrub vegetation type

(i.e., Zone 1) is considered a fire

independent ecosystem that usually

maintains vigor and composition

without fire.



STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

The following standard operating procedures

will be applied to this plan.

Environmental Review and Management

In compliance with NEPA and CEQ
regulation, BLM will prepare site-specific

environmental reviews before actions

proposed in this RMP/EIS are implemented

or prior to approval of any project

authorized on the public lands. The
environmental reviews provide site specific

assessments of the impacts from

implementing these actions. As
appropriate, these reviews are documented
in Categorical Exclusion Reviews,

Environmental Assessments and Decision

Records, or Environmental Impact

Statements and Records of Decision. In

addition, the environmental review

identifies mitigating measures necessary to

reduce adverse impacts of implementing a

project or proposed action.

Determinations that state: "No land uses

will be authorized which are incompatible

with an area's values" will include such

activities as right-of-way grants, activities

authorized under the Recreation and Public

Purposes Act, off-highway vehicle events,

vegetation sales, range improvement
projects, non-energy mineral leasing,

mineral material sales and geophysical

prospecting, except where compatible or of

benefit to the resources being protected.

Rights-of-way and other discretionary lands

actions will be granted in avoidance areas

only if no feasible alternative routes are

available. Any such grants, leases, or

permits will include appropriate stipulations

to protect the area's special values. This

will not affect maintenance of existing

projects or rights-of-way. Livestock

grazing will continue to be authorized

unless specifically excluded.

Air Resources

All future authorizations will be in

conformance with the RMP. Existing

authorizations will be brought into

conformance when they are renewed.

Seasonal restrictions on activities which are

included in this RMP to prevent disturbing

of wildlife will apply to the following

authorizations: fluid mineral leasing, non-

energy mineral leasing, mineral material

sales, geophysical prospecting, right-of-

way construction, off-highway vehicle

events, construction of range
improvements, activities authorized under

the Recreation and Public Purposes Act
(R&PP Act), and vegetation sales. In

general, maintenance of rights-of-way,

range improvement projects, and other

facilities will not be restricted. Locatable

mineral exploration and development
activities will be encouraged to abide by
seasonal restrictions but cannot be required

to do so.

Air quality is protected by the

establishment of mitigation measures

designed to prevent deterioration of air

quality prior to authorizing actions. This

ensures meeting State goals for air quality

and limits allowable emissions from existing

and new point or non-point sources.

Common mitigation measures include:

watering roads and disturbed areas, the use

of scrubbers/sprays, covered storage areas,

and other measures to reduce emissions

and pollutant concentrations to meet or

exceed the standards of the Nevada

Division of Environmental Protection.

Soil and Water Resources

Soil and water resources are protected by

the establishment of mitigation measures

designed to maintain or improve soil

productivity and prevent or minimize soil

erosion and floodplain sediment damage
prior to authorizing actions and during the

allotment monitoring and evaluation



process. To meet administrative needs the

BLM will acquire appropriative water rights

by applying for available water rights

according to Nevada water law, or by

assertion of a public water reserve.

Best Management Practices and
appropriate mitigation will be identified

during project level environmental review

and applied during project implementation

for any ground disturbing activity that may
reduce soil productivity, or cause surface

erosion.

Visual Resource Management

VRM classes are delineated in the RMP
based on an inventory conducted in

accordance with BLM visual management
procedures (Manual 8400). The individual

VRM classes provide management
objectives to be implemented as a part of

all activities authorized in the Tonopah
RMP. The overall goal is to protect or

enhance the visual and natural aspect and

attributes of the public lands while

minimizing the impacts of authorized

activities.

Visual resources will continue to be

evaluated, using the Contrast Rating

process, as a part of activity and project

planning. These evaluations will consider

the significance of the proposed project

and the visual sensitivity of the affected

area. Stipulations will be developed and

attached to project authorizations to

maintain designated visual resources

management classes. Stipulations may
include requirements to locate activity sites

behind topographic features, modify access

routes, color buildings and equipment,

develop in phases, etc. If VRM class

objectives cannot be met, the impacts to

visual resources will be detailed in the

project level environmental assessment and

used by the authorized officer as a factor in

the decision to authorize or deny a

proposed action.

To comply with BLM policy for Wilderness

Study Areas (WSA), WSAs will be

managed as interim VRM Class II areas

until Congress makes final wilderness

decisions for Nevada BLM WSAs. This will

comply with the policy to manage WSAs to

avoid impairment of existing wilderness

values. As of March 30, 1989, limitations

were placed on the authorization of

activities which cause surface disturbance

that require reclamation to restore an area

to a pre-project condition. Following

Congress's final wilderness decision,

designated wilderness areas will be

managed as VRM Class I areas. Lands not

designated as wilderness will be managed
according to the VRM classes designated in

the RMP/ROD decisions.

Special Status Species

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of

1 973, as amended, declares it the policy of

Congress that all Federal Divisions and

agencies will conserve endangered species

and threatened species and utilize their

authorities in furtherance of the purposes

of the Endangered Species Act. In

accordance with section 7 of the ESA,

consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service will be conducted on all federal

actions involving threatened or endangered

species.

It is BLM policy to carry out special status

candidate species management consistent

with multiple-use for conservation of

candidate species and their habitats and

ensure that actions authorized or funded do
not contribute to the need to list any of

these species as threatened or endangered.

In order to prevent listing of candidate

species, BLM may enter into Conservation

agreements or species management plans

with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

A desert tortoise inventory will be required

prior to any surface disturbing activity

including plans of operations for locatable

minerals, mineral leasing, off-highway

vehicle events, rights-of-way, etc. on

70,600 acres of Non-Intensive Category III

desert tortoise habitat.



In accordance with the Biological Opinion

on livestock grazing in desert tortoise

habitat, the following stipulation has been

placed in affected grazing licenses:

"Within Non-Intensive Category III desert

tortoise habitat, livestock use may occur

March 1 to October 1 4, as long as forage

utilization does not exceed 40 percent on

key perennial grasses, forbs and shrubs.

Between October 15 and February 28,

forage utilization shall not exceed 50
percent on key perennial grasses and 45
percent on key shrubs and perennial

forbs."

Fish and Wildlife

In accordance with BLM guidelines for

domestic sheep management in bighorn

sheep habitat, no domestic sheep grazing

will be authorized in bighorn sheep habitat.

Chukar and other upland game habitats will

be maintained and expanded through

development of wildlife waters. Generally,

no land disposal will be allowed within two
miles of sage grouse nesting areas.

Forestry and Vegetative Products

The areas available for woodland harvest

will be subject to the specific restrictions

and withdrawals required by this RMP.

Fish and wildlife habitat will continue to be

evaluated on a basis as part of project-level

planning. Such evaluation will consider the

significance of the proposed project and

the sensitivity of fish and wildlife habitat in

the affected area. Stipulations will be

attached as appropriate to assure

compatibility of projects with management
objectives for fish and wildlife habitat.

Habitat improvement projects will be

implemented where necessary to stabilize

or improve unsatisfactory or declining

wildlife habitat condition. Such projects

will be identified through habitat

management plans or other activity plans.

Sufficient forage and cover will be provided

for wildlife. Forage and cover requirements

will be incorporated into allotment

management plans and will apply to

specific areas of primary wildlife use.

Range improvements generally will be

designed to achieve both wildlife and range

objectives. Existing fences will be modified

and new fences will be built so as to allow

wildlife passage. Water trough heights will

allow for wildlife usage and bird ladders will

be installed. Project requirements are listed

in the livestock grazing management
section.

Guzzlers constructed for wildlife will be

designed to be protected from domestic
livestock and wild horses/burros.

No broadleaf trees, dead or green, will be

harvested because of their superior value to

wildlife for nest trees.

Pinyon nut gathering will be authorized on

an individual basis including Wilderness

Study Areas released by Congress for

multiple-use purposes.

Salvage of vegetative products may be

authorized on areas subject to ground

disturbing activities.

Livestock Grazing Management

Resource improvement planning will be in

accordance with the procedures outlined in

BLM Handbook H- 1741-1 Renewable

Resource Improvement and Treatment

Guidelines and Procedures.

The grazing management program assigns

priorities to management efforts using a

selective management approach. Under

this approach grazing allotments are

categorized into "I," "M," and "C"
management categories. The objectives for

these categories are to: 1 ) maintain (M) the

current satisfactory conditions; 2) improve

(I) the current unsatisfactory conditions; or

3) manage custodially (C) while protecting

existing resource values. Management
priority will be given first to "I" allotments,

second to "M" allotments, and third to

"C" allotments (see Appendix 8).



Range improvement projects will be

addressed in environmental documents and

will be constructed in accordance with BLM
Manual 9113. Existing access, or

temporary roads will be used as much as

possible. Temporary roads will be

rehabilitated after use is completed.

The clearing of vegetation from project

sites will be restricted to the minimum
amount necessary to properly and safely

complete the project.

All disturbed areas will be rehabilitated,

where such action is necessary and/or

practical, to replace ground cover and

prevent erosion. The standard fence

design used to control cattle movement in

areas inhabited by resident and migratory

populations of deer, horses and/or

antelope, will be 42 inches in height.

Fences in these areas will consist of three

barbed wires and a smooth bottom wire.

The spacing of the wires starting from the

ground will be 16 inches, 22 inches, 30
inches and 42 inches. Line posts shall be

spaced at a distance of 16.5 feet between

each post. Fences in bighorn sheep habitat

will be a three strand fence with spacing

20, 35, and 39 inches from the ground

with a smooth bottom wire. Special design

standards will be in accordance with the

BLM Handbook H- 1741-1. All fences will

be designed to assure a minimum of

impacts to wildlife, wild horses/burros,

recreation, and visual resources.

Developed spring sources will be fenced

and water provided for livestock and/or

wild horses/burros away from the source.

Water will be left at the spring source for

wildlife use as required by Nevada Revised

Statute.

Maintenance of livestock management
structures will be accomplished by the

livestock operator through cooperative

agreements and range improvement permits

as specified in the BLM's 1982 Range/and

Improvement Policy (USDI, BLM, Oct.

1982).

Alteration of sagebrush areas either

through application of herbicides,

prescribed burning, or by mechanical

means will be in accordance with

procedures specified in the Western States'

Sage Grouse Guidelines and the

Memorandum of Understanding between
the Nevada Division of Wildlife and the

Nevada BLM. All vegetation treatment

projects will be coordinated with the

Nevada Division of Wildlife at least one

year in advance of implementation of the

project.

Application of herbicides, such as 2,4-D, on

proposed treatment areas to reduce

sagebrush and other plant species will be in

accordance with procedures established in

BLM Manual 9222 to prevent impairment

of non-target species.

Vegetative manipulation that will alter the

potential natural plant composition will not

be allowed in riparian areas. This includes

the introduction of non-native species.

Wild Horse And Burro Management

It is the intent of the BLM to manage wild

horses and burros and their habitat within

areas occupied in 1 971 . Management is to

be accomplished in a manner designed to

achieve a thriving natural ecological

balance and multiple-use relationship with

other resource users.

Management of the wild horses and burros

will also be guided by Herd Management
Area Plans (HMAPs). The plans will be

developed through consultation and

coordination with interested parties and will

be coordinated with livestock, wildlife, and

other resource plans. The management
plans will include, but not be limited to,

discussions of serai stages, range trends,

habitat requirements, dietary needs, water

requirements, and wild horse reproductive

capabilities.

Cultural Resources

The National Historic Preservation Act of
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1 966, as amended, the Archaeological and

Historic Preservation Act of 1974, the

Archaeological Resources Protection Act of

1979, the American Indian Religious

Freedom Act of 1 978, the Native American

Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of

1 990, FLPMA, and Executive Order 1 1 593
provide for the protection and management
of cultural resources. These laws are

implemented through the following Federal

Regulations: 36 CFR 60, 36 CFR 800, 43
CFR 7, and 43 CFR 8365.1-5, (a)(1).

The BLM is required to identify, evaluate,

and protect cultural resources on public

lands under its administration and to ensure

consideration of cultural resources prior to

initiation of proposed BLM authorized

activities. If an area will be in any way
affected by those activities, a cultural

resources inventory will be conducted. In

accordance with Section 106 of the

National Historic Preservation Act of 1 966,

as amended, and the Programmatic

Agreement among the Nevada BLM, the

Nevada State Historic Preservation Office,

and the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation, National Register eligibility

determinations are made in consultation

with the Nevada State Historic Preservation

Office. A determination of effects to those

eligible properties from the proposed

project is also made in consultation with

the Nevada State Historic Preservation

Office.

Avoidance of cultural properties is the

preferred mitigation. However, avoidance

is inappropriate if, 1 ) the project will create

on-going activity in the area, or 2) the

project will greatly increase access into the

area. Either of these conditions could lead

to increased vandalism and/or accidental

damage. Significant cultural properties to

be protected through avoidance will be

marked in the field and monitored on a

periodic basis.

If eligible properties cannot be avoided,

appropriate mitigating measures will be

developed in consultation with the Nevada
State Historic Preservation Office, and the

President's Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation. No action will be authorized

until these agencies are consulted.

Cultural properties without National

Register eligibility determinations will be

treated as eligible properties until such

determinations can be made.

Federal agencies are required to consider

the views of Native Americans when a

proposed undertaking may be in conflict

with traditional lifeways/religious values.

The American Indian Religious Freedom Act

requires consultation with Native American

religious and secular leaders to identify

geographic areas which may be associated

with traditional lifeway/religious practices.

Lands

Land tenure adjustments are discretionary.

No lands will be disposed of unless they are

identified in this RMP and meet certain

criteria.

In order for public land to be sold, it must
meet one of the following criteria set forth

in Section 203(a) of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act of 1976:

--the land is difficult or uneconomic to

manage as a part of the public lands;

and it is not suitable for management
by another Federal Department or

agency.

-the land was acquired for a specific

purpose: and it is no longer required for

that, or any other, Federal purpose; or

-disposal of the land will serve

important public objectives that can be

achieved prudently or feasibly only if

the land is removed from public

ownership; and these objectives

outweigh other public objectives or

values that will be served by

maintaining the land in Federal

ownership.



Site-specific decisions regarding land

ownership adjustments within the Resource

Area are to be made based on whether the

lands are needed for BLM programs, or

whether or not they are considered more
valuable for other purposes. The following

criteria are applied to site-specific

determinations for lands that are within

areas identified for disposal or acquisition:

A. Public resource values, including,

but not limited to:

—threatened, endangered, or

sensitive species habitat

-sites or places eligible for

inclusion on the National Register

of Historic Places

-mineral potential

-wilderness areas and areas being

studied for wilderness

-riparian areas, including springs

and seeps

G. Consistency with other
agency/governmental entity plans and

policies.

These land ownership adjustment criteria

are considered in environmental analyses

and decisions prepared for specific

adjustment proposals.

In addition, no disposals are allowed within

two miles of sage grouse strutting grounds,

and no disposals for agricultural purposes

are allowed on lands with agricultural soil

ratings of Class IV or higher, or with soils

having a high susceptibility to erosion. The
disposal of land will not be allowed if it

would fragment ownership patterns.

Public lands identified for disposal may be

made available for sale, exchange,

agricultural entry, lease, or patent for

recreation or public purposes. Some lands

identified for disposal may not be sold due

to lack of interest, and some may be

retained in Federal ownership as a result of

site specific application of the land

ownership adjustment criteria.

-nesting/breeding habitat for game
birds/animals

-big game seasonal habitat

-recreation potential

-visual resources

-other designations authorized by

law

B. Manageability

C. Suitability for development

D. Accessibility of the land for public

use

E. Encumbrances

F. Social and economic impacts of

land tenure adjustments

Exchanges are authorized under Section

206 of the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976.

Exchanges are the preferred method of

acquisition when other methods, such as

conservation easements or management
agreements will not protect special value

areas or resources. Exchanges must be in

the public interest. The selected public

land must be identified in an approved land

use plan for disposal, and the offered

private land may be identified in an

approved land use plan for acquisition.

There are three authorities for the disposal

of public land specifically for agricultural

purposes: the Desert Land Act, the Carey

Act, and the General Allotment Act.

Disposal of public land for agricultural

purposes must meet the requirements of

one of the three acts listed above and have

a supporting permanent water source

permitted by the Nevada State Engineer.



All patents are issued subject to valid prior

existing rights.

Public lands within areas which have not

been identified for disposal are retained in

Federal ownership and are managed by

BLM, Unless these lands are dedicated to

a specific use or uses, or are included

within avoidance or exclusion areas, they

are available for rights-of-way, FLPMA
leases, and airport leases. Because color-

of-title and mineral entry patents are non-

discretionary actions, all public lands

meeting specific regulatory criteria may be

patented by these methods.

Land use permits and leases are granted

under the authority of Section 302(b) of

the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1 976. Permits are issued for short-

term, low-impact uses of the public lands.

Leases are a long-term management tool

used particularly where future disposal or

dedication to another particular land use is

contemplated. In general, all lands within

the Resource Area which have not been

dedicated to a specific use or uses are

open to consideration for land use permits

and non-major leases. Permit and lease

applications are evaluated on an individual

basis. The same public resource values

considered prior to disposal are considered

prior to the issuance of a permit or lease.

A major lease will need to be identified in

an approved land use plan.

It is BLM policy to identify, abate, and

prevent unauthorized use of the public

lands. Existing unauthorized uses of the

public lands are resolved through

termination, short-term permit, lease, sale,

exchange, or by other appropriate means.

Since the passage of the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act in 1976, the

BLM has been in the process of reviewing

all withdrawals and classifications of public

lands. All new proposed withdrawals must
be identified in an approved land use plan.

Unless the land has been dedicated to a

specific use or uses, public land within the

Resource Area is available for consideration

for linear right-of-way for access and for

utility transportation and distribution

purposes. Such land is also available for

areal right-of-way purposes.

Prior to issuance of a right-of-way

authorization, a site specific environmental

analysis is performed which considers,

among other things, threatened,

endangered, or sensitive species habitat;

sites or places eligible for inclusion on the

National Register of Historic Places;

wilderness areas and areas being studied

for wilderness; riparian areas;

nesting/breeding habitat for animals; big

game seasonal habitat; visual resources;

and other considerations mandated by law.

Designated right-of-way corridors within

the Resource Area are three miles wide

except where topographic constraints exist.

Grants for rights-of-way are still required

for facilities placed within designated

corridors. Designation of a corridor does

not mean that future rights-of-way are

restricted to corridors, nor does it mean
that there is a commitment by the BLM to

approve all right-of-way applications within

corridors. Proposed disposal of land within

corridors are analyzed to determine impacts

these proposed disposal might have on

future right-of-way activities.

Recreation

A broad range of outdoor recreation

opportunities will continue to be provided

on all segments of the public land, subject

to the demand for such opportunities and

the need to protect other resources.

Special Recreation Management Areas,

areas of concentrated use and existing

facilities will receive first priority for

operation and maintenance funds.

Investment of public funds for new
recreation developments will be permitted

only on land identified to remain in public

ownership.

Recreation resources will continue to be

evaluated on an individual basis as part of



activity and project-level planning. Such
evaluations will consider the sensitivity of,

and the impacts on recreation resources in

the affected area. Stipulations will be

attached as appropriate to assure the

compatibility of projects with recreation

management objectives.

Special recreation use permits will be

authorized on an individual case basis.

Decisions regarding the designation of

areas open, limited (restricted) and closed

to motorized vehicle access have been

made in the RMP. An exception to

designations in the RMP is emergency
designations which may be necessary due

to:

1

.

The need to minimize damage to

soil, watershed, vegetation or other

resource values.

2. The need to minimize harassment

of wildlife or the degradation of

wildlife habitat, especially habitat

for sensitive, threatened or

endangered species.

3. The need to promote user safety

and protect the visiting public from

hazardous situations.

Areas which are not designated as limited

or closed will remain open for motorized

vehicle use.

Existing mines will be closed to off-

highway vehicle use by the public. The
areas will remain closed until they have

been reclaimed and the reclamation bond

has been released.

Public land within areas closed to motorized

vehicle use will be closed year-long to all

forms of motorized vehicle use except for

emergency or authorized vehicles.

Vehicle use in Wilderness Study Areas

(WSA) is currently managed as limited to

existing (1980 inventory) roads, trails and

ways. This is a temporary designation

which overrides the decisions in the RMP,
pending final decisions by Congress with

regard to WSAs. Following final

Congressional action, those areas

designated as wilderness will be closed to

motorized vehicle use subject to valid

existing rights and authorized
nonconforming uses. Motorized vehicle

use on lands which are not designated as

wilderness will be managed according to

the decisions in the approved Tonopah
RMP and ROD.

The BLM, Nevada State Office has

published a camping stay limit (effective

November 5, 1993) for the public lands it

manages: "A person or persons may not

occupy undeveloped public lands or

designated sites or areas for more than

fourteen days within a twenty-eight

consecutive day interval. Following the

fourteen days, the persons and personal

property must relocate to a site outside of

at least a twenty-five mile radius from the

occupied site or non-BLM administered land

for a period of fourteen days.

In order to protect resources, or for

administrative purposes, an authorized

officer may, by posting notification, close

a given site to occupancy, even if the same
person or persons have not occupied the

site for fourteen consecutive days."

All BLM lands that are not limited in the

RMP are open to all individual, commercial

and competitive outdoor recreation uses.

Opportunities for exploring the back-

country by vehicle, hunting, camping,

sightseeing, and hiking are encouraged.

There are no nationally significant river

segments as defined in the National Wild

and Scenic Rivers Act of 1 964.

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

A plan of operations will be required for

any proposed mechanized disturbance to be

caused in a designated ACEC during the

search for, or the exploitation of locatable

minerals. No mineral material sales will be

allowed within any ACEC except certain
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areas identified in the Railroad Valley

ACEC.

Wilderness

BLM policy requires that all Wilderness

Study Areas (WSA) be managed in

accordance with the provisions of FLPMA
Section 603 (c) and the Interim

Management Policy for Lands Under

Wilderness Review (IMP) so as not to

impair their suitability for preservation as

wilderness. The IMP provides management
policies for WSAs between the time of

WSA designation (11/15/80) and final

decisions by Congress regarding these

areas. The IMP contains specific

management direction for activities in

WSAs which may occur or be authorized.

The alternatives in this RMP have been

developed under the assumption that there

will be no wilderness designations. The

actions proposed are those that may take

place if the WSAs are released from

wilderness consideration by Congress.

Some of the determinations are compatible

with the IMP and can be implemented while

others must await Congress's final

determinations. Also some RMP
determinations may not comply with the

IMP's nonimpairment requirements. These

decisions may not be implemented until

after Congress's final decision releasing the

non-wilderness lands from the requirements

and restrictions included in the IMP Policy.

Should Congress designate wilderness

areas, the RMP will be maintained to

include these new designations, and to

modify determinations which conflict with

wilderness management objectives.

Management of areas designated as

wilderness will be guided by the

requirements of the Wilderness Act of

1964, specific enabling legislation, and the

BLM's wilderness management procedures.

While site-specific management objectives

for wilderness areas will be included in

future wilderness management plans,

certain actions are non-discretionary,

including closure to motorized vehicle use

(except for valid existing rights and

approved nonconforming uses by permit)

and withdrawal from mineral entry.

Fluid Minerals

Oil and gas leases and geothermal leases

grant the right to the operator to explore

for, and to produce oil and gas. Leases are

subject to certain terms and conditions

which provide for compliance with

applicable laws, ordinances, and regulations

pertaining to fire, sanitation, conservation,

water pollution, fish and wildlife, safety,

protection of property, and reclamation.

In addition to the terms and conditions of

the leases, stipulations may be applied to

site-specific applications, to provide for

stringent environmental protection of

conflicting resources. These stipulations

are developed by an interdisciplinary team

as part of the environmental analysis

process.

Since the passage of the Federal Oil and

Gas Leasing Reform Act of 1 987, all

Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs) have been

closed to mineral leasing.

Geophysical exploration for oil and gas, and

geothermal resources may take place

before or after the leasing of the lands.

These actions will be reviewed by an

interdisciplinary team in the Resource Area

to identify and mitigate resource-related

conflicts.

BLM actively encourages and facilitates the

private development of public land mineral

resources in a manner that satisfies

national and local needs, and provides for

economically and environmentally-sound

exploration, extraction, and reclamation

practices.

Land-use plans and multiple-use

management decisions of the BLM will

recognize that mineral exploration and

development can occur concurrently or

sequentially with relation to other resource

uses.



Consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service is required per section 7 of the

Endangered Species Act prior to approval

of an APD or other lease operations, if a

proposed listed or listed threatened or

endangered species or its critical habitat is

likely to be affected by project activities. If

there is deemed to be any adverse impact

the proposal would be modified or the

request denied.

Actions which would adversely impact a

federal candidate plant or animal species

will be modified in order to prevent possible

future listing of these species as threatened

or endangered.

Locatable Minerals

BLM provides for mineral entry, exploration,

location, and operations pursuant to the

mining laws in a manner that, 1) will not

unduly hinder the mineral activities, and 2)

assures that these activities are conducted

in a manner which will prevent undue or

unnecessary degradation of the public land.

Notification to the authorized officer is

required on all operations in project areas in

which cumulative surface disturbance will

be five acres or less. Additional or

amended notices require concurrent

reclamation such that cumulative

disturbance does not exceed five acres.

approximate pre-disturbance productivity.

Plans of Operations may be modified by the

authorized officer to meet the requirements

of the regulations and to prevent undue or

unnecessary degradation.

Plans of Operation cannot be approved until

Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act, and Section 7 of the

Endangered Species Act, and the National

Environmental Policy Act have been

complied with.

Reclamation of disturbed areas is required

for all levels of activity: Casual Use,

Notice, or Plan of Operations.

Additional regulatory requirements will be

enforced in WSAs through regulations (43

CFR 3802), and through the Interim

Management Policy (IMP) for WSAs.

All operations shall comply with Federal

and State laws, including those relating to

air quality, water quality, solid wastes,

fisheries, wildlife and plant habitat, and

archaeologic and paleontological resources.

The BLM will conduct validity

examinations, reviewing the validity of

mining claims to determine if a discovery

has been made, under the following

conditions:

A Plan of Operations and a Reclamation

Plan are required in situations in which

there will be more than five acres of

cumulative unreclaimed surface disturbance

in a project area. These two plans are also

required for any mining activity on special

category lands, such as ACECs and areas

closed to off-highway vehicles.

Appropriate off-site mitigation will be

considered during a plan of operation

review for locatable mineral actions when
an irretrievable loss of important habitat is

unavoidable, or a significant long term

adverse impact will occur. The preferred

alternatives to off-site mitigation are: 1

.

avoidance of critical habitat 2. complete

on-site restoration of disturbed habitat to

1) Where a mineral patent application

has been filed and a field examination

is required to verify the validity of the

claim(s).

2) Where there is a conflict with a

disposal application, and it is deemed in

the public interest to conduct a validity

examination; or where the statute

authorizing the disposal requires the

removal of mining claims that are not

valid. If the validity examination made
in the latter case were to show that the

mining claim was valid, the disposal

action could not be completed.



3) Where the land is needed for a

Federal program.

4) When a mining claim is occupied

under the guise of the mining law and

flagrant or questionable misuse of the

land is observed, the BLM will

undertake a surface use determination.

If it is found, in fact, that such use is

not necessary for, and reasonably

incident to, mineral development, BLM
will act to terminate the use and seek

compensation for damages. Validity of

the claim would not be relevant in this

case.

Withdrawals from mineral entry will be

enacted only in cases in which there are

significant resource values that cannot be

adequately protected under the regulations

concerning surface management. Such

withdrawn acreage will include areas

recommended for wilderness designation,

sensitive species habitat, riparian areas,

areas possessing important historical and

cultural resources, and areas set aside for

recreational development.

Bonding will be required for all plans of

operations to ensure that reasonable

reclamation takes place. All operations

using cyanide will follow the requirements

as outlined in BLM's Nevada Cyanide

Management Plan.

The BLM will coordinate each mine plan

and mine closure in conjunction with

consultations with the Nevada Division of

Environmental Protection, Bureau of

Reclamation and Regulation. This

coordination ensures that the State of

Nevada reclamation laws are implemented

on Federal and private lands, and that all

necessary state permits will be issued and

followed.

Mineral Materials

Mineral material disposal will not occur in

Wilderness Study Areas.

All mineral material disposals are

discretionary. Appropriate terms and

conditions are applied to ensure that the

permittee will comply with all applicable

laws and environmental safeguards.

Disposal to State, county, and municipal

governments will generally be processed

through the issuance of free use permits

(FUPs).

In all mineral material disposal the BLM will

strive, wherever possible, to use existing

mineral material pits.

Disposal of such common-variety mineral

materials as sand and gravel may not be

made from mining claims, unless the date

of the mineral materials contract or permit

precedes the date of the location of the

claim. This policy applies to all types of

mining claims including placer, lode,

millsite, and tunnel site. Mining claimants

may not sell unpurchased mineral materials

which are on their unpatented mining

claims.

Non-Energy Leasable Minerals

An environmental analysis is conducted on

each prospecting permit before the lease is

approved. The environmental analysis is

prepared by an interdisciplinary team and is

used to determine any special stipulations

necessary for the protection of surface

resources.

Fire Management

The fire management program is guided by

the approved Battle Mountain District Fire

Management Activity Plan and this RMP.

Every wildfire within the Resource Area will

have an appropriate action taken to

suppress it. The action will be planned and

executed in such a way as to minimize the

costs of suppression and the loss of

resources. Such actions must also be

consistent with resource management
objectives.



There will be no use of fire retardant in

riparian areas, WSA's, sensitive visual

resource management areas, and structure

archeology sites, unless such use is

authorized by the authorized officer.

All wildfires will be evaluated by a

rehabilitation team, after they are declared

out, to determine the actual needs related

to the rehabilitation. Corrective measures

will be taken to prevent erosion and future

resource degradation when it is feasible to

rehabilitate areas damaged by actual

suppression action. The rehabilitation

team will also determine if any fire

rehabilitation, including protection from

grazing, is needed to revegetate the burned

area, and to protect the site from erosion

and invasion by undesirable plant species.

Emergency fire rehabilitation will follow

procedures outlined in BLM Handbook H-

1742-1 and the Battle Mountain District

approved Normal Fire Rehabilitation Plan.

When identified as the least costly and/or

most effective method, prescribed fire

techniques will be used as a resource tool

to meet vegetative objectives as stated in

this RMP. Prescribed fire can be used to

improve wildlife habitat, watershed

improvement and other types of vegetative

manipulation to meet vegetative objectives.

In addition it can be used solely, or in

combination with other fuel/vegetative

manipulation techniques. When fire is used

as a management tool, an approved

prescribed burn plan and wildfire

prescription must be prepared in advance

of planned or unplanned ignition in

accordance with BLM Manual 9214.

Integrated Pest Management

It is the policy of the BLM that all

alternatives to integrated pest management
must be explored before any pest control

program decision is implemented. This

includes all pest control programs done

under BLM proposals, cooperative projects,

or on lands under permit or lease.

Consideration must be given to economics,

efficacy, and the environment. Potentially

harmful pests must continue to exist in

acceptable levels of abundance. The
philosophy of integrated pest management
is to manage pests rather than to eradicate

them.

Hazardous Materials

The BLM will not authorize the disposal of

hazardous materials on public lands. When
hazardous materials are located on public

lands, the following sequence of actions

will occur: reporting, necessary site

security, coordination of procedural clean-

up, and monitoring results of clean-up.

Actions taken by the BLM can also include

prosecution of those responsible for illegal

dumping.

The BLM ensures that the initiators of

actions which use hazardous materials on

public land have the necessary permits,

from the State of Nevada and, if necessary,

the Environmental Protection Agency,

which are designed to protect the

environment. These permits become
conditions of approval by the BLM for

actions on Federal lands.



RMP IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND MAINTENANCE

Implementation of some determinations will

begin immediately upon approval of the RMP.
An Implementation Schedule will be developed

within a reasonable timeframe (90 days) for the

remaining determinations. This schedule will

establish priorities and give a basis for short-

term and long-term budget requests.

The effect on the environment from

implementing the proposed RMP would be

monitored. Other environmental values or

issues, not now considered, would be

incorporated into the plan through the

maintenance or amendment process and

formally monitored.

The approved plan will be evaluated every five

years or more frequently if determined through

monitoring. Plan maintenance will be used to

make minor changes in data, including posting

of new data and information. Maintenance will

be done to keep the plan current and extend its

useful life.

The Tonopah RMP is intended to be a dynamic

document, which must be monitored and

maintained and/or amended to remain viable.

The need for a plan amendment is identified

through plan implementation, and monitoring

and evaluation findings, or in response to

internally or externally initiated proposals which
don't conform to the RMP, but which warrant

consideration. Other events which could

require a plan amendment include: 1) changes

in BLM policy, such as statutory requirements,

2) new data or information becomes available,

3) changes in management emphasis, 4) court

orders.

In general, a plan amendment changes a part of

the existing plan or adds to it, allows new
proposals to be considered and incorporated,

and helps to make the plan more useful and

extend its life.
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CHAPTER 3

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

AIR RESOURCES

Air quality in the Tonopah Resource Area is

designated as "attainment" (meeting air quality

standards) and is managed to prevent significant

deterioration.

SOIL RESOURCES

An Order 3 soil survey has been completed on

most of the Resource Area. The information

obtained from the soil survey is used for

evaluating the land-use potential, establishing

potential natural plant communities, and

developing reclamation plans. More intensive

surveys are needed to formulate site-specific

decisions concerning such practices as: water

developments, erosion control, vegetative

manipulation, agricultural entry and other types of

uses.

The soils in the valleys are mainly mineral soils of

two types: those which do not have water

continuously available for three months when the

soil is warm enough for plant growth (Aridisols);

and soils showing little evidence of the soil

forming process, the development of horizons or

layers (Entisols).

In the mountains there are Aridisols and Entisols

and some deeper mineral soils with grass cover

and a brown surface horizon (Mollisols). Entisols

generally occur on steep mountain slopes where
erosion is active. They also occur on flood plains

and alluvial fans where new material is deposited.

The Aridisols and Mollisols are older and occur on

more stable alluvial fans and terraces.

at a rate which exceeds the amount of soil

development for the same period of time). These

areas, due to the lack of a natural occurring plant

canopy, soil texture and slope, exhibit large

volumes of soil erosion and low soil development

characteristics. The desert land and vegetation

naturally have areas of high erosion. Many of

these locations are not conducive to land

treatments and do not necessarily correlate to the

erosion condition class.

WATER RESOURCES

The absence of adequate perennial surface water

is the limiting factor in the management of

fisheries, wildlife, wild horses and burros, and

livestock.

Information available on water quality is very

limited. Data gathered in 1982 for the preparation

of the Esmeralda-Southem Nye RMP indicate that

many water sources did not meet the

Environmental Protection Agencies minimum
standards for drinking water at that time. Often

the constituents of concern are inherent in the

water as a result of natural processes in the

aquifer or surface strata. For detailed information,

refer to "Water Quality Analysis - Final Report -

BLM Nevada/Chinook Research Laboratories, Inc.

"

VEGETATION

There are eight basic vegetation types as follows:

salt desert shrub, sagebrush, pinyon-juniper

woodland, greasewood, hot desert, alkali

meadows and bottoms, mountain mahogany, and

riparian areas.

Soil loss through wind and water erosion is a

normal occurrence throughout the Resource Area.

The Tonopah Grazing EIS summarizes the 1 971 -

1974 erosion condition and vegetation from the

Phase I Watershed Conservation and Development

Inventory as described in BLM Manual 7322.

Sediment yield and plant composition were

gathered. Erosion does occur in some areas in

excess of the tolerable soil loss limits (soil erosion

Two different types of vegetation inventories have

been conducted. These are Livestock Forage

Condition and Ecological Status Inventory. The
Livestock Forage Condition inventory was adapted

from Phase I Watershed Inventory data collected

during the early 1970's. This inventory

determined vegetation condition based upon

payability of primary plant species for livestock.

This inventory was superseded by the Ecological



Site Inventory which bases vegetation condition

upon a comparison between the existing and the

potential vegetation composition and production

for a particular site.

The eight basic vegetation types are shown on

Maps 5 and 6 and are further described below:

1. Salt Desert Shrub . This is the most
dominant vegetation type amounting to

approximately 56 percent of the Resource

Area. This type is more common in

Esmeralda County than in northern Nye
County. The ecological sites associated

with this type occur mainly in the valleys on

alluvial fans and up into the hills in the

southern end of the Resource Area in

precipitation zones of 3-5" and 5-8".

In climax condition, (Potential Natural

Community or PNC) salt desert shrub range

is good to excellent winter range for

livestock and poor to fair spring, summer
and fall range. These sites may be good

range for big game species. In its current

condition in the Resource Area, this

vegetation type is only fair to good winter

range, very poor spring range and poor to

fair summer and fall range.

a. Less than 10 percent of salt desert

shrub ecological sites have the

potential to produce winterfat or

fourwing saltbush. Both shrubs are

very palatable and nutritious winter

feed for livestock, horses and big

game and are easily damaged by

spring use. These ecological sites

are generally in mid to early serai

stage. They are currently

dominated by rabbitbrush or

halogeton. Winterfat sites in early

or mid serai stage often have soil

erosion problems.

b. Over 90 percent of salt desert shrub

range has potential to produce

mainly shrubs such as shadscale,

Bailey greasewood and some black

greasewood. Condition at these

sites is late serai with some mid

serai on more productive sites. In

its current condition, the majority of

the desirable forage plant species

have been depleted.

Sagebrush . Approximately 25 percent of

the Resource Area is composed of this type

making it the second most common type in

the Resource Area. It occurs mainly in the

mountains and hills and is less common in

the southern half of the Resource Area. In

northern Nye County it extends down into

the higher elevation valleys (Smoky, Little

Fish Lake and Reveille Valleys). It grows in

the 8-12" and higher annual precipitation

zones.

a. The majority of sagebrush range in

this Resource Area is dominated by

black sagebrush which is excellent

sheep winter forage but poor for

horses and cattle. These ecological

sites are generally in late serai with

some mid serai stage condition on

sites with potential to produce more
grass. Because the majority of

livestock in this Resource Area are

cattle, these sites are relatively

unimportant winter range for

livestock. The sites produce a small

amount of grass which is used

during the growing season. It is

important deer winter range. Deer

prefer the more diverse black sage

sites in drainages or adjacent to

woodlands.

b. Wyoming big sagebrush is the

second most common sagebrush

ecological site. These sites in PNC
are good spring, summer and fall

range and poor winter range for

livestock and horses. Currently

they are in mid serai condition and

produce a small amount of grass.

Good early spring and late summer
range is rare in the Resource Area.

Some of this Wyoming big

sagebrush range is suitable for

crested wheatgrass seeding which

would provide some spring, summer
and fall forage. It is important deer

winter range but, in its current

condition, it does not provide a

diverse shrub mix for forage. There



is little potential for cliffrose and

bitterbrush except in drainages.

3. Pinvon-Juniper Woodlands . Approximately

five percent of the Resource Area is

composed of this type. It occurs in the

mountains and is less common in Esmeralda

County. It occurs on the Hot Creek,

Kawich, Grant, Pancake ranges, and Squaw
Hills, Silver Peak and Palmetto Mountains.

Understory vegetation is sparse and usually

is black sagebrush or big sagebrush.

Average annual precipitation is above 12".

Most livestock grazing occurs on open areas

in woodland country. Cut or burned areas

provide good winter forage for deer.

Heavily wooded areas provide little forage.

4. Greasewood . Approximately seven percent

of the Resource Area is composed of this

type. It occurs on valley bottoms

throughout the Resource Area. Black

greasewood is an indicator of a high water

table and is closely associated with alkali

meadows and bottoms. This vegetation

type produces mainly less palatable shrubs

and few grasses. Annual precipitation is 3-

8 inches. These sites are usually in late

serai condition.

5. Hot Desert . Approximately four percent of

the Resource Area is composed of this type.

It occurs from Scottys Junction south in

Esmeralda County and the southern portion

of Nye County. The hot desert type is

located in the valleys and low hills. The salt

desert shrub type occurs on the higher hills.

Annual precipitation is 3-5" and 5-8".

These sites are usually in late serai

condition. Use occurs on saltbush and

grasses.

6. Alkali Meadows and Bottoms .

Approximately three percent of the

Resource Area is composed of this type. It

occurs on valley bottoms through out the

Resource Area. Major areas are Railroad

Valley, Sarcobatus Flat, the north end of Big

Smoky Valley, Alkali Flat and Fish Lake

Valley. These areas are fair spring and

summer range in current condition. These

sites have up to 85 percent grass, but it is

coarse and less desirable than the cool

season bunch grasses on adjacent sites.

Great basin wildrye would grow on this site

in PNC but it has been grazed out. These

sites are usually in mid-seral stage. Annual

precipitation is 3-8".

Mountain Mahogany . Less than one

percent of the Resource Area is composed
of this type. It occurs in the mountains

adjacent to Pinyon-Juniper woodlands and

is less common in Esmeralda County. Small

amounts occur in the Silver Peak Range and

Palmetto Mountains. Most is in the Grant,

Kawich, Reveille and Pancake ranges.

Annual precipitation is above 12". These

areas are generally too steep or high for

livestock use. Mountain mahogany is good
big game forage.

Riparian Areas . Less than one percent of

the Resource Area is composed of this type.

It occurs along streams, springs and seeps.

Plavas . Less than one percent of the

Resource Area is composed of dry lake

beds. Playas are generally devoid of

vegetation.

VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (VRM)

Visitors to the Resource Area are attracted to its

wide open spaces and vistas. US Highway 95
traverses the Resource Area from north of

Coaldale to south of Beatty. The highway is the

main travel route between Las Vegas and Reno

affording travelers panoramic views of the

topography, north-south trending mountain ranges

and intervening basins. The landscapes are

dominated by flat playas, level basin fill plains and

long sloping alluvial fans which merge upwards
into the mountains. The mountain slopes are

sheer and angular with extensive rock outcrops.

VRM Classes were established in the Tonopah
MFP for the east portion of the Resource Area in

1981 . See Appendix 3 for a description of VRM
classes.

Visual Resource Inventory Classes were assigned

in accordance with BLM Handbook 8410-1 in

1991 for the west portion of the Resource Area.



WILDLIFE HABITAT

The Resource Area is comprised of a broad range

of individual and overlapping types of wildlife

habitat.

Desert Bighorn Sheep Bighorn sheep populations

occur in several mountain ranges in the Resource

Area (see Map 10). In addition, five other ranges

which do not currently support bighorn sheep

contain suitable habitat.

Mule Deer Mule deer inhabit the mountainous

portions of the Resource Area (see Map 10 and

12). Habitat in the southern two-thirds of the

Resource Area is considered marginal. These

marginal deer ranges are typified by monotypic

stands of pinyon and juniper, lacking in preferred

forage species such as bitterbrush, and

serviceberry. A total of 1 1 6 study sites have

been established to monitor mule deer habitat

conditions. Poor conditions are reflected on three

percent of the sites, fair conditions on 28 percent,

good conditions on 54 percent and 1 5 percent are

in excellent condition.

Summer ranges are in fair condition due to lack of

important forb and grass species. In some cases

competition exists between deer, livestock, and

wild horses/ burros for forbs and grasses during

spring and early summer. Perhaps one-third of the

deer habitat is poorly utilized due to lack of water.

Winter ranges are in generally good to excellent

condition. However, encroachment by pinyon-

juniper woodland and heavy use of important

browse species by livestock have contributed to

deterioration of portions of some winter range.

The largest deer concentrations occur on winter

ranges on the Toiyabe Bench. Human activity on

winter range is a potential threat to wintering

herds from mid January through April.

Antelope Antelope populations have been slowly

increasing since the mid 1970's. Antelope occur

in small bands mostly in the north half of the

Resource Area (see Map 9 and 12). Known use

areas include the pinyon-juniper foothills during

summer months and valley bottoms in winter

months. Distribution is heavily dependent upon
water availability. Although antelope benefit from

livestock water developments, the waters are not

maintained when livestock are not present.

Conflicts for forage and water exist between
pronghorn, livestock and wild horses/burros. A
total of 45 study sites have been established to

monitor antelope habitat conditions.

Since bighorn generally concentrate within a two
mile radius of water during the summer, adequate

forage within that radius is the limiting factor. It

is crucial to the survival of bighorn in the Resource

Area that critical summer use areas within a two
mile radius of water sources remain relatively

undisturbed. These areas can be adversely

impacted by human intrusions associated with off-

highway vehicle events and mining activities.

Based on available study information, most of the

bighorn habitat is in good condition. A total of 47
study sites have been established to monitor

bighorn sheep habitat conditions. Poor conditions

are reflected on two percent of the sites, fair

condition on 15 percent of the sites, good
condition on 53 percent of the sites and 30
percent of the sites are in excellent condition.

Critical bighorn sheep lambing areas have been

identified around key waters adjacent to

precipitous terrain in bighorn sheep habitat areas

(see Map 10 and 13).

Seasonally, conflicts with livestock and/or wild

horses/burros can occur. Competition for forage,

as well as water, can occur between bighorn

sheep and livestock and wild horses/burros.

Rocky Mountain Elk A huntable population of elk

inhabit the Monitor Range (managed by the

Toiyabe National Forest). This herd utilizes a small

area of BLM administered lands on the slopes of

the Monitor Range for winter range (see Map 9).

A total of 28 study sites have been established to

monitor elk habitat conditions. Poor conditions

are reflected on four percent of the sites, fair

conditions on four percent of the sites, good

conditions on 67 percent of the sites and 25

percent of the sites are in excellent condition.

Waterfowl The Railroad Valley Wildlife

Management Area provides important waterfowl

habitat for migrating and nesting waterfowl.

Seasonal migration habitat occurs in Big Smoky
Valley and Fish Lake Valley, as well.



Sage Grouse Sage grouse are widely scattered

through much of the big sagebrush vegetation

type in the northern part of the Resource Area

(see Map 11 and 12). Strutting grounds are of

primary importance to the management of sage

grouse habitat since they serve as focal points for

reproduction, nesting, and brood-rearing activities.

Most nests are located within two miles of active

strutting grounds. Riparian and wet meadow
habitats are also very important to grouse

reproduction. Essential foods for grouse chicks

are concentrated in these habitats, and hens with

chicks tend to concentrate their activities near wet
meadows and springs after the first three weeks
of the chicks life. Wintering habitat is

characterized by areas of greatest available

sagebrush canopy cover.

Raptors nest and occur seasonally and/or

yearlong throughout most of the Tonopah
Resource Area.

SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES (Plants and Animals)

There are several special status species, both

plant and animal, in the Resource Area. Category

1 (C1 ) is the taxa for which USFWS has sufficient

information to indicate that listing is appropriate.

Category 2 (C2) is the taxa for which the USFWS
has information to indicate that listing is possibly

appropriate (additional information needed).

Plants There are no plants listed as threatened or

endangered in the Resource Area. One C1 plant,

the Williams Combleaf (Polyctenium williamsiae),

is known to occur.

Priority habitats have not been identified for

candidate plants occurring in the Resource Area.

Category 2 plants are listed in Table 3 A.

Animals There are two threatened animals in the

Resource Area, the desert tortoise and the

Railroad Valley springfish.

Desert Tortoise

The Mojave population of desert tortoise

(Gopherus agassizii) is listed both federally

and state as threatened and occurs on

approximately 70,600 acres at the south

end of the Resource Area (see Map 15).

Critical habitat for the Desert Tortoise was

designated on February 4, 1994. No
critical habitat was designated in the

Resource Area. The BLM has determined

the portion of the species range in the

Resource Area as Non-Intensive Category III

habitat. The goal for Non-Intensive

Category III desert tortoise habitat is to limit

habitat and population declines to the

extent possible by mitigating impacts.

Direct impacts from grazing may include

trampling of shelter sites and rest sites.

Indirect impacts include loss of cover,

change in vegetation and compaction of

soils in areas where livestock concentrate.

The increasing use of off-highway vehicles

is having an effect on tortoise. Direct

mortality results from crushing tortoise

above ground or in their burrows. The

desert ecosystem is also degraded as a

result of off-highway vehicle use.

The desert tortoise is most active when
annual plants are most common. Forage

must be sufficient to allow females to

accumulate energy reserves for egg

production. Egg laying occurs May through

July. Hatching occurs from August to

October. The hatchlings ignore food and

water and begin dormancy shortly after

hatching. In the spring tortoise eat forbs

and annual grasses. In the late spring and

summer they eat dried grasses.

Railroad Valley Springfish

The Railroad Valley springfish (Crenichthys

nevadae) is listed as federal threatened. It

is located in several warm springs in

Railroad Valley (see Map 14). Within the

Resource Area, North Spring and Reynolds

Spring have been designated as critical

habitat by the USFWS. Chimney Spring

also maintains a population of Railroad

Valley springfish but is not considered

critical habitat by USFWS. All populations

in the Resource Area are doing well;

however, the Nevada Division of Wildlife

(NDOW) has reported that encroaching

riparian vegetation in the springs may result

in degradation of the aquatic habitat.

Currently the greatest potential threat to the

springfish is loss of waterflow from

individual springs caused by broad based
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lowering of the water table through interbasin

transfer of ground water. Several candidate

animal species also exist in the Resource Area

(see Table 3 B and Maps 14 and 15).

TABLE 3 A
CATEGORY 2 PLANTS OF THE TONOPAH RESOURCE AREA

Eastwood milkweed (Asc/epias eastwoodiana)

Black wooly-pod (Astragalus funereus)

Current milk-vetch (Astragalus uncialas)

Tecopa bird's beak (Cordylanthus tecopensis)

Spring parsley (Cymopterus ripleyi war. saniculoides)

Tiem's buckwheat (Eriogonum tiehmii)

Pahute green gentian (Frasera pahutensis)

Golden bush (Haplopappus graniticus)

Dune penstemon (Penstemon arenarius)

Bashful penstemon (Penstemon pudicus)

Mono phacelia (Phacelia monensis)

Blaine's fishhook cactus (Sc/erocactus b/ainei)

Tufted globemallow (Sphaeralcea caespitosa)

TABLE 3 B

CATEGORY 2 ANIMALS OF THE TONOPAH RESOURCE AREA

Fish Spring pocket gopher (Thomomys umbrinus abstrusus)

San Antonio pocket gopher (Thomomys umbrinus curtatus)

Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis)

Snowy plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus)

Mountain plover (Charadrius montanus)

White-faced ibis (PIegadis chihi)

Long-billed curlew (Numenius americanus)

White River desert sucker (Catostomus clarki intermedius)
Big Smoky Valley tui chub (Gila bicolor ssp.)

Railroad Valley tui chub (Gila bicolor ssp.)

Fish Lake Valley tui chub (Gila bicolor ssp.)

Monitor Valley speckled dace (Rhinichthys osculus ssp.)

Amargosa toad (Bufo ne/soni)

Oasis Valley speckled dace (Rhinichthys osculus ssp.)

Pygmy rabbit (Brachylagus idahoensis)

Mountain quail (Oreortyx pictus)

Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus)

Chuckwalla (Sauromalus obesus)

Spotted bat (Euderma maculatum)
Crescent Dune aphodius scarab (Aphodius sp.2)

Crescent Dune aegialian scarab beetle (Aegialia crescenta)

RIPARIAN HABITAT

Riparian habitats represent less than one percent

of the Resource Area. Important streamside

riparian habitats have been inventoried and are

shown on Maps 14 and 15 and Table 3 C. Most
inventoried streamside riparian areas have less

than 70 percent streambank stability and 70

percent streambank cover ratings. (However,

proper functioning condition has not been

determined for the majority of streams in the

Resource Area). This is primarily due to grazing

and trampling by grazing animals and surface

disturbance associated with mineral exploration

and development. Research has shown that

riparian habitats characteristically have a greater
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diversity of plant and animal species than

adjoining areas. Riparian areas, including springs

and seeps, provide habitat which is critical to

many wildlife species. Healthy riparian systems

filter and purify water as it moves through them,

reduce sediment loads and enhance soil stability,

provide micro climatic moderation, and contribute

to ground water recharge and base flow. Riparian

areas around springs and seeps have not been

inventoried for condition.

The low and unpredictable precipitation, poor

soils, and sparse vegetation would limit riparian

area restoration under existing natural conditions.

Also consumptive and disruptive resource uses

within riparian areas reduces the success of rapid

riparian restoration.

The principal consumptive use within riparian

areas is grazing. The small tracts of riparian

habitat within enormous grazing allotments

complicates management. Water sources for

livestock management, other than those naturally

occurring riparian areas, are limited, thus

restricting management options. Also reducing

management options are the questions of water

rights and limiting access to riparian areas.

Riparian habitats are also affected by mineral

exploration, development, and production. Of the

riparian areas inventoried, 29 percent are in areas

of high potential and 31 percent are in areas of

moderate potential for locatable minerals. The
practice of conducting exploration within riparian

corridors, washes, or upon springs is most
prevalent in the west portion of the Resource

Area, where placer operations are conducted.

Stipulations may be imposed on Plans of

Operation to protect riparian habitat. However,

protection of riparian habitat under Notices is more
difficult since regulations do not provide the same
opportunity to impose stipulations. This produces

uncertainty for long-term management or

restoration practices.

FORESTRY AND VEGETATIVE PRODUCTS

acres are capable of producing 1,185 cords

annually on a sustained yield basis. Public

demand over the last five years has averaged 675
cords. Unauthorized wood cutting is estimated at

170 cords.

Approximately 141,000 acres of pinyon-juniper

woodlands are within WSAs. If all pinyon-juniper

woodlands were released by Congress from WSA
status, an additional 1 4,300 "operable" woodland
acres would be available. An additional 530 cords

could then be sold annually on a sustained yield

basis.

Dead and down pinyon-juniper trees may be

harvested for firewood anywhere in the Resource

Area, except within WSAs. There are greenwood
cutting areas established at: Palmetto Wash
(3,800 acres), Palmetto (2,600 acres) and Silver

Peak (2,600 acres). Approximately one-third of

the greenwood volume has been removed from

these areas.

Joshua Trees Approximately 231,000 acres in

the Resource Area produce Joshua trees. One
harvest area near Magruder Mountain,

approximately 1800 acres in size, has been

established for non-commercial harvest. Currently

sales average less than 100 trees per year.

Allowable harvest from this area is unknown at

this time. No inventory has been conducted to

determine the sustained yield production on the

total Joshua tree acreage.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING MANAGEMENT

The Resource Area has 29 grazing

permittees/lessees with privileges to graze

livestock on 34 allotments covering approximately

six million acres (see Maps 16 and 17). The past

five years average actual use has been 167,102
animal unit months (AUMs) of authorized grazing

use. Grazing allotments are licensed for cattle,

sheep or horses with various seasons of use,

livestock numbers, and grazing management
systems.

Pinvon-Juniper Woodlands There are an estimated

314,000 acres of pinyon-juniper woodlands in the

Resource Area (see Maps 5 and 6). Of these,

approximately 27,000 acres are accessible, and

available for fuelwood harvest outside Wilderness

Study Areas (WSAs). The 27,000 "operable"

Livestock grazing has been excluded from critical

winter range for mule deer on Toiyabe Bench.

This area may be grazed by livestock under

prescribed conditions after certain habitat

conditions have been met.
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TABLE 3 C
SUMMARY OF STREAM HABITAT IN THE TONOPAH RESOURCE AREA

STREAM NAME MILES ON BLM YEAR OF
SURVEY

%
STREAMBANK

COVER

%
STREAMBANK
STABILITY

FISH SPECIES

AMARGOSA
RIVER

2.0 1987 75 % 65% OASIS VALLEY
SPECKLED
DACE

BARKER
CREEK

0.5 1978
1982
1985
1988

89
76
72
73

83
59
55
73

BROOK AND
RAINBOW
TROUT

BARLEY
CREEK

1.0 1977
1985
1988

38
25
25

34
25
25

BROOK,
RAINBOW.AND
BROWN TROUT

BREEN CREEK 2.4 1989 75 52

CLEAR CREEK 1.0 1977
1987

50
50

25
25

BROOK AND
RAINBOW
TROUT "

CORCORAN
CREEK

1.0 1982
1987

28
25

25
25

RAINBOW AND
BROWN TROUT

COTTONWOOD
CANYON

1.0 1977
1989

70
63

83
50

DEEP CREEK 1.0 1982 100 81

EDEN CREEK 5.0 1978
1982
1985

55
62
66

64
62
76

HOOPER
CANYON

1.0 1977
1982
1989

75

59
52

100
69
70

HUNTS
CANYON

2.0 1982
1989

50
42

75
51

JEFFERSON
CREEK

1.0 1978
1986
1989

69
66
82

69
56
78

RAINBOW
TROUT

LITTLE

MEADOW
1.0 1989 13 14

Indicates unconfirmed occurrence of the species.

Table Continued on Following Page
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TABLE 3 C (Continued)

SUMMARY OF STREAM HABITAT IN THE TONOPAH RESOURCE AREA

STREAM NAME MILES ON BLM YEAR OF
SURVEY

%
STREAMBANK

COVER

%
STREAMBANK
STABILITY

FISH SPECIES

MOORES
CREEK

0.5 1977
1981

1985
1988

100
91

71

89

90
81

51

80

RAINBOW,
BROOK, AND
BROWN TROUT

MOSQUITO
CREEK

0.5 1977
1978
1982
1986

66
69
55
55

47
57
32
53

RAINBOW AND
BROOK TROUT

OX SPRINGS
WASH

0.3 1989 53 28

PERRY AIKEN
CREEK

1.0 1988 91 84 RAINBOW AND
BROWN
TROUT-

PINE CREEK 0.5 1982
1989

56
75

50
75

RAINBOW AND
BROWN TROUT

ROCK CREEK 6.2 1987 42 66

SILVER PEAK
POND CREEK

1.4 1989 75 26 RAINBOW
TROUT

SOUTH
SIXMILE

1.5 no data no data no data

TROY
CANYON

1.0 1977
1982

93
87

86
87

BROOK TROUT

Indicates unconfirmed occurrence of the species

No conflicts between livestock and Rocky
Mountain elk have been documented in the Hunts

Canyon Allotment which is used by wintering elk.

Conflicts between livestock and wild horse and

burro populations do occur.

WILD HORSES AND BURROS

There are 16 Herd Management Areas (HMA) in

the Resource Area. One additional HMA, Monitor

HMA, has been identified in a previous land-use

plan, however, it is proposed for deletion in this

Proposed RMP (see Chapter 2 Wild Horse and

Burro Determination 1 c). The boundaries of the

HMAs are shown on Maps 18 and 19. The
boundaries of the herd areas were established

based on the areas of use when the "Wild, Free

Roaming Horse and Burro Act" became law in

December 1971. Management of wild

horses/burros is restricted to these areas and

expansion of herd areas is prohibited under the

Act.

Water availability is the main limiting factor for

wild horses and burros in most of the HMAs. In

some HMAs there are no federally owned water

rights.

HMAs, such as Montezuma, Paymaster/Lone

Mountain, and Stonewall are steep and

mountainous. Water availability is poor, and the

HMA boundaries are not fenced allowing

horses/burros to drift out of the HMAs. Water
developments are needed to encourage
horses/burros to remain inside HMAs.



Burros create a nuisance for private property

owners in Beatty and Springdale, especially in the

summer months when range forage becomes

sparse.

The Dunlap HMA was formerly managed by the

Carson City District in combination with the Pilot

Mountain HMA. The lead has reverted to the

Tonopah Resource Area. No significant

management problems exist.

In the Fish Lake Valley HMA 16,000 of the

71 ,000 acres in this HMA were transferred to the

U.S. Forest Service under the Forest and Public

Lands of Nevada Enhancement Act of 1 988.

As a result of the National Forest and Public Lands

of Nevada Enhancement Act of 1988, the U.S.

Forest Service has management of 75,875 acres

of the 104,032 acres which comprise the Little

Fish lake Valley HMA.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The Resource Area is rich in the number and

diversity of cultural properties within its bounds.

These properties range in age from Late

Pleistocene to historic times, and contain vast

amounts of information concerning the prehistory

and history of the area. Some of these resources

are ideally suited for public interpretation and

development.

Almost all cultural inventories in the Resource

Area have been project specific. As a result,

portions of some hydrographic basins have been

intensively surveyed for cultural resources, while

others have received little or no inventory.

Because a representative sample of the Resource

Area has not been systematically inventoried as a

basis for planning, little is known about the

density and distribution of cultural resources,

except in those areas that have been subjected to

intensive project driven survey. Assignment of

sites to management objectives is performed on
an individual basis through implementation of the

Section 1 06 process, with the result that most are

managed for their information potential. Actions

necessary to achieve management objectives also

are determined on an individual basis. The
following is a summary of cultural resources

information for the Resource Area.

1

.

A Class I cultural resources inventory was
completed in 1981. Since that time,

Esmeralda County and the southern portion

of Nye County have been added to the

Resource Area, and considerable additional

Class II and Class III survey has been

performed. Consequently, the original Class

I inventory is incomplete and outdated and

should not be used as a basis for planning.

2. Less than two percent of the Resource Area

has been inventoried for cultural resources,

and the vast majority of these inventories

have been driven by efforts to comply with

Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act. In past years, cultural

resources were not evaluated for potential

inclusion in the National Register of Historic

Places if they could be avoided by project

activities. This policy has resulted in the

systematic under-recording of potentially

significant resources, as well as the need

to resurvey and re-record sites to evaluate

their National Register potential. In

addition, no systematic effort has been

made to consult with Native American

leaders to identify sites and areas significant

for their association with traditional

lifeways.

Prehistoric site types known to occur within the

Resource Area include, but are not limited to:

long-term habitation sites, temporary camps, task

specific sites, pinyon caches, scatters of heat

altered rock, rock shelters, petroglyphs and

pictographs, rock alignments including

"geoglyphs," and quarry sites. Petroglyph sites

are excellent for public interpretation objectives,

but are also of importance to Native American

groups.

Sensitive locations for prehistoric sites include,

but are not limited to, areas near permanent and

seasonal water sources, upland pinyon-juniper

zones, and upper bajada slopes. During the Late

Pleistocene, lakes existed within eight of the

valleys in the Resource Area. During the

Holocene, some of these same areas may have

supported marshy environments. These lake

margins and marshy areas are highly sensitive

areas for cultural resources. Sites in these areas

may contain valuable cultural, paleontological, and
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environmental data that would provide insight into

a time presently little understood by researchers.

Historic site types known to occur within the

Resource Area include, but are not limited to, the

remains of homesteads and mining camps,

townsites, Chinese borax mines, charcoal kilns

and platforms, mining/milling sites, trash dumps,
trails, roads, and railroad grades. Historic sites

lend themselves very well to public interpretation.

Several sites within the Resource Area could be

developed for interpretive purposes including:

Rhyolite, Tybo-Mclntyre Charcoal kilns, and the

Mountain View Arrastra. Historic mining districts

are generally the most sensitive areas for historic

sites, but homesteads and small mining camps are

found throughout the region.

Examples of sensitive sites/districts within the

Resource Area include:

Rhyolite : The Rhyolite/Bullfrog townsite lies

within the Bullfrog Mining District. The townsite

was established in 1905, and grew to contain a

population of 10,000 by 1907. Abandonment of

the town began in 1 908 following withdrawal of

financial support for the mines. In 1924, only a

single prospector inhabited the town. Rhyolite

was a substantial town with numerous wood
homes, and a number of buildings constructed of

reinforced concrete, some as many as three

stories high. In 1906, Tom Kelly constructed the

now famous Bottle House. This structure was
stabilized by Paramount Pictures in 1 925 for use

in the film "Wanderers in the Wasteland."

Although the remains of other bottle houses are

present in the Resource Area, the Rhyolite Bottle

House is a premier example of mining town
vernacular architecture and the use of bottles as

a structural medium. Rhyolite is the most
photographed "ghost town" in Nevada, and is

visited by hundreds of U.S. and foreign tourists

every year. The Friends of Rhyolite organization

is actively seeking support for preservation of

structures within the townsite.

Trap Springs-Gravel Bar and Stormy-Abel

Prehistoric Districts : Both of these districts have

tremendous potential for contributing to

knowledge of the prehistory of central Nevada.

There are many intact features in the Traps

Springs site complex that contain large amounts
of heat altered rock and charcoal in association

with dense scatters of flaked stone tools and

flaking debris. Although the Gravel Bar site has

been seriously impacted by various developments,

test excavations indicate that the site contains a

buried Western Pluvial Lakes Tradition component.

More intensive and extensive examination of

materials from this component can be expected to

contribute significant insight into this early period

of occupation. Sites in the Stormy/Abel district

are characterized by high densities of debris

resulting from the manufacture and maintenance

of stone tools. Information from these sites can

be expected to contribute to our understanding of

stone tool manufacture, and the special

techniques that were sometimes used (e.g., heat

treatment).

Tvbo-Mclntvre Charcoal Kilns : The Tybo charcoal

kilns were constructed of rock, and are listed on

the National Register of Historic Places. The
Mclntyre Charcoal Kilns were made from brick,

and are located several miles to the west of the

kilns at Tybo. Historic sites such as these are

interesting to many members of the public. The
charcoal kilns at these sites are in good condition,

are excellent examples of kilns in the area, and

therefore, are ideally suited for public

interpretation purposes.

Cane Man Hill Petroglyphs : This site consists of

a series of petroglyph panels scattered along a

volcanic hill. The petroglyph panels at this site

contain a high frequency of anthropomor-

phic/representational elements, an occurrence

rarely observed at other rock art sites in the area.

Given the high densities of some motifs, this site

may be of some significance to local Native

Americans.

The following sites within the Resource Area have

been listed on the National Register of Historic

Places:

1

.

The Tybo Charcoal Kilns.

2. William H. Berg House, a privately owned
residence located on land managed by the

BLM in the historic town of Round
Mountain.

3. Goldfield: the historic district and modern
townsite are on patented lands, however,

some archaeological features associated



with the townsite are located on BLM
administered lands.

Tonopah: the historic district and individual

properties shown on the Register are all

located on patented land.

Berlin Town Site: Recreation and Public

Purposes Act (R&PP) to the State of

Nevada.

Belmont Townsite.

ranging from small isolated patches, to areas

appearing continuously of discontinuously for

many tens, or in some cases, hundreds of miles.

A more precise description of the configuration of

the surface exposures of these units can be

obtained from geologic maps and geographic

descriptions in the References Cited Section of

this Plan. The Resource Area was the first

reported locality for numerous species of animals,

vertebrate as well as invertebrate, and plants. In

many instances, fossils of these species have

been found nowhere else on earth.

Vandalism and illegal collection/excavation of

cultural properties within the Resource Area are

important concerns at this time. Resources in

Railroad Valley, Fish Lake Valley, Clayton Valley,

and the Silver Peak Range are being significantly

impacted by illicit collection and excavation

activities. In addition, thousands of artifacts have

been removed from sites along Late Pleistocene

lake margins. Petroglyphs have been used for

target practice and charcoal kilns have been

vandalized. The historic townsite of Rhyolite is

continually subjected to a tremendous amount of

theft and vandalism. Other resources which are

known to have been vandalized/looted over the

past several years include the Trap Springs/Gravel

Bar and Stormy/Abel prehistoric districts,

petroglyph sites in Fish Lake and Clayton Valleys,

and sites in the Fish Lake Valley Salt Marsh and at

Cave Spring.

Natural degradation of cultural properties is a

growing concern. Petroglyphs pecked or incised

into soft tuff are rapidly being eroded smooth;

artifacts are being removed from primary

depositional context and features are being

destroyed in areas where erosion is ongoing; other

sites are being destroyed during flash floods; and

neglected historic structures are deteriorating

through exposure to wind, water, and sun.

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Paleontological resources in the Resource Area are

many, important and varied. Fossils are found in

exposures of approximately ninety geological

formations or unnamed strata. Additional fossils

may be found in many other formations which
occur in the Resource Area only in the subsurface.

Surface exposures of geologic formations in the

Resource Area containing fossils are found in sizes

An example of an important paleoecological

resource in the Resource Area is an exposure of

the Esmeralda Formation exhibiting remains of a

fossilized forest containing upright, lithified trees

fifteen to twenty feet in height that are associated

with a variety of vertebrate fossils. Unverified

reports indicate that the Resource Area may also

contain (or at one time contained) the world's

largest petrified log, which has been described as

being 14 feet in diameter and over 200 feet in

length (Boak, 1934; McFarlan, 1991).

At yet another location in the Resource Area, the

Siebert Formation, fossilized remains of

vertebrates and invertebrates of such uniqueness

and importance were found that for a number of

years paleontologists established and operated a

quarry at the site to aid in their extraction

(Henshaw, 1942). Many previously unknown
species of fossil animals have been found at this

locality, and a number of publications (e.g.,

Henshaw, 1940), have been written about the

fossils and paleoecolgical conditions that

characterize this location.

The Luning Formation is exposed in some places

in the Resource Area. Luning Formation

exposures on Forest Service administered lands

near the old town of Berlin are known to contain

an abundance of fossilized vertebrates known as

ichthyosaurs. Researchers from around the world

have come to study the ichthyosaur remains at

this site, and a state park and museum have been

established for preservation and display of the

fossils. As yet, ichthyosaur fossils have not been

found in Luning Formation exposures on BLM
administered lands in the Resource Area.

However, by definition a formation contains

similar lithologic characteristics throughout its

areal extent, so there is a some potential that



Luning Formations exposures in the Resource Area

will contain similar fossils.

Another locality in the Resource Area contains an

assemblage of fossilized invertebrates of

Mississippian age that is of such rarity and

uniqueness that practically every species was
unknown to science prior to discovery of the site

(Kleinhampl and Ziony, 1985, p. 85 and 86).

Other formations and localities in the Resource

Area contain one or more species of fossils which,

at the time of their discovery and identification,

had been found nowhere else.

A Class I paleontological resources inventory for

the Battle Mountain District was completed in

1987. This inventory is now incomplete and

outdated. No project related paleontological

surveys have been conducted in the Resource

Area.

LANDS

The Resource Area was established in 1971 for

the purpose of managing public lands located in

central Nye County within the Battle Mountain

District. From 1971 to 1983, the Resource Area

included 3,61 6,733 acres of public land. In 1 983,

Resource Area boundaries were changed to

include management of public lands within

Esmeralda County and portions of southern Nye
County. This action increased the area included

within the Resource Area by 2,689,230 acres.

At present, the Resource Area includes 6,091,101

public land acres. Table 3 D depicts land status,

both past and present, within the Resource Area.

Over the years, 14,139.86 acres of public land

within the Resource Area have been patented

under various authorities. With the passage of the

National Forest and Public Lands of Nevada
Enhancement Act of 1988, 197,627 acres

transferred to the US Forest Service. Over 98
percent of the land within the Resource Area is

under Federal administration.

There are 13 rural towns and communities, five

small remote settlements, and several isolated

ranches within the Resource Area. Tonopah, the

largest town, has a population of only about

4,000. Most of the towns in the Resource Area

started as mining camps around the turn of the

century or earlier. Beatty, Belmont, Goldfield, and

Lida were patented under the various townsite

acts. Silver Peak is located partially on a patented

townsite and partially on a State land grant.

Tonopah and Manhattan are built on patented

mining claims. Hadley was developed on private

agricultural land purchased by a mining company
to house its employees. Goldpoint, lone, and

Round Mountain are located almost entirely on

public land. Carvers and Dyer are primarily

agricultural settlements. All of these communities

are surrounded by Federal land, and most to some
extent occupy public land.

TABLE 3 D
LAND STATUS

LAND STATUS TONOPAH MFP
AREA

ESMERALDA-
SOUTHRN NYE
RMP AREA

TOTAL ACRES TONOPAH RMP*

BLM 3,616,733 acres 2,689,230 acres 6,305,963 acres 6,091,101 acres

U.S.F.S. 1,203,004 acres 29,450 acres 1,232,454 acres 1,430,081 acres

Private 78,720 acres 68,544 acres 147,264 acres 1 64,499 acres

•The National Forest and Public Lands of Nevada Enhancement Act of 1 988 reduced the acreage administered by BLM by 1 97,627 acres and concomitantly increased

the acreage administered by the Forest Service. Between 7/16/81 and 1/1/91, 3,096 acres were patented through the Tonopah MFP, and between 10/10/86 and

1/1/91, 140 acres were patented through the Esmeralda-Southern Nye RMP.

The economies of Tonopah, Beatty, Goldfield,

Manhattan, Round Mountain, and Silver Peak are

heavily dependent on the mining industry. This

dependence traps them in boom and bust cycles

reflecting trends in the minerals market. All of the

communities in the Resource Area would benefit
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from the stability that economic diversity provides,

but few of them have any developable private land

and none has the amount of developable private

land needed to attract large industries.

roads and small utility lines. There are currently

about 80 communication facility rights-of-way

located on the 29 developed communication sites

within the Resource Area.

Tonopah, Beatty, and Round Mountain are

growing, and the demand for land for

residential areas as well as for land for recreation

and public purposes is growing with them.

Over the past few years, the demand for

additional land at outlying settlements and isolated

ranches has been on the increase. Also, a need to

sell land for solid waste disposal sites has

developed out of the BLM's increased awareness

of its liability for promiscuous dumping and its

consequent change in policy concerning leasing

land for such sites.

During the years following the approvals of the

Tonopah MFP and the Esmeralda-Southern Nye
RMP, an aggressive land disposal program was
undertaken. A total of 17,235 acres of public

lands have been patented under various

authorities: Color-of-Title, the Desert Land Act,

the R&PP Act, the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act, and the General Mining Law of

1872, as amended. It has become clear,

however, that disposals of more and larger tracts

need to be made available in rural Nevada.

Nineteen R&PP Leases have been issued in the

Resource Area for such facilities as schools, parks,

rifle and pistol ranges, and landfills. (Land is no
longer available under the R&PP Act for landfills.)

Land has been patented under this authority for a

hospital and a museum storage vault.

Four public airport leases have been issued.

The Resource Area has also administered an active

desert land entry (DLE) program. However, the

failure rate in this program has been high.

Although entry has been allowed on over 20 DLEs
since the MFP was approved, only two have been
patented.

The increase in demand for rights-of-way for

roads, utility distribution lines, and, to a lesser

extent, communication facilities is a clear

indication of growth in the area. Over 600 rights-

of-way of all types have been granted for the use
of lands within the Resource Area. Most are for

The Resource Area does not have many major

transmission lines crossing it and has no pending

applications; but, increasingly, utility companies
have been examining possible routes along the

two US highways which traverse the Resource

Area. Crude oil from the Railroad Valley oil fields

is presently trucked to refineries. Some interest

has been expressed in a pipeline either going west

to Bakersfield, California, or east to Caliente,

Nevada.

Transportation and utility corridors are designated

in the Esmeralda-Southern Nye RMP. These

corridors included 296 miles of existing facilities

and identified 30 miles of planning corridors

wherein future facilities might be located. Since

the RMP was approved, there have been no

applications for commodity transportation or utility

transmission rights-of-way within either the

designated or the planning corridors. A need has

been expressed for a corridor linking the

substations at Millers and at Silver Peak and

crossing the Silver Peak Range.

The Western Regional Corridor Study identified

needed corridors traversing both planning units.

Adjacent land management agencies have, for the

most part, designated transportation and utility

corridors which terminate abruptly in the east

portion of the Resource Area. Most of the work
of identifying physical limitations of the land

within the Resource Area has already been done

by adjacent land managers and by utility

companies seeking possible right-of-way routes.

A need has been expressed for a corridor from the

Grant Canyon Oil Field to State Route 375.

In 1987, BLM began an intensive inventory of

trespasses on the public lands. Since that

inventory began, 364 suspected unauthorized

uses and occupancies of the public lands within

the Resource Area have been discovered.

Land classification segregates land from mineral

entry and limits the uses to which the land may be

put. Public lands may be classified under various

authorities. Since the enactment of the Federal

Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) in
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1976, classifications within the Resource Area

have been made under the authority of the R&PP
Act and under the agricultural land laws.

Lands may also be withdrawn from the operation

of some or all of the public land laws. Most often

lands are withdrawn from mineral entry. The
provisions for authorizing most withdrawals are

found in Section 204 of FLPMA. Withdrawn lands

may be placed under the jurisdiction of another

Federal bureau, agency, or department. Appendix

1 1 summarizes the withdrawals and segregations

of record within the Resource Area. These

withdrawals are also depicted on Maps 24 and 25.

RECREATION

The Resource Area offers a wide variety of

recreation opportunities such as hunting, camping,

off-highway vehicle (OHV) use, hiking,

photography, historical sightseeing, and OHV
competitive events. This wide range of

opportunities is possible because virtually all of

the public lands are accessible and offer a variety

of settings suitable for different recreation

activities. There are no BLM developed recreation

facilities in the Resource Area. Primarily dispersed

recreation has dominated the area with few areas

receiving regular visitor use.

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) : The BLM
has adopted a system called the Recreation

Opportunity Spectrum (see Appendix 12 for a

description of the five settings). This system

provides a method of identifying recreation

opportunities available on the public lands and a

means to plan for the long-term maintenance of

the required settings.

For this RMP, the different settings available on

public lands in the Resource Area were identified.

The settings were formulated using factors such

as remoteness, size, amount of landscape change

and development, the evidence of other people,

and the degree of management control. There are

90,370 acres with a primitive setting; 339,120
acres with a semi-primitive non-motorized setting;

465,725 acres with a semi-primitive motorized

setting; 5,035,686 acres with a roaded natural

setting; and 160,200 acres with a rural setting

(see Maps 28 and 29).

Special Recreation Management Areas : There are

no Special Recreation Management Areas

(SRMAs) within the Resource Area. Recreation

management has primarily consisted of

maintaining the minimum management and visitor

services necessary within the Tonopah Extensive

Recreation Management Area (ERMA).

Although dispersed recreation is the rule in central

Nevada, several undeveloped areas have become
commonly used for overnight camping, fishing,

day hiking, and picnicking.

Off-Highwav Vehicles : The primary recreation

activity is OHV use. This includes a wide range of

vehicles from standard highway vehicles to

motorcycles, and four-wheel drive trucks, to dune

buggies, and sand racers. Currently, most of the

Resource Area is open to OHV travel with only

limited restrictions.

There are several annual competitive OHV events

within the Resource Area. Indications are that the

number would increase over the next several years

due to continuing restrictions on such events in

areas with desert tortoise and other resources

requiring protection. Conflicts exist over event

routes, reclamation, contact with private property,

and management of associated resources and

resource users. The existence of these conflicts

necessitates race course requirements and

standards.

Extensive Recreation : The Resource Area has a

broad array of dispersed recreation activities (see

Table 3 E). The lack of recreation development in

central Nevada can be most closely linked to the

lack of a sizeable population source within driving

distance to take advantage of day-length

activities. Also, related to populations, is the lack

of information available to the general public

concerning recreation in the desert. In general,

central Nevada is viewed as a place to be driven

through, not to, as there are no destination points

favoring popular interest. Destination points

adjacent to the Resource Area (Death Valley

National Monument, The White Mountains) and

those found nearby (Las Vegas, Great Basin

National Park, Reno) provide considerable traffic

flow through the area. The development of

several "day trip" recreation sites coupled with

public information concerning their existence,



could result in a sizable increase in use of public

lands within the Resource Area.

The greatest strength of the Resource Areas

recreation program is its dispersed nature. The

area is open to the public to pursue whatever

activities the resources would permit with a lack

of regulative restrictions, close confinement to

other users, or limitations on movement. As these

qualities are becoming more unique nation-wide,

their retention should be emphasized in Tonopah

Resource Area's recreation development.

Numerous small areas could be developed which

would provide impetus to stop and explore, but

would not concentrate use, thereby retaining the

better qualities of recreation which the Resource

Area can provide.

The road network of the Resource Area is

extensive. However, most of the roads are

unpaved, minimally maintained, and are

susceptible to climate related damage making

them impassable. To reach many of the

undeveloped recreation areas currently existing in

the Resource Area, one must drive a high-

clearance vehicle.

Most of the visitors to the ERMA are probably

local residents; however, more nonresidents would

take advantage of the wildlife observation

opportunities once this aspect is known. The
following unique areas in the Tonopah ERMA are

discussed in terms of their recreational opportunity

and possible designation as SRMAs.

There are several areas where the presence of

high quality natural resources and current or

potential demand warrants intensive management
practices to protect the areas for their scientific,

educational, and/or recreational values.

1 . Railroad Valley

Railroad Valley is located in central Nevada
approximately 70 miles south of Ely and

100 miles east of Tonopah along U.S.

Highway 6. Formerly a U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service Refuge, it is one of the

BLM's few sizeable riparian areas in

Nevada. A 1 968 Public Land Order reduced

the size of the area to 14,720 acres, which
includes most of the riparian habitat in

Railroad Valley. This area is probably the

best area in central Nevada for observing

and photographing waterbirds, particularly

during migrations. The area was developed

by constructing dikes and spillways to

create pond areas and taking advantage of

two artesian wells. The area is an excellent

waterfowl area which is not achieving its

potential because of the deteriorated

condition of the ponds. The area was
formerly a largemouth bass and bluegill

fishery. Waterfowl hunting is an

uncommon activity in central Nevada. The
area is managed according to an agreement

with the Nevada Division of Wildlife.

Lunar Crater

Located along U.S. Highway 6

approximately 80 miles east of Tonopah,
the area encompasses a volcanic field of

39,680 acres. There are 2,560 acres

already recognized as a National Natural

Landmark. Some of the more important

features include: Lunar Crater and Easy

Chair Crater, both maar craters, and Black

Rock Lava Flow, an ancient flow coming

out of the collapsed side of a volcanic

crater. Nearby is The Wall, a 20 mile long

palisade area with a spectacular vista. In a

report prepared for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, Lunar Crater was
noted as being very similar to the craters on

the moon. While a very unique area, it has

received little use by the public. A few
hunters camp in the area and there are

occasional sightseers.

Sand Dunes Areas

The Resource Area has two sand dune

areas that are known to be used by dune

buggy enthusiasts. These are the Crescent

Dunes about 15 miles northwest of

Tonopah, and Clayton Valley Dunes, about

10 miles southeast of Silver Peak. Both are

similar areas, having several "peaks" which

are several hundred feet in height and

having one very steep side. Crescent

Dunes is easily accessible and well known
to the public.



TABLE 3 E

DISPERSED RECREATION ACTIVITIES OCCURRING IN

ESMERALDA AND NYE COUNTIES 1

ACTIVITY PERCENT PARTICIPATION PER TOTAL
POPULATION PERSON 2 (DAYS PER PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPATING PERSON PER YEAR) DAYS3

Rock Hounding 22.6 2 5,001

Horseback riding 18.4 2 4,027
Off-Highway Vehicles 12.0 19 25,228

Photography 10.6 8 9,383

Hunting 10.4 19 21,864
Primitive Camping 9.7 2 1,073

Sightseeing4 9.2 14 14,252

Exploring 8.4 14 13,012

Fishing 5.7 4 2,523

Shooting 4.8 2 1,062

Hiking-Back Packing 3.4 4 1,505

Boating 3.3 1 365
99,340

Information from Nevada State Senate Bill 40, 1983

Local survey

These figures are based on the following calculation: (participation per person) x (population) x (Percent population

participating). The population is based on the 1990 census: northern Nye Co. 9,722 + Esmeralda Co. 1,343 = 11,065.

Does not include sightseeing by vehicles transiting the Resource Area on major U. S. highways or State routes.

WILDERNESS

All lands under wilderness review (WSAs) must be

managed under the Interim Management Policy

(IMP) guidelines until either designated as

wilderness or released for multiple-use

management by Congress (see Maps 26 and 27).

Once final designation or release of the WSAs has

been completed, those areas designated for

wilderness would be managed under the

appropriate laws, regulations, and policies while

those lands released for multiple use management
would be managed in conjunction with all

pertinent laws, regulations, and policies for

multiple-use public lands.

Many of the WSAs were initially selected for

study based on their roadless, primitive character.

In reintroducing WSA lands to multiple-use

management, the decision on whether to retain

the wilderness qualities would determine

management direction. A Recreation Opportuni-

ties Survey (ROS) was prepared for the Resource

Area and is used to evaluate motorized and non-

motorized potentials within the WSAs (Table 3 F).

TABLE 3 F

LAND STATUS

Semi-Primitive

Motorized

Semi-Primitive

Non-Motorized

Primitive Total

268,385 acres 245,385 acres 90,370 acres 604,535 acres

ROS categories are described in Appendix 12 and shown on Maps 28 and 29.



FLUID MINERALS

Public lands are available for oil and gas leasing or

geothermal leasing after they have been evaluated

through BLM's multiple use planning process. In

areas where development of resources would

conflict with protection or management of other

land uses, mitigating measures are developed.

Existing fluid mineral leasing categories, based on

previous planning, are shown on Table 3 G.

Oil and Gas

As of December, 1990, 185 wells have been

drilled in an area covering approximately 450
square miles. Since 1977, 126 wells have been

drilled, indicating that industry interest in Railroad

Valley continues to expand. Although exploratory

wells have been drilled in Fish Lake Valley, Big

Smoky Valley, Stone Cabin Valley, Hot Creek

Valley, and Railroad Valley, to date oil and gas

development in the Resource Area is limited to

Railroad Valley. This Valley is considered to be a

wildcat area and much of the drilling which has

occurred is associated with exploration units.

Forty-four exploration units, averaging 14,000
acres in size, have been approved for operations

in Railroad Valley. As many as 14 units have

been approved in one year.

The nature of the resource in Railroad Valley has

led exploration drilling to follow a very dispersed

pattern. Of the 160 wells drilled, 96 have been

drilled outside of field areas. The spacing of these

wells ranges from one per square mile to one per

thirty square miles. The extremely complex
geologic structure of the area has limited the

success rate of wells to approximately 28 percent.

Even within the defined fields the success rate is

only 60 percent.

Seven producing fields have been discovered in

Railroad Valley. Eagle Springs began production in

1954 when the first producing oil well in the

State, Shell Eagle Springs Unit No. 1-35, was
completed. The second discovery did not occur
until 1976 when Northwest Exploration Trap
Springs No. 1 was completed. Since the Trap
Springs discovery, a new field has been
discovered every two to three years. Production

from the six active fields currently producing oil in

Railroad Valley exceeds three million barrels per

year. The Kate Springs Field is the only field

producing natural gas. The Grant Canyon Field,

which went into production in 1 983, contributes

approximately 85 percent of the total production.

This field contains one well, Grant Canyon #4,

which at one time had the highest production rate

of any free flowing onshore well in the U.S.

Estimates of recoverable reserves from each

producing oil field vary from four to thirteen

million barrels. Over 25 years, production from

Eagle Springs amounts to 95 percent of estimated

reserves. The Grant Canyon and Trap Spring

Fields have produced approximately 55 percent of

estimated reserves. Production from both the

Eagle Springs and Trap Spring fields began to

decline in 1 978. The fields are located as close as

one mile apart and as far away as 1 2 miles from

each other. The number of production wells per

field ranges from one to thirty-nine. The wells

have been drilled on 40 or 160-acre spacing,

depending on reservoir depth. Currently forty-

eight wells in Railroad Valley are producing oil, 15

are shut in, eight are temporarily abandoned, and

six are water disposal wells. Production varies

from 10 to 400 barrels of oil per day per well.

Cumulative production from all fields through June

of 1990 is 26,541,465 barrels of oil.

Much of the crude oil produced in Railroad Valley

is processed at the Railroad Valley refinery.

Products include diesel, kerosene, naphtha and

asphaltic bases. Crude oil residue or residual from

the refinery is currently burned at the Sierra

Pacific Power Plant on Interstate 80 outside of

Reno, at Tracy, NV. Crude oil is also trucked to

Salt Lake City, Utah, and to Bakersfield, California.

Petro Source does not purchase all of the oil

produced in the Valley. In early 1990 the

company purchased the Tonopah Refinery. This

facility is used for oil storage and refining for the

spot market. The changing oil distribution system

in Salt Lake City and other western locations

strongly influences the economics of produced oil

(1990 prices to ship via truck were $4/barrel to

Salt Lake City and $8 per barrel to Bakersfield,

CA.). The product is shipped out of state for

distribution, as well as being utilized in state. The
natural gas produced in the Kate Springs Field is

currently being flared.

Current oil and gas leases held in Nye County

totals 1 ,052 leases covering 2,1 65,964 acres. No
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TABLE 3 G
AVAILABILITY OF LANDS FOR MINERAL LEASING

RELATIVE TO RESOURCE POTENTIAL 1

MANAGEMENT
CATEGORIES

LOW POTENTIAL
ACRES

MODERATE
POTENTIAL ACRES

HIGH POTENTIAL
ACRES

UNKNOWN
POTENTIAL ACRES

TOTAL ACRES

OPEN SUBJECT TO
STANDARD TERMS
AND CONDITIONS

374,140 1,228,980 500,830 3,861,062 5,965,012

OPEN WITH MAJOR
RESTRICTIONS (NO

SURFACE
OCCUPANCY)

18,740 24,590 7,095 50,425

OPEN WITH MINOR
RESTRICTIONS

(SEASONAL
RESTRICTIONS)

30,680 480 41,240 72,400

CLOSED TO
LEASING (DIS-

CRETIONARY)

CLOSED TO
LEASING (NONDIS-

CRETIONARY) '

2,560 704 3,264

Assumss that lands in Wlderness Study Area status would be returned to multiple us

leases were held in Esmeralda County as of

December, 1990.

Development of geothermal resources since 1981

has centered in these areas.

Calculation of oil and gas potential is shown on

Maps 32 and 33, and summarized on Table 3 H.

Geothermal Resources

The development of geothermal resources is

governed by the Geothermal Steam Act of 1 970,

as amended. The resources that can be

developed include: geothermal steam, hot water,

hot brine and heat found in geothermal

formations. Lands that have known value are

referred to as Known Geothermal Resource Areas

(KGRAs). These areas must be leased

competitively. All other lands can be offered non-

competitively. Geothermal resource potentials are

shown on Maps 32 and 33 and summarized on

Table 3 I. There are 48 locations of hot or warm
water in Nye County, and 17 locations in the

Esmeralda County. Hot water is defined for these

purposes as water greater than 50°C, and warm
waters from 20°C to 50°C.

Within the Resource Area there are currently only

two KGRAs identified. These are located at

Round Mountain and in Fish Lake Valley.

The Round Mountain KGRA has been developed

by Round Mountain Gold Corporation. The
geothermal energy is used to preheat leach

solutions in the winter for the Round Mountain

Gold Mine. The operation utilizes three production

wells, two injection v.ells and a heat exchanger.

The preheat operation normally runs from October

to April.

The second KGRA is located at the north end of

Fish Lake Valley. Extensive testing between 1 980
and 1985 was undertaken to determine

temperature gradients and potential production

zones. This work culminated in two production

wells being drilled and flow tested. BLM
permitted a 5-megawatt (MW) power plant in

1987. The sale of 16 megawatts of power has

been contracted to Southern California Edison.

The first sale of power is scheduled for 1995.

The potential resource and market exists for two
additional 1 5 to 20 MW plants to be on line or

under construction by 2000.

Darroughs Hot Springs in Smoky Valley has been

drilled and flow tested, but no power plant has



ever been proposed. The area is private land and

contains a small bath house development.

In 1986 and 1987 a private company attempted

to develop a vegetable drying plant in southern

Railroad Valley. This project was unsuccessful,

however, since the water temperatures were

marginal for exploitation.

LOCATABLE MINERALS

The locatable minerals industry has historically

been, and continues to be, a major industry in the

Resource Area. Minerals produced include:

copper, molybdenum, gold, silver, lithium,

fluorspar, bentonite clay, diatomaceous earth,

mercury, and turquoise. In 1990 the total

employment in the Resource Area from mining

was 1,879 people (State Mine Inspector figures).

This total does not include smaller operations

which employ only one or two people. The gross

mineral value produced in the Resource Area in

Fiscal Year 1990 exceeded 350 million dollars.

Locatable mineral potential is depicted on Maps 36
and 37 and the acreage is shown on Table 3 J.

The sources of this information include

professional geologic knowledge, past production

records, professional contacts, geologic reports,

and BLM exploration records. Mineral exploration

associated with the mining industry increased

steadily from 1981 - 1990. In spite of a minor

drop in plans and notices received in 1991,

Tonopah still ranks as one of the most active

Resource Areas for mineral exploration and

development in Nevada. This activity ranges from

the large exploration company doing a multiple

drill hole program to the small operator and

prospector completing yearly assessment work.

It is anticipated the trend toward heavy mineral

activity will continue. There are 65 mining

districts with a history of production in the

Resource Area. There are 15 large mines

currently producing in the Resource Area.

MINERAL MATERIALS

road departments for the construction and

maintenance of roads. An increasing demand for

decorative stone also is occurring. The historic

demand for sand and gravel has averaged 17

contracts and 139,546 cubic yards over the last

10 years. Current demand for sand and gravel is

being easily met. Although future demand is

unknown, there is a high probability that the

demand can be met since over half of the

Resource Area has potential for production

(3,629,800 acres).

Current demand for cinders, basalt and decorative

landscaping rock is being met. However, these

materials are not so prevalent in the Resource

Area as are sand and gravel. A demand for large

(100,000 plus tons) sales would quickly deplete

current collection areas and quarries.

NON-ENERGY LEASABLE MINERALS

Non-energy leasable minerals in the Resource Area

include phosphate, sodium and potassium. Such

leases exist in Clayton Valley and in Railroad

Valley. Although leases for non-energy minerals

are active in Clayton Valley and Railroad Valley,

current sodium and potassium salt production is

limited to Clayton Valley. These deposits are

located in the playas. There are 864,400 acres

with potential sodium and potassium .

The level of exploration for non-energy leasable

minerals has been low. Only one prospecting

permit has been issued in the last five years.

However, with over 864,400 acres of the

Resource Area having potential for production of

sodium and potassium, future development is

likely.

FIRE MANAGEMENT

The incidence of wildfires within the Resource

Area is generally low. A majority of those fires

reported in the Resource Area over the last 10

years have been in Size Class A (0.25 acres or

less). During the last 20 years, there has not been

a fire larger than 1,200 acres.

A variety of mineral materials are present in the

Resource Area including sand and gravel, cinders,

basalt, and decorative rock. The greatest demand
is for sand and gravel which are used primarily by

Nevada Department of Transportation and county

Fire Management Policy and Procedures within the

Resource Area are guided by the Battle Mountain

District Fire Management Activity Plan (FMAP).



There is little potential for fire to enhance or inhibit

the ability to achieve resource objectives. The
only potential to enhance the ability to achieve

resource objectives would be in habitat

management (principally conversion from pinyon-

juniper woodlands), and watershed improvements

TABLE 3 H
OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL (Acres)

POTENTIAL ACREAGE

High

Moderate

Low
None

525,900
1,278,400
380,800

3,906,001

TABLE 3 1

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES POTENTIAL

POTENTIAL ACREAGE

High

Moderate

Low
Unknown

11,200

316,870
300,841

5,462,191

TABLE 3 J

LOCATABLE MINERAL POTENTIAL

POTENTIAL ACREAGE

High

Moderate

Low

726,100
2,050,000
3,315,001

(principally conversion from big sage
communities). However, these opportunities are

limited due to low fuel quantity and the

noncontinuous nature of the fuels.

Fuel types are annual and perennial grasses,

with widely scattered shrubs. This zone is

generally situated in the valley floors up to

the mid slopes within the Resource Area.

The site potential, as described by the Soil

Conservation Service Range Site Guides, for much
of the area do not indicate sufficient fuel loading

and continuity to allow widespread use of fire.

The Battle Mountain District FMAP separated the

district into two fire zones (see Maps 38 and 39).

These zones include areas with similar fire

behavior based upon vegetative and topographical

features. The zones are briefly described below.

1 . Fire Management Zone 1

.

Fire Management Zone 2.

This fuel type is generally big sage and

grasses at its lower extremities, changing to

pinyon-juniper at the higher elevations. This

zone is generally situated at mid-slope up

the mountain peaks.

Fires in both zones are generally small and

of low intensity. The size is usually limited

by the lack of continuity in the fuels. This

lack of fuels to carry a fire also severely

limits the use of prescribed fires.



SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Because of the manner in which data is organized

and made available, the affected environment, for

purposes of social and economic analysis, must

necessarily be defined to include all of Nye and

Esmeralda Counties. Analysis of potential effects

must also be inferred from county-wide data.

Population and Area

Table 3 K displays 1980 and 1990 decennial

population benchmarks and population forecasts

for the year 1 995 for the two counties and the

State. Both counties remain rural and sparsely

populated; yet, in relative terms, have experienced

extraordinary growth. Nye leads the state, with a

population increase of 96.5 percent, and

Esmeralda ranks third, with a 73.0 percent

population growth between 1 980 and 1 990. Nye
is the largest county in the state, with a total area

of 18,147.2 square miles. Population density for

Nye County is about 1 .0 persons per square mile.

About half of the population of Nye resides in the

southern portion of the county, outside of the

Resource Area.

Population density in Esmeralda County,

encompassing a land area of 3,588.7 square

miles, is estimated at 0.4 persons per square mile.

Income and Employment

Tables 3 L and 3 M show earnings and

employment, by major industries, in 1 989 for both

counties. The service industries are the single

most important employers and income producers

for Nye County, providing 58.3 percent of county

employment and 62.2 percent of industrial

income. Mining provides the bulk of the balance

of employment and income, with 1 ,909 jobs (14.7

percent) generating $76.8 million in income (18.9

percent of total county income). The
predominance of service industries is explained

primarily by civilian employment for private firms

providing contractual services to the Nevada Test

Site. All other industrial activity in Nye County
accounts for the remaining 27 percent of

employment and 18.9 percent of income

generated by industry. Agriculture provides 1 95
jobs and $1 .8 million in income.

For Esmeralda County, a comparatively much
smaller economy, the minerals industry

predominates, providing 33.6 percent of

employment and producing 43.3 percent of

industrial income. Agriculture is the second most
important generator of income for Esmeralda

County, at $2.6 million, or 19.1 percent.

Agriculture, is only 5th ranked in employment,

however, at 12.2 percent. Government is the

county's second most important employer,

providing 107 jobs, or 20.8 percent of county

employment. But government generated income
represents only 12.8 percent of the county total.

Mining, agriculture, and government, together

with construction, account for almost 92 percent

of earnings and about 82 percent of employment
in Esmeralda County.

Unemployment rates reported by county, for May,

1991, were 5.1 percent for Esmeralda, and 5.5

percent for Nye. The Nevada State average was
5.8 percent at that time. Rates reported for May,

1 992 show unemployment increasing significantly

in Esmeralda County up to 11 .7 percent, while

Nye declined to 5.2 percent, and the Nevada

State average remained approximately stable at

5.7 percent.

The significant increase in the unemployment rate

for Esmeralda County underscores the importance

of mining in the county economy. A general

cessation of gold mining and production in the

county has been precipitated by the continuing

downward trend in the international price of gold.

Annual per capita income figures for 1 989 show
Esmeralda ($22,419) to be the second highest in

the state; reflective of mineral industry wage
levels. Nye County, with a per capita personal

income estimated at $15,967 is below the

average of $18,989 for the State's 17 counties.

Social Setting, Attitudes, and Values

An analysis of social attitudes, expectations, and

lifestyles was conducted for the Final

Environmental Statement for the Proposed Public

Land Withdrawal, Neliis Air Force Bombing Range

Nye, Clark and Lincoln Counties, Nevada (U.S.

D0I, BLM/USAF, 1981). Additional Social-



Economic Profiles have been prepared by BLM and

from these sources it may be concluded that the

majority of residents are pleased with their

communities and lifestyles. The more rural

residents are, however, less tolerant of outside

influence in their lives.

TABLE 3 K
AFFECTED AREA POPULATION AND PROJECTIONS

LOCATION 1980 1990 PERCENT CHANGE
1980-1990

1995 PRELIMINARY
FORECAST

Esmeralda County

Nye County

State of Nevada

111
9,048

800,508

1,344

17,781

1,201,833

73.0

96.5

50.1

1,370

20,400
1,581,540

(Source: 1980 and 1990 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; 1995 Preliminary Forecast, Department

of Administration, State of Nevada.)

TABLE 3 L

ESMERALDA AND NYE COUNTIES, 1989; EARNINGS BY MAJOR INDUSTRIES

INDUSTRY ESMERALDA PERCENT NYE PERCENT

Agriculture 2,645 19.1 1,837 0.5

Mining 5,993 43.3 76,843 18.9

Construction 2,319 16.7 19,624 4.8

Manufacturing 1,739 0.4

Wholesale Trade (') (') 1,120 0.3

Retail Trade 549 4.0 10,491 2.6

Services 314 2.3 252,395 62.2

Government 1,768 12.8 26,215 6.5

Other 255 1.8 15,522 3.8

Total 13,843 100.0 405,786 100.0

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Information System, April

1991.) Earnings include wages and salaries, other labor income, and proprietor income. Earnings represent the

principal component of total income which is further comprised of dividends, interest, rent, and transfer

payments, less personal contributions for social insurance.

Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential information. Figures are included in "other."

TABLE 3 M
ESMERALDA AND NYE COUNTIES, 1989; EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR INDUSTRIES

INDUSTRY ESMERALDA PERCENT NYE PERCENT

Agriculture 63 12.2 195 1.5

Mining 173 33.6 1,909 14.7

Construction 78 15.2 581 4.4

Manufacturing 130 1.0

Wholesale Trade (

1

) (
1
) 37 0.3

Retail Trade 71 13.8 805 6.2

Services 11 2.1 7,571 58.3

Government 107 20.8 1,111 8.6

Other 12 2.3 653 5.0

Total 515 100.0 12,992 100.0

(Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional

Economic Information System, April 1991.)

Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential information. Figures are included in "other."



Residents strongly value quality educational

opportunities for their children, family life,

friendship, personal honesty, and trust. Personal

independence, responsibility, and self-reliance are

particularly prized virtues. Economic
development,industrial growth, and community

expansion are favored, while personal status and

environmental concerns receive less emphasis.

Positive community attributes include such factors

as (1) a good place to raise a family, (2)

recreational opportunities, (3) and the quality of

the physical environment. The lack of adequate

hospital and medical care are the principal

concerns of the rural area inhabitants.

The Federal Government represents a significant

presence in these two counties, as illustrated by

land ownership data. Almost 99 percent of the

land area in Esmeralda County (approximately

2,257,689 acres) are under Federal ownership.

Federal land ownership in Nye amounts to

11,560,960 acres, or almost 93 percent of the

land within that county.

proven, in the past, to generate concern in both

urban and rural areas throughout the counties.

Affected Sectors

Livestock-oriented agriculture and mining are the

major basic industries that could be potentially

affected by management proposals. Future

livestock grazing and mining activities could be

affected by constraints and prescriptions to

protect wildlife; land disposal proposals; and the

designation of utility corridors.

Agriculture

Agricultural production in the RMP area

consists of cattle and hay. Cash receipts

from marketings in 1989 totaled $4.8

million in Esmeralda County, with $2.0

million from livestock and livestock

products, and $2.8 million from crops.

Total farm labor and proprietors income, for

Esmeralda County, is estimated at $2.6

million.

The Nellis Air Force Base and Range and the

Nevada Test Site represent the most visible

presence of the Federal Government. Local

resident interest and concern is also directed

toward Federal management of the lands for

mining, livestock grazing, wildlife and wild horse

management, wilderness, land tenure and utility

corridors.

Income and employment opportunities afforded by

the military presence are generally perceived as

favorable, even necessary. Concern about aircraft

noise, sonic booms, range contamination from

unexploded ordnance, radioactivity, seismicity,

and potential range fires has been expressed by

residents of the study area. A full discussion of

these concerns may be found in the Final

Environmental Statement for the Proposed Public

Land Withdrawal, Nellis Air Force Bombing Range,

Nye, Clark and Lincoln Counties, Nevada (U.S.

DOI, BLM/USAF, 1981).

Residents of both counties express strong interest

in mining, livestock grazing, wild horse

management and wilderness issues. Wildlife and
land tenure, particularly lands available for

community expansion and utility corridors have

Nye County cash receipts totaled $5.0

million, in 1989, with $3.0 million from

livestock and $2.0 million from crops. Farm

labor and proprietor's income totaled

approximately $1.8 million.

Agriculture accounts for 19.1 percent of

total labor and proprietors income in

Esmeralda County, and provides 12.2

percent of total employment. The majority

of agricultural production occurs in Fish

Lake Valley.

While of lesser significance to the Nye
County economy, providing only 0.5

percent of total income and only 1.5

percent of total employment, agriculture in

Nye County retains its importance in public

perceptions as a principal, stabilizing, basic

industry.

Little indirect income is generated by

agricultural purchases within either of the

counties. Most farm implements and

equipment are purchased outside of the

counties, primarily in Bishop, California.
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Livestock have been using an average of

167,102 AUMs of public land forage in the

Resource Area, with 29 active permittees

on 34 grazing allotments. Net ranch income

is estimated at $5.25 per AUM.

Historically, the economic benefits derived

by area ranchers from the use of public

range have exceeded the fees they are

charged. The existence of this imbalance,

or "consumer surplus," has meant that

ranchers are willing to pay extra for the

opportunity to use public lands, thereby

causing the grazing permit to acquire a

market value (Vale, 1979; Neilson and
Workman, 1971). The permits can be

bought or sold in the market place, or used
as collateral for loans (Corbett, 1978).

Although not officially recognized as real

property, BLM permits have nonetheless

become an integral element in the capital

and credit structure of area ranchers.

Currently, the market value of a Federal

AUM is estimated at $50 in the region. At
an average market value of $50 per AUM,
BLM grazing privileges contribute $8.4

million to the wealth of area ranchers.

assessments yielded slightly more than $3
million in tax revenues for Nye County and
$437,000 for Esmeralda County.

Mining

Providing 33.6 percent of total employment
and producing 43.3 percent of total income
in the county, mining looms large in

significance in the economy of Esmeralda

County. In boom times, it is the largest

income producing industry, and dominates

economic activity. While of lesser relative

significance in Nye County, mining activities

there, too, provide a major contribution to

economic well-being.

Mining represents the second largest

income producing industry in Nye County,

providing $76,843,000 in personal income,

or 18.9 percent of total county earnings in

1989. And, in 1989, the minerals industry

was also the second most important

employer in the county, with 1,909 jobs.

Assessed valuation for net proceeds of

mines for 1 988-1 989, amounted to $ 1 29.6
million in Nye County, and $12.1 million for

Esmeralda. Assessed value of mining

property totaled $55.9 million in Nye and

approximately $9 million in Esmeralda

County. Taken together, these

Lands

Potential changes in the proportionality

between public and private lands could

affect both the tax base and BLM payments
to the counties in lieu of property taxes.

Assessed valuation for Esmeralda and Nye
Counties in the fiscal year 1988-89
amounted to $33,109,214 and
$320,737,641 with tax rates per $100 of

assessed valuation at 2.0871 and 1.6182
respectively. BLM payments in lieu of

property taxes for fiscal year 1989
amounted to $65,000 for Esmeralda County
and $472,000 for Nye County.

Corridors

The designation of corridors would enable

more efficient planning of future energy,

communication, and transportation facilities.

The lack of designated corridors sustains

high planning costs to utility companies and
results in longer processing time for right-of-

way applications. However, utility

construction and operating costs can be
minimized since there are no designated

corridors and no restriction of opportunities

to develop the shortest right-of-way

possible.

Recreation

Expenditures for recreation in the planning

area contribute to the regional economy
through the purchase of lodging, services,

equipment, fuel, and food. Public land

resources that are associated with

recreation and affected by this plan include

wildlife, wild horses and burros, wilderness,

lands, and riparian areas.

Current participation in hunting, fishing, and
other dispersed recreation, is estimated at

99,340 days (see Table 3 F). Expenditures
in the local economy, deriving from these

recreation activities, are estimated at a total

of $2,351,000, in 1990. This expenditure

level provides about $695,900 in income,

and generates about 60 jobs in the local

economy.



Some wildlife population adjustments may
be expected as a result of alteration of

habitat condition, or changes in the amount
of vegetation available for fish and wildlife.

Adjustments in fish and wildlife populations,

either increasing or decreasing, would (in

the long-term) influence the number of

hunter and angler days, thereby affecting

changes in expenditures, income, and
employment.

Limitations and restrictions on OHV use are

not likely to have an effect on local

recreation expenditures. While it is most
likely that both formal and informal OHV
use would be effectively accommodated
within the alternative proposals, vehicle-

dependent recreation which may be

excluded or restricted in certain areas would
not simply cease to occur but instead,

would be displaced to adjacent public land

areas.

While public lands recreation activities do
contribute, in some measure, to the local

economy, any potential gains or losses

would not be of sufficient magnitude to

have any significant impact. Recreation

expenditures will not, therefore, be
considered further in the impact analysis.

Neither OHV designations, nor adjustments
in wildlife populations will produce a

measurable difference. A more significant

effect will result from continued growth in

population or tourism in the area. As such
growth may reasonably be expected, we
may also expect public land recreation and
recreation-associated expenditures to

continue to increase in the RMP area.

Forest Products

Forest products harvested from the public

lands in the RMP area, in 1990, included

706 cords of firewood, 785 Christmas

trees, two wild plants, 1 4 cacti, 66 Joshua
trees, and five pounds of pinyon pine nuts.

These products provided $8,014 to BLM in

permit sales. Based on fair market values,

the benefit to permit holders is estimated at

about $89,300.

While of great benefit to local consumers,
harvesting and sales of woodland products

from lands managed by the BLM are of little

significance in the local economy. Permit

sales and harvesting of forest products will

not be significantly affected by any
proposed management actions and will not

be further considered in the economic
analysis.
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CHAPTER 4

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the environmental

impacts in terms of change which could occur

over the next 20 years through implementation

of the Proposed RMP described in Chapter 2.

The following assumptions were used by the

interdisciplinary team in determining impacts:

1

)

funding and personnel would be sufficient to

implement any alternative described in Chapter

2.

2) impacts shown are expected to occur during

the 20-year life of the plan.

3) BLM would adhere to all Bureau wide

requirements and standard operating

procedures providing for protection of the

environment.

4) trends in resource use would be as follows:

a) transmission line corridors would be

needed to transmit energy through the

Resource Area.

b) the demand for organized or

competitive off highway vehicle events

would increase in the Resource Area.

c) mineral exploration and development

would continue at approximately the

same rate as in the past.

d) developments associated with land

use authorizations and ownership

adjustments would increase as the

population increases.

e) levels of forage use by livestock,

wildlife, and wild horses and burros

continue to be determined in

accordance with BLM's ongoing

monitoring and evaluation policy.

5) short term impacts would last five years or

less; long term impacts would last for more
than five years.

IMPACTS TO AIR RESOURCES

From recreation:

Air quality would be degraded by

fugitive dust released during off-

highway vehicle events. Impacts

would be of short duration.

From mineral exploration and development:

Air quality may be degraded during

construction and mining activities as a

result of vehicular emissions and

fugitive dust. State standards for

particulates may be exceeded for short

time periods on some project sites but

should not be exceeded Resource Area-

wide. Mitigating measures are applied

for dust and emission abatement.

Reclamation is designed to restore the

long term productivity of the resources.

IMPACTS TO WATERSHED

From riparian management:

Managing for proper functioning

condition on 32.8 miles, shown in

Table 3 C, of streams, streamside

riparian areas, springs, seeps, wet
meadows and other riparian areas in

the Resource Area would reduce

sedimentation.

From livestock grazing management:

The implementation of grazing

management would increase ground

cover and reduce erosion rates.



Rangeland improvements, such as

fences and water developments,

destroy small amounts of vegetative

cover during construction. This activity

would increase soil erosion on

approximately 1 ,025 acres in the short

term and 167 acres would remain

denuded in the long term.

Vegetative manipulation projects on

42,460 acres would increase soil

erosion during and shortly after

treatment. Two years after reseeding,

erosion rates would be less than

current levels.

From forestry and vegetative products:

IMPACTS TO VEGETATION

From vegetation management:

Managing for desired plant communities

would provide for a balanced

production of forage for wildlife,

livestock and wild horses and burros

and for watershed protection. In the

short term these improvements would

generally occur on the more productive

sites, first, with the less productive

sites showing slower progress. Long

term impacts would be increased

biological diversity, biomass, cover,

ecological status and production, and a

decrease in erosion.

Firewood harvesting would destroy

vegetation and disturb the soil resulting

in a short term increase in erosion. As
the understory vegetation is released

from competition with overstory trees,

ground cover would increase and soil

erosion would be reduced in the long

term.

From mineral exploration and development:

Waters found in oil and/or gas

producing formations are part of a

closed system and will not impact the

general ground water of the region.

The oil and gas industry must comply
with standards to ensure reinjection of

produced waters does not degrade

ground water aquifers.

There would be a short term loss of soil

cover, and a subsequent increase in

erosion potential. Soil compaction

would occur wherever vehicular use is

concentrated. Most long term impacts

would be reduced or eliminated by
minimizing disturbed areas, using best

available construction techniques, by
mitigating disturbance through soil

stabilization and revegetation.

Long term impacts would occur on

3,900 acres of open pit mining which
would not be revegetated.

From forestry and vegetative products:

Firewood harvesting of both green and

dead wood would have a negative

impact on vegetation in the short term.

These impacts are the destruction of

live trees, the crushing and trampling of

understory vegetation and a possible

increase in erosion potential. However,

harvesting pinyon-juniper trees would

release the understory vegetation from

competition with trees. Biological

diversity, production and ground cover

would increase. This causes an

increase in available forage and a

decrease in soil erosion. Harvesting

trees would cause minimal impact on

pine nut production. There are

314,000 acres of pinyon-juniper

woodland in the Resource Area, about

1 1 ,850 acres (four percent of the total

pinyon-juniper woodlands) could be cut

during the life of this RMP. Firewood

cutting areas are not clearcut because

one-third of the trees on these areas

are too small for firewood. The tree

canopy cover would not be reduced

below 10 percent in wood cutting

areas.

Of the 231,000 acres which support

Joshua trees, 131,000 acres would be

open to non-commercial harvest.

Harvest would not exceed the
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sustained yield. There would be little

impact on the Joshua tree population,

or on adjacent vegetation.

There is a small demand for desert

shrubs. Collection of live desert shrubs

should have little effect on vegetation.

The entire Resource Area would be

available for harvest of common desert

plants. Since authorizations are

discretionary and subject to

environmental reviews no noticeable

impacts to vegetation are anticipated.

From range/and improvements:

The largest impact to vegetation from

any range improvement project would

be from vegetative manipulation of

42,460 acres. Short term impacts

would be a loss of existing vegetative

cover and biomass. Once established

the seeding itself would mitigate these

impacts. The long term effect of

seedings would be to diversify

vegetation and increase forage

production.

The short term impacts of developing

wells, pipelines, fences, re~ . - -s, and

springs would be to disturb 1,052

acres of vegetation cover. Because the

disturbance would be scattered over a

large area, the short term impact would

be insignificant. The long term effect

of these projects would be to improve

distribution and control of livestock

which would cause an increase of

vegetative biodiversity, production, and

ecological status.

biodiversity, ecological status, plant

density, palatable shrubs, and cool

season grasses. Impacts of grazing to

major vegetation types follow.

Salt Desert Shrub The more

productive saltbush ecological

sites would respond well to

intensive grazing management
during wet and normal
precipitation years. The less

productive sites would change

very slowly. Small
improvements would occur

during wet years. More
palatable grasses and shrubs

would increase.

Sagebrush Grazing would have

little impact on black sagebrush

sites. During wet and normal

precipitation years Wyoming
big sagebrush sites would

respond to intensive grazing

management. The presence of

more palatable bunch grasses

would increase as sagebrush

decreases.

Pinvon-Juniper Woodlands
These areas would not be

significantly impacted by

grazing.

Greasewood These areas would

change very slowly. Small

improvements would occur

during wet years. More
palatable grasses and shrubs

would increase.

From livestock grazing management:

Vegetation conditions would improve

as more intensive management is

implemented. Short term impacts

would be small increases in plant vigor,

litter, production, and seedling

establishment. Long term impacts

include larger increases in plant vigor,

litter, production and seedling

establishment, plus an increase in

Hot Desert The few productive

sites would respond to

intensive grazing management.

Alkali Meadows and Bottoms

These areas would respond

well to intensive grazing

management with an increase

in palatable grasses.



Mountain Mahogany Due to the

inaccessibility of this type,

mountain mahogany would not

be impacted by grazing use.

Riparian Riparian areas would

respond well to improved

grazing management with

increases in vegetation
diversity, density and
production.

From wild horses and burros

Grazing by wild horses and burros

impacts the major vegetation types in

the same way as described for

livestock grazing.

From fire:

Overall, fire would have a small impact

on vegetation. Prescribed and natural

fires on pinyon-juniper or big sagebrush

vegetation releases beneficial forage

plants from the understory. Biological

diversity would increase after the initial

loss of vegetation. Recovery from fire

on salt desert shrub vegetation is slow

due to low precipitation and poor soils.

Without seeding and protection from

grazing, these sites would be

dominated in the long term by
introduced annuals, such as cheatgrass

or halogeton.

IMPACTS TO WILDLIFE HABITAT

From lands and rights of way From riparian habitat management:

Overall, agricultural entries would have

a small impact on vegetation. In the

past only seven percent of all

agricultural entries have succeeded.

Based on this premise, only seven

percent (2,310 acres) out of a total

33,000 acres available for agricultural

entry would be developed.

From mineral exploration and development:

Mineral exploration and development

activities would disturb 36,658 acres

of vegetation as follows: locatable

minerals, 24,650 acres; oil and gas,

944 acres; geothermal, 364 acres; non-

energy leasing, 7,700 acres; and

mineral material sales, 3,000 acres.

Short term impacts from surface

disturbing activities are: 1) increased

soil erosion by wind and water; 2) a

small loss of forage and habitat for

wildlife, livestock and wild horse and

burros; and 3) a visual impact.

Reclamation and revegetation should

minimize these effects. Long term

impacts tend to be mainly visual since

disturbed soil supports different

vegetation from undisturbed soil.

Wildlife would benefit from improved

riparian areas and a greater diversity of

wildlife species would find suitable

habitat along 32.8 miles of stream.

Trout and other aquatic wildlife would

benefit from riparian improvement

along 9.4 miles of stream. Improved

management would increase shading of

streams, lowering temperatures,

decreasing sediment loads, and

improving overall water quality.

From wildlife habitat management:

The development and successful

implementation of habitat management
plans (HMP) would improve wildlife

habitat and allow for increases in

wildlife populations in accordance with

land-use plan objectives.

Bighorn sheep would benefit from their

reintroduction or augmentation into the

Hot Creek, Goldfield, Amargosa,

Magruder/Palmetto, Monte Cristo,

Montezuma, Silver Peak, Sawtooth,

and Gold Mountain habitat areas.

Mule deer, bighorn sheep, and sage

grouse would benefit from the



protection provided by right-of-way

avoidance areas or seasonal restrictions

placed on land use authorizations

during critical time periods on important

winter ranges, strutting grounds or

lambing areas.

Limiting animal damage control to the

offending animals only would benefit

the predator population in the short

term since non-offending predators

would not be killed. An increase in

predation on game and non-game
animals could result from the higher

population of predators.

From forestry and vegetative products:

Mule deer would benefit from firewood

sales on 1 1 ,850 acres of pinyon-juniper

woodland. Removal of trees would

create openings in the overstory

canopy which would provide additional

sunlight, moisture, and nutrients for

important browse and forage species.

Residual pinyon-juniper trees would
provide adequate thermal and escape

cover. The new cutting areas proposed

at Kawich, Squaw Hills, and Piper Peak

would benefit deer by distributing the

cutting more evenly over the mule deer

habitat.

From livestock grazing management:

grouse for brooding areas and are also

preferred by livestock who remove

brood cover. Sage grouse habitat

would improve with better grazing

management in wet meadows and

stream bottom riparian areas. Adverse

impacts may occur, in the long term, if

exclusion were required to improve

riparian areas and rank stands of

grasses and grass-like plants displace

forbs and succulent new growth. Sage
grouse habitat could benefit from

grazing management designed to

increase forbs in meadow areas.

Since competition for available water is

a limiting factor in much of the

Resource Area, wildlife would benefit

from the five reservoirs, 23 spring

developments, 28 wells, and 41 miles

of pipeline proposed for development

for livestock. Perennial water sources

would provide substantial benefit to

wildlife. However, seasonal water

sources would provide only limited

benefits.

Waterfowl and riparian habitats may
benefit from periodic grazing proposed

in the Railroad Valley Wildlife

Management Area which are designed

to periodically remove rank old growth

and to stimulate new growth of riparian

vegetation.

Wildlife habitat is expected to remain in

its present condition in the short term.

As the findings of the monitoring and

evaluation program are implemented

and adjustments in livestock and wild

horse/burro management are made,

wildlife habitat is expected to improve.

Antelope, mule deer, and bighorn sheep

habitat would improve through the

increased availability of important

forage plants. No impacts to Rocky
Mountain elk would occur.

Wet meadows and stream bottom

riparian areas are preferred by sage

From wild horses and burros:

Wildlife habitat is expected to remain in

its present condition in the short term.

As the findings of the monitoring and

evaluation program are implemented

and adjustments in livestock and wild

horse and burro management are made,

wildlife habitat is expected to improve.

From lands and rights-of-way:

Land disposal could have long term

negative impacts on wildlife since

240,000 acres, mostly in antelope

habitat, have been identified for

discretionary disposal in historical



bighorn sheep habitat, deer winter

habitat, sage grouse habitat and

antelope habitat. AM land disposal is

discretionary and is preceded by an

environmental analysis. This process

identifies important resource values

such as important wildlife habitat,

which should be retained in federal

ownership.

Adverse impacts to deer, bighorn

sheep, and sage grouse would be

minimized since 72,400 acres of

important habitats would be protected

through seasonal restrictions on land

use authorizations.

Adverse impacts to bighorn sheep

habitat would be avoided by a

requirement that no land uses would be

authorized unless they are compatible

with bighorn sheep, and by a

requirement that no new roads to

communication sites be authorized.

Fisheries habitat would benefit should

the pond at Moores Station be

acquired.

From recreation:

A short term adverse impact to wildlife

could occur due to off-highway vehicle

events in critical habitats or during

such critical periods as birthing or

rearing of young. High speed
competitive events increase the

potential for harassment of wildlife

when events pass by critical waters.

Spectators also may cause damage to

habitat and add to the harassment of

wildlife. Beneficial effects on wildlife

would result on 72,400 acres where
competitive off-highway vehicle events

would have seasonal restrictions to

protect mule deer, bighorn sheep, or

sage grouse on seasonal ranges.

Much of the bighorn sheep habitat

would benefit from the restriction of

off-highway vehicles to existing roads

and trails in primitive, semi-primitive

non-motorized and semi-primitive

motorized areas. These areas would

also be closed to off-highway vehicle

events. In addition, 1,440 acres of

lambing grounds and 160 acres around

Specie Spring would be closed to

competitive events.

Trout habitat would benefit from the

closure of 9.4 miles of trout stream to

the adverse impacts of off-highway

vehicle use by limiting vehicles to

existing roads and trails.

From utility corridors:

Identified corridors would traverse 388
miles of antelope habitat, 10 miles of

mule deer habitat, and border 1 6 miles

of bighorn sheep habitat. None of the

corridors would affect wildlife habitat

of high value and therefore impacts

should be minimal. The greatest

impact would be associated with the

construction of major pipelines or

transmission lines which would be

short term. The long term impacts

would result from new or improved

roads providing increased access and

human intrusion into formerly

undisturbed habitat.

From mineral exploration and development:

Adverse impacts to wildlife could result

from mineral exploration and
development activities. Impacts

include loss and degradation of habitat,

harassment, and a proliferation of roads

which fragment the habitat. These

impacts are reduced by seasonal

restrictions on mineral leasing on

72,400 acres of mule deer, bighorn

sheep or sage grouse habitat. The
adverse impacts to wildlife habitat

caused by opening 23,160 acres of

important wildlife habitat to mineral

leasing will be minimized by the

seasonal restrictions applied during

critical periods.

Bighorn sheep lambing grounds would
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be protected by withdrawal from

mineral entry on 1 ,440 acres of land at

Stonewall Falls and Little Meadows
where there is a high potential for

locatable minerals.

IMPACTS TO SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES

From livestock grazing management:

The population of Railroad Valley

springfish would be maintained or

enhanced by the continued protection

of North Spring, Reynolds Spring, and

the refugium at Chimney Spring

through the exclusion of livestock.

Desert tortoise populations would be

maintained. Implementation of the

grazing restrictions consistent with the

Biological Opinion for the Proposed

Livestock Program within Desert

Tortoise Habitat in Southern Nevada
would ensure tortoise recruitment is

sufficient to maintain a stable

population on 70,600 acres of Non-

Intensive Category III desert tortoise

habitat.

From lands and rights-of-way:

Approximately 30,000 acres of Non-

Intensive Category III desert tortoise

habitat are identified for possible

disposal. Disposal of these lands

would have an adverse impact.

However, since all land disposal actions

are discretionary and are preceded by a

land report/environmental analysis, this

process would identify any sensitive,

threatened or endangered species

habitat and provide for mitigation

and/or avoidance of possible adverse

impacts. All Federal actions which

might impact a threatened or

endangered species would be evaluated

by the USFWS under provision of

Section 7 of the Endangered Species

Act.

From ACECs:

Amargosa toad and Oasis Valley

speckled dace habitat would benefit

from the actions proposed in the

designation of the Amargosa-Oasis

ACEC. Livestock and wild burros

would be restricted from 490 acres

which would protect riparian vegetation

from grazing and improve water

quality. Occasional grazing would

control the encroachment of riparian

vegetation into open water needed by

the tadpoles and dace. Habitat

conditions would also be beneficially

affected by limiting of off-highway

vehicle use to existing roads and trails.

Should adjacent private lands

supporting toad and dace habitat be

acquired, improved management of

additional habitat would result. All

mining operations proposed within the

ACEC would require a plan of

operations which would protect the

ACECs values through the
development of appropriate mitigation

measures. Withdrawal of the area from

mineral entry would prevent expansion

of mineral rights in the habitat area.

Land-use authorizations would be

limited to those which are compatible

with the management of the area.

The Railroad Valley springfish would
benefit in the short term and the long

term from the actions proposed in the

designation of the Railroad Valley

ACEC. Land-use authorizations which

could adversely impact the springfish

would not be allowed on 80 acres of

surrounding habitat. The springs

containing the springfish would
continue to be protected from

livestock. Adjacent private lands

contain springfish habitat and are

identified for possible acquisition which

would add to the habitat managed for

their benefit. The adverse impacts of

mineral exploration and development
would be avoided by a withdrawal from

mineral entry and a no surface

occupancy stipulation on oil and gas



and geothermal resources. Potential

adverse impacts from off-highway

vehicle use would be avoided by

limiting vehicles to existing roads and

trails.

From recreation management:

In the long term off-highway vehicle

use could result in direct mortality of

desert tortoise and cause a proliferation

of trails destroying and fragmenting

habitat. Desert tortoise would benefit

from the limiting of vehicle use to

existing roads and trails and the

protection of washes in tortoise

habitat. Desert tortoise surveys

conducted prior to off-highway vehicle

events would ensure that tortoise

would allow for changes in the course

to avoid occupied habitat.

Amargosa toad and Oasis Valley

speckled dace habitat would benefit

from the limitation of vehicle use to

existing roads and trails on 490 acres.

All Federal actions which might impact

a threatened or endangered species

would continue to be submitted to the

USFWS for Section 7 consultation, as

required by law.

From mineral exploration and development:

Requirements listed under Section 7 of

the Endangered Species Act would
prevent any serious impacts to the

listed or candidate T&E species in the

Resource Area.

Potential impacts to the Railroad Valley

springfish from fluid mineral
development would be mitigated by a

no surface occupancy restriction on

mineral leasing on 80 acres in an area

of high potential for oil and gas, and

moderate potential for geothermal

resources. Adverse impacts from

locatable mineral exploration and

development are not anticipated since

the mineral potential is low.

Approximately 24,000 acres of Non-

Intensive Category III desert tortoise

habitat are located within an area of

high potential for locatable minerals.

The remaining 46,600 acres are in an

area of moderate potential. Although

the desert tortoise population in the

Resource Area is sparse, there is the

potential for a small number of tortoise

to be killed by mining activity and for

habitat to be lost. Exploration activities

would result in short term negative

impacts to the tortoise. The term of

development activities would be

dependent on the life of the mine.

From mineral materials:

The sale of sand from Crescent Sand

Dunes and Clayton Valley Sand Dunes
may adversely affect special status

species. However, all proposed sales

are discretionary and would be

evaluated to determine potential

impacts.

IMPACTS TO RIPARIAN HABITAT

From riparian habitat management:

Of the 2,235 acres excluded from

livestock in the Railroad Valley Wildlife

Management Area, 40 acres are

expected to improve from fair to good,

and the remaining 2,195 acres would

be maintained in good condition.

Riparian conditions would improve in

the long term. Three and one-half

miles of stream in satisfactory

condition (Troy Creek, Deep Creek,

Moores Creek, and Perry Aiken Creek)

would remain so. Another 6.5 miles

with an improving trend (Pine Creek,

Eden Creek, and Jefferson Creek)

would continue to improve. On six

miles of stream (Hunts Canyon Creek,

Barley Creek, Corcoran Creek, Little

Meadow Creek, and Clear Creek) where

the streambank stability and
streambank cover ratings are both less

than 50 percent, progress would be



made through improved livestock

management or by fencing and

exclusion of livestock and wild horses.

For the 16.8 miles of stream in

unsatisfactory condition where the

trend has not been determined,

conditions would also improve.

From livestock grazing management:

As the findings of the monitoring and

evaluation program are implemented

and adjustments in livestock and wild

horses and burros are made, riparian

habitat is expected to improve in the

long term. The impact of grazing on

riparian habitat depends on the

accessibility of the area, the number of

grazing animals in the area and the

period and duration of use. The lack of

water and sparse vegetation on much
of the Resource Area causes livestock

and to a lesser extent wild horses and

burros to concentrate on the riparian

habitat for water, forage and shade.

Under current management, season-

long grazing takes place in most
allotments in the Resource Area. The
impact on riparian vegetation is

continuous over use which reduces

stream flow, water quality, increases

erosion and invasion of undesirable

vegetation. Riparian areas would

respond well to improved grazing

management with increases in

vegetation diversity, density, and

production in the long term.

Range improvements would provide

additional water, forage, and control

facilities to reduce grazing impacts on

riparian areas somewhat. There are 23
springs proposed for development

which would have the spring sources

protected from the adverse impacts of

utilization by livestock and wild horses

and burros. This would provide for

some improvement of aquatic habitat

conditions through reduced erosion,

improved water quality, increased

ground water recharge, more stabilized

streambanks, more productive habitat,

more diverse stream channels and

increase species diversity. However, in

the short term, most existing spring

developments would not exclude

livestock and wild horses and burros.

Therefore, significant grazing impacts

on spring sources and associated

riparian zones would continue. In the

long term, as existing spring

developments are fenced in accordance

with SOPs, riparian habitat conditions

would improve.

From lands and rights-of-way:

Riparian habitat could be adversely

impacted by disposal of six miles of

streamside riparian areas. However, all

land disposal is discretionary and is

preceded by an environmental analysis.

This process identifies important

resource values which would be

retained in federal ownership, such as

springs and seeps, unless disposal

would be in the public interest.

From recreation:

Limiting off-highway vehicles to

existing roads and trails in the Railroad

Valley ACEC would protect 4,154
acres of riparian areas. In the

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC, two miles of

streamside riparian and nine springs

would also be protected. The limiting

of off-highway vehicles to existing

roads and trails along a 300 foot wide

strip on both sides of 9.4 miles of

stream would assist in protecting

riparian habitat from potential adverse

impacts.

From mineral exploration and development:

Of the 32.8 miles of streamside riparian

identified on Table 3 C, 29 percent are

in areas of high potential, 31 percent in

areas of moderate potential, and 40
percent are in areas of low potential for

locatable minerals. Mineral exploration

and development along these streams

would adversely impact riparian zones.



The Amargosa-Oasis ACEC would be

withdrawn from mineral entry

protecting two miles of streamside

riparian and nine springs in areas of

moderate and high potential for

locatable minerals. Riparian areas,

including springs and seeps, would be

given protection by the standard terms

and conditions applied to leasable

minerals.

Riparian habitats would benefit from no

surface occupancy stipulations and

withdrawal from mineral entry in the

Railroad Valley ACEC. The potential for

oil and gas is high and the potential for

geothermal resources is moderate in

the Railroad Valley ACEC. An
estimated 3,480 acres of riparian area

would be protected by a no surface

occupancy stipulation. The withdrawal

for the Railroad Valley ACEC would

protect an estimated 4,154 acres of

habitat where mineral potential is low.

IMPACTS TO FORESTRY AND VEGETATIVE
PRODUCTS

From forestry and vegetative products:

No adverse impacts would occur to the

woodland resource as a result of

firewood harvest. The current level of

harvest is within the sustained yield on

the operable woodland acres. The
demand for firewood has averaged 675
cords for the past three years. It is

anticipated that future demand would
increase until the sustained yield of

1 ,000 cords a year is reached. A total

of 20,000 cords would be sold during

the life of the plan. The greenwood
cutting areas would naturally reforest in

a short period of time since the smaller

trees are not cut. In the short term,

harvest in the Lida area would be

temporarily heavy while other areas

would be light. In the long term, the

harvest of fuel wood could be more
evenly distributed throughout the

Resource Area.

The opening of an additional 11,850
acres for greenwood cutting would
provide adequate volume to last 30
years, which is beyond the life of the

plan, while leaving one-third of the

crown cover standing on the harvest

sites.

From recreation:

Adverse impacts to firewood harvest

levels would result from limiting off-

highway vehicle use to existing roads

and trails in primitive, semi-primitive,

non-motorized and semi-primitive

motorized areas.

When and if Congress releases

wilderness study areas for multiple use

purposes, approximately 14,300 acres

of otherwise operable pinyon-juniper

woodlands would not be available due

to vehicles being limited to existing

roads and trails on primitive, semi-

primitive, non-motorized and semi-

primitive motorized areas.

From mineral exploration and development:

Mineral exploration and development

would have a positive impact on

woodland management. The
development of roads and trails in

stands of pinyon-juniper resulting from

mineral exploration would improve the

access to woodland products and help

to more evenly distribute the harvest of

firewood and other vegetative

products.

Loss of trees through exploration and

development would be minor since

reasonably foreseeable development

scenarios for all mineral programs

anticipate that less than one percent of

the Resource Area would have surface

disturbance due to mineral location and

development.



IMPACTS TO LIVESTOCK GRAZING
MANAGEMENT

From vegetation management:

Managing for desired plant community
would have a short term negative

impact on livestock grazing use where
it is determined that a reduction in

livestock use was necessary to attain

objectives. In the long term, the

impact to livestock grazing would be

positive where additional forage

becomes available and some or all of

the initial reductions are restored.

From wildlife habitat management:

The restriction of livestock grazing from

9,127 acres of critical deer winter

range closed to grazing on Toiyabe

Bench would continue to have a minor

negative impact on livestock grazing

within these areas.

The adjustment of livestock grazing use

based on monitoring of wildlife habitat

management objectives would have a

negative impact on livestock numbers
in the short term. However, as

resource conditions improve the

carrying capacity for all herbivores,

including livestock would increase.

From special status species management-

There are 70,600 acres of Non-

Intensive Category III desert tortoise

habitat within portions of two
allotments. Should use exceed the

levels specified in the Biological Opinion

for the Proposed Livestock Program

Within Desert Tortoise Habitat in

Southern Nevada, the lessees would

have to remove all livestock from this

habitat. However, the impact on these

operations would be minimal as there is

grazing land available in both

allotments outside of tortoise habitat to

which livestock could be moved.

Therefore impacts to grazing

management would be minimal.

Critical habitat for the Railroad Valley

springfish has been excluded from

livestock grazing where it occurs on

public lands. A total of 1 24 acres of

springfish habitat would continue to be

excluded from livestock.

The 490-acre Amargosa-Oasis ACEC
would be excluded from livestock to

protect habitat for the Amargosa toad

and Oasis Valley speckled dace. This

action would negatively impact

livestock grazing management in the

long term since these acres contain the

more desirable forage for the livestock

and supply their primary water sources.

From riparian management:

There are 2,235 acres of riparian areas

within the Railroad Valley Wildlife

Management Area excluded from

grazing. No adverse impacts to grazing

management are associated with this

action. In the long term, there might

be some positive impacts as livestock

are used to remove encroaching

riparian vegetation.

A total of 229 acres of riparian

corridors along six miles of stream

would be fenced and excluded from

livestock grazing. The net loss of 24
AUMs would result in four allotments.

This loss would be less than one

percent of the total use and is therefore

only a slight impact.

From wild horse and burro management:

Domestic livestock and wild horses and

burros compete for forage, water, and

space wherever their areas of use

overlap. Managing for wild horse and

burro population levels, as determined

from the findings of the monitoring and

evaluation program, could require a

reduction in livestock numbers to

provide habitat for wild horses and

burros and for other resource values.



From cultural resource management:

The impacts of cultural resource

management on livestock grazing

management would be minimal since

proposed livestock management
facilities are normally either relocated

or rerouted to protect these sites.

The prohibition on new range

improvements and the requirement not

to increase grazing levels in the vicinity

of Storm, Abel and Coyote Hole

Springs would not impact grazing use,

since no new range improvements are

planned in this area.

From lands and rights-of-way:

relation to the total acreage available.

In addition, short term negative impacts

would result from the temporary loss of

24,650 acres of available grazing lands

due to the exploration and development

of locatable minerals within the

Resource Area. Short term negative

impacts would also result from the

temporary loss of available grazing

lands to the sale of mineral materials.

Based upon the projected development

of mineral materials, 3,000 acres of

available grazing lands would be

temporarily lost to livestock operators

throughout the Resource Area. This

acreage represents one-half of one

percent of the total acreage open to

grazing within the Resource Area.

A total of 299,140 acres could be

transferred out of federal ownership.

This is approximately 5 percent of the

total available grazing land in the

Resource Area. Only the Francisco and

Smoky Allotments would be impacted

significantly through the loss of grazing

lands. The Francisco Allotment would

be virtually eliminated if all identified

lands were transferred, while

approximately one half of the Smoky
Allotment would become private. This

would have significant negative

impacts on five permittees and their

current grazing privileges. All land

disposal is discretionary and is

preceded by an environmental analysis

to identify resource values which

should remain in federal ownership.

From mineral exploration and development:

Because areas disturbed by mineral

exploration and development would be

reclaimed, long term or significant

impacts to forage production are not

anticipated. Short term negative

impacts would result from the

temporary loss of 1,308 acres of

available grazing lands through oil, gas,

and geothermal exploration and
development. This would not be

considered significant when viewed in

From fire:

Both positive and negative impacts to

grazing management could result from

fire. Negative impacts result from a

short term loss of forage disruption of

existing management systems and

possible closure to grazing for

revegetation of the burn site. A long

term negative impact could occur if the

burned area is invaded by unpalatable

plants such as rabbitbrush or

halogeton, thus effectively reducing

forage production. Positive impacts

can result from fire by reducing the

density of tree and brush species and

releasing more desirable forage. Since

naturally occurring fire is infrequent

(only 1,947 acres burned between

1980 and 1990) impacts would be

insignificant. The use of prescribed fire

for vegetative manipulation on

approximately 36,400 acres would

result in long term positive impacts to

forage availability and increased

management options.

IMPACTS TO WILD HORSES AND BURROS

From wildlife habitat management:

Wildlife proposals to support Habitat

Management Plans, such as big game



guzzlers and reintroduction of bighorn

sheep, could result in wildlife

populations expanding into areas

currently utilized by wild horses and

burros. Expanding usable wildlife

habitat and allowing mule deer,

antelope, and bighorn sheep to increase

and reach levels consistent with the

carrying capacity could result in

competition between wild horses and

burros and wildlife. If inter-specific

competition becomes evident through

the monitoring and evaluation program,

a long term impact might occur if wild

horses and burros were reduced.

From special status species management:

There are 70,600 acres of Non-

Intensive Category III desert tortoise

habitat in the Bullfrog HMA (more than

45 percent of the HMA). Should use

by burros exceed the levels specified in

the Biological Opinion for the Proposed
Livestock Program Within Desert

Tortoise Habitat in Southern Nevada,

the burro population would be reduced.

These long term impacts could be

significant.

There are 490 acres in the Amargosa-
Oasis ACEC which would be excluded

to protect Amargosa toad and Oasis

Valley speckled dace habitat. This

action would negatively impact the wild

burros in the long term since these

acres contain the more desirable forage

and supply the primary water sources.

From forestry and vegetative products:

The greenwood cutting areas at Silver

Peak, Piper Peak, Montezuma,
Bellehelen, and Kawich (a total of

6,200 acres within the HMAs) would
have minimal adverse impact on wild

horses and burros. There could be

some stress imposed by human
intrusion during cutting. The long term

effect would be a more open area,

better visibility, and the potential for

more grasses and forbs.

From livestock grazing management:

Wild horses and burros would be

beneficially impacted through improved

grazing management and resulting

improved range conditions.

Range improvement projects could

beneficially impact wild horses and

burros by establishing more dependable

supplies of water and better distribution

of animals in the HMAs.

Highway right-of-way fencing such as

along U.S. Highway 6 through Stone

Cabin HMA would have an adverse

impact on wild horses. Such fences

would divide the HMA into two
separate use areas and result in a long

term restriction on travel patterns. No
long term adverse impact would occur

to the horse population.

Domestic livestock and wild horses and

burros compete for forage, water, and

space wherever their areas of use

overlap. Managing for livestock in

HMAs, as determined from the findings

of the monitoring and evaluation

program, could require a reduction in

wild horse/burro numbers to provide

forage for livestock.

From wild horse and burro management:

Removal of wild horses and burros on

a three year cycle would have a short

term adverse impact on wild horses

and burros by reducing population sizes

to a point from which it will take three

years to again reach initial herd sizes or

appropriate management levels. This

action would have a positive impact on

the wild horses and burros left on the

range since fewer animals would mean
less competition for forage, water,

shelter, and space.

The application for water rights and/or

assertion of public water reserves on

certain waters within the HMAs could

positively impact the wild horses and



burros by guaranteeing Federal water

rights in the long term. This in turn

would allow improvements to be made
on existing important water sources

which would result in improved water

flow and reliability.

off-highway vehicle events around Mud
Spring and Specie Spring would reduce

the potential for disturbance to wild

burros during events. No long term

affects are anticipated from
competitive off-highway events.

From lands and rights-of-way:

A total of 66,000 acres of land within

HMAs would be available for

discretionary disposal; 23,000 acres in

Bullfrog HMA, 10,000 acres in Fish

Lake Valley HMA, 11,000 acres in

Goldfield HMA, 11,000 acres in

Montezuma HMA, 1,000 acres in

Palmetto HMA, and 10,000 acres in

Stone Cabin HMA.

The designation of primitive, semi-

primitive non-motorized and semi-

primitive non-motorized status on

450,000 acres within the HMAs would
benefit wild horses and burros since

OHV use would be limited to existing

roads and trails, thus reducing the

amount of interference with horse and

burro movement.

From mineral exploration and development:

Lands disposed of within the

boundaries of a herd area could not be

replaced by lands outside the

boundaries. The loss of territory has

the potential of causing long term

adverse impacts to wild horses and

burros by reducing their forage, water,

shelter, and space. The lack of any of

these requirements could potentially

force wild horses and burros to move
outside the boundaries of the herd area

which could result in the removal of the

animals from the range. In addition,

long term conflicts with private

landowners within the HMAs could

result. However, all land disposal is

discretionary and preceded by an

environmental analysis to identify

resource values which should be

retained in federal ownership.

From recreation:

Short term negative impacts could

result from running of competitive off-

highway vehicle events through HMAs.
Events run from May through June
could have impacts on foals if the mare
and foal are separated. Events run

near important water sources could

result in animals avoiding water for the

duration of the race. The closure of

160 acres (one-quarter mile radius) to

The potential for locatable minerals is

high on 17 percent of the acreage

inside HMAs and moderate on 38
percent. The exploration and
development of mineral resources could

impact wild horses and burros. In the

short term this activity could drive

animals away from the waters and

forage. If these activities last for an

extended period of time the normal

grazing and watering practices could be

permanently modified. Wild horses and

burros would either adapt to the

disturbance or move to other locations.

Most disturbed areas would be

reclaimed which in the long term would

make these reclaimed lands again

available to wild horses and burros.

IMPACTS TO CULTURAL
RESOURCES/PALEONTOLOGICAIRESOURCES

The potential impacts to the

paleontologic resources of the Resource

Area are difficult to determine as an

adequate inventory does not exist. In

the meantime, paleontological
resources will continue to be managed
and protected through environmental

review of proposed surface disturbing

activities.



From forestry and vegetative products:

Opening pinion-juniper to firewood

harvest on 11,850 acres has the

potential for significantly impacting 286
cultural sites, and lesser impacts to

traditional values of local Native

American populations who rely on the

pinyon harvest for a portion of their

sustenance. Long term impacts from

firewood harvest include: damage to

cultural features, horizontal and vertical

displacement of artifacts resulting from

trees, equipment, and vehicles being

dragged or driven over sites, and

increases in illegal excavation and

collection activities as a result of

improved access. Cultural inventory

would be conducted on all areas

identified for cutting.

From livestock grazing management:

Construction of rangeland
improvements such as wells, fences

and pipelines would impact 39,785
acres. Vegetation manipulation is

anticipated to occur on approximately

42,460 acres. Efforts to manipulate

vegetation through manual,
mechanical, and chemical methods or

prescribed burns, could result in

significant damage to cultural

properties, and might impact traditional

values. Manual and mechanical

methods can alter or destroy the spatial

context of artifacts and features;

prescribed burns may cause the

destruction of perishable artifacts near

the ground surface, heat spading on

rock art panels, and alter artifacts so

that some dating techniques are no

longer usable; and some chemical

techniques may preclude later use of

Carbon-14 dating. Effects from

continued and increased use of 42,460
acres by cattle include horizontal and

vertical displacement of artifacts,

damage to artifacts and features,

destruction of sites during construction

of rangeland improvements, and

surface disturbance associated with

vehicles used by permittees. An
estimated 1,529 sites might be

affected by activities associated with

rangeland improvement.

Livestock would be excluded from

11,163 acres. Protection from

disturbance associated with rangeland

improvements and grazing would be

afforded to 402 cultural resources

estimated to be present on this

acreage. Some riparian zones are

included in these exclusions. This

should enhance the probability for site

protection as riparian environments are

highly sensitive locations for cultural

resources.

From cultural resources management:

Emphasis would be placed on

developing proactive aspects of the

cultural resources program. ARPA
surveillance points would be
established in a number of locations,

ARPA law enforcement and monitoring

plans would be written for a minimum
of nine sites/districts, and activity plans

would be written for approximately

seventeen sites/districts over the life of

the Plan. A Class I overview would be

prepared for the Resource Area to help

guide management decisions. These

actions would result in long term

positive impacts to cultural resources.

Interim management directions for

archaeological districts in northern

Railroad Valley would result in

decreased impact to sites/features by

limiting vehicle use to existing roads

and trails and prohibiting discretionary

surface disturbing activities in the Trap

Springs/Gravel Bar area and by

prohibiting new range improvements in

the vicinity of the Stormy-Abel district

until such time as a comprehensive

research protocol could be developed

and implemented. Impacts to the Trap

Springs and Gravel Bar districts would

continue in areas that could be

accessed by existing roads, and the



Stormy-Abel district would continue to

be impacted by heavy grazing in the

vicinity of existing watering troughs.

A comprehensive research protocol and

data recovery program would be

developed for the Trap Springs, Gravel

Bar, and Stormy-Abel prehistoric

districts. Data recovery at these

localities would benefit the scientific

community, but would result in partial

destruction of the sites through

controlled excavation. Eventual release

of the Trap Springs and Gravel Bar

districts for fluid minerals development

could be expected to result in

destruction of the remainder of these

sites, while relaxation of proposed

interim rangeland development
restrictions in the vicinity of Storm,

Coyote, and Abel springs would result

in continued degradation of sites and

features in this prehistoric district.

No surface occupancy would be

stipulated for 50 acres surrounding two
known archaeological and historic sites

not a part of cultural ACECs. It is

estimated that a minimum of two
additional sites might be protected

within this acreage. Berlin Town Site

(704 acres) would benefit from

continued closure to mineral leasing.

Withdrawal from mineral entry and

restriction of vehicles to existing roads

and trails at Moores Station

Petroglyphs (40 acres) and Mountain

View Arrastra (40 acres) would result

in added protection for two known
cultural resources and an estimated

minimum of two additional cultural

properties. Restriction of vehicle use to

designated roads and trails at the Cane
Man Hill Petroglyph site would afford

an added degree of protection to the

panels.

Three cultural ACECs would be

designated. The Rhyolite ACEC would
consist of 425 acres of public land

within the boundaries of the historic

townsite and would serve to protect

not only the major ruins within the

town, but significant portions of the

historic archaeological remains as well.

The Cane Man Hill ACEC would consist

of 680 acres encompassing the known
extent of the petroglyph panels. The
Tybo-Mclntyre ACEC would consist of

four, twenty acre parcels surrounding

the known kiln groups. All cultural

ACECs would be withdrawn from

mineral entry with a no surface

occupancy stipulation. These
restrictions should decrease the chance

of impacts to sites/features within the

ACECs from locatable and fluid

minerals development.

From lands and rights-of-way:

A total of 299,140 acres of land have

been identified for discretionary

disposal. Disposal of public land and

ensuing construction activities might

result in complete destruction of

cultural properties. Disposal of land for

agricultural purposes might result in

partial or complete destruction of sites

as a result of field preparation methods
or intensive use of the area by

livestock. Land disposals might also

increase access into areas resulting in

a rise in illegal excavation and

collection activity. It is estimated that

5,370 cultural properties might be

present in areas proposed for disposal.

Land disposals are discretionary and

would not occur if there would be

unacceptable impacts to cultural

resources.

Retention of areas identified for

disposal within the Amargosa-Oasis

ACEC (490 acres), in riparian areas

along Perry Aiken and Jefferson creeks

(30 acres), and within deer winter

range along Chiatovich Creek (5,760

acres) would result in some degree of

protection from development for 152

sites. Acquisition of 320 acres at

Moores and Pritchards Stations, 480
acres at Lockes Ranch, and 280 acres

within the Amargosa-Oasis ACEC (490



acres) would bring an estimated 19

sites under federal management,
providing them some degree of

protection from land disturbing

activities. Acquisition of Moores and

Pritchards Stations might become a

burden to the cultural resources

program because of the need to

stabilize and rehabilitate the structures.

However, benefits afforded by

developing interpretive facilities and

increasing recreation opportunities in

these areas might outweigh the cost of

stabilization and rehabilitation. Should

private lands adjacent to the Rhyolite

ACEC be acquired (120 acres),

management problems relating to

mixed land ownership would be

reduced.

From recreation:

A total of 4,840,81 1 acres would

remain open and unrestricted to off-

highway vehicle use. An estimated

1 17,148 sites might be present within

this area. Impacts from off-highway

vehicle use include partial or total

destruction of features and sites as a

direct result of driving across them,

destruction of sites and features as a

result of increased erosion associated

with changes in vegetation/ground

cover, and a rise in illegal excavation

and collection activities associated with

increased access into previously

undisturbed areas. During competitive

events, sites located in pit areas and

along the raceway might be partially or

wholly disturbed, and collection of

surface artifacts by spectators could be

expected. Restricting off-highway

vehicle use to existing roads, trails, and

washes on a seasonal basis, or by type

of user on 1,250,290 acres might

afford some slight degree of protection

to approximately 30,172 sites. In this

instance, direct impacts of off-highway

vehicle use would be confined to areas

of existing disturbance, but a rise in

illegal excavation and collection

activities resulting from increased

access to previously inaccessible areas

is expected. Designation of 61,155
acres as Special Recreation
Management Areas (SRMAs) at

Crescent Sand Dunes, the Lunar Crater

Volcanic Field, Rhyolite, and the

Railroad Valley Wildlife Management
Area, might result in increased

protection for an estimated 1 ,476 sites

owing to the more intensive

management these areas would
receive. However, management
strategies focused on increasing

visitation to SRMAs could result in an

overall negative effect on cultural

properties. If Moores and Pritchards

Stations were acquired and designated

SRMAs, two known historic sites and

approximately five additional cultural

resources would be brought under

federal management, thereby
protecting them from development.

However, the net effect on cultural

resources in these areas could be

negative due to rises in vandalism,

illegal collection, and excavation

associated with increased visitation.

Regular surveillance and monitoring

associated with management of the

SRMAs would have a beneficial impact

by discouraging destructive activities.

Designation of an SRMA at Rhyolite

would allow for additional signing and

development of other interpretive and

visitor facilities in conjunction with a

local concerned citizens group.

Development of interpretive facilities at

this site is expected to result in a

decrease in vandalism and illegal

collection.

Designation and development of Back
Country Byways in the Emigrant Pass,

Lunar Crater Volcanic Field, and Morey-

Hot Creek areas would result in

increased visitation. An increase in the

number of visitors could be expected to

result in a rise in incidents of

vandalism, illegal excavation and

collection of an undetermined number
of sites.



From utility corridors:

The designation of 668 miles of utility

corridors would not directly impact

cultural resources. However, impacts

to an undetermined number of cultural

resources would result if one or more

major power lines were constructed

within these corridors. Because each

corridor is three miles wide, impacts

directly associated with construction

could be expected to be minimal as

relocation of towers and access roads

could be adjusted to avoid cultural

properties. However, construction of

service roads within utility corridors

would increase access into previously

inaccessible areas, leading to a rise in

incidents of vandalism, and illegal

excavation and collection.

From mineral exploration and development:

Impacts to cultural resources from fluid

mineral leasing and geophysical

exploration include destruction of some
sites during construction of well pads,

access roads, and other facilities.

Furthermore, damage to sites from

erosion in areas where vegetation has

been altered or destroyed (sites in sand

dunes are particularly vulnerable to this

type of impact) could be expected.

Other possible impacts include

destruction of or alterations in the

character of artifacts and features from

accidental spills of petroleum products

and/or other substances thereby

precluding some kinds of analysis such

as Carbon- 14 dating and blood residue

studies. Vandalism and illegal

excavation and collection also seem to

be associated with increased access.

It is projected that a total of 944 acres

would be directly impacted as a result

of well pad, access road and facility

construction. There might be 32 sites

within this area. A total of 3,240 acres

would be closed to fluid mineral leasing

and geophysical exploration, and no

surface occupancy associated with

these activities would be allowed on an

additional 53,801 acres. An estimated

1,938 cultural resources might be

afforded some protection from impacts

related to fluid mineral exploitation as a

result of these restrictions.

Impacts from locatable mineral

development include partial or complete

destruction of cultural properties

resulting from exploration, increased

erosion, mine development, and

construction of mills and other

facilities. Cultural properties might also

be buried under mountains of waste

rock while visible features are more
likely to be illegally collected and

excavated. Historic mining sites (e.g.,

townsites, isolated homesites, mills,

adits, and trash dumps) are particularly

vulnerable as much mineral
development occurs within historic

mining districts. Prehistoric quarry

sites are often found in areas of heavy

mineralization, and are therefore

subject to intense impact from mineral

development. An estimated total of

24,650 acres would be developed as a

part of the locatable minerals program.

This has the potential for adversely

affecting an estimated 538 sites. A
total of 9,649 acres of existing

withdrawals from mineral entry would

be continued, and 42,991 additional

acres would be proposed for

withdrawal. This would afford some
protection to approximately 1,040

sites.

Impacts associated with mineral

materials development include partial or

complete destruction of cultural

properties and paleontological localities.

One thousand acres are projected for

mineral materials development. This

has the potential for affecting 24
cultural properties. A total of 50,524
acres would be closed to sale of

mineral materials. This would eliminate

impacts from this source at an

estimated 1,220 sites.



Impacts to cultural resources from

development of non-energy leasable

minerals include complete or partial

destruction of sites associated with

construction of access roads,

evaporation ponds, and other facilities,

erosion or burial of sites and features in

locations where vegetation has been

disturbed or removed, and a rise in the

number of incidents of vandalism, and

illegal excavation and collection as a

result of increased access. Cultural

properties situated in valley bottoms

and along valley margins or old lake

shores are particularly vulnerable. An
estimated 7,750 acres would be

developed for non-energy leasable

minerals. This has the potential for

affecting an estimated 187 cultural

properties. A total of 55,349 acres

would be closed to non-energy mineral

leasing, which would eliminate impacts

from this source to an estimated 1 ,336

sites.

bighorn sheep habitat. BLM already

has developed communication sites in

bighorn sheep habitat on Bare Mountain

(near Beatty), Magruder Mountain,

Palmetto Mountain, Monte Cristo

Range, Sawtooth Peak, and
Montezuma Peak. New
communications facilities could be

authorized at these developed sites.

Communication site right-of-way

exclusion areas would be established

within bighorn sheep habitat in the

Silver Peak Range, Grapevine
Mountain, Hot Creek Range, Lone

Mountain, Palisade Mesa, and the

Quinn Canyon Range. No interest has

yet been expressed in developing

communications sites in any of these

areas except Lone Mountain. However,

this could cause a hardship for the

communications industry. Restriction

of expansion opportunities might

eventually lead to overcrowding on

existing sites.

IMPACTS TO LANDS AND RIGHTS-OF-WAY From special status species management:

From wildlife habitat management:

Actions proposed for wildlife habitat

management would result in the

creation of 73,840 acres of right-of-

way avoidance areas for the protection

of deer winter range, sage grouse

habitat, bighorn sheep habitat, and

bighorn sheep lambing grounds. If

rights-of-way or other discretionary

lands actions were to be allowed within

these areas, the authorizing documents
would include seasonal restrictions to

protect the area's special values. Little

interest has been expressed in land use

authorizations within these areas. If

application is made, it is doubtful that

the imposition of seasonal restrictions

would cause a hardship. Therefore, the

creation of these avoidance areas

would have no impact on the Lands

and Rights-of-Way Programs.

No new sites for communication

facilities would be authorized within

Rights-of-Way would be excluded from

70,600 acres of washes within desert

tortoise habitat unless the rights-of-

way are compatible with the desert

tortoise. This would impact the Lands

and Rights-of-Way Programs because

washes are often the location of choice

for road rights-of-way, particularly

sandy washes which are desirable

tortoise habitat.

A 40 acre right-of-way avoidance area

at North Spring and a 40 acre right-of-

way avoidance area at Reynolds Spring

(both in Railroad Valley) would be

designated. These areas are so small

that their creation would have no

impact to the Lands and Rights-of-Way

Programs.

From cultural resource management:

A 40 acre right-of-way avoidance area

would be designated at the Moores
Station Petroglyphs and a 40 acre



right-of-way avoidance area would also

be designated at the Mountain View
Arrastra. If any rights-of-way or other

discretionary land use authorizations

were to be allowed within these areas,

stipulations would be included in the

authorizing documents to protect the

areas' special values. Because of the

areas' small size(s), there would be no

impact to the Lands and Rights-of-Way

Programs.

A total of 821 acres of right-of-way

avoidance areas would be designated

at Rhyolite, Cane Man Hill Petroglyphs,

Tybo Charcoal Kilns, and Mclntyre

Charcoal Kilns. Because of the small

size of these areas and their distance

from population centers, the creation of

these avoidance areas would have no

impact on the Lands and Rights-of-Way

Programs.

From lands and rights-of-way:

A wide range of opportunities for

meeting community expansion needs,

disposing of unmanageable parcels,

resolving trespass, and expanding rural

landholdings would result.

If the original entrant or the entrant's

assignee fails to prove up under the

agricultural land laws on the

approximately 30,000 acres identified

for agricultural entry, the land would no
longer be available for disposal under

the agricultural land laws, but it would
be available for disposal under the sale

and exchange authorities. This would
have a positive impact on the Lands
Program because it would limit the

amount of time and money expended
on disposals under the agricultural land

laws, and it would allow for the

efficient disposal of lands.

Approximately 221 ,000 acres would be

included in right-of-way avoidance

areas for the support of other resource

programs. Because most of these

areas are remote and the demand for

rights-of-way or other discretionary

lands actions is small to non-existent,

this would have a negligible effect on

the Lands and Rights-of-Way Programs.

No new roads for communication

facilities would be allowed within

bighorn sheep habitat. Bighorn sheep

habitat encompasses many of the

highest peaks within the Resource

Area. Making these peaks available for

the development of new
communication sites with helicopter

access only would restrict the potential

for growth in the communications

industry in the Resource Area and

would consequently impact the Lands

and Rights-of-Way Program.

All other lands within the Resource

Area would be open to consideration

for linear or aerial rights-of-way, leases,

and permits unless there was a conflict

with other resource values that could

not be resolved. Even with all of the

restricted areas the Proposed RMP
proposes, there would still be nearly six

million acres available for consideration

for rights-of-way and other
discretionary lands actions. This would

have a beneficial impact on the Lands

and Rights-of-Way Programs.

A total of 28,996 acres of withdrawals

from mineral entry would be requested.

Given the small size of these areas,

their withdrawal should have little

impact on the Lands and Rights-of-Way

Programs with the exception of the

proposed withdrawal from mineral

entry of 490 acres comprising the

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC. This area is

comprised of several parcels which

because of their location and size are

difficult and uneconomic to manage as

part of the public lands. Retaining

them and attempting to manage them
more intensively than they are

presently managed would be costly and

burdensome to the Lands Program.

The proposed withdrawals of Gold

Point and Rhyolite would greatly



facilitate management of those areas.

From ACECs:

The Lunar Crater Volcanic Field would

be designated as an ACEC. This

designation would create a 39,680
acre right-of-way avoidance area. If

any rights-of-way or other discretionary

land use authorizations were to be

allowed within the ACEC, stipulations

would be included in the authorizing

documents to protect the area's special

values. There would be no impact to

the Lands and Rights-of-Way Program.

The Amargosa-Oasis area would be

designated as an ACEC. This action

would create a 490 acre right-of-way

avoidance area. No rights-of-way or

other discretionary lands actions would

be allowed which were not compatible

with the area's special values. Several

of the parcels included in this ACEC lie

between private land and US 95 and

are, therefore in high demand for

rights-of-way of all descriptions. This

action could severely restrict

development in the Beatty area.

Cane Man Hill would be designated as

an ACEC. This action would create a

680 acre right-of-way avoidance area.

If any rights-of-way or other

discretionary land use authorizations

were to be allowed within the ACEC,
stipulations would be included in the

authorizing documents to protect the

area's special values. Owing to the

small size and remote location of this

ACEC, there would be no impact to the

Lands and Rights-of-Way Programs.

Lone Mountain would be designated as

an ACEC. No new communication site

facilities would be allowed within this

ACEC. This action might impact the

communications industry because it

would require them to use other sites.

There has been no interest expressed in

other land use authorizations within

this area.

An ACEC would be designated in

Railroad Valley. This action would

create a 15,470 acre right-of-way

avoidance area. If rights-of-way or

other discretionary lands actions were

to be allowed within it, the authorizing

documents would include stipulations

for the protection of the area's special

values. It is not expected that the

imposition of such stipulations would

create a hardship especially because

the proposed utility corridor below the

Grant Range would be excepted from

the avoidance area. There would be no

impact on the Lands and Rights-of-Way

Programs.

A 425 acre ACEC would be designated

in Rhyolite to protect historic

structures. This designation would
create a right-of-way avoidance area.

No land uses would be authorized

which were not compatible with the

area's special values. The Small Tract

classification on the four acre site of

the Bottle House would be terminated,

and the entire 1 26 acre area would be

withdrawn from mineral entry. This

action would greatly enhance
management of the area even though it

would not eliminate existing claims.

The Tybo-Mclntyre Charcoal Kilns

would be designated as an ACEC. This

would create an 80 acre right-of-way

avoidance area. If rights-of-way or

other discretionary lands actions were

to be allowed within the area,

stipulations would be included in the

authorizing documents for the

protection of the area's special values.

From recreation:

The establishment of Special

Recreation Management Areas would
result in a total of 5,500 acres of right-

of-way avoidance areas at Clayton

Valley Sand Dunes and the Crescent

Sand Dunes.



From mineral exploration and development:

Much of the land identified for disposal

under the sale and exchange authorities

is encumbered with mining claims and

could not be disposed of unless those

claims are extinguished.

IMPACTS TO UTILITY CORRIDORS

From lands and rights-of-way:

Some of the lands identified for

disposal at Berlin, Carver's, Tonopah,

Nyala, Blair, Coaldale, Silverpeak,

Goldfield, Scotty's Junction,
Springdale, and Beatty are included

within the proposed utility corridors.

This might lead to conflicts as these

lands are transferred into private

ownership. Private landowners might

object to corridors near their property

and might resist granting easements for

commodity transportation and utility

transmission facilities. However, it is

doubtful that all of the land identified

for disposal would actually be

conveyed into private ownership.

From utility corridors:

The utility corridor designations

proposed would maximize the

opportunities for the development of

major rights-of-way.

IMPACTS TO RECREATION RESOURCES

From visual resource management:

Managing the five scenic highways (SR

374 between Beatty and Death Valley

National Monument, SR 276 between
Scottys Junction and Death Valley

National Monument, SR 266 between
Lida Junction and the California border,

SR 265 between Blaire Junction and
Silver Peak, and SR 264 between US 6
and the California border) to retain

visual values might limit where and
how competitive events cross these

highways. Routes would be evaluated

on an individual basis as applications

for competitive events are received.

The scenic quality of the Lunar Crater

SRMA would be enhanced by the

increase in size of the protected area

from 2,560 to 39,680 acres allowing

the inclusion of Black Rock Lava Flow

and Easy Chair Crater. This means that

all significant features of the SRMA
would be managed for their scenic

quality. A restriction on vehicle travel

to existing roads and trails coupled

with a withdrawal from mineral entry,

no surface occupancy leasing

restriction and denial of nonconforming

discretionary uses would provide

excellent long term protection for this

area.

From wildlife habitat management:

The seasonal restrictions on
competitive events between January

1 5 and May 1 5 would have no impact

because the areas restricted are easily

avoided.

From special status species management:

All vehicle use within the 70,600 acres

of identified tortoise habitat would be

impacted by a use restriction to

existing roads and trails and a closure

of the washes to use. Because of the

size of the Resource Area, the impact is

not so much a matter of acres (70,600

is about 1 .1 percent of Resource Area)

as the specific location surrounding the

town of Beatty. Competitive events

would still be authorized on the existing

cleared course.

From riparian habitat management:

Improvement of riparian habitat

benefits recreation resources by

improving trout habitat and increasing

fishing opportunities. An improved mix

of recreational opportunities for the

public would result. Limiting vehicle

use to existing roads and trails on 9.4



miles of stream (300 feet on each side)

would provide long term benefits in

terms of improved recreation

opportunities.

From forestry and vegetative products:

Restricting competitive off-highway

vehicle use events in the Goldfield

Joshua tree area to existing roads and

trails would limit the possible travel

routes around Goldfield.

on recreation resources particularly off-

highway vehicle use. These areas are

scattered in small pieces within the

Resource Area and should not impact

overall off-highway vehicle use to any

measurable degree.

From recreation:

Approximately 1,250,290 acres would

have restrictions on off-highway vehicle

travel.

Establishment of greenwood, and

Christmas tree cutting areas could lead

to the loss of semi-primitive recreation

opportunities on 1,000 acres through

the establishment of new roads and

trails.

Limiting vehicle use in the Lunar Crater

Volcanic Field SRMA to existing roads

and trails would not impact SRMA
management and would enhance

recreational activities by retaining

naturalness and scenic values.

From lands and rights-of-way:

Disposal of 299,140 acres would have

little impact on recreation resources.

Most of the lands to be disposed of are

located in the rural or roaded natural

opportunity settings closely associated

with towns, ranches and agriculturally

developed and altered areas.

If accomplished, the acquisitions at

Moores and Pritchards Stations (160

acres each), and Rhyolite (120 acres)

would benefit management of these

areas as SRMAs and the Morey-Hot

Creek Back Country Byway. Managing

the Lunar Crater Volcanic Field and the

Railroad Valley ACEC as rights-of-way

avoidance areas would protect existing

scenic values and recreation

opportunities.

From ACECs:

The proposed management guidelines

and ACEC designations at Lunar Crater

Volcanic Field, Railroad Valley,

Rhyolite, and Tybo-Mclntyre Charcoal

Kilns would benefit the management of

the areas as SRMAs. Designation of

the ACECs as limited to existing roads

and trails would have minimal impact

Both Primitive and Semi-primitive

opportunity settings would be
preserved by limiting OHV use in these

areas to existing roads and trails.

Because these are classified largely

according to their distance from roads

and other human activities, any

intrusion into these areas, such as off-

highway vehicle events would result in

the downgrading of the opportunity

settings to the next lower opportunity

class.

From WSAs:

Interim management of WSAs requires

limiting vehicle use to existing roads

and trails on 604,535 acres. This is an

interim action pending final

Congressional resolution of the

wilderness designation issue. The
interim restriction could remain in place

for many years, but would cease to

apply when lands are released from

wilderness study status by Congress.

WSA lands designated as wilderness

would be closed to all motorized and

mechanical uses.

From minora/ exploration and development:

The no surface occupancy proposals



would benefit recreation resources by

retaining and enhancing natural

environments and scenic features in

some of the SRMA/ACECs and wildlife

areas by providing for the continued

existence of a range of recreation

opportunities.

The withdrawal of portions of the Lunar

Crater, Lone Mountain, Rhyolite and

Railroad Valley areas from mineral entry

would benefit recreation resources by

retaining and enhancing natural

environments and scenic features and

providing for the continued existence of

a range of recreation opportunities.

IMPACTS TO FLUID MINERALS

From riparian habitat management:

A negative impact would result on

3,480 acres of land with a high

potential for oil and gas in the Railroad

Valley ACEC where a no surface

occupancy stipulation would be

required and a right-of-way avoidance

area would be designated. Directional

drilling would increase costs by up to

50 percent to drill a well compared to

standard vertical hole drilling. The area

near Kate Springs Oil Field would be

the most adversely affected high

potential parcels of land designated for

stipulation against surface occupancy.

An estimated four wells would not be

drilled because of this stipulation.

From wildlife habitat management:

Mineral leasing would be positively

impacted by opening areas previously

closed and using seasonal restrictions

to protect wildlife values. A seasonal

restriction on fluid minerals would apply

to that land for the life of the plan. If

an oil field or geothermal field was
discovered in an area of seasonal

restriction, that field would have to go

to a maintenance status during the

restricted season. Seasonal restrictions

would result in the disruption of drilling

activities and require a firm drilling

schedule. Seasonal restrictions are

estimated to impact one geothermal

well requiring the well to be scheduled

to avoid the restriction.

Opening areas previously closed and
using a seasonal restriction in bighorn

sheep lambing habitat is very beneficial

to the oil and gas program. The high

potential land could be leased for oil

and gas and the potential oil field, with

an estimated yield of five million

barrels, could be developed. Oil

development would be restricted during

the lambing season which would have

an adverse affect.

Some lands which presently have

stipulations against surface occupancy

(480 acres in Railroad Valley), would

be opened without restriction. This

would allow for more economical

drilling and more efficient development

of the oil and gas resource.

From cultural resource management:

Berlin Town Site would continue to be

closed to mineral leasing. Mountain

View Arrastra, Moores Station

Petroglyph, Jumbled Rock Petroglyphs,

Cane Man Hill, Tybo-Mclntyre Charcoal

Kilns, and Rhyolite would be available

for leasing with a stipulation against

surface occupancy. Since these areas

are of low potential for fluid minerals

the effect is negligible.

Adverse impacts to the Trap Springs oil

field depend on how the section 106

process is implemented, and what

requests are made of the oil companies

to mitigate cultural resources. The

continued closure of the gravel bar road

would result in continued use of less

desirable access to transport oil from

the Grant Canyon and Eagle Springs

field to the refinery.



From ACECs:

The stipulation against surface

occupancy on 39,680 acres in Lunar

Crater ACEC would require directional

drilling. The size of the area affected

would cause exploration of the center

of the parcel to be infeasible.

The stipulation against surface

occupancy within the Amargosa-Oasis

ACEC (490 acres), Cane Man Hill ACEC
(680 acres), Lone Mountain ACEC
(14,400 acres), Rhyolite ACEC (425

acres) Tybo-Mclntyre Kilns ACEC (80

acres), and 3,480 acres within the

Railroad Valley ACEC (15,470 acres)

would require directional drilling

resulting in increased costs.

From recreation:

Designation of primitive, semi-primitive

non-motorized, and semi-primitive

motorized areas (894,21 5 acres) would

restrict access to fluid mineral leases to

existing roads and trails unless new
access was approved. The fluid

mineral potential on these lands is

37,500 acres of high potential and

201 ,000 acres of medium potential. It

is estimated that the restrictions would

be applied to the drilling of 25 oil wells

during the life of the plan.

precluded in the life of the plan (see the

reasonably foreseeable development

(RFD) scenarios in this Chapter).

From special status species management:

Designation of 490 acres as the

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC to protect the

Amargosa toad and Oasis Valley

speckled dace would require all

exploration to be conducted under a

Plan of Operation and mandatory

bonding. It is estimated that one

operation could be impacted. The
withdrawal of 490 acres would remove
this area from future mineral location.

From riparian habitat management:

The designation of 15,470 acres at

Railroad Valley as an ACEC would

reduce the withdrawal to 3,040 and

add 440 acres of new withdrawal.

This would result in reduction in size of

the existing withdrawal and have a

positive impact on locatable minerals.

The increased acreage would be open

to exploration and development. All

exploration in the ACEC would require

a Plan of Operation and mandatory

bonding.

From cultural resource management:

From wilderness:

A total of 604,534 acres in WSAs are

closed to leasing.

IMPACTS TO LOCATABLE MINERALS

From wildlife habitat management:

A 1,440 acre withdrawal in bighorn

sheep lambing grounds would remove
this land from further mineral

exploration and development. The
Stonewall Falls withdrawal is located in

a moderate mineral potential area. It is

estimated that two plan level

exploration operations would be

Designation of 680 acres as the Cane
Man Hill ACEC would result in notice

level exploration being converted to a

Plan of Operation and mandatory

bonding. This would impact one

operation specifically. This Proposed

RMP would limit future management
options when the area is withdrawn

from mineral entry. Claims currently

exist in the area.

The designation of 425 acres as the

Rhyolite ACEC would require all

hardrock exploration on claims with

valid existing rights to be bonded and

work under a Plan of Operation. This is

expected to impact one operation



yearly. The withdrawal of 126 acres

from mineral entry might limit future

exploration in the area to the exercise

of valid existing rights and require a

determination of mining claim validity.

From lands and rights-of-way:

The withdrawal of the Gold Point

townsite would adversely affect the

current claimants by requiring them to

prove discovery under the mining law.

The resulting examination would,

however, allow BLM to proceed with

solving long standing occupancy cases.

Currently four operators claim rights to

occupy land under the mining laws.

The withdrawal would allow BLM to

solve ownership rights without further

interveners. In addition, each

withdrawal reduces the land base from

which to explore, develop and mine.

This land is permanently lost to the

locatable minerals industry.

complete Plan processing.

Withdrawal of Cane Man Hill,

Amargosa-Oasis, Railroad Valley

(portion), Rhyolite (portion), and Tybo-

Mclntyre as ACECs would eliminate

mineral development subject to valid

existing rights. Exploration under valid

existing rights would be done under a

Plan of Operation with mandatory
bonding. Six operations are expected

to be impacted.

Designation of Lone Mountain ACEC
would restrict mineral exploration in the

Lone Mountain area, and would require

all exploration in the ACEC to be done

under a Plan of Operation with

mandatory bonding. There is some
moderate potential lands involved in the

ACEC. It has been projected that two
operations a year would be impacted.

From recreation:

Withdrawals and closures would impact

an estimated 1 5 exploration projects

during the life of the plan.

Development of one mine could be

prohibited.

Approximately 6,020,948 acres or

98.8 percent of the Resource Area

would be unaffected by mineral

withdrawals.

From ACECs:

Designation of 39,680 acres (25,600
acres are withdrawn, 14,080 acres

open to mineral entry) at Lunar Crater

as an ACEC would require all locatable

exploration to be done under a Plan of

Operation with a mandatory
reclamation bond on the 14,800 acres

not withdrawn. This is expected to

adversely impact two operations on the

north side of the ACEC. Validity exams
might be required prior to Plan

approval. This would impact both the

operator and BLM with higher costs to

complete the validity exams and

Vehicle use would be limited to existing

roads and trails on 894,215 acres

designated as primitive, semi-primitive

non-motorized and semi-primitive

motorized. New access would be

authorized under Notice or Plan of

Operations.

IMPACTS TO MINERAL MATERIALS

From cultural resources management:

Cane Man Hill would be removed from

the land base from which to sell

common variety mineral material. This

location is known to contain basalt

boulders which are potentially valuable.

It is estimated that one potential sale

would be lost during the life of the plan

if an acceptable alternative site could

not be found.

From ACECs:

Mineral material sales would not be

permitted on 50,524 acres as follows:

Berlin Town Site (704 acres), Project



Faultless (2,560 acres), Mountain View
Arrastra (40 acres), Moores Station

Petroglyphs (40 acres), Jumbled Rock
Petroglyphs (10 acres), Amargosa-

Oasis ACEC (490 acres), portions of

the Railroad Valley ACEC (3,480

acres), Cane Man Hill ACEC (680

acres), Tybo-Mclntyre ACEC (80

acres), Rhyolite ACEC (425 acres),

Lunar Crater ACEC (39,680 acres), The

Sump (1600 acres), The Gravel Bar

(675 acresMsee Appendix 16 for legal

descriptions) and facilities in the ERMA
(estimated 60 acres, however, specific

locations have not been identified).

This may result in the increased cost

through greater haul distances from

alternate sites.

IMPACTS TO NON-ENERGY LEASABLE
MINERALS

From riparian habitat management:

The designation of the Railroad Valley

ACEC (1 5,470 acres) would potentially

interfere with brine-type development.

The 3,480 acres on which there are

restrictions against surface occupancy

does not preclude solid leasable

development. However, it is not likely

that a brine type development would be

considered compatible with the ACEC.
It is estimated one brine type mine

would be prevented from development.

From wildlife management:

Apply seasonal restrictions to 72,400
acres. This would impede production

scheduling.

From ACEC lands and rights-of-way:

Close 55,360 acres to leasing. It is

estimated that one brine-type mine

would not be developed.

From wilderness:

A total of 604,535 acres included in

WSAs are closed to leasing.

IMPACTS TO ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

From livestock grazing management:

No changes in the administration of

grazing on public lands would be

introduced, and the livestock grazing

program would continue to be guided

by previous planning documents. The
initial stocking level of 186,839 AUMs
has been determined on the basis of

previous land-use plans together with

adjustments based on evaluation of

monitoring data.

Of the total 299,140 acres of public

land identified for potential disposal,

289,726 acres are currently available

grazing lands, representing
approximately 14,500 AUMs. The
total loss of the forage provided by this

acreage would have a significantly

adverse economic impact on the

livestock industry in the area, and

render severe economic hardship on up

to five ranch operators. Gross income

to the livestock industry would be

reduced by about six percent, or

$300,000; and ranch operators would
suffer a loss in net ranch income

estimated at $76,125.

While this relatively small economic

impact would have no significant effect

on the regional economy, ranch

operators who may be affected would

be sorely constrained in their operating

discretion, and forced to consider

reductions in herd size or the purchase

of hay or private grazing to offset the

loss of public land forage. Ranchers

who are unable to adjust their

operations in this manner may be

forced to consider going out of

business due to the added costs.

It should, however, be noted that the

lands proposed for disposal are

identified as such to facilitate any

potential transfer or disposal action that

might come about in response to an

identified public need. It is highly



unlikely that the full 299,140 identified

acres would be successfully transferred

to private or local government

ownership, or that a specific purpose or

useful and productive application for all

these lands would become manifest.

Therefore, the estimation of potential

effects on ranch operations represents

only a "worst case" scenario. The
degree to which ranch operations are

actually affected would depend, of

course, on which particular acreage,

and how much of that acreage, may be

sought by private or public entities for

what may be deemed a higher and

better use. The determination of

economic impacts which might result

from potential land transfer proposals

can only be considered speculative and

indeterminate at this time.

From lands and rights-of-way:

The Proposed RMP identifies a total of

299,140 acres of public lands for

discretionary disposal to private or local

government ownership. While it is

unlikely that the total identified acreage

would be successfully transferred

within the 20-year period, changes

within the land ownership pattern

which might occur could alter the tax

base of the counties to a significant

degree. BLM Payments In Lieu Of

Taxes would be adjusted accordingly.

In some cases, local governments could

suffer adverse financial effects from

the transfer of these lands to private

ownership, should the tax revenue fall

short of the cost of providing any
necessary public services. The
provision of these services to new
areas is likely to require greater capital

outlay, and to be less cost efficient,

than those contained within existing

communities.

From utility corridors:

Because the procedures for right-of-

way approval are simplified within

designated corridors, the establishment

of corridors would result in some
reduction of right-of-way planning

costs to utility companies. On the

other hand, since flexibility in future

right-of-way location is limited within

designated corridors it is possible that

transmission lines could be longer.

This might result in more frequent

power losses and greater operating

costs. In addition, utility system
reliability might be affected because

designated corridors provide limited

opportunity for the separation of

transmission lines.

Minor reductions in the value of private

lands along future transmission lines

could occur. But since the appropriate

corridors would be designated well in

advance, future development plans

could incorporate any necessary

considerations. Because transmission

lines affect the scenic tranquility of

adjacent lands, they are perceived as

reducing the value of these lands.

Such effects upon land values would

likely be limited to the short term, as

there is no clear evidence that long

term land values are affected by

transmission lines (Holberger, et al,

1975).

From mineral exploration and development:

No significant economic impact, either

beneficial or adverse, is expected to

the minerals industry or to the local

economy. Any minerals exploration or

development is likely to benefit the

regional economy, in terms of income

and employment, and minerals

development potential under the

Proposed RMP remains largely

unfettered.

In the Proposed RMP constraints

moderately increase the costs of

exploration and development that may
be born by the minerals industry.

Leasing restrictions, for instance, have

4-28



an effect upon oil and gas exploration

costs due to the constraints such

restrictions impose on scheduling and

operating efficiency. No evidence is

available to indicate that these

additional costs have been sufficiently

prohibitive to discourage exploration;

and no significantly adverse economic
effects would result from such lease

conditions.

Any increases or decreases in operating

costs, that might result from

reasonable and moderate resource

protection measures, are not likely to

have any effect on an individual

operator's decision to undertake

exploration in a particular area. Such

costs are incidental, not prohibitive.

and may be found to exist, in one form

or another, in every exploration area.

Operators generally consider such costs

to be a normal part of the cost of doing

business.

The major problem underlying the

economic evaluation of minerals is the

great uncertainty regarding the

existence of mineral deposits in

sufficient quantity and quality to be

commercially feasible. In addition,

long-range mineral resource evaluation

and market demand estimation are at

best speculative. Both mineral

resource evaluation and development

are directly dependent upon market

demands that may be regional,

national, or worldwide in scope.



CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Cumulative impacts result from the incremental

impact of the actions, decisions, and projects

when added to other past, present, and

reasonably foreseeable actions, regardless of

what agency or person undertakes such

actions. Cumulative impacts could result from

individually minor, but collectively significant

actions taking place over a period of time.

LIMITS OF ANALYSIS OF CUMULATIVE
IMPACTS AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR ANALYSIS

Woodland Products

The demand for firewood has averaged 675
cords each year from 1988-1990. Sustained

yield for firewood is estimated at 1 ,000 cords.

It is anticipated that future demand would
increase until the sustained yield is authorized.

A total of 20,000 cords would be sold during

the life of the plan.

Rangeland Improvements

The time frame for analysis is 20 years, which

is the anticipated life of the RMP.

The analysis summarizes the increase or

decrease in the effect, size or quantity of

impacts on the environment from reasonably

foreseeable future actions.

All the impacts are on lands and resources

within the Resource Area boundaries.

REASONABLY FORESEEABLE ACTIONS

Reasonably foreseeable actions are projects or

actions undertaken by any agency or individual

that impact public or private lands. The
scenarios are based on current trends and an

optimistic view for economic development

projected into the future. The following

projects and actions are identified and

considered to be relevant to the assessment of

cumulative environmental impacts:

Habitat Management Plans

The magnitude of the impacts from

implementing wildlife habitat management
plans (HMP) is not known. However, the

number of wildlife guzzlers to be constructed

would encompass a total of less than 250
acres, and the expected number of spring

developments and exclosures would cover an

area of less than 300 acres. In addition, the

total of all projects planned in HMPs would
cover less than one percent of the Resource
Area.

There would be 39,785 acres of short term

surface disturbance of which 629 acres would

persist over the long term from proposed range

improvements.

Land Tenure Adjustments

Historically, only seven percent of agricultural

entries have gone to patent. For the sake of

cumulative analysis it is projected that seven

percent of the land identified for agricultural

entry would be patented during the life of the

RMP. In addition, lands are also transferred

into private ownership through mineral entry

patents. Since 1981 there have been 11,836
acres patented. It is anticipated that this trend

would continue.

There were approximately 4,116 acres

identified for possible disposal in the 1981

Tonopah MFP of which approximately 1,412

acres have been sold. There was a pool of

47,479 acres identified for possible disposal in

the 1986 Esmeralda-Southern Nye RMP of

which approximately 251 acres has been sold.

For the purposes of cumulative analysis it is

assumed that disposal of public lands would

continue at the same rate in proportion to the

amount of land identified for disposal.

Utility Corridors

It is anticipated that a large electric

transmission facility would traverse the

Resource Area during the life of the plan. For



the purposes of cumulative analysis it is

assumed:

a) generally, right-of-way
requirements for a 500 kilovolt

(kV) transmission system

supported by steel towers is

100 to 250 feet wide.

b) the total length of the right-of-

way would be 200 miles, and

would enter the Resource Area

at its east boundary in Railroad

Valley and exit at the south

boundary near Beatty.

c) the access road would result in

400 acres of surface
disturbance.

d) towers would range from 100
to 1 50 feet in height.

e) the span between towers

would vary from 500 to 2,500

feet.

f) surface disturbance at each

tower site would be
approximately one-fourth of an

acre or a total of 1 75 acres of

surface disturbance which

would be revegetated.

g) 700 towers would be
constructed.

Las Vegas Valley Water District (LVVWD)
Water Filings

LVVWD water rights applications to export

ground water from the eastern portion of the

Resource Area are being considered by the

Nevada State Engineer. The preliminary

schedule for development of the project, if the

water rights were granted, reflects that

construction would not start until 2025.

Therefore, development is beyond the life of

this plan and is not discussed in this cumulative

impacts section.

Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario

for Oil and Gas

Exploration for oil and gas would continue in

the future. This exploration would include

seismic surveys, wildcat drilling and

development drilling. It is anticipated that 30

wildcat wells would be drilled in the next 15

years and these would lead to the discovery of

two additional oil fields. One field would have

seven producing wells (Kate Springs Field

Model) and the other would be larger and have

40 producing wells (Trap Spring Field Model).

Each well would produce between 0.25 and 1

MMBO in its lifetime. It is possible some wells

could have a production span exceeding 35
years. Table 4 A summarizes the potential for

undiscovered recoverable petroleum resources

from two types of plays for fields containing

greater than 1,000,000 barrels of oil in the

Eastern Great Basin Province east of Tonopah,

Nevada (specifically, east of Longitude 117
Degrees W).

The existing surface disturbance related to oil

and gas activity is 267 acres. It is anticipated

that additional drilling within known oil fields

and between producing wells and exploration

drilling within one or two miles of the existing

oil fields would also be conducted in the future.

Existing fields and number of additional wells

are: Trap Spring 25, Kate Spring 10, Eagle

Spring 8, and Grant Canyon 6 for a total of 49
wells. It is assumed that: 1) drill pads would
be 200 x 250 feet (56 acres) with a two and

one-half foot layer of gravel, 2) each well

would require 1,500 feet of access road 30
feet wide (51 acres) with two feet of gravel, 3)

all gravel would be obtained from local pits.

Assuming that the material would be removed

to a depth of 12 feet (20 acres), 4) an

additional two miles of pipeline would be

required within the fields (this disturbance

would be 1 5 feet wide and total four acres), 5)

tank batteries, if required, would be located on

existing pads. The total additional disturbance

would be 131 acres.

It is anticipated that 30 wildcat wells would be

drilled. The following assumptions are made:

1) drill pads would be 200 x 250 feet (34

acres) with a two and one-half foot layer of

gravel, 2) two miles of 30 foot wide access

road with two feet of gravel would be required

for each well (218 acres); 3) all gravel would

be obtained locally and pits are assumed to be

12 feet deep (44 acres). The total disturbance

would be 296 acres.



Table 4 A
POTENTIAL FOR UNDISCOVERED PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

Oil Play Area (Square Miles) Recoverable Oil

Million Barrels

Recoverable Gas
Billion Cubic Feet

Tertiary Unconformity 35,000 220 102

Upper Paleozoic 55,000 49 67

It is assumed that there would be two
additional oil fields discovered in the Resource

Area. These fields are hypothesized to be

equivalent in size and surface disturbance to

the Kate Spring and Trap Spring Oil Fields.

For an oil field equivalent to the Kate Spring Oil

Field the following assumptions are made: 1)

twenty-two wells would be drilled and there

would be seven producing wells, three injection

wells and 12 plugged and abandoned wells; 2)

tank batteries would be placed on existing drill

pads; 3) this field would require a major access

road six miles long and 50 feet wide (36 acres)

with three feet of gravel; 4) eight miles of 30-

foot-wide service roads (29 acres) would be

required with two feet of gravel; 5) drill pads

would be 200 x 250 feet (25 acres) with a two
and one-half foot layer of gravel; 6) two miles

of pipeline would be required with a

disturbance 1 5 feet in width (4 acres); 7)

gravel would be obtained locally, and the

material would be removed to a depth of 12

feet (19 acres). The total disturbance would be

1 13 acres.

local source, the material would be removed to

a depth of 12 feet (42 acres). The total

disturbance would be 257 acres.

It is anticipated that a pipeline would be built

from one of the new oil fields to the existing

refinery in Railroad Valley. The pipeline would

be 25 miles long and would result in an

additional 47 acres of surface disturbance,

including disturbance at the gravel source.

Because of the possibility of increased

production, it is anticipated that the refinery in

Railroad Valley would require expansion. The
expansion would result in an additional 10
acres of surface disturbance.

The final reclamation of the oil fields would
produce a significant amount of both solid and

liquid debris and authorized disposal sites

would be required. There would need to be

three solid disposal sites, two encompassing 30
acres to accept non-hazardous industrial waste,

and one 30-acre disposal site which would

accept oil contaminated sand and soil.

For an oil field equivalent to the Trap Spring Oil

Field the following assumptions are made: 1)

eighty wells would be drilled and there would
be 40 producing wells, 10 injection wells and

30 plugged and abandoned wells; 2) tank

batteries would be placed on existing drill pads;

3) a major access road six miles long and 50
feet wide (36 acres) with three feet of gravel

would be required; 4) drill pads would be 200
x 250 feet (92 acres) and would require two
and one-half feet of gravel; 5) five miles of

pipeline would disturb a 15 foot width (9

acres); 6) there would be 21 .5 miles of access
roads 30 feet wide (78 acres) with two feet of

gravel; 7) all gravel would be obtained from a

The total disturbance from future development

would be 944 acres, assuming no reclamation.

With a total existing disturbance of 267 acres,

the 944 acres of additional disturbance would

result in a total disturbance of 1,21 1 acres.

Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario

for Geothermal Resources

It is anticipated that two 1 5 MW geothermal

power plants would be developed in the

Resource Area in the future. Each power plant,

assuming development from an undiscovered

resource, would require three to seven years

from initial interest and exploratory drilling to

initial power production. The plant would



operate for 15-30 years and would proceed

through the following sequence: 1 ) 60-80

gradient holes would be drilled in the

exploration phase, each 500 to 2,000 feet

deep; 2) seven production wells would be

drilled, each 10,000 feet deep, 3) feasibility

and testing studies would be conducted, 4) site

facilities and a power line would be constructed

simultaneously.

Geothermal power plants are generally compact

and do not have a large impact on the

environment. In the scenario discussed above

the total surface disturbance would be

distributed as follows: a) gradient holes (no

disturbance); b) production wells, access roads

and drill sites (40 acres); c) production site and

facilities (20 acres); d) powerline road (75

acres) for a total disturbance of 135 acres.

It is anticipated that Round Mountain Gold

Corporation would need additional geothermal

facilities at their existing heap-leach operation.

Since this development would be in close

proximity to the existing company facilities and

roads, additional surface disturbances would be

minimal. Three acres of additional disturbance

would be caused by two production wells, two
injection wells, pipelines, and associated

buildings. The wells would probably be 1 ,000

to 2,000 feet in depth.

With the continued development of precious

metal heap-leach operations it is anticipated

that one additional geothermal source would be

required to heat solutions for a future heap-

leach operation somewhere in the Resource

Area. The facility would include two 1,000-

3,000 feet deep production wells, two 1,000-

3,000 feet deep injection wells, associated

buildings containing heat exchangers and

pumps, and pipelines. It is anticipated that

these features would have a surface

disturbance of four acres.

It is anticipated that one dehydration plant and

ancillary facilities would be constructed in the

future. Such a plant would require two or

three production wells drilled to a depth of

4,000 to 7,000 feet, and two injection wells of

similar depth. This facility would probably be

located in a valley and in close proximity to an

area that is amenable to crop production

(onions, carrots, alfalfa, etc.). The wells and

associated pipelines would result in about three

acres of surface disturbance. The buildings

required for the heat exchanges, warehouse,

production, office, etc. would result in an

additional 20 acres of disturbance. The
facilities are assumed to be located 10 miles

from a major road, thus an access road

resulting in an additional 48 acres of surface

disturbance would also be required. The total

surface disturbance related to the dehydration

plant would be 71 acres.

It is possible that geothermal resources would

be used to provide heat and water for up to

two greenhouses. The latter would be used to

grow flowers or seedlings. Such facilities

would be located in a valley and would result in

a surface disturbance of 71 acres for a total of

142 acres.

The recreational aspect of hot springs and

wells could not be overlooked as the population

increases placing increased demands on

resources. It is possible that two or three

recreational sites would be developed.

However, new surface disturbances related to

such development would be minimal.

It is estimated that up to five individuals or

companies would attempt to use geothermal

resources for such domestic purposes as

heating and power generation. Surface

disturbances related to these domestic

activities would be quite limited and would be

related to access roads and/or pipelines. It is

estimated that such use would disturb 1.5

acres for a total of 7.5 acres.

Total disturbances related to future geothermal

resource development is: Two 15 MW power
plants (135 acres); Round Mountain expansion

(3 acres); heap-leach operation (4 acres);

dehydration plant (71 acres); two green houses

(143 acres); and domestic uses (7.5 acres) for

a total of 364.5 acres.

Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario

for Locatable Minerals

Between 1981 and 1991, 67 plans of



operation disturbed 7,794 acres and 890
notices disturbed 2,483 acres. The total

current disturbance between 1981 and 1991 is

10,457 acres. A total of 4,081 acres (39%)
are reclaimed and 6,376 acres (61 %) have not

been reclaimed as of 2/14/92.

Development scenarios shown below provide

specific detailed information on a number of

proposed levels and types of mineral

development. This information is used to assist

in predicting environmental consequences.

Scenario A
Notice-level exploration

Roads, drill pads, trenches, and cut and fill

roads are normal in this operation. Average

disturbance of three acres per year per

notice. An average drill program would

range from one to fifteen holes. A typical

pad is 20 feet wide by 40 feet long. Holes

are often drilled in roads with the latter

serving as the drill pad. Cumulative

unreclaimed disturbance could not exceed

five acres in a project area. It is projected

that 1 00 Scenario A operations would take

place yearly.

Scenario B
Notice-level mining operation

In this operation the miner could be

pursuing a placer or lode deposit. A front

end loader and D-8 sized dozer might be

utilized. Typically, the miner is following

high grade mineralization that requires

minimal processing facilities. Average
disturbance ranges from 2-4 acres per year.

Cumulative unreclaimed disturbance could

not exceed five acres in a project area.

Operations that are mining under this

scenario would stay constant. There are 20
such operations currently in the Resource

Area. During the life of a plan these

operations would relocate, but the acreage

would remain constant. This would be 60
acres (20 x 3 = 60) disturbed yearly.

These operators are generally located in

historic mining districts.

Scenario C
Plan-level exploration

In this operation the mining operator would
disturb five to 10 acres of land per year.

These projects do not normally last more
than 2-5 years. Roads, trenches, and drill

pads are the predominant surface

disturbances. Exploration programs would
involve drilling 15-30 holes yearly. Up to

200 holes might be drilled during the

project. Some of these programs could

start as a notice and exceed the surface

disturbance threshold of five acres. It is

estimated that 15 plan-level operations

would take place over the life of the plan.

Scenario D
Small-enterprise plan level

In this operation a small-scale operator

would pursue a working mine. The
small-scale operator might mine a high-

grade deposit, old tailings, or a deposit

too small for the larger operators. This

operation could feasibly be mining

building stone, industrial materials, a

lode or a deposit of precious metals or

gems. The operators would be

attempting to operate in favorable

economic windows, with little capital

investment and low operating costs.

This operation might employ one to five

people. The total disturbance would be

between five and 37 acres. It is

anticipated that there would be 24
operations under this scenario during

the next 20 years.

Scenario E
Plan-level: small to moderate mine

This operation is an open pit gold heap

leach operation. This operation utilizes a

leachate such as cyanide. These deposits

are typically low-grade, with a cut-off grade

of .025 ounces per ton (OPT). These

operations could have grades of .05 to .1

OPT, but the high grade would be the

exception. In-place gold reserves would be



about 50,000 to 100,000 total ounces. The
operations would employ 15 to 40 people, and

normal mine life would be 3-6 years. The total

disturbance would be between 81 and 140
acres for each operation. It is anticipated that

5 operations under this scenario would take

place during the next 20 years.

Scenario F
Plan-level: moderate to large mine

This operation could be for mining base

metals, industrial minerals or precious

metals or gems. This mine would have one

or a series of open pits to pursue the

desired commodity. A processing or mill

facility would be required. A heap leach

pad would only be used for gold operations.

The size of the pit, the processing facility

and tailings disposal would be dependent

upon the commodity being mined. A
molybdenum/copper circuit has larger

tailings disposal areas than a gold circuit.

These operations would likely have a mine

life of seven years or longer. The
operations could employ more than 40
people. More employees are likely during

construction phases of the operation.

Water wells, power lines, parking and

ancillary facilities would be required.

Disturbance would be greatly influenced by

terrain and the engineering ability to use the

existing topographic features. The
projected disturbance would be between

430 and 3,51 acres for each operation. It

is anticipated that two operations under this

scenario would take place in the next 20
years.

Scenario G
Plan-level: brine mine

This operation would pump one or a

combination of the following brines: lithium,

sodium, potassium, boron, magnesium, or

any metal-bearing brine from the aquifer. A
series of evaporation ponds would be

constructed. The solution would be

allowed to concentrate in the ponds and

then run through a mill to remove the

desired product. Salt would ultimately be

the product left in the pond. Either salt or

metal or both are sold as the desired

product. It is anticipated that only one

such operation would take place during the

life of the plan. Projected disturbance

would be between 1,630 and 5,415.

Scenario H
Plan level expansion

This is an expansion of an existing mine to

take advantage of a new ore deposit, new
technology, changing economics, or

changing company philosophy. A mine

could have more than one expansion during

its life. This acreage could be used for a

new open pit or pit expansion, new leach

pad, facilities, tailings expansion, or waste

rock expansions, etc. This model is

projected to disturb 1 20 to 360 acres per

operation. It is anticipated that 12

expansions of existing operations under this

scenario would take place in the next 20
years.

Scenario I

Plan-level: underground mine

In this operation the operator could be

mining base metals or precious metals or

gems. An underground mine would require

less surface acres. Indirect impacts of

subsidence and acid water drainage could

result from these operations. The mine and

processing facilities could be separated

from the mine to take advantage of terrain.

These mines typically employ 50 to 175
people and have a life of eight to 1 5 years.

The projected disturbance would be

between 90 and 135 acres per operation.

It is anticipated that three operations under

this scenario would take place in the next

20 years.

Based on a 20 year projection of the above

scenarios, the acreage disturbed would
range from a low of 1 2,430 acres to a high

of 22,700 acres. As a percentage, this

would range from 0.2 percent to 0.4

percent of the lands in the Resource Area.

It is important to note that reclamation

requirements apply to all of these acreages.

The estimated acres of disturbance do not



account for reclamation.

Reasonably Foreseeable Development

Scenario for Mineral Materials

Mineral materials extraction would take

place as close to the project site as

possible. Areas that would require material

are the towns of Tonopah, Manhattan,

Coaldale, Dyer, Warm Springs, Lida, lone,

Goldfield, Beatty, Silverpeak, Round
Mountain, Carver's, Belmont, Scotty's

Junction, Tonopah Test Range, and the

Blair Junction area. Currently in the

Resource Area there are several major

paved road systems. These paved

highways require maintenance and

rebuilding and continued sources of

materials. Demand for landscape rock from

the cinder cones would continue. Cinder

cones are located on US Highway 6 east in

the Lunar Crater area, and north of

Silverpeak. Yucca Mountain development

would create a need for new material

sources in the Beatty area. The listing of

the desert tortoise as an endangered

species could increase demand in the

Resource Area if mineral deposits in Las

Vegas and Pahrump conflict with the

tortoise habitat.

Gravel pits would have one or two D-8

sized dozers, one or two front-end loaders,

numerous haul trucks, a screening plant and

possibly an asphalt batch plant. This

operation would disturb 10 acres of land.

The pit would be stripped of vegetation and

top soil and this material would be

stockpiled. Extraction would then begin in

desired areas, hauled to the screening plant

and batch plant and then transported to the

project. Waste material would be blended

into depleted areas of the pit. A highway
department job would leave stockpiles of

product in the pit for future use. A mining

operation could last from several days to

several months. Upon cessation of the

mining in the pit, the walls would be sloped

to 3:1, and all equipment and trash

removed, and topsoil replaced.

There are currently 7,002 acres in the Resource

Area set aside for NDOT in the form of material

site rights-of-way. Not all of this acreage

would be used in 15 years. BLM pits and

known county pits add up to 222 acres for a

total of 7,224 acres of land that could be

developed without new authorizations.

Some land is already disturbed by gravel pits.

It could be expected that these pits would be

expanded, and that the average pit size would
grow. Based on projections 20 years in the

future, 200 existing pits would disturb 2,000
acres, and 100 new pits would disturb 1,000

acres for a total disturbance of 3,000 acres.

Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario

for Non-Energy Leasable Minerals

The exploration and mining scenarios generated

for locatable minerals are used to explore the

potential impacts of the development of this

resource.

During the life of this plan, five prospecting

permits would be received. A prospecting

permit would equate to a Scenario C. A permit

would be received in each of the following

areas: Alkali Flats, Columbus Marsh, Clayton

Valley, Railroad Valley, and Smoky Valley.

These are two-year projects to drill and

evaluate the potential for these minerals. It is

projected that only one permit would result in

lease issuance. That lease is projected to be

for a valuable mineral which has been found,

identified, and would be developed. A total of

50 acres would be disturbed in this scenario.

One Scenario G mine would be developed with

a disturbance of 5,500 acres. Total

disturbance from exploration and mining would

be 5,500 acres.

IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCES IMPACTED
CUMULATIVELY

Cultural Resource Component

To determine cumulative impacts, a computer

file was created that included the number of

acres surveyed, the number of cultural

resources recorded, and the benefitting activity

for 736 Class III surveys (i.e., complete as

opposed to sampling surveys) performed in the



Resource Area between 1975 and 1991. The

data in this file were used to calculate the site

density per acre for each benefitting activity

(Table 4 B). These figures were then used to

estimate the number of sites that might be

impacted as a result of the different activities.

Virtually all cultural resources surveys

performed in the Resource Area have been

project driven. No systematic effort has been

made to survey the Resource Area, or specific

environments or hydrographic basins, to

develop statistically valid samples from which

site frequencies and densities could be

accurately extrapolated from one area to

another. Consequently, the cumulative impact

figures presented in Chapter 4 should be

considered as best estimates only.

The figures provided are for all classes of

sites, regardless of type (i.e., isolated

artifacts and small sites, or large, complex

historic and prehistoric properties).

Derivation of numbers for specific types of

properties using Resource Area files would

have been exceptionally difficult given the

different definitions of sites used by various

researchers over the years. Inclusion of all

sites in the cumulative impact analysis

eliminated the need for intensive

examination of reports in an attempt to

control for differences in site definition.

The figures presented are for all sites

regardless of their National Register status.

In many early reports, cultural resources

Table 4 B
SITE DENSITY PER ACRE BY BENEFITTING

ACTIVITY

Benefitting

Activity

Number of

Survey Sites

Number of

Acres

Surveyed

Site

Density

Per Acre

Rights-of-Way and Lands 45,434.9 817 0.0180

Rangeland Management 10,876.8 384 0.0360

•Recreation 372.6 20 0.0563

•General Habitat Management 167.4 16 10.1255

•Wild Horses & Burros 52.5 8 0.1524

•Cultural 7,156.4 58 0.0081

Oil and Gas 28,324.6 962 0.3396

Locatable Minerals 20,256.1 442 0.0218

•Geothermal 482.5 21 0.0435

•Mineral Materials Sales 348.9 16 0.0459

*Non-Energy Minerals 9.7 2 0.2062

Overall Site Density

— T77 . T . ..-..-.
113,791.3 2,746 0.0241

Note: The overall site density was used to calculate cumulative impacts for these activities because of the relatively small

amount of acreage surveyed.

were not evaluated for potential inclusion in

the National Register if the site(s) could be

avoided. This policy resulted in systematic

under-recording of some sites, and under-

representation of potential National Register

properties in Resource Area files. In the State

of Nevada, approximately 12 percent of all

sites are found eligible for inclusion in the

National Register. This figure could be used to

calculate the approximate number of eligible

cultural properties that might be affected by a

given activity.

Where site density figures were not available

for a specific activity (e.g., woodland
harvesting) the overall site density for Class III



surveys in all environments was used to

provide an estimate of the numbers of sites

that might be affected. In all cases, it should

be kept in mind that the figures presented are

not based on statistically valid samples of the

Resource Area, and are therefore, only best

approximations of the numbers of cultural

resources that might be impacted by a

particular activity.

When performing the cumulative impact

analysis, it has been assumed for the purpose

of Section 106, that the information potential

of all sites within the specified acreage would

be destroyed by the activity being discussed.

It is recognized that not all sites would be

adversely affected to the same degree, and

that it would be possible to avoid direct

impacts to some cultural resources altogether.

It should be noted that controlled excavation,

collection, and other data gathering activities

are viewed here as having a negative effect on

cultural resources. While collection and

analysis of data from sites benefit the scientific

community by providing new information that

could be applied to a variety of problems,

methods used to gather these data are

frequently destructive of the cultural resources

themselves.

Physical Component

The reasonably foreseeable future actions

would cause surface changes.

Harvest of woodland products in greenwood
cutting areas would be naturally reforested and
impacts would be of short duration.

Proposed rangeland improvements would
disturb 39,785 acres of which 16 acres would
not be revegetated.

Construction of a major electric transmission

line across the Resource Area would disturb

575 acres of which 400 acres would be in

permanent roads.

Future oil and gas exploration and development
would disturb 944 acres.

Future development of geothermal resources

would disturb 362.5 acres which would be

dedicated for the life of the plan.

Locatable mineral exploration and development
could disturb up to 24,650 acres most of

which would be in mining districts and around

existing mines and half of the disturbance

would not be cumulative.

Future exploration and development of non

energy leasable minerals would impact 7,750
acres.

Mineral material sales would disturb 3,000
acres. As gravel pits are expanded, the

depleted areas are reclaimed.

In the Proposed RMP approximately 75,600
acres, 1 .2 percent of the Resource Area, would

be disturbed during the life of the RMP. Most
disturbed areas would be reclaimed or

revegetated during the life of the RMP leaving

approximately 22,000 acres to be reclaimed.

In the Proposed RMP, an additional 36,935
acres would be transferred into private

ownership. Transfer of land into private

ownership would be permanent commitment of

resources.

Biological Component

Actions taken to implement activity plans for

wildlife, livestock and wild horses and burros

would directly impact less then one percent of

the Resource Area. These actions are designed

to reach objectives for specific areas and

involve projects and management action

designed to maintain or improve surrounding

rangeland conditions.

Rangeland vegetation manipulation projects and

firewood harvest areas would be in

homogeneous, less productive vegetation types

with poor understory vegetation. These

projects would increase cover, reduce erosion,

improve rangeland conditions and wildlife

habitat. The end result would be an increase in

biological diversity on sites with undesirable

plant communities.



The lands program would permanently commit
wildlife habitat and/or eliminate vegetation.

The impacts would be a long term decrease in

non-descript federally managed wildlife habitat

on 0.6 percent of the Resource Area.

Mineral exploration and development would

displace wildlife from sites for the duration of

operations. Many species such as song birds

could acclimate to on-going disturbances with

little consequence other than loss of habitat.

Wild horses and burros could also acclimate to

on-going disturbances. Vegetation would be

temporarily removed at mineral development

sites and access routes to mineral activities and

represent direct habitat loss to wildlife species.

Reclamation of disturbed areas would be

required for all levels of mineral activity to

ensure that undue and unnecessary degradation

of the environment does not occur. It is

estimated that the acreage disturbed in mineral

activities would fragment 50 percent more
acres as are currently disturbed and not

reclaimed. At most, 46,539 acres, 0.8 percent

of the Resource Area, of wildlife habitat would

be fragmented or destroyed.

Due to the low productivity of the vegetation

types in the Resource Area and the low

population densities of wildlife, impacts would

not be severe as long as disturbing activities do

not occur on 74,345 acres of important wildlife

habitats.

Social and Economic Component

No cumulative social or economic impacts may
be inferred to result from implementation of the

Proposed RMP. No alteration of the area's

social or economic structure may be expected.

Minor population, income, and employment
effects would be unnoticeable. The basic

structure of the local economy and social

organization would remain intact.

Minerals exploration and development has
been, and would continue to be, ongoing within

the Resource Area. The Proposed RMP would
not provide sufficient inducement or

discouragement to effect a significant change
in the plans or perceptions of that industry.

The industry may be expected to continue its

efforts, in the present manner and trend,

subject to the usual business and economic
influences. International minerals markets and
prices would continue to influence the "boom-
bust" cycle of minerals production and render

a degree of economic instability.

No unusual population, income, or employment
impacts are foreseen. While the population is

expected to continue to increase throughout
the life of the RMP, any expanding community
requirements for the acquisition of public land

through direct sale, exchange, R&PP transfer,

lease, etc., are well anticipated and
accommodated.

Livestock grazing may suffer some loss of

AUMs due to land disposals and surface

disturbance from minerals activities. Some
individual ranch operators could experience

constraints on their operating discretion due to

loss of public land forage. However, such
losses as may occur cannot be specifically

identified, or tied to an individual ranch
operation at this time. The overall effect on
the livestock industry or the economy of the

region is not expected to be consequential.
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CHAPTER 5

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes the consultation and

coordination conducted in the preparation of

the Tonopah Resource Management Plan and

Final Environmental Impact Statement. In the

course of preparing this document, formal and

informal efforts have been made to involve the

public, other Federal agencies, and State and

local governments in the planning process per

40 CFR 1502.25 and 43 CFR 1610.3.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Several points of public involvement are

mandated by federal regulations; several other

actions were taken to further involve the

public.

Prior to actual writing of the document, an

involved process of preparatory activities

occurred. This procedure included data

assembly, public participation, interagency

coordination, and preparation of an analysis of

the management situation. Consultation and

coordination with agencies, organizations, and

individuals occurred in a variety of ways
throughout the planning process. A complete

mailing list of those contacted throughout the

planning process is on file in the Tonopah
Resource Area office.

The public participation process began in

February, 1 990, with a publication of a Notice

of Intent to prepare a Resource Management
Plan in the Federal Register (Volume 59, No.

29, February 12, 1990). On February 13,

1990, a scoping letter was sent to over 400
individuals, State and Federal agencies, units of

local government, and members of private

industry. This letter invited comment on

planning issues, planning criteria, management,
and resource concerns identified by BLM
Managers and Resource Specialists. The letter

also announced three informal public

workshops to be held in March, 1990 in

Tonopah, Carson City and Las Vegas to

receive public input. The public was
encouraged to become involved in the planning

process, and to submit comments any time

during the development of the plan.

Announcement of the public workshops was
also made through local newspapers.

The first meeting was held on March 1 , 1 990,

in Tonopah, Nevada; the second was held on

March 6, 1990, in Carson City, Nevada; and

the third on March 8, 1990, in Las Vegas,

Nevada. BLM personnel assigned to prepare

the RMP were present at each meeting to

explain the planning process and issues, and to

discuss the concerns of those in attendance.

Over 80 people attended the three meetings.

During the scoping period, 74 comment letters

were received.

On June 1, 1990, a letter was sent to

approximately 190 interested individuals,

agencies, and groups who had responded to

the scoping letter. The letter summarized the

results of the scoping process, identified the

planning criteria to be used in the development

of the RMP, and identified the planning issues

to be analyzed in the RMP. An update letter

was mailed to interested parties on May 3,

1991 to inform them that work was
progressing on development of the alternatives

to be considered in the Draft RMP/EIS.

CONSULTATION

Various Federal, State and local agencies have

been consulted throughout the planning

process. Information, ideas and interpretations

were exchanged through formal and informal

meetings, telephone conversations, and

correspondence.
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PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE DRAFT
AND PROPOSED PLAN

The Draft Tonopah Resource Management Plan

and the Environmental Impact Statement was
published and made available to the public on

June 4, 1993 for a 90-day public comment
period which ended on October 1, 1993.

Approximately 200 individuals and
organizations had expressed an interest in use

and management of public land in the planning

area. All were sent copies of the Draft

Resource Management Plan/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. Included in

this group were all grazing permittees and

lessees within the planning area, Nevada

Congressional Delegation, appropriate members
of advisory councils and boards, and various

libraries.

The Notice of Availability was published in the

Federal Register on Thursday, June 24, 1 993
(FR Vo. 58, No. 120). Public meetings to

solicit public comment were held in Carson

City, Nevada on August 17, 1993, in Las

Vegas, Nevada on August 19, 1993, in Beatty,

Nevada on August 24, 1993, in Goldfield,

Nevada on August 25, 1993, and in Tonopah,

Nevada on August 26, 1993. There were 13

attendees at the Carson City meeting, nine at

the Las Vegas meeting, 12 at the Beatty

meeting, 28 at the Goldfield meeting, and 41 at

the Tonopah meeting.

A total of 93 timely comment letters were
received during the 90-day comment period for

the Draft RMP/EIS. Each letter was reviewed

and substantive comments which were
concerned with the facts or analysis presented

in the Draft RMP/EIS were evaluated. Copies

of most of the comment letters are printed at

the end of this Chapter followed by responses

to the substantive issues raised. Attachments

to the comment letters have not been

reproduced in this Chapter. However, they are

available for review at the Tonopah Resource
Area office. In addition, for comment letters

where the body of the letter was over 10
pages in length, the substantive comments
were excerpted and printed along with the rest

of the comment letters. Complete letters are

available at the Tonopah Resource Area office.

Each issue in the comment letter identified for

response has been assigned a number in the

left margin. The response to each issue, with

corresponding number, follows in the response

section of this Chapter. In addition, eight other

letters were received after the close of the

comment period. Comments in these letters

were considered, however, they were not

reproduced in this document.

On December 9, 1993 a letter was sent to

each timely respondent acknowledging receipt

of their comment letter. This particular letter

informed the respondent how the comments
would be evaluated, and incorporated into the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

Formal consultation was conducted with the

US Fish and Wildlife Service in accordance with

the Endangered Species Act. The Biological

Opinion on Implementation of the Proposed

Plan is reproduced in Appendix 18.

This Proposed RMP/Final EIS is being

distributed to approximately 300 addresses,

including agencies, organizations, and political

entities. Copies of the complete mailing list,

including individuals, are on file at the Tonopah
Resource Area office. A number of requests

for copies of the Draft RMP/EIS were received

from the public and have been added to the

mailing list for distribution of the Proposed

RMP/Final EIS. The Draft Tonopah RMP/EIS
and Proposed RMP/Final EIS were made
available to the general public and the

following:

Congressional Delegations

Honorable James H. Bilbray

Honorable Richard H. Bryan

Honorable Harry Reid

Honorable Barbara Vucanovich

Federal Agencies

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Department of Agriculture

Forest Service

Soil Conservation Service

Department of Defense

TFWC/DA Nellis AFB
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Department of the Interior

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Bureau of Mines

Fish and Wildlife Service

Geological Survey

National Park Service

Office of Environmental Affairs

Environmental Protection Agency

State Agencies

Nevada Department of Wildlife

Nevada Department of Minerals

Nevada State Clearing House
Nevada Commission for the Preservation of

Wild Horses

Office of the Governor

Local Government

Beatty Town Board

City of Gabbs
Nye County Commissioners

Nye County Planning Department

Esmeralda County Commissioners

Tonopah Town Board

Native American Councils

Las Vegas Colony Council

Lovelock Tribal Council

Reno Sparks Indian Council

Shoshone Paiute Business Council

Summit Lake Paiute Council

Tribal Council of the Te-Moak Western

Shoshone Indians of Nevada
Washoe Tribal Council

Wells Indian Council

Yerington Tribal Council

Yomba Tribal Council

Public Libraries

Nye County Library

Round Mountain Public Library

Silver Peak Library

State of Nevada Library

University of Nevada Library, Las Vegas
University of Nevada Library, Reno
White Pine County Library

Interest Groups and Organizations

Animal Protection Institute of America

American Rivers

Audubon Society

Best in the Desert Racing Association

Central Nevada Historical Society

Desert Bighorn Council

High Desert Racing Association

Humane Equine Rescue and Development

Society

The Nature Conservancy

Natural Resources Defense Council

Nevada Cattlemen's Association

Nevada Council of Professional Archaeologists

Nevada Land Action Association

Nevada Mining Association

Nevada Miner's and Prospector's Association

Nevada Off-Highways Users Council

Nevada Outdoor Recreation Association

Nevada Sportsman and Outdoorsman
Association

Nevada State Rifle and Pistol Association

Nevada Trappers Association

Nevada Wildlife Federation

Nevada Wild Horse Commission
Sierra Club

U.S. Humane Society

Wilderness Impact Research Foundation

The Wilderness Society

Bureau of Land Management Offices

All Nevada BLM offices

Beatty Community Library

Clark County Library

Elko County Library

Esmeralda County Library

Gabbs Library

Lander County Library

Lincoln County Library

Manhattan Town Library

Mineral County Library
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Page

2
RMP/EIS

cont'd.

With

that

in

mind,

I

will

now

show

my

opposition

to

several

areas,

whereby

requesting

this

plan

be

remanded.

ODDOsition

to

time

allowed

for

public

comment.

This

above

mentioned

process

is

expected,

by

the

ELM,

to

provide

management

guidance

over

the

next

20

years.

The

BLM

allowed

three

and

one

half

(3^)

minutes

for

oral

comments

at

the

Tonopah

meeting

on

August

26,

1993,

and

only

90

days

for

written

comments

.

It

is

interesting

to

note

that

it

took

17

BLM

employees

(Table

6A)

from

February

1990,

or

before,

until

June

1993

to

prepare

the

above

mentioned

plan.

This

also

included

29

BLM

employees

that

reviewed

the

plan,

many

who

only

reviewed

specific

areas,

(Table

6B).

There

is

not

any

mention

of

Nye

County

help

in

preparing

or

reviewing

.

According

to

a

computer

program

that

Nye

County

performed

with

the

draft

plan,

it

is

written

at

a

14th

grade

level.

I

believe

that

a

land

use

plan

that

affects

each

and

every

person

in

Nye

County,

should

be

developed

and

written

so

the

average

person

can

easily

comprehend

the

material,

that

being

a

sixth

to

eighth

grade

level.

Opposition

to

a

Twenty

Year

Plan

In

1989,

ELM

did

an

evaluation

of

the

1981

Tonopah

MFP

and

the

1986

Esmeralca-Southern

Nye

RMP.

"It

became

evident

that

a

combination

of

expanding

resource

development

and

changes

in

management

direction

had

rendered

the

documents

inadaquate

for

long-term

management

guidance

of

many

resources."

(Page

1-1)

These

plans

of

less

than

ten

years

were

outdated

so

now

BLM

wants

a

twenty

year

plan?

The

only

benefit

I

see

in

a

twenty

year

plan

is

for

those

with

a

hidden

agenda.

A

five

year

plan

would

be

in

the

best

interest

of

the

public

welfare,

therefore,

that

is

what

I

recommend

.

Opposition

to

Resource

Area

not

cor.taininq

all

of

Nve

County

Currently,

Nye

County

has

to

work

with

four

BLM

Districts

and

six

BLM

resource

management

areas,

each

having

its

own

resource

management

plan.

Each

existing

plan

is

inconsistent

with

the

Nye

County

land

use

plan.

None

of

the

ELM

area

plans

were

coordinated

with

Nye

County

nor

has

BLM

taken

any

measures

to

resolve

any

conflict.

So

why

develop

another

plan

that

does

net

follow

43

CFR

1600

regulations.

Kith

the

limited

staff

in

Nye

County,

it

is

impossible

to

work

through

the

process

in

so

many

1

o>
to

CO
1

O)
<0

TO:

Eureau

of

Land

Management,

Tonopah

Resource

Area

Manager

DATE:

September

25,

1993

SUEJECT:

RMP

Comments

Sir:

a

Nye

County

Commissioner

representing

District.

One.

I

have

d

in

Smoky

Valley

my

entire

life

where

I

am

a

second

ration

rancher.

My

ranch

does

not

have

any

dependency

on

ic

lands

for

grazing,

nor

do

I

have

any

mining

claims

on

ic

lands

today.

Therefore,

I

have

no

conflicts

of

interest.

writing

only

as

a

commissioner,

and

those

views

may

or

may

be

those

of

the

Eoard

of

Nye

County

Commissioners.

ve

to

ask

that

this

RMP/EIS

be

remanded

for

redraft

because

he

statement

the

BLM

Area

Manager

made

to

the

Nye

County

issioners

after

all

the

public

hearings

were

held.

Ke

Kt-cri

that.

''(int.

nf

rhp

four

public

hearings,

not

one

cerson

ified

in

support

of

the

3LM

Preferred

Alternative."

This

e

justifies

a

remand

for

redraft.

requesting

that

the

Tcncpah

Rescurce

Management

Plan

and

ronmental

Impact

Statement

be

remanded

and

redrafted

in

a

erative

effort

with

Nye

County

Commissioners

as

required

by

ral

Regulations.

not

going

to

comment

on

specific

items,

but

will

comment

on

overall

document

and

will

bring

out

the

justification

to

have

emanded.

I

will

reserve,

as

a

county

commissioner,

the

right

ubmit

additional

comments

after

October

1,

1993.

plan

lacks

in

describing

affected

environments

of

water

and

ic

access,

both

being

very

essential

to

human

survival

in

rt

environment.

The

plan

also

lacks

in

describing

the

cts

this

plan

will

have

on

private

property

rights.

The

ence

is

clear,

that

the

new

management

plan

wants

to

seize

rol

over

water

rights,

access

and

range

improvements.

These

in

fact

property

rights

recognized

by

Nye

County

and

I

intend

o

everything

possible

to

protect

these

rights.

EIS

does

not

mention

any

inconsistencies

the

ELM

plan

has

the

Nye

County

land

use

plan,

as

required

by

law.

Nye

ty

was

not

given

a

review

time

to

notify

BLM

of

the

nsistencies

so

the

ELM

could

incorporate

them

into

the

EIS.

very

supportive

of

a

coordinated

land

use

planning

effort

lvinq

the

ELM

and

Nve

Countv

en

Federal

lands

that

have

been

d

to

the

United

States

by

the

Nevada

State

Legislature.

Eut

ublic

lands

that

Nevada

owns,

Nye

County

should

be

onsible

for

their

management.

TY
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RMP/EIS

cont'd.

Committee

for

the

Study

of

Jurisdiction

over

Federal

Areas

within

the

States,

dated

April

1956,

and

submitted

to

Attorney

Herbert

Brownell,

Jr.

and

transmitted

to

President

Eisenhower.

"It

is

a

well

settled

matter

of

law

that

on

those

lands

held

by

the

federal

government

pursuant

to

Article

1,

Section

8,

Clause.

17,

of

the

U.S.

Constitution,

the

United

States

has

the

undisputed

power

to

exercise

both

jurisdiction

and

authority.

It

is

equally

clear

that

on

those

lands

held

by

the

federal

government

..

.where

the

state

has

not

yielded

: QJ

01 u
44 O
ra in p
44 in -H
in in 14

XI XJ *4

x • o
p .J

* H«
C 3

E MM
0) m 10

>, "J QJ

44 O M

O m X

3 • >*

X) 3 4)

<T E
C 0)

O - OJ

H C 14

*4 ro Di
O di ra

O 10)
in x.

u >
3 in

-i OJ 01

0) 10

>, a u
4J ,j in

C -H
di in xj

11 14 "
0) M T
O O M

X
oi

X
a 4.

U /i

XJ >

01 c

44 C

o xj
M Q)

O «

0) M
X 0,
P o

O D.

h r.

c
O 01

in 4J

H
E 44

XJ
ra OJ

0J XI

respective

territories.

(Sec.

4

of

the

Nevaaa

Admission

Act

[1864],

found

in

Volume

29

of

the

Nevada

Revised

Statutes,

contains

such

a

provision).

It

states

that

such

an

agreement,

in

combination

with

the

Property

Clause

of

the

U.

S.

Constitution

(Art.

4,

Section

3,

Clause

2)

which

reads

that

Congress

is

given

the

power

to

make

all

needful

rules

and

regulations

respecting

the

territory

or

other

property

belonging

to

the

United

States,

results

merely

in

the

federal

government

having

the

right

to

pass

1)

>

i:

c

e
o

c
10

04

01
c

a

their

sale.

Dred

Scott

v.

Stanford,

60

U.

S.

(19

How.)

393,

15

L.

Ed.

691

(1856),

said

Court

discussed

the

reasons

for

insertion

of

the

Property

Clause

in

the

Constitution.

The

federal

government

was

to

be

one

of

carefully

limited

powers,

and

it

had

no

grant

of

authority

to

receive

and

administer

the

unappropriated

lands

and

other

properties,

such

as

military

equipment

and

supplies,

which

the

thirteen

original

sovereign

states

wished

to

cede

to

it

for

the

common

good.

The

raising

of

money

to

pay

the

public

debt

by

selling

the

lands

was

the

main

object

of

the

cessions.

The

Property

Clause

provided

the

United

States

government

with

the

power

to

take

possession

of

the

properties

and

protect

them,

so

that

they

could

be

disposed

of

in

an

orderly

fashion.

"It

applies

only

to

the

property

which

the

States

held

in

common

at

that

time,

and

has

no

reference

whatever

to

any

territory

or

other

property

which

the

new

sovereignty

might

afterwards

itself

acquire.

"

United

States

v.

Gratiot,

39

U.S.

(14

Pet.)

526,

10

L.

Ed.

573

(1840),

which

declares

that

the

limitations

on

what

the

federal

government

can

do

with

its

property,

by

reason

of

the

origin

of

the

Property

Clause,

apply

only

to

lands

within

the

original

thirteen

states;

there

are

no

such

limitation

on

territory

subsequently

acquired

by

the

federal

government

by

treaty

or

Page

5
RMP/EIS

cont'd.

I
being

UNSAT.

It

is

hard

for

me

to

believe

that

third

and

fourth

generation

ranchers

out

there

are

such

bad

managers

that

their

ranges

are

in

unsatisfactory

condition.

All

this

indicates

to

me

i
<s

thp.t.

the

BLM

is

not

doina

its

i
ob

as

Dublic

land

use

01

0)

&

c

XJ

Dl

E

C

0)

XI

X.

J

0)

H

D

C
rd

E

1940's

in

this

county

and

if

in

over

40

years

conditions

are

unsatisfactory,

then

we

need

a

change

in

management.

We

need

management

that

is

responsive

to

the

people

of

Nye

County

and

that

can

only

be

the

Nye

County

Commissioners.

Therefore,

I

again

request

the

plan

be

remanded.

ODDOsition

to

document

not

having

a

complete

analysis

of

the

c

o

u

(J

2

4.

F:

O

c

XI

e
c

The

livestock

and

mineral

industries

are

the

mainstay

to

the

economic

stability

of

Nye

County.

The

process

completely

ignored

the

economic

impacts

that

different

alternatives

have

on

Nye

County,

which

make

the

document

incomplete

and

must

be

remanded

to

be

redrafted.

Obiection

to

BLM

not

following

federal

regulation,

Memoradun

of

o

:

The

BLM

did

not

follow

federal

regulations.

INye
County

does

have

a

land

use

plan,

dated

4/3/85,

(end.)

did

notify

the

BLM,

by

letter,

dated

2/5/92,

(end.)

of

the

county's

desire

to

participate

in

land

use

planning

and

has

a

signed

Memorandum

of

Understanding,

dated

8/13/81,

(end.)

with

the

BLM.

BLM

did

not

coordinate

with

Nye

County

in

the

process

and

this

necessitates

the

plan

be

remanded

and

the

process

started

over

with

Nye

County

having

voice

in

our

destiny.

Obiection

to

BLM's

assumption

that

they

have

jurisdiction

on

o
a

c

Tl
'•

I

asked

the

area

manager

in

a

Nye

County

Commission

meeting

to

provide

me

the

documentation

that

provides

the

federal

ownership

of

the

land.

I

have

not

received

an

answer

to

my

question.

My

research

and

knowledge

of

this

subject

raises

the

question

as

to

why

Nye

County

is

not

managing

the

public

lands

within

its

borders.

The

tenth

amendment

to

the

Constitution

states

that

"Powers

not

delegated

to

the

United

States

by

the

Constitution

nor

provided

by

it

to

the

states,

are

reserved

to

the

states

respectively,

or

to

the

people."

I

testified

before

the

Nevada

Assembly

Judiciary

Committee

on

March

25,

1993,

from

the

report

of

the

Interdepartmental
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RESPONSES TO RMP PUBLIC COMMENT

This section provides BLM's response to the public comment letters received post marked by the close

of the public comment period which ended on October 1 , 1 993. Response is provided to substantive

comment statements which were concerned with facts or analysis, or commented on issues discussed

in the Draft RMP/EIS. A response was not developed for every letter, therefore, gaps in the letter

numbering sequence do exist.

LETTER 1 - BLM, CARSON CITY DISTRICT, WALKER RESOURCE AREA

1-1 The right-of-way corridor adjacent to Nevada State Highway 6 was identified in the

Esmeralda-Southern Nye RMP Record of Decision, 1986. The corridor is also identified

in the Western Regional Corridor Study. Industry indicated a need for the corridor

during preparation of the Draft RMP/EIS.

1-2 Map 16 in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS (formerly Map 20 in the Draft RMP/EIS) has

been modified as suggested.

1-3 Map 16 in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS (formerly Map 20 in the Draft RMP/EIS) has

been modified as suggested.

LETTER 2 - DONALD L. WOLBERG

2-1 In accordance with 40 CFR 1502.15 the description of the affected environment

should be no longer than is necessary to understand the effects of the alternatives.

2-2 An expanded discussion of known paleontological resources in the Tonopah Resource

Area is presented in Chapter 3. In addition, as stated in the Proposed RMP the existing

Class I paleontological survey of the Resource Area will be updated.

2-3 An assessment of the significance of paleontological resources in the Resource Area,

and recommendations for managing those resources is the intended outcome of a Class

I survey.

LETTER 3 - RUBY LINGELBACH

3-1 See response to 2-2.

LETTER 4 - DAN LINGELBACH

4-1 Paleontological resources in the Resource Area are managed in accordance with the

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Collection of common invertebrate fossils and

petrified wood may be undertaken without a permit pursuant to 43 CFR 3622 and

8365.1, and petrified wood may be sold. Petrified wood sales are conducted under

the provisions of the Material Sales Act and 43 CFR 3610. Vertebrate fossils may only

be collected under permit, and these permits are only issued to bona fide scientific

researchers and institutions. The collection of vertebrate fossils without a permit, or



the collection of any fossil, except petrified wood, for commercial purposes,

constitutes unauthorized use and violations are dealt with under the appropriate

statutes.

4-2 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS makes no designations which would limit collection by

rockhounds.

LETTER 6 - RICHARD C. DAVIS

6-1 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS modified the Preferred Alternative in the Draft RMP/EIS
relating to the closure of portions of the Resource Area to OHVs. Those areas

identified as "Closed" are changed to "Limited to Existing Roads and Trails". In these

areas there will be no restriction on acceptable mineral exploration or development

activity conducted under a mining notice or plan of operation, including OHV use

necessary and reasonably incident to that activity.

A short section of road in Railroad Valley known as the Gravel Bar Road is the only

road designated as closed in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

6-2 Error noted. Class 5 on Map 31 in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been revised to

read "Competitive Events Limited to Roads, Trails, and Washes."

6-3

6-4

See response to 6-1

See response to 6-1

LETTER 7 - MAKOIL INC.

7-1 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS were prepared in accordance with 43 CFR 1601.0-6

which states "wherever possible, the proposed plan and related environmental impact

statement shall be published in a single document."

7-2

7-3

Makoil Inc. is on the mailing list and was sent an invitation to participate in the scoping

process for the Tonopah RMP on February 13, 1990.

Economic impacts of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS are stated in Chapter 4. The RMP
will be implemented as funds become available.

7-4 Valid existing rights would be recognized subject to existing lease stipulations.

Development of valid existing rights will be continued.

7-5 No Surface Occupancy (NSO) restrictions are primarily applied where surface

development would have adverse impacts to important wildlife resource values, not

cultural values.

7-6 Valid existing rights attending existing leases will be recognized. Restrictions would
apply to new leases and existing unleased areas.

Access roads necessary for exploration and development of leased areas will be

allowed, however, certain areas are designated as "limited" where seasonal restrictions
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do apply. The Railroad Valley ACEC will be limited to existing roads and trails.

7-7 See response to 7-4.

7-8 The NSO areas contain wetlands which support a resident and migratory waterfowl

population and the federally listed threatened Railroad Valley Springfish. Trap Springs

is not part of the 3480 acres being considered for NSO, and has not been designated

as habitat for threatened or endangered species.

7-9 The Trap Springs site complex (CrNV 61-220) is eligible for inclusion in the National

Register as a district. Cultural materials found in the area are examined on an

individual basis to determine if they are contributing or non-contributing elements to

the district.

7-10 Direction for this policy is found in the National Historic Preservation Act (as amended,

1992), Section 110(a) (2) (B).

7-1

1

In accordance with 43 CFR 1610.5-5 an amendment shall be initiated by the need to

consider monitoring and evaluation findings, new data, new or revised policy, a change

in circumstances or a proposed action that may result in a change in the scope of

resource uses or a change in the terms, conditions and decisions of the approved plan.

7-12 Public participation in the RMP process followed procedures outlined in 43 CFR 1600.

Procedures for protesting the Proposed RMP/Final EIS are described in this document.
In addition, opportunity for protest and/or appeal is also available as the decisions are

implemented.

7-13 No existing mineral material resources in the Trap Spring Field are adversely affected

under Determinations identified in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

7-14 See response to 7-3.

7-1 5 Information on implementation is included under the section of the Proposed RMP/Final

EIS entitled "RMP Implementation, Monitoring, Evaluation and Maintenance."

7-16 No NSO restrictions apply to the Trap Spring/Gravel Bar areas. The 3,480 acres of

NSO refers to the Railroad Valley ACEC which protects important wildlife resource

values.

7-1 7 See response to 7-1 2.

LETTER 8 - NORA

8-1 The BLM's wilderness inventory finding for WSA status for Lone Mountain, Unit

Number NV-050-0317, and the decision on wilderness study area designation, was
published in the Wilderness Study Area Decisions Report (November, 1 980). The final

decision was to drop 38,239 acres from further wilderness consideration and zero

acres were designated as WSA.

8-2 The NORA Big Book does not provide quantifiable data upon which to base

management decisions and was therefore not used.
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8-3 Public lands containing aquatic habitat in the Amargosa-Oasis drainage are part of the

proposed Amargosa-Oasis ACEC. Cyprinodon nevadensis is not known to occur in the

Resource Area.

8-4 All acres for disposal must be identified in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. In addition, all

disposals must meet the criteria identified in FLPMA (see Standard Operating

Procedures section), and are subject to an environmental analysis as required by NEPA.

8-5 Approximately 1 4,000 acres at Crescent Dunes were examined for ACEC potential and

did not meet the criteria for importance as described in BLM Manual 1613.

8-6 Approximately 9,600 acres in the area known as Big Moly were examined for ACEC
potential and did not meet the criteria for relevance, or importance as described in BLM
Manual 1613.

8-7 Approximately 2,500 acres in Brickyard Canyon were examined for ACEC potential and

did not meet the criteria for importance.

8-8 Approximately 4,800 acres known as the Monocline-Crater were examined for ACEC
potential. Monocline-Crater did not meet the criteria for relevance, or importance.

8-9 The "Fish Lake Valley Badlands" aka The Sump was not nominated for ACEC
consideration, and do not meet the criteria for ACEC nomination.

8-1 Approximately 9,900 acres of the "Goldfield Joshua Forest" were considered for ACEC
potential and did not meet the criteria for relevance, or importance.

8-1

1

Three-mile wide corridors allow for sufficient latitude so that the specific right-of-way

location can be modified to protect cultural, wildlife, visual, or other resource values

within the corridors. All rights-of-way will be no wider than necessary for the intended

purpose, and will include appropriate NEPA review.

8-12 Twenty acres surrounding the Moores Station Petroglyphs were recommended for a

potential ACEC and did not meet the criteria for importance.

8-13 Desert Tortoise habitat was not recommended for ACEC designation. Actions in

tortoise habitats are regulated in activity plans such as allotment evaluations, multiple

use decisions, and plans of operation, following guidelines as provided in the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service Biological Opinion dated August 14, 1991.

8-14 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS provides for a balanced approach to management of OH

V

use in the Tonopah Resource Area.

LETTER 9 - AL DRAYTON

9-1 See response to 7-3.

9-2 A No Surface Occupancy (NSO) stipulation has been applied to protect important

resource values. Under the previous land-use plan the Railroad Valley area 3,960 acres

had a NSO stipulation to protect wetlands and riparian values. In the Proposed RMP
the acreage protected by a NSO in Railroad Valley is reduced to 3,480 acres.
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9-3 The property at Lockes Ranch was identified for acquisition only if the owner is willing,

and if the acquisition is economically feasible. Portions of the property contain habitat

for the Railroad Valley springfish, a listed threatened species, which the BLM is

managing for on adjacent public lands, as well as important riparian habitat.

9-4 On the larger tracts identified for leasing with a NSO directional drilling would likely

be infeasible. Although more costly, directional drilling on smaller tracts can be used.

9-5 Comments received during the public review period on the Draft RMP/EIS have been

used to develop the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. Instructions on protesting are contained

in the cover letter to this document.

LETTER 10 - JAMIE A. DRAYTON

10-1 See the response to comment 7-4 and 7-6.

1 0-2 An economic analysis of implementing the four alternatives in the Draft RMP/EIS or the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS was not prepared, however, impacts to economic conditions

were discussed in Chapter 4. As stated, the assumption was made that adequate

funding and manpower would be available to implement any of the alternatives

presented in the Draft RMP/EIS. Implementation of some determinations will begin

immediately upon approval of the RMP. An implementation schedule will be developed

for the remaining determinations. This schedule will give a basis for short-term and

long-term budget requests.

LETTER 12 - DARRELL HARTING

12-1 Errors noted. The Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been edited. An Errata section has

been provided in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS to identify errors discovered in the Draft

RMP/EIS.

1 2-2 Due to the large acreage covered by the Proposed RMP, it was not possible to provide

detailed maps in the document. The maps provided are only intended to give a broad

depiction of the information being presented. This is particularly true in the case of

land ownership where identification of small parcels of land is impossible to portray at

the scale of the maps which are used. The identification of individual parcels is best

accomplished using the Master Title Plats available at the Tonopah Resource Area

Office.

LETTER 13 - RICHARD GRAEME

13-1 Designation of the Rhyolite ACEC will increase the cost of notice level exploration in

the ACEC. The impact on cost and permitting time for development of claims near the

ACEC would depend on the nature of the proposed development. The Proposed

RMP/Final EIS weighs the relative resource values, and encourages mineral

development with the least restriction possible consistent with the protection of the

cultural resource values of the Rhyolite area.



LETTER 14 - SARAH LOCKE

14-1 The Railroad Valley springfish was listed as a threatened species by the Fish and

Wildlife Service in the Federal Register Notice of March 31,1 986. The BLM is required

to determine appropriate conservation measures to improve habitat conditions, resolve

resource conflicts and identify habitat improvements or expansion efforts required to

downlist or delist a species under the Endangered Species Act.

See response to 9-3.

14-2 Critical habitat is identified at North Spring and Reynolds Spring on public land near

Lockes Ranch, and at Hay Corral and Big Spring on private land near Lockes Ranch.

Two springs in the Duckwater area (outside of the Tonopah Resource Area) also have

been identified as critical habitat.

LETTER 20 - AL DRAYTON

20-1

20-2

See response to 14-1.

The situation is vastly more complex than presented in the comment. Data derived

from surface and subsurface contexts, and sophisticated laboratory analyses are

needed to "tell the story." Numerous project specific surveys have been performed of

oil pads and access roads in the Trap Springs field, but nothing is known regarding

cultural materials that may be present in intervening locations. Existing surface data

will be compiled and analyzed when funding is made available for this task, but a

comprehensive survey of the existing and projected extent of the Trap Springs oil field

must be performed before reliable conclusions can be drawn concerning the kinds of

artifacts, hearths, and other cultural features present, their density, how they are

distributed across the landscape, etc. When the comprehensive survey has been

completed, a structured data recovery program can be developed to collect samples

from hearths, structures, and surrounding living areas. These samples will provide

information regarding when sites in the Trap Springs area were occupied, what kinds

of resources were being used by the occupants, how resource use may have changed

through time, etc., all important elements of "the story" that can not be addressed

with surface data alone. Preparation of cultural resource management and data

recovery plans for the Trap Springs archaeological district will facilitate, rather than

hamper, oil and gas development.

LETTER 25 - KARI COUGHLIN, FRIENDS OF RHYOLITE

25-1 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been amended to identify approximately 1 60 acres of

adjacent private lands (T.12 S. R.46 E., Sec. 9, SE 1/4) for acquisition based on an

exchange, purchase from a willing seller or by donation. In addition, the withdrawal

has been increased from 61 acres to 1 26 acres. The Rhyolite ACEC/SRMA will include

all of the withdrawn area as well as those areas identified for acquisition, for a total

of 425 acres.

25-2 It is not necessary to have a RMP determination to establish a rails to trails bike path.

The BLM could be a participant if such a project is determined to be feasible.
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LETTER 30 - MIDGE ONDES

30-1 See response to 25-1

30-2 It is not necessary to include such a designation in the RMP to consider a Rhyolite

scenic or backcountry byway at sometime in the future.

LETTER 32 -NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

32-1 Area north of Test Site Boundary is identified for agricultural development in Proposed

RMP/Final EIS.

LETTER 38 - NEVADA TRAPPERS ASSOCIATION

38-1 No specific management for furbearers is proposed in the Proposed RMP.

38-2 As shown in the Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) section, access to public lands

is considered prior to any land disposal.

38-3 As listed in the SOP, seasonal restrictions apply specifically to fluid mineral leasing,

non-energy mineral leasing, mineral material sales, geophysical prospecting, right-of-

way construction, off-highway vehicle events, construction of range improvements,

activities authorized under the Recreation and Public Purposes Act, and vegetation

sales.

LETTER 40 - RAYMOND HAROLD KANSAS

40-1 See response to 2-2 and 2-3.

LETTER 42 - JOE FALLINI

42-1

42-2

42-3

42-4

A comparisons of the Proposed RMP with the Nye County Land Use Plan (1985) is

.shown in Appendix 15.

Planning documents such as a RMP are not subject to E.O. 12630.

Table 3 D in the Draft RMP accurately showed census data collected by the BLM for

the dates shown. This Table was removed from the Proposed RMP/Final EIS since it

only displayed information for 5 different years. Complete census information is

available at the Tonopah Resource Area Office.

Appendix 5 has been amended to include reference to the Tonopah Grazing EIS (1 980)
in which the range improvement projects were originally proposed. A general listing

of proposed improvements by allotment is provided in Appendix 5 in order to provide

a full scope of potential projects which may be installed over the next 20 years (life of

plan). A site-specific environmental assessment, including public comment, will be

conducted in the planning stage for each project prior to construction.



42-5 Error noted. Appendix 6 and 7 have been amended to reflect "Current Stocking

Levels" and "Interim Herd Sizes". Text has also been corrected.

42-6 The allotment categorization process includes range condition as one of the factors

considered. The range condition of the Reveille Allotment is shown as unsatisfactory

in Appendix 8 based on an ecological status inventory. Ecological status is determined

by comparing the current production and percent species composition with that the site

could support based on the potential of each ecological site. Of the classified acres in

the Reveille Allotment; 2% is in Potential Natural Community (PNC), 64% is in late

serai, 33% is in mid serai, and 1% is in early serai. Although the majority of the

Reveille Allotment is in PNC and late serai, these areas are mostly low potential

ecological sites which produce very little forage in late serai or PNC status. The mid

and early serai stage areas are generally ecological sites with potential to produce very

palatable and productive forage. The Reveille Allotment is considered in unsatisfactory

condition until these mid and early serai stage ecological sites improve.

LETTER 43 - JOE FALLINI AND BEN COLVIN

43-1 Order 3 soil surveys have been completed for much of the Tonopah Resource Area.

This information is collected and published and available from the Soil Conservation

Service.

Also see response to 2-1

.

43-2 Area A in Watershed 18 on Map 3 in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS was reevaluated

based on further review and subsequently removed from the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

43-3 The area assigned as category A in the north end of Watershed 1 2 on Map 3 in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS was reevaluated based on further review and subsequently

revised in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS to changed to a B category.

43-4 This area supports both Wyoming Big Sagebrush and Black Sagebrush ecological sites.

Both ecological sites are suitable for seedings.

43-4 After further review, categorization of this area was not changed.

43-4 After further review, no active erosion was found in this area and was dropped from

the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. Categorization of the area identified as A was not

changed.

43-7 Area referred to is not in the Stone Cabin Allotment.

43-8 Trend and ecological status have not been determined over the entire Tonopah
Resource Area, therefore, only general statements about ecological status are made.

43-9 Ecological status and big game habitat condition ratings are not comparable. The
ratings are based on different factors.

43-10 VRM maps are not included because they are not necessary in order to adequately

describe the affected environment.



43-11 BLM Manual 6630, Big Game Studies was used to evaluate habitat conditions.

Ecological status and big game studies condition ratings are not comparable.

43-12 Most good and excellent deer habitat occurs in the northern portion of the Resource

Area. Livestock grazing is not prohibited on all mule deer winter ranges.

43-13 Error noted. All references to the Spring-Loving Centaury have been deleted in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

43-1 4 The representation of desert tortoise habitat is correct. Critical habitat was designated

by U.S Fish and Wildlife Service on February 8 1994. The Non-intensive Category III

habitat in the Resource Area was not designated as "critical" by the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service. Livestock are authorized to graze throughout desert tortoise habitat

in the Tonopah Resource Area. The statement on page 3-5 of the Draft RMP/EIS has

been amended in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS to reflect that direct impacts from

livestock may affect tortoise.

43-1 5 Information regarding the occurrence of sensitive species in individual allotments may
be obtained from the BLM Tonopah Resource Area office, or the Nevada Natural

Heritage Program.

43-16 As defined in the Glossary, riparian areas have vegetation or physical characteristics

reflective of permanent water influence. Riparian areas do not require the presence of

a perennial surface water source.

The presence of brook and rainbow trout in the portion of Clear Creek is unconfirmed.

Table 3 C has been amended to reflect actual and unconfirmed fish occurrence.

43-17 The source for Appendix 12 is BLM Manual 8320 and is intended to define the

different types of existing or potential recreation opportunities. The term "primitive"

as used in the context of Appendix 1 2 refers only to the opportunity class as defined

in the ROS. Primitive, as defined in 43 CFR 8352.0-5 (b) refers specifically to

established recreation areas.

Off-highway vehicle restrictions have been revised in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS (see

Maps 30 and 31).

See also response to 6-1

.

43-18 Error noted. Sentence has been deleted from the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

43-1 9 Error noted. Federal ownership amounts to 93 percent of the land within Nye County.

43-20 While there are many factors involved in the "market value" of grazing on public land

versus private lease rates (including proximity and access), "The permit value is the

result of permittee capitalization of the difference between the fee paid for grazing on

public lands and the market rental value of the grazing over time." See, Grazing Fee

Review and Evaluation, A Report From The Secretary ofAgriculture and The Secretary

of The Interior, dated February, 1 986.

If the cost for grazing on public lands far exceeded private lease rates, the market

equalizing mechanisms of supply and demand would bid up the cost of private lease



rates until parity was achieved.

The estimate of $5.25 net ranch income per AUM is a BLM estimate based on typical

operating ranch budgets. It is calculated by deducting estimated cash costs and

depreciation from estimated sales (gross income). It does not include costs to service

long-term debt on land and capital (which are highly variable from ranch to ranch). Nor

does it include an estimate for income (or wages) to family labor. Were such

considerations to be included, many operations would, of course, reflect a negative net

income.

43-21 Error noted. Text and maps have been modified to include all known bighorn sheep

habitat areas.

43-22 See response to 42-5.

43-23 The Glossary has been amended to include definitions of short and long term

monitoring as defined in the Nevada Rangeland Handbook.

43-24 Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been amended to include Tonopah Grazing EIS as a source

of information for the proposed range improvement projects.

Also see response to 42-4.

Experimental Stewardship Plans did not amend the Tonopah MFP or Tonopah Grazing

EIS. Experimental Stewardship was a tool intended to assist in meeting land use plan

objectives by allowing greater involvement of the permittees in the management of

allotments.

43-25 The Esmeralda MFP (1976) was replaced and superseded by the Esmeralda-Southern

Nye RMP approved in 1 986. The Record of Decision for the Esmeralda-Southern Nye
RMP identified 10 Herd Management Areas and established the initial wild horse and

burro populations for each. This decision was brought forward into the Tonopah Draft

RMP/EIS and Proposed RMP/Final EIS. Any subsequent modification to decision will

be accomplished through the monitoring and evaluation process.

43-26 See response to 42-5.

43-27 This paragraph was not intended to be a literal quote from CFR, however, it is in

conformance with the 43 CFR 41 10.3-2(b).

43-28 See responses to 43-3, 43-4, and 43-7.

43-29 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS combines the Vegetation Objective identified in Alternative

1 and 3 of the Draft RMP/EIS.

43-30 BLM Supplemental Program Guidance for Environmental Resources 1621 .41 A, requires

VRM and related resources be included in every RMP. This is consistent with the

Planning Process Overview section in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

43-31 BLM Manual 6630, Big Game Studies provides guidance on rating habitat in good, fair

and poor classes. More recent BLM draft guidelines include a rating of excellent.

Therefore, good or better is used to accommodate anticipated future formal changes
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in the rating guidelines.

43-32 The definition of Proper Functioning Condition in the Glossary has been changed to

match the current BLM definition.

43-33 See response to 43-16.

43-34 See response to 43-1 6.

43-35 Clear Creek has been found to be flowing in all years that it was surveyed. It is

considered perennial on BLM lands between the USFS lands and the private lands

(Clear Creek Ranch).

43-36 Allotment categorization was determined using the rating criteria and procedure as

prescribed in BLM Supplemental Program Guidance 1622.31 d. A interdisciplinary

team of BLM resource specialists were involved in the process. The team analyzed five

different factors which were evaluated in assigning the allotment category.

The first parameter evaluated was Range Condition . The three subcategories used

were: 1) Satisfactory, 2) Unsatisfactory, and 3) Not a factor (either undefined or

unclassified). The assessment of range condition was based on ecological status

where information was available. Condition was considered unsatisfactory if the most

productive sites in an allotment were in mid or early serai stage. Range condition was
undetermined on allotments without ecological status. The second parameter

evaluated was Forage Production Potential . Three subcategories assessed were: 1

)

Moderate to high potential, present production near potential (High), 2) Moderate to

high potential, present production low to moderate (Medium), and 3) Low potential,

present potential is near potential (Low). The third parameter was Resource Use
Conflicts . The subcategories were: 1 ) No serious conflicts or controversy, 2) Serious

conflicts or controversy exist, and 3) Limited conflicts or controversy may exist.

Resource use conflicts were high if serious conflicts existed such as wild horse habitat

or critical wildlife habitat were present in the allotment. The fourth parameter, Present

Management, was determined by evaluating the results of the recent animal grazing.

The fifth factor, Economic Returns , was determined evaluating the rangeland potential

and ranching operations potential to be successful and profitable businesses. After the

interdisciplinary team evaluated all five factors for each allotment, a management
category of either Maintain (M), Improve (I), or Custodial (C) was assigned.

The majority of the Reveille, Stone Cabin, Wagon Johnnie allotments are in late serai

and Potential Natural Community (PNC) ecological status. However, the late serai and

PNC areas are mostly associated with low potential ecological sites with low potential

for forage production in late serai or PNC. The mid and early serai stage areas in the

Reveille, Stone Cabin and Wagon Johnnie allotments correspond to ecological sites

with potential to produce very palatable and productive forage. Because the early and
mid serai areas are not producing at their potential, these allotments were determined

by the interdisciplinary team to be in unsatisfactory condition. This classification will

be revised as these sites improve.

In preparation of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS, Appendix 8 was noted as containing

several errors, and appropriate corrections have been made.

43-37 See response to 43-36.
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43-38 Allotment recategorization is specified in BLM Manual 1622.31 d, Supplemental

Program Guidance and was determined by BLM to be appropriate for this RMP.

43-39 See response to 43-35.

43-40 With regard to mineral entry, lands returned by Congress from WSA status will be open

to mineral entry under 43 CFR 3809 regulations and managed for multiple use as

defined by FLPMA.

43-41 See response to 6-1

.

LETTER 45 - BEN COLVIN

45-1 See response to 43-25.

45-2 See response to 43-25.

45-3 See response to 43-25.

45-4 See response to 43-25

LETTER 47 - MINING REMEDIAL RECOVERY COMPANY

47-1

47-2

The ACEC designation for Rhyolite is needed in order to ensure the preservation and

enhancement of fragile and unique resources. All restrictions are subject to valid

existing rights for mining.

The number of operations that will be adversely affected is clearly identified in Chapter

4. The degree to which these impacts may affect the operating economies of the

individual operations is not known. Certainly, limiting factors would be imposed.

However, by and large, the public lands in the Resource Area will remain open to

unrestricted mineral development. The potential effects of the RMP proposals upon
mineral operations are not seen as sufficient, in themselves, to suggest any expansion

or contraction of the mining industry's contribution to the local income or employment.

The analysis which resulted in the determination of no significant impacts is based on

an evaluation of potential changes that might be induced by prescriptions of the RMP,
as compared to the current existing situation. Some of the proposals serve to enhance

the potential for mineral exploration and development; some others impose restrictions

which, on balance, are moderate and reasonable, and consistent with BLM's
responsibilities under the law.

LETTER 48 - JIM PRICE

48-1 See response to 25-2.



LETTER 49 - NEVADA DIVISION OF STATE LANDS

49-1 Lands not identified for disposal in the RMP may be available for lease under the

Recreation & Public Purposes (R&PP) Act only if analyzed in a plan amendment. The
R&PP lease can include an option to purchase upon approval of an amendment to the

RMP. Refer to the Standard Operating Procedures section for Lands.

49-2 It is the BLM's policy to use exchanges as the preferred method of acquisition. In

addition, the BLM will consider Conservation Easements and Management Agreements

as a means of achieving its management objectives.

49-3 The Department of Energy and Department of Air Force withdrew their request to the

Bureau of Land Management to exclude the 4,840 acres north of the Tonopah Test

Range from agriculture entry. Therefore, the Proposed RMP has been revised to allow

disposal of the 4,840 acres agricultural activity.

49-4 All lands under application through the Carey Act are identified in the Proposed

RMP/Final EIS for disposal.

LETTER 50 - PERMITS WEST

50-1 The scenic quality within 1 .5 miles of the 5 identified highways is to be managed as

VRM Class III (see Appendix 3).

50-2 New road construction in bighorn sheep habitat could be allowed subject to an

environmental review. Mountain top communication facilities are permitted, but new
access roads cannot be constructed for them.

50-3 Withdrawal is necessary to adequately protect bighorn sheep lambing grounds. For

desert tortoise no "blanket ban" on roads is proposed. Non-Intensive Category III

desert tortoise habitat will be managed by limiting vehicle use to existing roads and

trails. Where new road construction is discretionary, no new roads will be constructed

in those washes in which there will be an adverse impact on the desert tortoise.

50-4 Error noted. Chapter 4 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS was corrected to read "...

mostly playas with seasonal values as wildlife habitat ...".

50-5 In order to protect cultural values, the complexes will be restricted to existing roads

and trails. A comprehensive cultural resources management plan will be developed for

the Gravel Bar site in consultation with the SHPO and the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation. If all parties agree, this plan could contain provisions for road

construction and excavation of gravel pits following data recovery in areas of new
surface disturbance.

50-6 Cost will be considered along with other factors.

50-7 Site specific environmental analysis is necessary for each project to determine

compatibility. New road construction will be allowed where necessary and compatible

with the riparian values in the Railroad Valley ACEC.



50-8 No Surface Occupancy (NSO) restriction is required at Project Faultless which is the

site of a subsurface atomic test and withdrawn from most uses. NSO is also required

at Berlin which is being transferred to the State of Nevada under an R&PP sale

agreement as a State Park for the management and protection of paleoentologic and

historic resources. Berlin is in an area of unknown potential and no interest has been

expressed in drilling.

Restrictions could be waived if the identified resource values can be protected.

50-9 A determination is made by the BLM on a project by project basis as to whether or not

a cultural inventory is required. Cultural inventories are generally not required on

playas.

50-1 New or improved access results in increased visitation to previously inaccessible areas.

Sites in the vicinity of roads and trails are more likely to be vandalized or destroyed.

Site boundaries will not be marked as these can draw unwanted attention to the

resources. BLM staff will be used to monitor identified sites.

50-1

1

See response to 50-8.

50-12 Seasonal restrictions would not apply to production. Access for emergencies would

be reviewed on a case-by-case basis by BLM. Reclamation standards will be applied

on a case-by-case basis as determined by BLM.

50-13 See response to 50-8.

50-14 Recent laws and regulations have increased exploration and development costs.

Compliance with these laws and regulations is not a discretionary element to be

addressed in the RMP. The narrative did not state that, "... added costs and

restrictions do not discourage exploration." Resource and environmental protection on

the public lands of the United States is required by law. Such protections might

necessarily increase operating costs.

Based on observation of the level of minerals exploration and development activity on

the public lands within the State of Nevada, no evidence is available to indicate that

these additional costs have been sufficiently prohibitive to discourage exploration.

The areas referred to are those areas of the Public Lands of the United States where
the administration of minerals exploration and development activity is conducted by the

Bureau of Land Management, under the laws of the United States.

T & E surveys, archaeological surveys and clearances, EAs, EISs, RMPs are required

by law and regulation for all activities on public lands, as appropriate.

50-15 Cumulative impacts were determined by examining disturbances from existing fields

and projecting those impacts through modeling to fields anticipated in the Reasonably

Foreseeable Developments. The Proposed RMP/Final EIS does not regulate well

spacing.

Data presented in the RMP estimates the actual disturbance within a right-of-way

based on existing disturbances from pipelines. The figures presented do not reflect the

total width of the right-of-way itself.
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50-1 6 Methods used to recover archaeological data destroy the context of the materials. This

negative effect is somewhat offset by detailed recording methods employed by

archaeologists. It is not uncommon for cultural resources to be stabilized against

further deterioration from natural causes.

LETTER 51 - ROGER HOCKERSMITH

51-1 See response to 49-3.

LETTER 53 - PEER

53-1 See response 2-2.

LETTER 54 - KENNETH REIM

54-1 Maps 32 and 33 in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS (formerly Maps 53 and 54 in the Draft

RMP/EIS) reflect fluid mineral potential (oil and gas) potential only and do not reflect

solid leasable (salt etc.) potential. The terminology of high, moderate and low potential

was used to simplify the RMP to make it more understandable for the general public.

54-2 Error noted. Map 33 (formerly Map 54) has been corrected to show the change in

potential.

54-3 See response to 54-1 and 54-2.

54-4 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS does not identify this specific area's potential, since it is

under the jurisdiction of the USFS.

54-5 See response to 54-1

.

54-6 Geothermal data was taken from Hoops, Richard 1990, which is included in the

References Cited.

54-7 See response to 54-1

.

Locatable mineral potential was determined using staff expertise and the references

cited. Mineral potential areas were drawn without regard to artificial boundaries.

Maps 36 and 37 (formerly Maps 61 and 62 in Draft RMP/EIS) have been checked to

verify this information.

54-8 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS addresses management of BLM administered lands and as

such does not include USFS lands in most analyses.

54-9 Employment and earnings data from mining is included in the text of Chapter 3. The

intent of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS is not to develop a listing of past mineral

production; such data is available from the References Cited.
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54-10 Current data for employment and earnings was used at time the Draft RMP/EIS was
prepared and is considered adequate for the intent of the Proposed RMP.

Earnings and employment figures depicted in Tables 3 M and 3 N accurately describe

the direct income and employment associated with the major industrial classifications.

The data is derived from the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Regional Economic Information

System, which utilizes raw data reported by the Nevada Dept. of Employment Security.

All industries, of course, have income and employment multipliers associated with their

direct income and employment. While the multiplier for the mineral industry is one of

the larger ones, it does not necessarily reflect that industry's contributions to a local

area, or even a region as large as a state. Much of the materials and equipment

required by mineral operations, and the employment associated with those materials

and equipment, and even some of the necessary contract employment, is often

obtained from outside a local community, or from specialized industrial suppliers in

other states.

Often, a large portion of mineral workers' salaries is sent to families or dependents in

other communities or states; or saved by workers temporarily located from other areas,

for large purchases when they return home. Thus the multiplier effect of those income

and employment dollars is "exported" to other areas. Therefore to suggest that the

entire multiplier effect of a local minerals operation benefits the local community would

be grossly overstating the case.

LETTER 55 - PEARSON AND SHAW

55-1 The public participation process followed in order to receive public comment is

consistent with FLPMA, BLM policy, 43 CFR 1600 and the BLM/Nye County MOU.

55-2 See response to 55-1

.

55-3 See response to 42-1

.

55-4 See response to 43-36.

55-5 At the scale of the maps printed in this Proposed RMP/FEIS it is not possible to

accurately identify small tracts of land. Land status is available for your inspection on

Master Title Plats on microfilm at the Tonopah Resource Area office.

55-6 See response to 55-5.

55-7 See response to 55-5.

55-8 The Utility Corridor objectives as stated in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS are to facilitate

the placement of major transportation and utility systems passing through the Resource

Area. All valid existing rights-of-ways will continue to be honored.

55-9 FLPMA states that all lands are to remain in Federal ownership unless specifically they

are identified in the land-use plan for disposal and meet certain criteria. The current

land-use plans, described in the No Action Alternative, only identify 50,040 acres for

consideration for disposal. Consistent with the objective for Lands and Rights-of-Way,



55-10

55-11

55-12

the Draft RMP/EIS (Alternative 4) and Proposed RMP/Final EIS propose opening

additional lands for disposal to provide considerably more lands for community
expansion.

See response to 55-1

.

See response to 42-2.

There are no closures of existing roads and trails proposed in the Tonopah Resource

Area except a short section of road in Railroad Valley known as the Gravel Bar Road,

which is closed under current management. Access to valid existing rights or private

property would be honored. Vehicle use will be allowed on existing roads within the

300-foot wide area on each side of streams closed to vehicular traffic.

See also response to 6-1

.

55-13 See response to 55-12.

55-24 See response to 55-12.

55-15 See response to 55-12.

55-16 Adjustments in livestock grazing will be accomplished in accordance with the Forage

Allocation process as described Chapter 2 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. It is not the

intent of the RMP to decrease or eliminate grazing on public land, rather it is to observe

the principles of multiple use and sustained yield as required in Section 202 (c) of the

Federal Land Management and Policy Act of 1976.

LETTER 56 - JOHN LOCKE

56-1

56-2

Only springs on public lands are included for protection under the provisions of the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS. These are North Spring and Reynolds Spring.

The maps provided in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS indicate proposed management
actions for the entire Resource Area. Without legal descriptions of the areas in

question, we are unable to respond.

LETTER 59 - NEVADA ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

59-1 Issues regarding visual impacts to the Rhyolite townsite will be address in the Special

Recreation Management and Cultural Resource Management Plans discussed in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

59-2 See response to 25-1

.

59-3 The process by which ACECs are nominated and designated is discussed in Chapter

3 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. As provided in BLM Manual 1613, opportunity exists

for the addition of ACECs after the issuance of the Approved RMP through the RMP
Amendment process, if additional information becomes available.



59-4 See response to 59-3.

59-5 See response to 2-2.

59-6 Additional information regarding RMP maintenance and amendment processes has been

added to the Standard Operating Procedure section of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

59-7 A brief summary of the alternatives for each of the six planning issues was presented

in Summary, pages 2 and 3, in the Draft RMP/EIS.

LETTER 60 - DEBORAH HAY OWENS

60-1 See response to 2-2.

LETTER 62 - TRISH RIPPIE

62-1 See response to 49-3.

LETTER 63 - NYE & ESMERALDA COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

63-1 See response to 49-3.

LETTER 64 - KENNECOTT EXPLORATION COMPANY

64-1 See response to 6-1

.

64-2 WSAs not designated by Congress as Wilderness Areas will be returned to Multiple

Use. Multiple Use, as defined by FLPMA sec. 103 (c), "means the management of the

public lands and their various resource values so that they are utilized in the

combination that will best meet the resent and future needs of the American

people;...the use of some of the land for less than all of the resources;...and

harmonious and coordinated management of the various resources without permanent

impairment of the productivity of the land and the quality of the environment with

consideration being given to the relative value of the resources and not necessarily to

the combination of uses that will give the greatest economic return or the greatest unit

output".

Reclamation will be required in accordance with 43 CFR 3809 and 3802 regulations.

The Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been revised to remove the phrase "reclamation to

resemble a natural state".

OHV restrictions have also been revised. See response to 6-1

.

64-3 The Standard Operating Procedures section for Lands in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS

reflects that designation of a corridor does not mean that future rights-of-way are

restricted, nor does it mean that there is a commitment by BLM to approve all rights-of-

way applications within corridors.

5-139



64-4 See response to 47-2.

64-5 The FLPMA requires that BLM give priority to the designation and protection of ACECs.
ACECs are identified, evaluated, and designated through BLM's resource management
planning process in accordance with 43 CFR 1610.7-2.

Lone Mountain is not withdrawn from mineral entry in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

LETTER 65 - HERMAN R. LINDEMANN

65-1 A total of 70,600 acres is identified on Map 15 in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS

(formerly Map 19 in the Draft RMP/EIS) as Non-intensive Category III desert tortoise

habitat. A no surface occupancy (NSO) restriction within the desert tortoise habitat

was not proposed in the Draft RMP or in the Proposed RMP. There is, however, a 490
acre NSO proposed in the Amargosa Oasis ACEC. This ACEC is predominantly

associated with the Amargosa River and designated for the protection of riparian values

and the habitats of special status species.

LETTER 66 - NYE COUNTY

66-1

66-2

66-3

66-4

66-5

66-6

66-7

66-8

66-9

See response to 55-1

.

See response to 43-15.

The legal jurisdiction of BLM on public lands, including law enforcement, is supported

through Federal law and Supreme Court Decisions. A summary of the legal basis for

BLM jurisdiction has been previously provided to Nye County by BLM State Director,

Billy Templeton, in a letter dated 1/31/94.

The Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been revised to more adequately identify appropriate

data sources and references.

See response to 43-20, para. 2.

Error noted. Full references and citations have provided in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

The limits of analysis of cumulative impacts and assumptions for analysis are described

in the Cumulative Impacts section of the Draft RMP and the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

The Summary of Impacts by Alternative was intended to provide a comparison of

impacts to the six planning issues dealt with in the RMP. The analysis of social and

economic impacts by alternative is properly placed in Chapter 4 of the Draft RMP/EIS
and the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

A summary of all scoping meetings, letters to respondents, discussions with Nye
County officials and public meetings was provided to Governor Bob Miller in a letter

dated November 26, 1 993. This letter was in response to Nye and Esmeralda Counties

concerns, as expressed by Governor Miller in his letter to former BLM Director, Jim

Baca. Letters received during the comment period for the Draft RMP are printed in

whole, or in part, in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.



66-1 The BLM follows all applicable Nevada State water laws and regulations. Authority for

acquisition of public water reserves was granted by Executive Order 107 of April 17,

1926. Authority to assert appropriative water rights through state statutory and

administrative claims procedures include, but are not limited to: the Taylor Grazing Act

of June 28, 1 934, the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of October 21,1 976,

and the Public Rangelands Improvement Act of October 25, 1978.

66-1

1

A map of VRM classifications from the Tonopah MFP and Esmeralda-Southern Nye
RMP is available for review in the Tonopah Resource Area office.

66-1 2 Data have been collected by BLM according to BLM Manual 6671 , Stream Survey. All

listed streams are considered perennial.

66-13 Data were collected by BLM. Specific study information may be obtained from the

Tonopah Resource Area office.

Also see responses to 43-9 and 43-10.

66-14 Very little data exists regarding participation in recreation activities in the Tonopah
Resource Area. That which does exist is largely speculative and rests on gross

estimation. Neither the county, the state, nor BLM have had the time, or opportunity,

or funding to explore, in any formal, organized manner, the incidence of recreation

activity. It was determined that the 1 983 data, as updated utilizing 1 990 census data,

was the best data available at the time the Draft RMP/EIS was prepared.

It was never implied or assumed that all recreation use comes from Nye and Esmeralda

County residents. Table 3 F utilizes County population estimates in the analysis simply

because no other definitive data is available.

66-15 Our population data incorporated the latest estimates of the Nevada State

Demographer's Office, Nevada State Department of Administration at the time the

Draft RMP/EIS was prepared. Since these are official state estimates, it was
determined that they were suitable to our purpose. Of course, it is recognized that the

population in many areas of the state fluctuates rapidly in response to industrial and

employment factors, particularly the boom-bust character of the mining industry. Such
influences, particularly in counties with a relatively small population base, render any

attempt at population projections difficult, at best.

66-16 The data produced by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the U.S. Department

of Commerce, in cooperation with state employment agencies, are the most
authoritative data available. As part of the national income and accounting system,

these data are benchmarked to the national accounts (GNP) and to the national input-

output table. They are statistically sound and enjoy a broad reputation for credibility.

While the total income figures in the BEA data are adjusted for residency, you are

correct in your observation that the employment by industrial sector is by place of

work . This is the statistic most suitable to our purposes. BLM's management of the

public lands, and its potential influence on local industry is the principal economic topic

to be addressed. One characteristic which suitably describes local industry, is the

employment that industry generates. Where people choose to live depends largely on

the availability of amenities that they might prefer, and does not diminish the



usefulness of characterizing an industry by the number of jobs it provides.

66-1 7 It was determined that management proposals would introduce no significant changes

in the existing utilization of public land resources, and initiate no significant new
influence on industrial or economic activity in the resource area. In accord with the

National Environmental Policy Act, extensive analysis, discussion, and documentation

of those considerations was determined to be an inappropriate and unnecessary

application of public funds. (See 40 CFR Part 1500.1. Purpose. "...Most important,

NEPA documents must concentrate on the issues that are truly significant to the action

in question, rather than amassing needless detail.")

66-1 8 See response to 66-1 7.

66-19 Current data on the attitudes and values of the residents of the area would be

interesting but not necessarily useful to the purpose at hand. The necessary surveys,

including development of statistically valid questionnaires, is time consuming and

expensive. Without any significant impacts having been identified, such an undertaking

would be difficult to justify as an appropriate and necessary expenditure of public

funds.

See response to 66-17.

66-20 See response to 66-17.

66-21 Error noted. Information was obtained from the Nye County Profile , page 29, prepared

by the State of Nevada, Office of Community Services, April, 1985. Text corrected

to reflect that Nye County is 93 percent Federal lands.

66-22 This statement was intended to illustrate that the agricultural base does not generate

additional high levels of income in other county industries through the local purchase

of major equipment items. Day-to-day purchases of incidental supplies and equipment,

and purchases by individuals for necessities of normal living, while important in any

local economy, are certainly not of the same magnitude in inter-industry effects. That

is why local and regional economies that seek economic growth, prefer to attract

"basic" industries that export goods and import dollars; thereby creating jobs and

income within the local area. The circulation of "local" dollars within an economy does

create additional income and employment - but the multiplier effect of those dollars is

of lesser significance to economic well-being.

Conversely, dollars exported for major purchases outside of a local economy have the

effect of diminishing potential economic growth.

66-23 See response to 43-1 9.

66-24 Proposed changes in Federal regulations and fees is a matter of political decision

making it not amenable, or appropriate, to analysis in this RMP.

66-25 See response to 66-16 and 66-24.

66-26 The "list" of "...Public land resources associated with recreation and affected by this

plan..." includes lands. There was no reason to itemize the many and varied types of

recreation uses for which these lands might be utilized. OHV use is discussed in



paragraph four of that section.

The expenditures deriving from recreation activities were estimated using expenditure-

per-day estimates from the 1980 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife

Associated Recreation , prepared jointly by the USDOI, Fish and Wildlife Service, and

the US Bureau of the Census. These data were adjusted to 1 990 values, in

conformance with the data in Table 3 F, with the GNP Implicit Price Deflator. Income
and Employment estimates were approximations based on adjusted employment
coefficients and income multipliers from, An Input-Output Model of the Economy of

Humboldt and Lander Counties ; Fillo, Frank D., Hans D. Radtke, and Eugene P. Lewis.

1978. Nevada Review of Business and Economics. Reno, NV.

66-27 The BLM is satisfied with the adequacy of the analysis. Considering the relatively low

recreation participation, spread over such a large land area, it is very clear that none

of the management proposals will have any measurable effect on recreationists

choices, activities, or frequency of participation.

The Draft RMP/EIS and the Proposed RMP/Final EIS point out that neither OHV
designations nor adjustments in wildlife populations will produce a measurable

difference. If there were any significance attached, the potential would certainly be

measurable.

It is useful to remember that the vast majority of recreation on the public lands is

dispersed and undocumented. Very little data exists; that which does exist is largely

speculative and rests on gross estimation. Neither the county, the state, nor BLM have

had the time, or opportunity, or funding to explore, in any formal, organized manner,

the incidence or economic importance of this activity. The State does produce the

Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan every five years which would be

necessary to obtain and utilize funding provided by the federal government. This

document is probably the best effort within the state to quantify the undocumented
recreation that is occurring even though it does rest on gross estimation techniques.

It is recognized, at all levels of government, that public land recreation does contribute,

as stated in the Draft RMP/EIS and the Proposed RMP/Final EIS, "in some measure" to

local economies. For this reason, and for the pleasure derived by the recreating public,

such activities are considered valuable and to be encouraged. However, it is also

recognized that the incidence and economic importance to local economies of

recreation on the public lands are far below levels that would justify the use of

taxpayer funding for intensive or in-depth research and surveys to document its

occurrence.

The "dated" study referred to is an official state estimate. Where so little else exists,

the BLM is comfortable to utilize it as at least a rough measure of recreation activities

in Nye County. It has, of course been adjusted for changes in population.

With regard to your suggestion for 20-year projections, please refer to response 66-1 7.

66-28 The RMP does not consider pending changes to rangeland management as such

changes are outside the scope of this document. The RMP will be amended, if and

when such changes require it for conformity.

66-29 See response to 42-5.



Also see response to 43-26.

66-30 As stated in the Development of Planning Criteria section of the Proposed RMP/Final

EIS, the RMP/EIS does not address re-allocation of forage. The RMP/EIS brings forward

from the two existing land-use plans the current stocking levels, as modified by

ongoing allotment evaluations. For the purpose of clarification, the monitoring,

evaluation and adjustment process is summarized in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. The
methodology described has consistently been used, with minor revision, since 1 984
in implementing the two existing land-use plans.

66-31 See response to 66-30.

66-32 See response to 49-3.

66-33 See response to 42-4.

66-34 See response to 43-26.

66-35 See responses to 43-36 and 66-30.

LETTER 67 - NYE COUNTY

67-1 See response to 55-1

.

67-2 See response to 42-1

.

67-3 Whenever permits are granted and rights-of-way applications received, detailed

environmental analysis of the project will be undertaken.

67-4 See response to 66-30.

67-5 See response to 66-28.

67-6 See response to 43-36.

67-7 The RMP was written as clearly and specifically as possible. The 90-day comment
period was provided to allow for any questions or clarification of issues as necessary

for the understanding of the public.

67-8 Because of the variety of public interests in the RMP, ranging from pro-development

to pro-protectionist, it is not unusual, nor is it indicative of inadequate public or agency

input, that Alternative 4 was not generally supported in its entirety.

LETTER 68 - NYE COUNTY PUBLIC MEETING (transcribed record)

68-1 See response to 43-36, para. 2.

68-2 A diligent effort was made to involve as many publics as possible in the consultation

and coordination process. Chapter 5 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS details the process

followed.



68-3 See response to 55-5.

68-4 Page 2-7 is part of Alternative 1 of the Draft RMP/EIS and describes decisions from the

existing land-use plan (Tonopah Management Framework Plan, 1980) which was
current at the time the Draft RMP/EIS was issued. Specific area were detailed in the

maps which supported the plan. These maps are on file at the Tonopah Resource Area

Office and were not intended to be included as part of the Draft RMP/EIS. The
Proposed RMP/Final EIS provides for the preparation of specific activity plans to guide

watershed management in the Resource Area. Specific information will be presented

in these plans describing locations of any proposed watershed improvement projects.

An opportunity for comment by affected parties on these proposed plans will be

provided.

68-5 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS complies with 43 CFR 1610.3.

68-6 See response to 42-4.

LETTER 69 - RICHARD L. CARVER

69-1 See response to 42-1

.

69-2 See response to 55-1

.

69-3 See response to 67-7.

69-4 See response to 69-1

.

69-5 See response to 55-5.

69-6 As stated in Chapter 3, Table 3 C is intended to list the important streamside riparian

habitats which occur on public lands. As such, the minor streams were not included.

69-7 The earliest wild horse and burro counts of record are for 1 974. This information was
included in Table 3 D of the Draft RMP. This Table has been deleted from the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS. Complete census data is on file at the Tonopah Resource

Area Office. Maps 18 and 19 reflect the boundaries of herd areas in 1971 when the

Wild and Free Roaming Horse and Burro Act became law.

69-8 Data presented in Table 3 L is based on information current as of 1 990 when the Draft

RMP/EIS was prepared.

69-9 See response to 42-4.

69-10 See response to 43-36, para. 2.

69-1

1

See response to 55-1 and 69-1

.



LETTER 70 - USDI NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, WESTERN REGION

70-1 BLM's policy is to prepare site-specific environmental reviews of all proposals affecting

public lands. Water resources will be considered in these reviews. In addition BLM
provides input on specific water applications that may have the potential for affecting

BLM programs or general resource management interests.

70-2 The meaning of "closed system", as used in the document, is that formation water

produced with oil and gas which is isolated from phreatic water that may sustain

springs or be developed ground water sources. Oil wells drilled through a zone of

saturation are invariably sealed to ensure the continued isolation of the formation

water. Most reinjected water is formation water produced with oil and gas recovery.

Authorization by the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection for the injection of

phreatic or surface water will not be given unless it can be shown not to result in an

unacceptable impact on the water resource.

LETTER 71 - W. B. KOHLMOOS

71-1 See response to 55-5.

BLM does not maintain records of private water rights on public lands,

records are maintained by the Nevada State Engineer.

Water rights

71-2 See response to 55-1

LETTER 73 - NORMAN SHARP

73-1 In addition to the public hearings, written comments were also encouraged and

accepted during the public comment period from June 4 through October 1, 1993.

73-2 See responses to 66-29 and 43-26.

73-3 Economic impacts of each of the four Alternatives presented in the Draft RMP were

discussed in Chapter 4 of that document. Economic impacts are also discussed in

Chapter 4 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

73-4 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS provides overall management direction for public land

management in the Tonopah Resource Area. It is not intended to discuss or set

management policy.

73-5 See response to 55-12.

LETTER 76 - WOLFF MANAGEMENT GROUP

76-1 Disposal of lands, or desert land entries in the Gold Point area were not identified as

an issue to be considered during scoping for the RMP in 1990 and are therefore not

discussed. Proposals for such actions may be considered after acceptance of the RMP.
However, such actions would require a revision of the RMP.



LETTER 77 - ROUND MOUNTAIN GOLD CORPORATION

77-1

77-2

77-3

77-4

77-5

77-6

77-7

See response to 43-40 and 64-2.

See response to 64-2.

Error noted. Wording has been revised in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS to provide

consistency with the 43 CFR 3809 regulations.

This Appendix in the Draft RMP/EIS has been eliminated from the Proposed RMP/Final

EIS.

Big game habitat condition will not be factored into bond release.

Also see response to 43-1 1

.

See response to 77-4.

The 3900 acres of open pit disturbance include that which is presently proposed and

that which is "reasonably foreseeable" on public land over the next 20 years. It does

not include the Round Mountain pit, where all proposed unclaimed disturbance is on

private land, nor does it include the Echo Bay Manhattan project, where there is no

additional disturbance proposed. Within the Tonopah Resource Area the general

locations of Round Mountain and Manhattan comprise the areas of probabilistic

assessment of potential future development.

LETTER 78 - BLUE EAGLE RANCH

78-1 See response to 55-1

LETTER 82 - LAC MINERALS

82-1

82-2

82-3

Designation of an ACEC enables a greater degree of management and protection by

requiring a Plan of Operation with affirmative BLM approval and appropriate operating

stipulations for operations involving less than five acres of disturbance.

Since all mineral entry withdrawals would be subject to recognition of valid rights

existing at the time withdrawal, withdrawal would not be construed as a takings. If

an operation is proposed on claims pre-dating the withdrawal, it might be necessary

to demonstrate the validity of the claims. That is, show that a valid discovery existed

on the date of withdrawal and that the discovery still exists. Ownership of claims in

a withdrawal may be transferred, but, if the claims are abandoned they may not be

relocated.

The assumptions and background data that form the basis for calculation of these

figures are provided in the Cumulative Impacts section of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS,

under Identification of Resources Impacted Cumulatively, Cultural Resource

Component.



82-4 Management would be enhanced by 1 ) the requirement that Plans of Operation must
be filed for all mineral exploration activities in ACECs, 2) management plans would be

developed for ACECs which would guide protection as well as development actions,

and 3) increased funding that may become available for resolving resource conflicts.

82-5 See response to 47-2.

82-6 The primary basis for determining no significant economic impact difference between

alternatives 2 and 4 was the fact that there is only a difference of 0.2% in the area

open to entry in the two alternatives. The impact of potential increased fees and

regulations are outside the scope of this document and cannot be analyzed.

LETTER 83 - U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, RENO

83-1 Rather than speculate on the impacts of potential projects, impacts will be evaluated

according to procedures outlined in Standard Operating Procedures for Environmental

Review and Management when a formal application is submitted to BLM.

83-2 Vegetative overuse is determined using monitoring methods described in the 1984
Nevada Rangeland Monitoring Handbook and other BLM technical references.

83-3 A definition of common desert plants has been added to the glossary. Joshua trees,

cholla cactus and prickly pear cactus are currently sold as wildings.

83-4 The Lunar Crater ACEC has been included in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. The Timber

Mountain Caldera ACEC was dropped. The Railroad Valley, Lone Mountain, and

Amargosa-Oasis ACECs are proposed in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

83-5 The current national fire policy requires the BLM to aggressively attack all man caused

and naturally occurring fires. Fires in WSA's could be monitored providing a prescribed

fire plan has been developed. When prescribed fire plans for WSAs in the Tonopah
Resource Area are written, natural fires will not be fought providing they are within the

parameters of the approved fire plans. The Proposed RMP/Final EIS does allow for

prescribed natural fire provided a plan is completed. Prescribed burns are described in

the Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). Fire management has been revised in the

Proposed RMP.

83-6 See response to 83-4.

83-7 Authorization of Joshua tree sales has been reduced from 600 trees to 1 00 trees in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS. This level of harvest will have no significant effect on the

population. No studies have been conducted to date determining the sustainable yield.

Once these studies have been completed, the limit will be adjusted accordingly.

83-8 Although "unrestricted" removal of deadwood is allowed, the majority of dead trees

exist in inaccessible areas and in this way are protected. In the Proposed RMP/Final EIS

only the harvest of dead pinyon and juniper is allowed.

83-9 Livestock Grazing Management, Determination 3, of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS

indicates that livestock will be excluded from 1 1,163 acres. The BLM is aware that

livestock grazing may need to be excluded in sensitive areas and areas of special



83-1 Adequate provisions have been made for assessing and minimizing impacts to sensitive

areas. See Determination 6 under Lands and Rights-of-Way and also SOPs for Lands

in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

83-1

1

Cumulative impacts are addressed in environmental analyses conducted by the BLM.

83-12 See SOPs for Lands, criteria applied to site specific determinations in the Proposed

RMP/Final EIS.

LETTER 84 - NEVADA MINING ASSOCIATION

84-1 The purpose and need for the Draft RMP/DEIS and Proposed RMP/Final EIS is discussed

in the Introduction section of each document. As stated in that section, the RMP is in

conformance with all pertinent laws and regulations. The process for formulation of

the alternatives is also discussed in these documents.

84-2 See response to 64-2.

84-3 See response to 77-3.

84-4 Mineral exploration and development are not excluded from Class II VRM areas. The
BLM Manual 8431 states: "The contrast rating system is a guide, not a decision

process ... [which] provides a means to identify mitigating measures to help reduce

contrast." It also states: "Few projects meet the VRM management objectives during

the construction activities." In addition to mitigation during long term operations, VRM
categories help determine the types of reclamation required after activities, such as

mining occur.

84-5 See response to 84-1

.

84-6 The majority of the Park Range WSA and Riordan's Well WSA are in the Ely BLM
District, although portions of each are within the Tonopah Resource Area. Likewise,

the Antelope Range WSA is largely within the Shoshone-Eureka Resource Area, Battle

Mountain District, with a small portion located in the Tonopah Resource Area. Each

of these WSAs have been included in the appropriate Wilderness EISs as well as the

"Nevada BLM Statewide Wilderness Report" dated October, 1991. The Tonopah
Resource Area must administer these lands under the Interim Management Policy until

those WSA's are either designated as wilderness, or released by Congress from WSA
status. As stated in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS, lands not designated as wilderness

by Congress would be returned to multiple use.

Also see response to 64-2.

84-7 See response to 77-4.

84-8 See response to 64-1

.

84-9 See response to 64-2



84-10 See response to 54-10.

84-1

1

Error noted. Language in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been revised to indicate that

air quality "may" be degraded during construction and mining activities.

84-12 See response to 77-8.

84-13 There is the potential, however small, for desert tortoises to be killed when vehicular

traffic or other habitat disturbing activities occur in desert tortoise habitat. This

statement was not meant to imply mining cannot occur within tortoise habitat.

84-14 An unknown number of cultural resources have been wholly or partially destroyed as

a direct or indirect result of mineral exploration activities performed under the Notices

of Intent provisions of 43 CFR 3809. Because these activities are not considered

Federal Undertakings, they are not subject to inventory and Section 106 consultation.

Inventory and Section 106 consultation is required for all mining activities performed

under Plans of Operation. Mitigation of adverse effects to cultural resources in the

vicinity of proposed mines is achieved through partial data recovery at selected sites.

Sites are avoided whenever possible, but many are destroyed by the proposed mining

activity.

Also see response 50-10 regarding increased access.

84-1 5 See response to 64-1

.

LETTER 85 - SIERRA CLUB, TOIYABE CHAPTER

85-1 Watersheds identified for rehabilitation will be considered in activity plans as discussed

in the Watershed section of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. Appropriate actions to

provide for the rehabilitations of the watershed will be identified. The listed structural

developments are presented only as examples of projects which would be considered.

All alternative treatments would be evaluated to provide for the most cost effective

method(s) of correcting the problem.

85-2 "Implementation" has been added to the Watershed, Determinations section in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

No HMPs have been developed in critical watersheds. Allotment evaluations completed

to date have not specifically dealt with watershed problems. Grazing systems and

reductions proposed in the allotment evaluations and multiple use decisions should help

alleviate erosion problems. Future allotment evaluations and HMAPs will specifically

address watershed issues in those areas identified for watershed treatments. No
HMAPs have been finalized in critical watershed areas.

85-3 1 1 ,1 63 acres are closed to livestock. Damaged watersheds can be improved without

completely removing livestock. Well designed grazing systems, if followed, will allow

damaged watersheds to improve. Closing small portions of grazing allotments, such

as riparian zones, may be necessary. But completely removing livestock may not

improve condition faster than controlled grazing. Damage to watersheds associated

with livestock grazing is to be determined in activity level planning (allotment

evaluations) utilizing long and short term monitoring data.
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85-4 Desired plant communities were developed for ecological sites. These ecological sites

usually cover hundreds of thousands of acres. Wild flowers (forbs) vary greatly from

area to area and from year to year and could not be listed for each ecological site.

Specific desired plant communities will be developed for specific areas. These plant

lists will include forbs.

Woodland sites have been added to the desired plant communities to Appendix 1 in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

85-5 See response to 85-3.

85-6 See response to 85-2.

85-7 Reintroduction or augmentation of bighorn sheep is included. The reintroduction or

augmentation of pronghorn, upland game birds and special status species has been

added to the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

85-8 See response to 85-3.

85-9 As identified in Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) section for Lands, disposals are

discretionary and allowed only if consistent with the SOPs.

85-1 Potential impacts to riparian areas due to permitted recreational activities are identified

during the environmental review process with measures stipulated as required to avoid

or mitigate those impacts. Impacts to riparian areas due to notice level mineral

activities are difficult to control due to current mining laws. Activities conducted under

a Plan of Operation would identify restoration of impacted sites, and would likely

provide for avoidance of riparian areas.

85-1

1

The percent cover rating relates to Proper Functioning Condition and does not

correspond to BLM's national program objective. Wording has been modified in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS to clarify this.

85-1 2 Fencing of existing spring developments will occur on a case-by-case basis as the need

is identified through the allotment evaluation process, and as funding becomes
available.

85-13 See response to 85-3.

85-14 The intent of the projects listed in Appendix 5 is to provide for proper management of

livestock for the mutual benefit of the various natural resources occurring within a

given allotment. These projects, in conjunction with proper livestock management
could be used to provide for restoration of damaged riparian areas, watersheds and

wildlife habitats.

85-15 This was not identified as an issue during scoping for the RMP, and therefore will not

be considered. Problems or issues concerning season of use by livestock will be

considered during allotment evaluations and corrective actions will be implemented as

needed.

85-16 The determinations specified in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS are consistent with BLM
policy and provide the guidance which is necessary for proper management of natural



resources in the Tonopah Resource Area.

85-1 7 See response to 85-1 6.

85-1 8 The SOPs in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS have been revised to indicate that exchange

is the preferred method of acquisition and disposal.

85-19 In accordance with BLM guidance, activity plans for ACECs are not required but will

be prepared where circumstances warrant.

85-20 The Sump was considered for designation as an ACEC in the RMP process but was
determined to not meet the criteria of relevance. However, opportunity exists for the

addition of ACECs after the issuance of the Final RMP through the RMP Amendment
process should additional information become available.

85-21 It is BLM policy to resolve access problems as they are identified. A special

determination is not necessary.

85-22 This statement is consistent with the definition of Multiple Use as stated in FLPMA.

Also see response to 64-2.

85-23 Ecosystem management is a relatively new direction for the BLM and, as such, little

guidance is available for inclusion into this RMP. In the future, if guidance regarding

ecosystem management is developed which modifies management objectives stated

in the RMP, the RMP will be amended to conform with the new guidance.

85-24 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS was prepared in accordance with current guidance

regarding Biological Diversity as required in BLM Manual 1620.

85-25 BLM's monitoring and evaluation program provides the guidance necessary to adjust

livestock numbers in allotments with less than satisfactory range condition. Affected

interests are an integral part of the monitoring and evaluation program. The Proposed

RMP/Final EIS has been revised to indicate that the alternative of removing livestock

on allotments with less than satisfactory condition will be addressed through the

monitoring and evaluation process.

85-26 The allotment monitoring and evaluation process is the method used for adjusting

numbers of livestock, wild horses and burros, and wildlife to carrying capacity and

implementing changes in management. The Tonopah Resource Areas schedule for

allotment evaluations has been established and is available at the Tonopah Resource

Area Office. The public is updated through distribution of updated Range Program

Summaries.

85-27 All such information is available at the Tonopah Resource Area Office.

85-28 Monitoring is required of all existing Land Use Plans. The results of this monitoring and

implementation is available at the Tonopah Resource Area Office.

85-29 Intensified livestock management would reduce soil erosion. Other methods of

reducing erosion control are expensive, particularly on the large arid areas of the

Tonopah Resource Area. Natural erosion of the relatively bare rangelands of the arid
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southwest US is relatively high compared to other areas of the US.

The Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been amended to expand the discussion on watershed

and a definition of "Accelerated Erosion" has been added to the Glossary.

Also see response to 43-1.

85-30 The Water Resources section of the Affected Environment has been expanded in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS to more fully explain water quality issues.

85-31 Ecological Site Inventory (ESI) has been conducted on portions of the Resource Area,

but not all. The data collected to date was used as the basis of the general statement

regarding the ecological condition of certain vegetative community types. As the data

are not complete for the entire Resource Area, it is only presented in a general format.

Existing ESI data is available upon request at the Tonopah Resource Area office.

85-32 A method for establishing functional condition of lotic systems has recently been

developed, and methods for evaluating lentic systems is currently being developed. As
stated on SOPs new spring and seep developments will be fenced.

Also see responses to 85-1 1 and 85-12.

85-33 Livestock trespass abatement is an ongoing and aggressive process in the Resource

Area. Use supervision is conducted on every allotment using ground surveillance, and

when necessary, aerial surveillance techniques.

Ephemeral grazing is not allowed by previous land-use plans, nor is it proposed in this

document.

Temporary non-renewable grazing is a discretionary action of the Authorized Officer

and is occasionally allowed in accordance with 43 CFR 4130.4-2.

85-34 Specific information on ACECs considered but not proposed for designation were not

included in the Draft RMP. However, a description all 43 [Draft RMP stated 33 which

was in error) areas nominated is included in Appendix 17 of the Proposed RMP.

85-35 The assumptions that sufficient funding and personnel would be available to implement

any one of the alternatives are based on existing laws, legal requirements and policies.

One must assume that Congress will provide adequate funding to provide for the laws,

regulations, etc. which it requires the agency to implement.

The Standard Operating Procedures provided in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS will be

incorporated into all appropriate BLM authorized activities in order to protect the

environment. Since these assumptions have been developed to provide a framework
for analysis of environmental consequences, it would not be appropriate to include a

description of current public land management in this section.

85-36 The Proposed RMP/Final EIS, Vegetation, Determinations, section states that

descriptions of specific desired plant communities will be developed at each key area

based in the ecological potential and other information gathered at the site.
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85-37 See response to 77-4.

85-38 Information regarding the Allotment Evaluation Process is available from the Tonopah
Resource Area office, or the BLM Nevada State Office.

LETTER 86 - NEVADA CLEARINGHOUSE, NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS

86-1 Data was current at the time the Draft RMP was written. There is often great year to

year variability in activity and it is not always clear when a well is a wildcat or an

offset or development well. In light of the drilling activity over the past year in a soft

market it would appear our projection may have been too conservative. On the other

hand the results of the drilling may not encourage a continuation of the recent drilling

rate. Any forecast of future activity is arguable.

86-2 The gap between scenarios E and F has been closed by redefining medium and large

mines and a commensurate adjustment of numbers in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

86-3 Error noted. A description of Impacts to Locatable Mineral from Visual Resources has

been added to the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

86-4 Numerous project driven cultural resource inventories have been performed in Railroad

Valley, leading to the identification of hundreds of sites. These data for making

statistical projections or developing predictive models may not be totally reliable,

however, the data are extremely useful for developing preliminary ideas concerning the

ages of the sites that will be encountered in the valley, the kinds of cultural features

and artifacts that can be expected, and where sites are most likely to be encountered.

86-5 See response to 6-1 and 64-1.

86-6 Of the proposed 15,470 acre Railroad Valley ACEC, the NSO designation is only

applied to 3,480 acres for the protection of riparian values and sensitive species

habitat. Vehicle use would be restricted to existing roads and trails in the ACEC.
Existing leases, however, would only be subject to the restrictions stipulated when the

lease was issued. Leases issued after the completion of the RMP will be affected by

the new designation.

86-7 The best available information was used to develop the Draft RMP/EIS. The various

economic parameters are in a constant state of flux, as are laws and regulations. The
uncertainty of economic and legislative forecasting, the acquisition of resource data

and constantly changing demographics are the reasons the RMP must be a dynamic

document and will be revised as additional information becomes available over the next

20 years (life of the plan).

86-8 See response to 86-4.

86-9 The more precise quantifications of impacts would be so speculative as to have little

meaning and could be misleading. The basis for expecting a slight or insignificant

adverse economic impact is because of the relatively small area affected by

restrictions, the limited nature of the restrictions, and relatively small part of the

affected areas thought to have a better than "low" potential for mineral development.
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86-10 Maps 34 through 40 in the Draft RMP/EIS showed withdrawals considered in the

various alternatives. Maps 39 and 40 in the Draft RMP/EIS also showed withdrawals

proposed in the preferred alternative. Other maps depict OHV restrictions, ACECs,
Visual Resource classifications and other resource management concerns that may
affect mineral development to some extent. In the interest of brevity and clarity the

maps were chosen to serve a multi-disciplinary interpretation of the RMP.

LETTER 87 - NEVADA STATE CLEARINGHOUSE, NEVADA DIVISION OF WILDLIFE

87-1 Activity plans such as HMPs, AMPs and HMAPs are mechanisms used to implement

goals and objectives of land-use plans. It is not necessary to reference their

development in the RMP.

87-2 See response to 85-7.

Chapter 2 has been modified to clarify that wildlife numbers will be reduced only if they

are determined through monitoring to be the offending animal.

87-3 Utilization levels are determined using methods described in Nevada Rangeland

Handbook, 1984. Utilization levels are not averaged. Refer to Chapter 2, Forage

Allocation section.

87-4 Bighorn sheep reintroductions and augmentations were included in Management
Determinations Common To All Alternatives, Fish and Wildlife Habitat, Determination

4, in Chapter 2 of the Draft RMP/EIS. This information is incorporated into the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

87-5 Alternative 1 (No Action) of the Draft RMP/EIS represented the decisions from existing

land use plans. There is currently no ongoing management specifically for ferruginous

hawk habitat. Management of special status species as the ferruginous hawk is

addressed in the Standard Operating Procedures section of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

Upland bird introduction, reintroduction or augmentation has been added to the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

87-6 See response to 83-8.

87-7 The listed priorities for HMP development has been deleted from the Proposed

RMP/Final EIS. Priority of HMPs will be established based on presence of T & E

species, special status species, big game and upland game bird species, and riparian

areas. The potential for rehabilitation of degraded habitats is also considered, giving

those areas with high potential higher priority. It should also be noted that the Bullfrog

HMP was inadvertently listed as a completed document in the Draft RMP. It has not

been finalized and will be given top priority.

87-8 The various wildlife and riparian values in Railroad Valley will still be protected with the

reduction in acreage withdrawn.

87-9 See responses to 85-7 and 85-19.

87-1 BLM guidelines regarding domestic sheep management in bighorn sheep habitat will be

followed. Refer to Standard Operating Procedures for Fish and Wildlife.



87-1 1 See response to 85-1 2.

87-12 Errors noted. Maps have been corrected in coordination with NDOW biologists.

87-13 This section has been revised to include more information relating to wildlife species.

Generally, the shrub species are utilized by big game, cattle and horses. Rice grass and

galleta grass occur through out these ecological sites. Needlegrass and bluegrass are

rare on the drier salt desert shrub ecological sites.

Greasewood was included in with salt desert shrub vegetation under less productive

ecological sites. Only 4% of the Resource Area is hot desert, specifically Mojave

desert transition zones.

Ephemeral classification was not considered appropriate since the only portion of the

Resource Area fitting the ephemeral definition is the extreme northern edge of

Amargosa Valley southwest of Beatty.

87-14 Studies conducted in previous years in accordance with BLM Manual 6630, Big Game
Studies do, in fact, indicate 69% of deer habitat to be in good or better condition.

Range conditions in Appendix 8 relate to livestock only.

Also see response to 87-12.

87-1 5 Locations of specific study sites may be obtained at the Tonopah Resource Area office.

The studies are considered acceptable indicators of wildlife habitat.

87-16 It was not the intent of this paragraph to list every area in the Resource Area where
deer winter range occurs.

Also see response to 87-12.

87-17 Pronghorn study information is in the process of being reevaluated and has been

deleted from the Proposed RMP/Final EIS. Study information will be provided to NDOW
as it becomes available.

87-18 Text in Chapter 3 has been revised to reflect that seasonally conflicts can occur

between with bighorn sheep and/livestock, and/or wild horses/burros.

87-19 Big Smoky Valley and Fish Lake Valley have been added to the text.

87-20 A list of raptor species occurring in the Resource Area is available at the Tonopah
Resource Area Office.

87-21 Table 3 B has been revised to include additional Category 2 species.

87-22 Text has been revised to reflect that desert tortoise is listed federally and state as

threatened.

87-23 Fish and Wildlife, Determination 8 has been added to the Proposed RMP/Final EIS to

allow for the introduction, reintroduction or augmentation of all candidate species, if

such action is deemed appropriate.

87-24 Text has been revised to reflect that riparian areas, including springs and seeps,
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provide habitat which is critical to many wildlife species.

87-25 See response to 83-8.

Due to current funding constraints, it is unlikely the Resource Area will conduct

nongame habitat inventories in the near future.

87-26 Sustained yield basis references the amount of cord wood that can be harvested on an

annual basis without consequential reductions in annual production in the Resource

Area. 71 % of the sustained yield was sold due to current demand. However, over-

cutting of greenwood areas will be prevented by following guidelines as provided in the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS, Forestry and Vegetative Products, Determination 1. The
sustained yield would be increased by 530 cords, to 1715 cords per year, should the

14,300 "operable" acres located in WSA's become available.

87-27 See response to 83-7.

87-28 See response to 42-5.

87-29 Guidelines for condition and utilization are included in the Forage Allocation section of

Chapter 2 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

87-30 Error noted. This sentence has been dropped from the Proposed RMP/Fina! EIS.

87-31 Error noted. Text in Chapter 3 has been modified. Impacts to vegetation from

rangeland improvements and livestock grazing management are discussed in Chapter

4.

Chapter 3 discusses conflicts between mule deer, livestock and wild horses and burros.

Text has been modified to include a statement that conflicts for forage and water exist

between pronghorn, livestock and wild horses/burros.

87-32 See response to 83-7.

The theft of Joshua Trees has not been analyzed.

87-33 Joshua trees occur on a number of different ecological sites in a parts of the salt desert

shrub and sagebrush types. Creosote and blackbrush are included in the hot desert

vegetation type.

87-34 As provided in the Standard Operating Procedures for Lands, no sage grouse strutting

grounds will be disposed of. Management of sage grouse habitat will be in accordance

with procedures specified in Western States Sage Grouse Guidelines and the MOU
between the BLM and NDOW.

87-35 Mountain quail has been added to Table 3 B.

Also see response to 87-5 and 87-21

.

87-36 Map 15 in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS (formerly Map 19 in the Draft RMP/EIS) has

been corrected to include Tule Canyon.
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87-37 Livestock grazing due to the closure of Toiyabe Bench has not been impacted as AUMs
in the allotment have not been reduced. Livestock management is directed through the

Tonopah Management Framework Plan and Tonopah Grazing EIS. Livestock

adjustments are made through monitoring and the evaluation program.

87-38 All reference to reasonable numbers has been deleted. Text in Chapter 4 of the Draft

RMP/EIS related to Alternative 1 . Chapter 4 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS has been

revised to clarify relationship between livestock grazing and wildlife habitat

management.

87-39 Where water development will result in provision of a perennial source, wildlife would

be positively benefitted. However, where the water source results in periodic or

seasonal availability, benefits to wildlife would be limited.

87-40 Standard Operating Procedures for Livestock Grazing Management provide for

protective fencing.

Also see response to 85-12.

87-41 Some important deer winter range occurs south of Hot Creek Canyon. Public land

north of Hot Creek Canyon is administered by the USFS and is not discussed in this

plan.

87-42 Wildlife numbers will be established through Forage Allocation and Wildlife

determinations in Chapter 2 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

87-43 The areas presently closed to leasing that are proposed to be opened with restriction

are in Little Fish Lake Valley, Railroad Valley and Monitor Valley. See Map 34 of the

Proposed RMP/Final EIS (formerly Map 59 in the Draft RMP/EIS).

87-44 See response to 85-1 2.

87-45 Land disposals will be in accordance with the Standard Operating Procedures.

87-46 The intent of the proposed land disposal is to make lands available for community
expansion and private economic development and to increase the potential for

economic diversity.

87-47 See response to 87-43.

87-48 See response to 87-1 1

.

87-49 See response to 87-46.

87-50 Each project will have a cost benefit analysis performed as well as a NEPA analysis.

The majority of fencing consists of highway right-of-way fencing and allotment

boundary fencing.

87-51 See response to 87-28.

87-52 Adjustments to livestock, wild horses and burros and wildlife will be made utilizing the

methods described under Forage Allocation in the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.



87-53 Cultural resources are managed in conformance with laws and implementing

regulations as cited in Chapter 2 of the Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

LETTER 90 - DOLAR OIL PROPERTIES

90-1

90-2

Rights attending existing leases will continue to be recognized, subject to existing

stipulations.

Rights related to development and surface use or occupancy and stipulations attached

to existing leases will continue unaffected by the RMP. In some cases stipulations

attaching to approvals for certain proposed activities might be affected by the RMP.

90-3 Pipelines may be included within the rights-of-way corridors, or permitted separately

through the FLPMA right-of-way process.

LETTER 91 - THE NATURE CONSERVANCY

91-1 Error noted. The Nevada Natural Heritage Program, Sensitive Species of Nevada, 1993
compiled for the Battle Mountain District was consulted and the missing candidate

species added to the appropriate tables, and text.

91-2 As stated in the Standard Operating Procedures for Special Status Species, actions

affecting candidate species will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis and negative

impacts will be avoided or mitigated.

Also see response to 87-23.

91-3 Impacts to sensitive species in these areas will be addressed in the Special Recreation

Management Area plans.

LETTER 93 - WHITE MOUNTAIN RANCH, JIM BOYCE

93-1 Table 3 C has been revised to included an unconfirmed presence of Brown Trout in

Perry Aiken Creek.

93-2 Population projections utilized in Table 3 L were the best available at that time. The

1995 forecast data were preliminary estimates provided by the Nevada State

Demographer, Department of Administration, State of Nevada.

93-3 The earnings data depicted in Table 3 M accurately describe the direct income

associated with the major industrial classifications. The data represent wages, salaries,

other labor income and proprietor income. The information is derived from the U. S.

Department of Commerce, Regional Economic Information System, which utilizes raw

data reported by the Nevada Department of Employment Security. The $4.8 million

figure discussed on Chapter 3 is described correctly as cash receipts from marketings .

Cash receipts represent total sales revenues which must cover all operating expenses

including wages, salaries, other labor income, and proprietors income.

93-4 See response to 43-25.
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CHAPTER 6

PREPARERS AND REVIEWERS

The Tonopah Proposed RMP/Final EIS was
prepared by an interdisciplinary team of

resource specialists from the Tonopah Resource

Area. Battle Mountain District and Nevada
State Office resources, minerals and
management staff. Table 6-A lists the names
and experience of each team member.

The Tonopah Proposed RMP/Final EIS was
reviewed by resource specialists, planning and

management staff within the Tonopah
Resource Area, District and Nevada State

offices of the BLM. Reviewers and review

responsibilities are listed in Table 6-B.

TABLE 6-A

LIST OF PREPARERS

Name Responsibility Education Experience

Theodore Angle Policy Guidance and Decision

Making, Editorial Support

B.S. Wildlife Management 21 years BLM

Mark Biddlecomb Wildlife, Special Status Species,

Riparian, Forestry and Vegetative

Products (from 7/1/92)

B.S. Fisheries and Wildlife

Management M.S. Wildlife

Management

2 years BLM

Larry Brown Geology and Minerals B.S. Physical Science, M.S.

Geology

5 years BLM
15 years other

Government

5 years Industry

Kevin Finn Lands, Utility Corridors

(from 10/1/93)

B.A. Government History 1 year BLM
10 years Industry

10 years other

Government

Lee G rover Wildlife, Special Status Species,

Riparian, Forestry and Vegetative

Products (to 11/91)

B.S. Wildlife Conservation 25 years BLM
1 2 years Industry

Patricia A. Hicks Cultural Resources B.A. Anthropology

M.A. Anthropology

Archaeology

1 year BLM
1 7 years Industry

Tom Hilken Fire Management B.S. Biology

M.S. Range Management
3 years BLM
10 years other

Government

Doris Kleinheitz Wild Horses and Burros B.S. Wildlife Management 2 years BLM

June Manhire Administrative Support High School 9 years BLM

Valerie Metscher Vegetation B.S. Range Science 1 3 years BLM



TABLE 6-A

(continued)

LIST OF PREPARERS

Name Responsibility Education Experience

Paul Myers Social Economics B.S. Economics 1 4 years BLM

John Noneman Administrative Support B.S. Environmental Sciences 5 years BLM

Roger Oyler Livestock Grazing Management, Fire

Management (to 10/92)

B.S. Range Science 1 6 years BLM

Gordon Pine Geology and Minerals B.A. Geology

M.S. Geology

Ph.D. Geology

2 years BLM
22 years Industry

Tom Pogacnik Recreation, Wilderness, ACECs,

Visual Resources (to 6/91)

B.S. Wildlife Management,

M.S. Range Management
8 years BLM

Diane Ross Lands, Utility Corridors

(to 4/92)

B.A., M.A., Ph.D. English 1 3 years BLM

Victor Ross Geology and Minerals (to 4/92) B.S. Mining Engineer 1 2 years BLM

Allesa Sparks Editorial Assistance, Administrative

Support, Typing

High School 1 2 years BLM

Michael Stewart RMP Team Leader

(10/1/93 to 6/8/94)

B.S. Range Management 8 years BLM
4 years other

Government

Mark Swinney Livestock Grazing Management, Fire

Management (from 5/1/93)

B.S. Wildlife Management 1 year BLM
1 7 years other

Government

Margaret Waski Cultural Resources (to 8/91) B.A. Anthropology 7 years BLM

Dave Wolf Recreation, Wilderness, Visual

Resources (to 4/92)

B.S. Wildlife Biology

B.S. Outdoor Recreation

1 6 years BLM

Hal Zabriskie RMP Team Leader (to 9/30/93) B.S. Agriculture 23 years BLM



TABLE 6-B

LIST OF REVIEWERS

Name Program/Title Office Review Responsibility

Theodore Angle Area Manager Tonopah Resource Area Complete Document

Pat Barker Archaeologist Nevada State Office Cultural Resources

Neal Brecheisen Geologist Nevada State Office Oil and Gas

Osborne Casey Fisheries Biologist Nevada State Office Fisheries, Woodland

Management

Mary Craggett Realty Specialist Battle Mountain District

Office

Lands & Realty, Utility

Corridors

Duane Crimmins Range Conservationist Battle Mountain District

Office

Range and Riparian

James Currivan District Manager Battle Mountain District

Office

Entire Document

Dave Davis District Forester Battle Mountain District

Office

Woodland Management

Jess Dingman Fire Management Officer Nevada State Office Fire Management

Genivieve Hannon Natural Resource Specialist Battle Mountain District

Office

Riparian

Tom Hilken Fire Management Officer Battle Mountain District

Office

Fire Management

Brad Hines Range Conservationist Nevada State Office Livestock Grazing

Management

Richard Hoops Geologist Nevada State Office Geothermal Resources

Jim McLaughlin Soil Scientist Nevada State Office Soil, Air, Water

Roberta McGonagle Archaeologist Battle Mountain District

Office

Cultural Resources

Michael Mitchel Associate District Manager Battle Mountain District

Office

Complete Document,

Battle Mountain Review

Team Leader

Tracey Pharo Recreation Planner Battle Mountain District

Office

Recreation

Tom Pogacnik Wild Horse and Burro Specialist Nevada State Office Wild Horses and Burros

Ned Slagle Geologist Battle Mountain District

Office

Geology and Minerals

Steve Smith Recreation Planner Nevada State Office Recreation, VRM,
Wilderness

Christopher Stubbs Planning and Environmental

Coordinator

Battle Mountain District

Office

Entire Document

John Snow Geologist Nevada State Office Fluid Minerals

Larry Steward Geologist Nevada State Office Locatable Minerals



TABLE 6-B

(Continued)

LIST OF REVIEWERS

Name Review Responsibility

Ken Stowers Realty Specialist Nevada State Office Land & Realty, Utility

Corridors

Neil Talbot Regional Planner Nevada State Office Review Team Leader,

Complete Document

Curtis Warrick Wildlife Biologist Nevada State Office Wildlife Habitat, Sensitive

Plant and Animal Species

Jeff Weeks Range Conservationist Battle Mountain District

Office

Livestock Grazing

Management

John Winnepenninkx Wild Horse and Burro Specialist Battle Mountain District

Office

Wild Horses and Burros,

Wildlife, Sensitive Plant

and Animal Species
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APPENDIX 1

GENERAL LIST OF DESIRED PLANT COMMUNITY (DPC) SPECIES

VEGETATIVE TYPE ASSOCIATED
ECOLOGICAL SITES

DPC KEY SPECIES

SALT DESERT SHRUB 29-12 Sandy, 5-8" Precipitation Zone (p.z.) Indian ricegrass

Sand dropseed

Fourwing saltbush

Winterfat

29-16 Loamy Upland, 5-8" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Spiny hopsage

Nevada ephedra

Fourwing saltbush

Winterfat

29-17 Loamy, 5-8" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Shadscale

Bud sagebrush

Winterfat

29-20 Silty, 5-8" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Bud sagebrush

29-22 Sodic Hill, 5-8" p.z. Galleta

Indian ricegrass

Shadscale

Bud sagebrush

Winterfat

Nevada ephedra

29-34 Sandy, 3-5" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Fourwing saltbush

Cooper wolfberry

Nevada dalea

29-36 Cobbly Loam, 5-8" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Spiny menodora
Bailey greasewood

Shadscale

Nevada ephedra

29-42 Coarse Silty, 5-8" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Squirreltail

Winterfat

Bud sagebrush

Fourwing saltbush

29-46 Sandy Loam, 5-8" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Fourwing saltbush

Winterfat

Bud sagebrush

Spiny hopsage

Continued on next page



APPENDIX 1 (Continued)
GENERAL LIST OF DESIRED PLANT COMMUNITY (DPC) SPECIES

VEGETATIVE TYPE ASSOCIATED
ECOLOGICAL SITES

DPC KEY SPECIES

SALT DESERT SHRUB (continued) 29-48 Outwash, 5-8" p.z. Basin wildrye

Fourwing saltbush

29-87 Gravelly Loam, 5-8" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Bailey greasewood

Shadscale

Bud sagebrush

SAGEBRUSH 29-3 Loamy Bottom, 8-12" p.z. Basin wildrye

Creeping wildrye

Basin big sagebrush

29-6 Loamy, 8-10" p.z. Indian ricegrass

Needleandthread

Big sagebrush (Wyo.)

Fourwing saltbush

29-8 Shallow Calcareous Loam
8-10" p.z.

Indian ricegrass

Needleandthread

Black sagebrush

Cliffrose

Bitterbrush

29-10 Loamy Slope, 8-10" p.z. Needleandthread

Indian ricegrass

Big sagebrush (Wyo.)

Nevada ephedra

29-29 Shallow Calcareous Slope

12-14" p.z.

Beardless wheatgrass

Black sagebrush

Cliffrose

Bitterbrush

ALKALINE MEADOWS AND
BOTTOMS

29-2 Saline Meadow, 3-8" p.z. Alkali sacaton

Inland saltgrass

Baltic rush

Basin wildrye

29-4 Saline Bottom, 3-8" p.z. Basin wildrye

Alkali sacaton

Inland saltgrass

Black greasewood

Rabbitbrush

Continued on next page



APPENDIX 1 (Continued)

GENERAL LIST OF DESIRED PLANT COMMUNITY (DPC) SPECIES

VEGETATIVE TYPE ASSOCIATED
ECOLOGICAL SITES

DPC KEY SPECIES

MOUNTAIN MAHOGANY 29-27 Mahogany Thicket, 16-20" p.z. Needlegrasses

Basin wildrye

Mountain big sagebrush

Snowberry
Curlleaf mountain mahogany

29-40 Limestone Hill, 10-14" p.z. Needlegrasses

Indian ricegrass

Littleleaf mountain mahogany
Black sagebrush

Ephedra

RIPARIAN 29-1 Wet Meadow, 8-12" p.z. Sedge

Rush
Nevada bluegrass

Meadow barley

WOODLANDS 29-66 Woodland, 12-16" p.z. Pinyon pine

Utah juniper

Mountain big sagebrush

Cliffrose

Needlegrasses

29-69 Woodland, 12-16" p.z. Pinyon pine

Utah juniper

Black sagebrush

Cliffrose

Bluegrass



APPENDIX 2
KEY SPECIES BY ALLOTMENT '

Allotment

Blue Eagle

Key Species

Winterfat

Indian ricegrass

Bud sagebrush

Fourwing saltbush

Basin wildrye

Inland saltgrass

Alkali sacaton

Sand dropseed

Butterfield

Indian ricegrass

Alkali sacaton

Galleta

Inland saltgrass

Squirreltail

Crater-Black Rock
Winterfat

Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Needleandthread

Fourwing saltbush

Allotment

Hot Creek

Hunts Canyon

Ice House

Currant Ranch

Forest Moon

Francisco

Bluebunch wheatgrass

Bitterbrush

Bluebunch wheatgrass

Bitterbrush

Sand dropseed

Galleta

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Fourwing saltbush

Squirreltail

Nevada ephedra

Basin wildrye

Inland saltgrass

Key Species

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Galleta

Needleandthread

Fourwing saltbush

Bitterbrush

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Galleta

Fourwing saltbush

Needleandthread

Squirreltail

Winterfat

Indian ricegrass

Shadscale

Alkali sacaton

Inland saltgrass

lone

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Sandberg bluegrass

Galleta

Nevada ephedra

Black sagebrush

Squirreltail

Magruder Mountain

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Crested wheatgrass

Galleta

Alkali sacaton

Squirreltail

Continued on next page
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APPENDIX 2 (Continued)

Allotment Key Species Allotment Key Species

Monitor Nyala

Basin wildrye

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Inland saltgrass

Crested wheatgrass

Squirreltail

Mat muhly
Baltic rush

Sedge

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Galleta

Sand dropseed

Alkali sacaton

Squirreltail

Inland saltgrass

Needleandthread

Fourwing saltbush

Monte Cristo Ralston

Montezuma

Morey

Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Fourwing saltbush

Winterfat

Nevada ephedra

Shadscale

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Galleta

Desert needlegrass

Fourwing saltbush

Winterfat

Bitterbrush

Fourwing saltbush

Basin wildrye

Needleandthread

Galleta

Indian ricegrass

Shadscale

Razorback

Red Spring

Winterfat

Indian ricegrass

Shadscale

Galleta

Fourwing saltbush

Sand dropseed

Squirreltail

Desert needlegrass

Nevada ephedra

Winterfat

Fourwing saltbush

Indian ricegrass

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Fourwing saltbush

Squirreltail

Galleta

Continued on next page
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APPENDIX 2 (Continued)

Allotment Kev Species Allotment Kev Species

Reveille Silver King

Indian ricegrass Indian ricegrass

Winterfat Galleta

Fourwing saltbush

Galleta Silver Peak

Green Molly Kochia Needleandthread

Squirreltail Baltic rush

Sand dropseed Inland saltgrass

Bud sagebrush Alkali sacaton

Needleandthread Winterfat

Black sagebrush

San Antone Indian ricegrass

Indian ricegrass Basin wildrye

Winterfat Sandberg bluegrass

Galleta Shadscale

Sand dropseed Galleta

Shadscale

Green Molly Kochia Smoky
Nevada ephedra Indian ricegrass

Fourwing saltbush Alkali sacaton

Squirreltail Basin wildrye

Alkali bluegrass

Sand Springs Squirreltail

Indian ricegrass Galleta

Winterfat Sand dropseed
Squirreltail Baltic rush

Galleta Alkali cordgrass

Thickspike wheatgrass Nevada ephedra

Black sagebrush Inland saltgrass

Needleandthread Bud sage

Sand dropseed

Sandberg bluegrass Springdale #2
Indian ricegrass

Sheep Mountain Inland saltgrass

Indian ricegrass Winterfat

Galleta

Continued on next page



APPENDIX 2 (Continued)

Allotment Key Species Allotment

Stone Cabin Yellow Hills

Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Winterfat

Fourwing saltbush

Bitterbrush

Needleandthread

Baltic rush

Squirreltail

Inland saltgrass

Sandberg bluegrass

Nevada ephedra

Key Species

Indian ricegrass

Galleta

Winterfat

Fourwing saltbush

Wagon Johnnie

Indian ricegrass

Crested wheatgrass

Winterfat

Basin wildrye

Sandberg bluegrass

Squirreltail

Needleandthread

Baltic rush

Alkali cordgrass

Inland saltgrass

Alkali bluegrass

Mat Muhly

Willow Creek

White Sage

Needleandthread

Indian ricegrass

Bitterbrush

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

White Wolf

Indian ricegrass

Winterfat

Fourwing saltbush

Alkali sacaton

Inland saltgrass

1 The list of key species provided by allotment is general in nature,

made as determined necessary.

Additions or deletions may be



APPENDIX 3

VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CLASSES

Class I . This class provides primarily for natural ecological changes; however, it does not

preclude limited management activity. Any contrast created within the characteristic

environment must not attract attention. It is applied to wilderness areas, some natural areas,

wild portions of the wild and scenic rivers, and other similar situations where management
activities are to be restricted.

Class II .* Changes in any of the basic elements (form, line, color, texture) caused by a

management activity should not be evident in the characteristic landscape. A contrast may
be seen but should not attract attention.

Class III .* Contrasts to the basic elements (form, line color, texture) caused by a management
activity may be evident and begin to attract attention in the characteristic landscape.

However, the changes should remain subordinate to the existing characteristic landscape.

Class IV .* Contrasts may attract attention and be a dominant feature of the landscape in

terms of scale; however, the change should repeat the basic elements (form, line, color,

texture) inherent in the characteristic landscape.

* Structures located in the foreground distance zone (O-V2 mile) often create a contrast that exceeds

the VRM class, even when designed to harmonize and blend with the characteristic landscape. This

may be especially true when a distinctive architectural motif or style is designed. Approval by the Area

Manager is required on a case-by-case basis to determine whether the structure(s) meet the acceptable

VRM class standards and, if not, whether they add acceptable visual variety to the landscape.
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APPENDIX 4
OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE DEFINITIONS

1

.

"Off-Highway vehicle" - any motorized vehicle capable of, or designed for, travel on

or immediately over bare land or other natural terrain, excluding: (1) any military, fire,

search and rescue, or law enforcement vehicle while being used for emergency

purposes; (2) any vehicle use expressly approved by the authorized officer; (3) vehicles

in official use; and (4) any combat support vehicle when used in times of national

defence emergency.

2. "Official use" - use by an employee, agent or designated representative of the federal

government or one of its contractors, in the course of carrying out duties.

3. "Trail" - an unmaintained way. For example, a jeep 2-track or an ATV/motorcycle

track.

4. "Open area" - an area where motorized vehicle use is permitted both on and off-road.

5. "Closed area" - an area where motorized vehicle use is prohibited. Use of vehicles in

closed areas may be approved by the authorized officer for special purposes or legal

requirements.

6. "Off-road" - any motorized vehicle use not on an existing road or trail. This refers to

cross country travel.

7. "Road" - a way that is improved by mechanical means to ensure relatively regular and

continuous use by vehicles. A way maintained solely by the passage of vehicles does

not constitute a road.

8. "Roadless" - the absence of roads which have been improved and maintained by

mechanical means to ensure relatively regular and continuous use.

9. "Improved and maintained" - actions taken physically by man to keep the road open

to vehicular traffic. Improved does not necessarily mean formal construction.

Maintained does not necessarily mean annual maintenance.

10. "Limited to existing roads and trails" - motorized vehicle use permitted on all roads and

trails in the area unless otherwise signed as closed. Motorized vehicle use is not

permitted on roads and trails that have been physically closed through reclamation

actions. BLM will not prepare an activity plan/map for areas that are limited to existing

roads and trails. All authorized public land users that hold a permit or license (i.e.

grazing permittees, wood permits, hunting license, right-of-way holders, mining claim,

etc.) may drive off-road if required to fulfill requirements of their permit or license.

Motorized vehicles must park within 100 yards of an existing road or trail for camping.

All off-road vehicle use must be limited to the minimum necessary to accomplish the

task and to prevent undue or necessary degradation to the area. Organized events,

wood cutting and land treatment projects will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

Emergency services and/or law enforcement activities are exceptions to these policies.
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APPENDIX 5
PROPOSED RANGE IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 1

ALLOTMENT TYPE OF IMPROVEMENT UNITS

1
NAME NUMBER

Blue Eagle 0089 Fence 18 miles

Cattleguard 2 each

Bulterfield 0073 Fence 18 miles

Cattleguard 2 each

Spring Development 3 each

Trough 5 each

Pipeline 1 mile

Crater-Black Rock 0087 Fence 26 miles

Cattleguard 3 each

Well 2 each

Trough 2 each

Francisco 0075 Spring Development 2 each

Trough 4 each

Pipeline 2 miles

Vegetation Manipulation 1 ,400 acres

Hot Creek 0084 Fence 20 miles

Cattleguard 4 each

Trough 4 each

Pipeline 10 miles

Hunts Canyon 0078 Fence 13 miles

Cattleguard 1 each

Spring Development 2 each

Trough 2 each

Pipeline 5 miles

Vegetation Manipulation 4,660 acres

Ice House 0095 Well 1 each

Fence 3.2 miles

lone 0071 Fence 81 miles

Cattleguard 7 each

Well 4 each

Spring Development 2 each

Trough 1 1 each

Pipeline 13 miles

Vegetation Manipulation 2,400 acres

Magruder Mountain 0099 Pipeline 7.5 miles

Fence 9 miles

Cattleguard 2 each

Vegetation Manipulation 1,195 acres

Continued next page



APPENDIX 5 (Continued)

PROPOSED RANGE IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 1

ALLOTMENT TYPE OF IMPROVEMENT UNITS

NAME NUMBER

Monitor 0077 Fence 41 miles

Cattleguard 7 each

Well 1 each

Trough 3 each

Pipeline 3 miles

Vegetation Manipulation 8,725 acres

Monte Cristo 0104 Well 2 each

Pipeline 6 miles

Trough 4 each

Montezuma 0094 Well 2 each

Pipeline 5 miles

Trough 5 each

Fence 2 miles

Morey 0083 Fence 1 2 miles

Cattleguard 3 each

Spring Development 1 each

Trough 2 each

Pipeline 2 miles

Nyala 0088 Fence 38 miles

Cattleguard 5 each

Well 3 each

Trough 6 each

Pipeline 9 miles

Earthen Reservoirs 2 each

Ralston 0076 Fence 1 13 miles

Cattleguard 10 each

Well 3 each

Trough 7 each

Pipeline 17 miles

Razorback 0093 Well 1 each

Red Springs 0091 Pipeline 2.5 miles

Trough 1 each

Fence 6.5 miles

Reveille 0085 Fence 140 miles

Cattleguard 14 each

Well 2 each

Trough 4 each

Pipeline 5 miles

San Antone 0073 Fence 85 miles

Cattleguard 1 6 each

Spring Development 5 each

Trough 1 2 each

Pipeline 35 miles

Continued next page



APPENDIX 5 (Continued)

PROPOSED RANGE IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 1

ALLOTMENT TYPE OF IMPROVEMENT UNITS
NAME NUMBER

Sand Springs 0086 Fence 63 miles

Cattleguard 7 each

Well 2 each

Trough 2 each

Earthen Reservoir 3 each

Vegetation Manipulation 10,000 acres

Silver Peak 0097 Pipeline 1.25 miles

Spring Development 5 each

Trough 5 each

Fence 21.5 miles

Smoky 0074 Fence 52 miles

Cattleguard 2 each

Spring Development 1 each

Trough 1 each

Pipeline 3 miles

Stone Cabin 0082 Fence 87 miles

Cattleguard 19 each

Well 2 each

Spring Development 4 each

Trough 1 1 each

Pipeline 13 miles

Vegetation Manipulation 14,080 acres

White Wolf 0092 Well 1 each

' Includes projects for livestock. wild horses/burros, wildlife and watershed proposed in the Tonopah Grazing EIS and

Esmeralda/Southern Nye RMP.



APPENDIX 6
CURRENT FORAGE ALLOCATIONS-TONOPAH (EAST)

ALLOTMENT ALLOTMENT
ACRES

INITIAL STOCKING LEVELS
FOR LIVESTOCK

INITIAL HERD SIZES FOR
WILD HORSES AND

BURROS

Blue Eagle 45.499 2,024 AUMs AUMs

Butterfield 122,080 4,779 AUMs AUMs

Crater-Black Rock 97,859 5,725 AUMs' AUMs

Currant Ranch 501 282 AUMs AUMs

Forest Moon 297 253 AUMs AUMs

Francisco 16,896 1,206 AUMs' AUMs

Hot Creek 154,483 7,938 AUMs 2 492 AUMs
for 41 horses 2

Hunts Canyon 93,558 2,237 AUMs' 90 AUMs
horses for 6 months in

the Saulsbury HMA B

lone 189,099 10,421 AUMs' AUMs

Monitor 92,463 3,862 AUMs' AUMs

Morey 72,806 1,643 AUMs 2 AUMs

Nyala 321,274 16,157 AUMs' AUMs

Ralston 368,682 14,695 AUMs' 120 AUMs
for 10 horses 6

Reveille 657,520 25,730 AUMs' 1,980 AUMs
for 145 to 165 horses3

San Antone 440,826 13,505 AUMs' AUMs

Sand Springs 203,868 8,665 AUMs' 588 AUMs
for 49 horses4

Smoky 126,976 5,697 AUMs' AUMs

Stone Cabin 389,499 13,963 AUMs' 4,368 AUMs
for 364 horses4

Continued on next page



APPENDIX 6 (Continued)
CURRENT FORAGE ALLOCATIONS-TONOPAH (EAST)

ALLOTMENT ALLOTMENT ACRES INITIAL STOCKING LEVELS
FOR LIVESTOCK

INITIAL HERD SIZES FOR
WILD HORSES AND

BURROS

Wagon Johnnie 28,157 1,219 AUMs 2 468 AUMs
for 39 horses 2

Willow Creek 12,691 338 AUMs 54 AUMs
for 6 horses for 9 months

1 From the 1 2/88 Rangeland Program Summary

2 The AUMs shown here have been adjusted as a result of the "National Forest and Public Lands of Nevada

Enhancement Act of 1988." The information shown is for the portion of the allotments remaining in BLM control. The

Act transferred administration of approximately 26.9% of the lands in the Morey Allotment, 13.6% of the lands in the

Hot Creek Allotment, and 72.1% of the lands in the Wagon Johnnie Allotment to the Forest Service.

3 Directed by 1987 Court Decision (Civil R-85-535 BRT) Fallini vs. Hodel.

4 Area Manager's Management Action Selection Report of 3/24/89.

6 Wild horses drift on to public lands from the Monitor Wild Horse Territory which is administered by the U. S. Forest

Service.
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APPENDIX 7
CURRENT FORAGE ALLOCATIONS-TONOPAH (WEST)

ALLOTMENT ALLOTMENT
ACRES

INITIAL STOCKING
LEVELS FOR
LIVESTOCK

INITIAL HERD SIZES FOR
WILD HORSES AND

BURROS 2

Fish Lake Valley 1,482 52 AUMs AUMs

Ice House 43,143 201 AUMs 1 660 AUMs for: 43 horses in Silver Peak

HMA; 12 burros in Fish Lake Valley HMA.

Magruder Mountain 625,015 12,348 AUMs 2,496 AUMs for: 184 horses in Palmetto

HMA; 19 horses in Gold Mountain HMA; 5

horses in Montezuma HMA.

Monte Cristo 496,018 9,352 AUMs 828 AUMs for 69 horses in Dunlop HMA.

Montezuma 538,297 10,668 AUMs 8,424 AUMs for: 12 horses and 194 burros

in Bullfrog HMA; 227 horses and 71 burros

in Goldfield HMA; 151 horses in Montezuma
HMA; 13 horses and 34 burros in Stonewall

HMA.

Razorback 72,880 1,344 AUMs 288 AUMs for 24 burros in Bullfrog HMA.

Red Springs 137,267 2,609 AUMs 1 1,008 AUMs for: 62 horses in Fish Lake

Valley HMA; 22 horses in Silver Peak HMA.

Sheep Mountain 88,435 1,740 AUMs 492 AUMs for 41 horses in Paymaster/Lone

Mountain HMA.

Silver King 8,969 150 AUMs AUMs

Silver Peak 283,907 5,699 AUMs 1,764 AUMs for: 147 horses in Silver Peak

HMA, in Fish Lake Valley HMA.

Springdale 1,466 24 AUMs Bullfrog HMA.

White Sage 10.315 600 AUMs Silver Peak HMA.

White Wolf 59,310 501 AUMs 1,068 AUMs for 89 horses in Silver Peak

HMA.

Yellow Hills 62,203 1,212 AUMs 60 AUMs for: 5 horses in Montezuma HMA;
horses in Paymaster/Lone Mountain HMA.

1 The AUMs shown have been adjusted as a result of the "National Forest and Public Lands of Nevada Enhancement

Act" of 1988. This Act transferred 5% of the Red Springs Allotment 0.5% of the Silver Peak Allotment and 1 1 % of

the Ice House Allotment to the Inyo National Forest. The Act also transferred 20% of the Fish Lake Valley Herd

Management Area to the Inyo National Forest.

2 Herd size has been apportioned among allotments within the HMAs based on data as shown in Appendix 10.
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APPENDIX 9

METHODOLOGY FOR ADJUSTMENT OF LIVESTOCK AND WILD HORSE/BURRO USE

Future adjustments in livestock active preference and wild horse/burro appropriate management level

(AML) will be based on short and long term monitoring data. In cases where use by livestock and wild

horses/burros overlap and individual use is indistinguishable, the adjustments will be based on the

proportional relationship between livestock and wild horses/burros as established through previous land

use plans as shown in Appendix 6 and 7. Examples are provided to illustrate.

SITUATION ONE: Wild horse/burro use exceeds the "thriving natural ecological balance" level and no

overlap with livestock use occurs or is expected to occur with a proposed change in management.

Example: Herd Management Area A has 100 wild horses which inhabit the area 12 months of the

year. Total actual use is 1,200 animal unit months (AUMs). Monitoring data show the area to be

sustaining a weighted average utilization on key forage plants of 65 percent. Desired utilization is 50
percent.

Calculation of Carrying Capacity :

Existing Actual Use ' X Desired Average Utilization
3 — Calculated Capacity*

Weighted Average Utilization
2

Solve for calculated capacity and adjustment in AML:

1.200 AUMs X .50 = 923 AUMs (calculated capacity for an AML of 77 wild horses for 1 2 months)

.65

Existing actual use is the number of livestock and/or wild horses actually grazing on an area expressed as

AUMs.

Weighted average utilization is the average utilization of the forage in the area (moderate and above).

The desired average utilization is the degree of utilization that will meet the short and long term vegetative

objectives for the area.

Calculated capacity is the level of use, or number of animals expressed as AUMs, which could graze the area

and achieve the desired average utilization.

Conclusion :

The wild horses would be reduced from 100 animals to an AML of 77 horses.



APPENDIX 9 (Continued)

METHODOLOGY FOR ADJUSTMENT OF LIVESTOCK AND WILD HORSE/BURRO USE

SITUATION TWO: Livestock use exceeds the desired average utilization level and there are no wild

horses in the allotment.

Example: Allotment B has 1000 cattle grazing for 12 months of the year. Total actual use is 1 2,000
AUMs. Results of monitoring show Allotment B to be sustaining a weighted average utilization on key

forage plants of 70 percent. The desired average utilization is 50 percent.

Calculation of Carrying Capacity :

Existing Actual Use '

Weighted Average Utilization
2

X Desired Average Utilization
3

Calculated Capacity
4

Solve for calculated capacity and adjustment in active preference:

12,000 AUMs X .50 = 8,571 AUMs (calculated capacity for active preference)

.70

Existing actual use is the number of livestock and/or wild horses actually grazing on an area expressed as

AUMs.

Weighted average utilization is the average utilization of the forage in the area (moderate and above).

The desired average utilization is the degree of utilization that will meet the short and long term vegetative

objectives for the area.

Calculated capacity is the level of use, or number of animals expressed as AUMs, which could graze the area

and achieve the desired average utilization.

Conclusion :

The livestock use would be reduced from 12,000 AUMs to 8,571 AUMs.



APPENDIX 9 (Continued)

METHODOLOGY FOR ADJUSTMENT OF LIVESTOCK AND WILD HORSE/BURRO USE

SITUATION THREE: Wild horse use and livestock use overlap. Monitoring data indicate both wild

horse and livestock use are contributing to the utilization measured. The combination of both uses

exceeds the desired average utilization level.

Example: Allotment C has 1,000 cattle grazing for 12 months of the year. Total actual use by

livestock is 12,000 AUMs. Allotment C also contains a Wild Horse Herd Management Area with

boundaries that correspond to the boundary of Allotment C. An average population of 1 00 wild horses

has been using the area for 12 months of the year. Total actual use by wild horses is 1,200 AUMs.
The total actual use by livestock and wild horses is 13,200 AUMs. Results of monitoring show the

area to be sustaining a weighted average utilization on key forage plants of 70 percent. The desired

average utilization level is 50 percent.

Calculation of carrying capacity (Step 1]

Existing Actual Use ' X Desired Average Utilization
3 = Calculated Capacity"

Weighted Average Utilization
2

Solve for calculated capacity:

3,200 AUMs X .50 = 9,429 AUMs (calculated capacity for livestock and wild horses)

.70

Existing actual use is the number of livestock and/or wild horses actually grazing on an area expressed as

AUMs.

Weighted average utilization is the average utilization of the forage in the area (moderate and above).

The desired average utilization is the degree of utilization that will meet the short and long term vegetative

objectives for the area.

Calculated capacity is the level of use, or number of animals expressed as AUMs, which could graze the area

and achieve the desired average utilization.

The land use plan previously established an initial stocking level or active preference for livestock of

12,000 AUMs and an initial herd size or AML for wild horses of 50 animals or 600 AUMs for a total

allocation of 12,600 AUMs. The Calculated adjustment is a reduction of 3,171 AUMs in the combined
use of livestock and wild horses. The calculation of the new allocations for livestock and wild horses

are shown in the following formulas.
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APPENDIX 9 (Continued)

METHODOLOGY FOR ADJUSTMENT OF LIVESTOCK AND WILD HORSE/BURRO USE

SITUATION 3 (Continued)

Calculation of New Allocation to Livestock (Step 2):

Initial Stocking Level
Initial Stocking Level

Total Allocation

X Calculated

Adjustment
New Allocation

to Livestock

Solve for New Allocation ^active preference) for livestock:

12,000 AUMs-(
12 '°00AUMS12,000 AUMs
12,600 AUMs 8,980 AUMs

Calculation of New Allocation to Wild Horses (Step 3):

Formula:

1 Initial Herd Size
ln.t,al Herd S.ze -

[ Jota| A||ocatjon

X Calculated

Adjustment
) = New Allocation to

Wild Horses

Solve for New A/location (AMD to Wild Horses:

1 600 AUMs
600 AUMs" (

t 2 , 6oo AUMs
X 3,171 AUMs

)
= 449 AUMs

Conclusion :

The new allocation for the Allotment C would be:

Livestock = 8,980 AUMs active preference.

Wild Horse = 449 AUMs for an AML of 37 wild horses.

9,429 AUMs calculated capacity.



APPENDIX 9 (Continued)

METHODOLOGY FOR ADJUSTMENT OF LIVESTOCK AND WILD HORSE/BURRO USE

SITUATION FOUR: Wild horse use and livestock use overlap. Monitoring data indicate wild horse and

livestock use contribute to the utilization measured. The combination of both uses is less then the

desired average utilization level. Monitoring data indicate that additional forage is permanently

available on a sustained yield basis and land use objectives can be met.

Example: Allotment D has 1 ,000 cattle grazing for 1 2 months. Total actual use by livestock is 1 2,000

AUMs. Allotment D also contains a Wild Horse Management Area with boundaries that correspond

to the boundary of Allotment D. An average population of 50 wild horses has been using the area for

12 months. Total actual use by wild horses is 600 AUMs. The total actual use by livestock and wild

horses is 12,600 AUMs. Results of monitoring show the area to be sustaining an average overall

utilization level of 30 percent. Desired average utilization is 50 percent.

Calculation of carrying capacity (Step 1]

Existing Actual Use ' X Desired Average Utilization
3 = Calculated Capacity4

Weighted Average Utilization
2

Solve for calculated capacity:

2.600 AUMs X .50 = 21,000 AUMs (calculated capacity for livestock and wild horses)

.30

Existing actual use is the number of livestock and/or wild horses actually grazing on an area expressed as

AUMs.

Weighted average utilization is the average utilization of the forage in the area (moderate and above).

The desired average utilization is the degree of utilization that will meet the short and long term vegetative

objectives for the area.

Calculated capacity is the level of use, or number of animals expressed as AUMs, which could graze the area

and achieve the desired average utilization.

The land use plan previously established an initial stocking level or active preference of 1 2,000 AUMs
for livestock and an initial herd size or AML for wild horses of 50 animals, or 600 AUMs, for a total

allocation of 1 2,600 AUMs. The calculated adjustment is an increase of 8,400 AUMs which could be

allocated to livestock and wild horses. The calculation of the new allocations to livestock and wild

horses are shown in the following formulas.
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APPENDIX 9 (Continued)

METHODOLOGY FOR ADJUSTMENT OF LIVESTOCK AND WILD HORSE/BURRO USE

SITUATION 4 (Continued)

Calculation of New Allocation to Livestock (Step 2):

Initial Stocking Level +

Initial

Stocking Level

Total Allocation

X Calculated

Adjustment
New Allocation to

Livestock

Solve for New Allocation (active preference) to Livestock:

I 12,000 AUMs x 8,400 AUMs
12,000 AUMs

12,000 AUMs
12,600 AUMs 20,000 AUMs

Calculation of New Allocation to Wild Horses (Step 3):

Formula:

1 Initial Herd Size
ln.t.al Herd S.ze + [ Totfl( A| ,ocatJon

X Calculated

Adjustment
) = New Allocation to

Wild Horses

Solve for New Allocation (AMD to Wild Horses:

1 600 AUMs
600 AUMs + ( ! 2,600 AUMs

X 8,400 AUMs
)

= 1,000 AUMs

Conclusion :

The new allocation for Allotment D would be:

Livestock = 20,000 AUMs active preference.

Wild Horse = 1,000 AUMs or an AML of 83 wild horses.

21,000 AUMs calculated capacity.
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APPENDIX 10 B
WILD HORSES AND BURROS BY ALLOTMENT-TONOPAH (EAST)

(FORMERLY TONOPAH MFP AREA)

Allotment

Herd Management Areas

Hot Creek Little Fish

Lake

Reveille Sand

Springs

Saulsbury Stone Cabin Total

Hot Creek 41 H 41 H

Hunts Canyon 11

(6 mos)

11 H

Ralston 14

(6 mos)

14H

Reveille 145-165 H 145-165 H

Sand Springs 49 H 49 H

Stone Cabin 364 H 364 H

Wagon Johnnie 39 H 39 H

Total 41 H 39 H 145-165 H 49 H 25 H 673 H 683 H

This Appendix presents the Initial herd size information from Table 2A on an allotment basis. Since the Saulsbury HMA overlaps the

Hunts Canyon and Raltson Allotments, numbers shown in this Appendix were derived using the following methodology: 1) proportion of

each allotment composing the HMA was established using relative acreage computation, 2) proportion was then applied to initial herd

size for the HMA.

H = Horses B = Burros (none)



APPENDIX 1

1

EXISTING CLASSIFICATIONS AND WITHDRAWALS

CLASSIFICATIONS

TYPE NUMBER ACRES

Small Tract 2 8.92

Classification and Multiple Use 4 1,984.00

Recreation and Public Purposes 19 1,534.09

Desert Land Entry 18 5,725.89

Carey Act 4 3,316.42
Airport Leases 4 286.20

Total 12.855.52

WITHDRAWALS

TYPE 1 NUMBER ACRES

Air Force 2 619.32
BLM-Power Site Reserve 1 17.00

BLM-Protective (Railroad Valley) 1 14,710.33
BLM-Administrative 1 5.00

Department of Energy 3 2,571.29

Federal Aviation Administration 3 417.77
Federal Energy Regulation Commission 1 45.05
Forest Service Administrative 2 11.40

BLM-Protective (Natural area) 1 520.00
Total 18.917.16

1 Does not include non-administrative site lands with drawn to Forest Service



APPENDIX 12

THE RECREATION OPPORTUNITY SPECTRUM CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

OPPORTUNITY
CLASS EXPERIENCE OPPORTUNITY SETTING OPPORTUNITY

Primitive Opportunity for isolation from the sights and

sounds of man, to feel a part of the natural

environment, to have a high degree of

challenge and risk, and to use outdoor skills.

Area is characterized by essentially unmodified

natural environment of fairly large size (2,500

acres). Concentration of users is very low and

evidence of other users is minimal. The area is

managed to be essentially free from evidence of

man-induced restrictions and controls. Only

facilities essential for resource protection are

used. No facilities for comfort or convenience of

the user are provided. Spacing of groups is

informal and dispersed to minimize contacts

between groups. Motorized use within the area

is not permitted.

Semi-Primitive

Non-Motorized

Some opportunity for isolation from the sights

and sounds of man, but not as important as for

primitive opportunities. Opportunity to have

high degree of interaction with the natural

environment, to have moderate challenge and

risk, and to use outdoor skills.

Area is characterized by a predominantly

unmodified natural environment of moderate to

large size (2,500 acres). Concentration of users

is low, but there is often evidence of other area

users. On-site controls and restrictions may be

present, but are subtle. Facilities are provided

for the protection of resource values and the

safety of users only. Spacing of groups may be

formalized to disperse use and limit contacts

between groups. Motorized use is not permitted.

Semi-Primitive

Motorized

Some opportunity for isolation from the sights

and sounds of man, but not a important as for

primitive opportunities. Opportunity to have

high degree of interaction with the natural

environment, to have moderate challenge and

risk, and to use outdoor skills. Explicit

opportunity to use motorized equipment while

in the area.

Area is characterized by a predominantly

unmodified natural environment of moderate to

large size (2,500 acres). Concentration of users

is low, but there is often evidence of other area

users. On-site controls and restrictions may be

present, but are subtle. Facilities are provided

for the protection of resource values and safety

of users only. Spacing of groups may be

formalized to disperse use and limit contacts

between groups. Motorized use is permitted.

Roaded Natural About equal opportunities for affiliation with

other user groups and for isolation from sights

and sounds of man. Opportunity to have a

high degree of interaction with the natural

environment. Challenge and risk opportunities

are not very important except in specific

challenging activities. Practice of outdoor

skills may be important. Opportunities for both

motorized and nonmotorized recreation are

present.

Area is characterized by a generally natural

environment with moderate evidence of the

sights and sounds of man. Resource

modification and utilization practices are evident,

but harmonize with the natural environment.

Concentration of users is low to moderate with

facilities sometimes provided for group activity.

On-site controls and restrictions offer a sense of

security. Rustic facilities are provided for user

convenience as well as for safety and resource

protection. Conventional motorized use is

provided for in construction standards and design

of facilities.

Continued on next page



APPENDIX 12 (Continued)

THE RECREATION OPPORTUNITY SPECTRUM CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

OPPORTUNITY
CLASS EXPERIENCE OPPORTUNITY SETTING OPPORTUNITY

Rural Opportunities to experience affiliation with

individuals and groups are prevalent as is the

convenience of sites and opportunities, these

factors are generally more important than the

natural setting. Opportunities for wildland

challenges, risk taking, and testing of outdoor

skills are unimportant, except in those

activities involving challenge and risk.

Area is characterized by substantially modified

natural environment. Resource modification and

utilization practices are obvious. Sights and

sounds of man are readily evident, and the

concentration of users is often moderate to high.

A considerable number of facilities are designed

for use by a large number of people. Facilities

are often provided for specific activities.

Developed sites, roads, and trails are designed

for moderate to high use. Moderate densities are

provided far away from developed sites.

Facilities for intensive motorized use are

available.
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APPENDIX 13

CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

Manage for Information Potential

Cultural resources included under this management objective are capable of contributing useful

scientific, historic, or management information. This information potential is to be protected to the

extent needed, by physical or administrative means until the potential has been realized through

appropriate study. The following resource types, and/or areas, will be managed for information

potential: prehistoric lithic scatters, prehistoric ceramic scatters, historic archeological sites without

architectural features, sites in upland pinyon-juniper forests and sites in riparian areas.

Resources to be managed for information potential can be studied, utilized, or included in data recovery

projects to mitigate adverse effects after compliance with the BLM 8100 Manual Series and section

106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

Manage for Public Values

Cultural resources included under this objective possess identified sociocultural, educational,

recreational, or other public values. Their locations are to be managed in a manner that gives adequate

consideration to these values. Resources managed for public values will have those values realized

through activity plans. The following resource types and/or areas will be managed for public values:

rock art alignments (geoglyphs) will be managed to preserve their sociocultural values for Native

Americans, historic town sites, mining or milling sites, ranching or agricultural sites, or other historic

sites with architectural features will be managed for educational and recreational values. Cultural

resources can be released from public value after a representative sample has been preserved.

Manage for Conservation

Cultural resources to be conserved are those with overriding scientific or historic importance. They
are managed to maintain them in their present condition and to protect them from potentially

conflicting land or resource uses. Resources managed for conservation will have those values realized

through resource and/or area specific activity plans.

For conservation and protection of cultural resources, activity plans may provide for fencing,

monitoring, purchase of claims, stabilization, establishment of parks with full time rangers, limited data

recovery/collection, public education/interpretation, or other protective measures. In addition, it is

important that representative samples of all classes of sites in the resource area be preserved for the

enjoyment and scientific benefit of future generations. Cultural resources can be released from

conservation after a representative sample has been preserved.

Activity Plans

Cultural resources in the resource area will be allocated to specific uses in subsequent activity plans.

Activity plans containing detailed management prescriptions for selected cultural properties will be

developed after use allocations have been made.



APPENDIX 13 (Continued)

CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

Cultural resource activity plans will be developed for the following areas: Trap Springs-Gravel Bar

Complex, Stormy-Abel Complex, Cane Man Hill Petroglyphs, Tybo and Mclntyre Charcoal Kilns, Moores
Station Petroglyphs, Jumbled Rock Petroglyph, Tonopah Lake Complex, Mud Lake Complex, Big

Springs Petroglyphs, Fish Lake Valley Petroglyphs, Mountain View Arrastra, Columbus Salt Marsh,

Witched Well, Oriental Wash Petroglyphs, Cave Spring and The Cistern.

A rock art management plan will be developed for the Resource Area in consultation with Native

American Leaders.

Monitoring

Archaeological Resource Protection Act (ARPA) surveillance points will be established in the following

areas: Silver Peak Range, Clayton Valley, Fish Lake Valley, Hot Creek Range, Railroad Valley, all valleys

with late Pleistocene lake features.

ARPA law enforcement and monitoring plans will be written for the following areas: Rhyolite, Trap

Springs, Gravel Bar, and Stormy-Abel prehistoric districts, Fish Lake Valley Petroglyphs, Cave Spring,

Cane Man Hill, Big Springs Petroglyphs and Fish Lake Valley Salt Marsh.
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APPENDIX 14

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE ESMERALDA COUNTY POLICY FOR PUBLIC LANDS

This Appendix compares the actions of the Proposed Tonopah RMP with the provisions of the

Esmeralda County Policy for Public Lands. The County policy is shown in the left-hand column and

the corresponding actions of the Tonopah RMP are shown in the right-hand column. Each column is

continued on following page.

ESMERALDA COUNTY POLICY FOR PUBLIC
LANDS (April, 1985)

TONOPAH RMP

FEDERAL LANDS Manage and utilize public

lands on the basis of multiple use and sustained

yield concepts, and in a manner that will

conserve natural resources; protect and

preserve the quality of the of the environment,

and ecological, scenic, historical and

archeological values; protect and preserve

wildlife habitat, and certain lands in their

natural condition; and provide for long term

benefit, including economic benefits, for the

people of Esmeralda County and future

generations.

POLICIES Disposal of Public Lands

1 . Increase opportunities for local economic

development by selectively increasing the

amount of privately owned and locally managed
land within the county, a) Lands with high

recreational, wildlife, mineral and other public

values should continue to remain as public

lands, b) Public lands within the municipal

service area of existing communities should

continue to be made available for housing and

industrial sites. These lands should be

transferred only when local governments agree

that the transfer is opportune and would not be

a burden to local governments. Growth should

be directed to these areas to the extent that it

can be accommodated in a manner compatible

with each area's character and without

burdening public facilities and services, c)

Residential and commercial development should

be concentrated in the existing communities of

Goldf ield and Silver Peak, where public facilities

can most economically concentrated.

Disposals should also be permitted at Coaldale

Junction, Gold Point, and just west of

Tonopah. d) Public lands should continue to

be made available for state and local

government purposes. Land identified for

1 . The proposed RMP provides for community
expansion and for private economic
development through disposal of 299,140
acres of public lands. This includes lands near

Goldfield, Silver Peak, Coaldale Junction, Gold

Point and west of Tonopah. Land tenure

adjustments are discretionary. No lands will be

disposed of unless they are identified in this

RMP. In order for public land to be sold, it

must meet one of the following criteria set

forth in Section 203(a) of the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act of 1 976:-the land

is difficult or uneconomic to manage as a part

of the public lands; and it is not suitable for

management by another Federal department or

agency.-the land was acquired for a specific

purpose: and it is no longer required for that, or

any other, Federal purpose; or-disposal of the

land will serve important public objectives that

can be achieved prudently or feasibly only if

the land is removed from public ownership; and

these objectives outweigh other public

objectives or values that will be served by

maintaining the land in Federal ownership.

Site-specific decisions regarding land ownership

adjustments within the resource area are to be
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public purposes should receive preference over

disposal for private purposes, e) Public land

disposal should be in conformance with local

land use plans. The general public and state

and local governments should be involved in

public land disposals.

made based on whether the lands are needed

for Bureau programs, or whether or not they

are considered more valuable for other

purposes.

Public lands identified for disposal may be

made available for sale, exchange, agricultural

entry, lease, or patent for recreation or public

purposes. Some lands identified for disposal

may be retained in Federal ownership as a

result of site specific application of the land

ownership adjustment criteria.

2. Public land should be disposed of for private

agricultural needs, a) Those lands disposed of

for farm land would have to have adequate

water, for irrigation and appropriate soil, as

determined by a soil study, b) Before public

lands are disposed of adverse impacts on

existing and future uses should be considered.

Adverse impacts could include important

wildlife habitat, key seasonal grazing rights,

municipal watershed, flood prone areas,

access, mining (including potential), and

recreational use of these lands.

2. There are three authorities for the disposal

of public land specifically for agricultural

purposes: the Desert Land Act, the Carey Act,

and the General Allotment Act. Disposal of

public land for agricultural purposes must meet
the requirements of one of the three acts listed

above and have a supporting permanent water

source permitted by the Nevada State Engineer.

3. Whenever the public lands are disposed of,

existing access to adjoining and nearby public

lands should be retained for recreational or

other multiple use needs or alternative routes of

access should be made available.

3. All proposed developments will be reviewed

for environmental impacts and effects on other

land uses.

4. Promote the increased use of, and

adherence to, comprehensive planning among
all government entities in Nevada, a) The
state and local governments should continue to

develop land use plans to identify lands that

should remain in public ownership, b) Local

involvement and the use of Coordinated

Resource Management Planning (CRMP)
techniques should be encouraged in the federal

planning process, c) Adequate public notice

shall be given for all public hearings and

meetings regarding Federal, state, and local

planning and land management matters in

Esmeralda County. In addition to required legal

notices, it is recommended that information

news articles be published along with posted

notices at the Courthouse, post offices, and

libraries in the County.

4. The BLM adheres to comprehensive land

use plans which have been approved by local

government, to the extent they are compatible

with Federal law and policies, and to the extent

that it is practical to do so. Proper notification

of the public's opportunity to comment on

federal planning efforts is mandated by law.
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5. Corridors for communications, utilities and

transportation need to be planned for in

harmony with other multiple uses on the public

lands.

5. Designated right-of-way corridors within the

resource area will be three miles wide except

where topographic constraints exist. Grants

for rights-of-way are still required for facilities

placed within designated corridors.

Designation of a corridor does not mean that

future rights-of-way are restricted to corridors,

nor does it mean that there is a commitment by

the BLM to approve all right-of-way

applications within corridors.

6. To provide maximum management
flexibility, disposals should be by the most
appropriate authority available. a) Land

exchanges that block up high value public

purpose lands and make private lands more
manageable should be given a high priority in

federal real estate actions.

6. BLM land tenure adjustments will be done in

accordance with the most appropriate Federal

laws and policies. Exchanges are the preferred

method of acquisition when other methods
such as conservation easements or

management agreements will not protect

special value areas or resources. Exchanges

must be in the public interest. Blocking up of

public and private lands in a mixed land

ownership situation will normally be in the

public interest.

AGRICULTURE Recognize that agricultural

production in Nevada will be necessary to help

meet the requirements of future state

populations and is important to Esmeralda

County. Preserve agricultural lands and

promote continuation of agricultural pursuits in

Nevada.

AGRICULTURE

POLICIES

1 . Formally recognize the value of and

necessity for the retention and expansion of

agricultural land by all levels of government.

1 . In order to provide for community expansion

and private economic development, the

Proposed RMP/EIS identifies 299,140 acres for

disposal. Site specific decisions regarding land

tenure adjustments will be determined using

criteria outlined in the Standard Operating

Procedures under "Lands". The only lands

available for agricultural entry are those lands

identified for disposal in the RMP.

2. The Federal government should continue to

make the public rangelands economically and
realistically available for livestock grazing,

where compatible with other multiple use

objectives.

3. Through State, Federal or other research

institutions, promote a project to study the

2. Livestock grazing will continue to be

authorized in accordance with the principles of

multiple use and sustained yield and 43 CFR
4100. Increases or decreases in livestock

grazing will be based on vegetation monitoring

and periodic allotment evaluations.

3. This policy is not within the scope of an

RMP/EIS and, therefore, has not been
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feasibility of harnessing the brackish water and

playa areas of the county as shrimp (prawn)

farms.

considered.

4. Existing grazing permits should be

continued and additional permits should be

issued where appropriate to provide increased

employment and revenue

4. See number 2 above.

MINERAL RESOURCES Recognize that the

development of Nevada's mineral resources is

desirable and necessary to the nation, the state

and Esmeralda County. Retain existing mining

areas and promote the expansion of mining

operations and areas.

MINERAL RESOURCES

POLICIES

1 . There should be access to land where the

mineral estate is in Federal ownership.

1 . BLM provides for mineral entry, exploration,

location, and operations pursuant to the mining

laws in a manner that, 1 ) will not unduly hinder

the mineral activities, and 2) assures that these

activities are conducted in a manner which will

prevent undue or unnecessary degradation of

the public land.

2. The entire county should be kept open for

prospecting, mining and related activities.

2. Presently 99.4 percent of the resource area

is open to mineral entry. In the Proposed RMP,
98.8 percent of the Resource Area would be

open to mineral entry.

3. The Federal Mining Law of 1 872 should

remain in effect as the basic law relating to

mining activities.

3. The Proposed RMP/EIS is in compliance

with applicable Federal laws and policies and

does not analyze their merits. If the mining law

is changed, the changes will be incorporated

into the RMP through routine maintenance.

WILDERNESS The Esmeralda County

Commissioners have adopted a resolution

"deeming all areas of Esmeralda County to be

inappropriate and unsuitable for wilderness

designation by the Bureau of Land

Management."

WILDERNESS

POLICIES

1. The resolution adopted on May 15, 1984,

regarding all lands of Esmeralda County

deemed inappropriate and unsuitable for

wilderness designation by the Bureau of Land

1 & 2. The Proposed RMP/EIS does not

change any recommendations the BLM has

sent to the Secretary of the Interior on
wilderness. Management of Wilderness Study
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Management is still supported.

2. The economic values that may be derived

from retention of the Bureau of Land

Management lands in multiple use outweigh the

values of wilderness designation in Esmeralda

County.

Areas (WSAs) will continue under the "Interim

Management Policy for Lands Under Wilderness

Review". Those areas designated by Congress

as Wilderness will be managed in accordance

with the Wilderness Act and the specific

enabling legislation requirements. A Wilderness

Management Plan detailing management
objectives and actions for all resources will be

prepared for each area after designation.

3. Wilderness study areas should be returned

to multiple use as soon as possible.

3. As stated in the Proposed RMP/EIS, should

all or part of any WSA be released by Congress

from wilderness study, resource management
would be returned to multiple use management
and would come under the scope of this

RMP/EIS.

RECREATION Conserve and protect scenic,

historical and recreation resources where not in

conflict with economic resource development.

RECREATION

POLICIES

1 . Dispersed recreation opportunities on public

lands should be encouraged. Opportunities for

unstructured recreation such as camping,

fishing, hunting and four-wheeling in Esmeralda

County on public lands should continue to be

made available.

1 . A broad range of outdoor recreation

opportunities will continue to be provided on all

segments of the public land, subject to the

demand for such opportunities and the need to

protect other resources. Special Recreation

Management Areas, areas of concentrated use

and existing facilities will receive first priority

for operation and maintenance funds.

2. Recreational use of off-highway vehicles

should be substantially restricted to existing

roads and trails in Fish Lake Valley.

2. All other BLM lands that are not limited in

the RMP are open to all individual, commercial

and competitive outdoor recreation uses. Most
of the Silver Peak Range which borders Fish

Lake Valley on the east side is limited to

existing roads and trails.

WILD HORSES AND BURROS Manage wild

horses and burros to minimize detrimental

impacts on other multiple uses and pursue

resource enhancement where needed to correct

wild horse and burro damage.

WILD HORSES AND BURROS

POLICIES

1 . Wild horse and burro herds should be

managed at reasonable levels to be determined

with public involvement and managed with

consideration on needs of other wildlife species

and livestock grazing.

1 . The Wild Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act

of 1971 requires the BLM to provide for the

protection, management, and control of all wild

horses and burros on lands administered by the

BLM. Management is to be accomplished in a
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manner designed to achieve a thriving natural

ecological balance and multiple-use relationship

with other resource users. The initial herd size

for each HMA was defined in previous land use

plans, which were developed with public

participation. Appropriate management levels

will be established through the monitoring and

evaluation process.

2. The Coordinated Resource Management and

Planning (CRMP) process and/or Heil funds

should be used to solve wild horse and burro

problems.

2. The CRMP process is not specifically

identified for use in this Proposed RMP/EIS.

However, it is one of the activity planning tools

which may be utilized to resolve wild horse and

burro problems. Funds may be requested from

the Nevada Commission for the Preservation of

Wild Horses to assist in implementing the RMP.

3. Wild horse and burro impacts on private

lands and waters should be mitigated.

3. Consistent with the Wild Free-Roaming

Horse and Burro Act, the BLM is required to

remove wild horses and burros from private

land at the request of the land owner.

4. Any withdrawal of lands for wild horse or

burro preserves is opposed.

4. No withdrawals are proposed for wild horse

or burro preserves.

5. In those areas where there is a conflict

between cattle and wild horses and burros, a

reasonable harvest of wild horses and burros

should be permitted. A similar harvest of wild

horses and burros is recommended where there

is a conflict with deer and bighorn sheep.

5. The management prescribed in the

Proposed RMP/EIS for wild horses and burros is

to be accomplished in a manner designed to

achieve a thriving natural ecological balance

and multiple use relationship with other

resource users in accordance with the Wild

Free-Roaming Wild horse and Burro Act. Wild

horses and burros will be removed when the

balance is exceeded.

6. Authority for wild horse and burro

management should be returned to local

governments.

6 & 7. These policy statements are beyond the

scope of this Proposed RMP/EIS.

7. Laws and regulations on wild horses should

be amended to allow greater flexibility for the

disposal and adoption of wild horses and

burros.

WILDLIFE Identify, protect and preserve

wildlife species and habitats in Esmeralda

County.

WILDLIFE

POLICIES

1 . Identify habitat needs of wildlife species 1 . Fish and wildlife habitat will be maintained
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and provide for those needs so as to, in time,

attain reasonable population levels compatible

with other multiple uses as determined by

public involvement, a) Known critical wildlife

habitats, such as streams, riparian zones, and

wetlands, should receive special management,
b) Wildlife habitat improvement projects such

as guzzlers should be continued as appropriate.

The projects should take into consideration

impacts on other uses.

or improved. These habitats will continue to be

evaluated on a case-by-case basis as part of

project-level planning. Such evaluation will

consider the significance of the proposed

project and the sensitivity of fish and wildlife

habitat in the affected area. Habitat

Management plans will be prepared as funds

are available. Habitat improvement projects

will be implemented where necessary to

stabilize or improve unsatisfactory or declining

wildlife habitat condition. Sufficient forage and

cover will be provided for wildlife. Range
improvements will be designed to achieve both

wildlife and range objectives. Important

wildlife habitat such as streams and wetlands

will be retained in Federal ownership.

2. Public wetlands should be retained and

restored for wildlife values, except where they

adversely affect geothermal drilling.

2. In general, wetlands will not be disposed of

in the Proposed RMP/EIS. Efforts will be made
in riparian areas around streams, springs and

seeps to restore them for wildlife values.

Riparian areas will be managed to achieve

Proper Functioning condition as defined in this

Proposed RMP/EIS.

The impacts of geothermal drilling will be

examined on a case-by-case basis for effects

on riparian habitat. Mitigation of potential

adverse impacts will be incorporated as

determined necessary.

3. Adequate and sufficient habitat to support

the reintroduction of bighorn sheep and elk in

Esmeralda County should be provided on the

public lands. These mountain ranges have

been identified for the reintroduction of bighorn

sheep: Lone Peak, Monte Cristo Mountains,

and Silver Peak. The reintroduction should only

be made where they do not interfere or

jeopardize other multiple uses of the land

especially mining.

3. The reintroduction or augmentation of

bighorn sheep into potential habitat areas of

Goldfield, Magruder/Palmetto, Monte Cristo,

Montezuma, Silver Peak and Gold Mountain

habitat areas will continue to be supported in

the Proposed RMP/EIS. No elk introductions

are proposed. All reintroduction proposals will

be examined to determine impacts on other

land uses.
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RELATIONSHIP WITH THE NYE COUNTY POLICY FOR PUBLIC LANDS

This Appendix compares the actions of the Proposed Tonopah RMP with the provisions of the Nye

County Policy for Public Lands. The County policy is shown in the left-hand column and the

corresponding actions of the Tonopah RMP are shown in the right-hand column. Each column is

continued on following page.

NYE COUNTY POLICY FOR PUBLIC LANDS
(April, 1985)

TONOPAH RMP

FEDERAL LANDS Manage and utilize public

lands on the basis of multiple use and sustained

yield concepts, and in a manner that will

conserve natural resources; protect and

preserve the quality of the of the environment,

and ecological, scenic, historical and

archeological values; protect and preserve

wildlife habitat, and certain lands in their

natural condition; and provide for long term

benefit, including economic benefits, for the

people of Nye County and future generations.

POLICIES

1 . Increase opportunities for local economic

development by selectively increasing the

amount of privately owned and locally managed
land within the county, a) Lands with high

recreational, wildlife, mineral and other public

values should continue to remain as public

lands, b) Public lands within the municipal

service area of existing communities should

continue to be made available to the private

sector for housing and economic activity.

These lands should be transferred only when
local governments agree that the transfer is

opportune and would not be a burden to local

governments. Growth should be directed to

these areas to the extent that it can be

accommodated in a manner compatible with

each area's character and without burdening

public facilities and services, c) Public lands

should continue to be made available for state

and local government purposes. Land identified

for public purposes should receive preference

over disposal for private purposes, d) Public

land disposal should be in conformance with

local land use plans. The general public and

state and local governments should be involved

in public land disposals, e) Public lands should

be made available to local governments at a

discounted price and then those local

1 . The Proposed RMP provides for community
expansion and for private economic
development through disposal of 299,140
acres of public lands. Land tenure adjustments

are discretionary. No lands will be disposed of

unless they are identified in this RMP. In order

for public land to be sold, it must meet one of

the following criteria set forth in Section 203(a)

of the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976:-the land is difficult or

uneconomic to manage as a part of the public

lands; and it is not suitable for management by

another Federal department or agency. -the

land was acquired for a specific purpose: and it

is no longer required for that, or any other,

Federal purpose; or-disposal of the land will

serve important public objectives that can be

achieved prudently or feasibly only if the land

is removed from public ownership; and these

objectives outweigh other public objectives or

values that will be served by maintaining the

land in Federal ownership. Site-specific

decisions regarding land ownership adjustments

within the resource area are to be made based

on whether the lands are needed for Bureau

programs, or whether or not they are

considered more valuable for other purposes.
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governments should be allowed to develop and

dispose of the lands to private interests.

Public lands identified for disposal may be

made available for sale, exchange, agricultural

entry, lease, or patent for recreation or public

purposes. Some lands identified for disposal

may be retained in Federal ownership as a

result of site specific application of the land

ownership adjustment criteria.

2. Public land should be disposed of for private

agricultural needs, a) Those lands disposed of

for farm land would have to have adequate

water, for irrigation and appropriate soil, as

determined by a soil study, b) Before public

lands are disposed of adverse impacts on

existing and future uses should be considered.

Adverse impacts on existing and future uses

should be considered. Adverse impacts could

include important wildlife habitat, key seasonal

grazing rights, municipal watershed, flood

prone areas, access, mining (including

potential), and recreational use of these lands.

2. There are three authorities for the disposal

of public land specifically for agricultural

purposes: the Desert Land Act, the Carey Act,

and the General Allotment Act. Disposal of

public land for agricultural purposes must meet
the requirements of one of the three acts listed

above and have a supporting permanent water

source permitted by the Nevada State Engineer.

3. Whenever the public lands are disposed of,

existing access to adjoining and nearby public

lands should be retained for recreational or

other multiple use needs or alternative routes of

access should be made available, a) When
access to public lands with high recreational or

other public values is blocked by private lands,

public access should be developed.

3. All proposed developments will be reviewed

for environmental impacts and effects on other

land uses.

4. Promote the increased use of, and

adherence to, comprehensive planning among
all government entities in Nevada, a) The
state and local governments should continue to

develop land use plans to identify lands that

should remain in public ownership, b) Local

involvement and the use of Coordinated

Resource Management Planning (CRMP)
techniques should be encouraged in the federal

planning process, c) Adequate means should

be developed to implement the policies in this

plan.

4. The BLM adheres to comprehensive land

use plans which have been approved by local

government, to the extent they are compatible

with Federal law and policies, and to the extent

that it is practical to do so. Proper notification

of the publics opportunity to comment on

federal planning efforts is mandated by law.

The CRMP process is not specifically identified

for use in this Proposed RMP/EIS. However, its

is one of the activity level planning tools which

may be utilized to resolve land use issues.

5. Corridors for communications and

transportation need to be planned for in

harmony with other multiple uses on the public

lands.

5. Designated right-of-way corridors within

the Resource Area will be three miles wide

except where topographic constraints exist.

Grants for rights-of-way are sti" required for

facilities placed within designated corridors.

Designation of a corridor does not mean that

future rights-of-way are restricted to corridors,

nor does it mean that there is a commitment by
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the BLM to approve all

applications within corridors.

right-of-way

6. To provide maximum management
flexibility, disposals should be by the most
appropriate authority available. a) Land

exchanges that block up high value public

purpose lands and make private lands more

manageable should be given a high priority in

federal real estate actions.

6. BLM land tenure adjustments will be done
in accordance with the most appropriate

Federal laws and policies. Exchanges are the

preferred method of acquisition when other

methods such as conservation easements or

management agreements will not protect

special value areas or resources. Exchanges

must be in the public interest. Blocking up of

public and private lands in a mixed land

ownership situation will normally be in the

public interest.

7. Federal land management agencies should

expand efforts to clarify the legal status and

title to historically disposed lands. This action

should receive priority over other land action

issues.

7. The determination of legal status and title

to lands which have been placed in private

ownership is on-going and no action is required

at the RMP/EIS level.

NUCLEAR AND HAZARDOUS WASTE
STORAGE The storage of nuclear and

hazardous waste in Nevada should not occur

unless it can be proven that said storage will

not adversely impact the health, safety and

well-being of Nevadans (current and future

residents) and Nevada's unique and valued

environment. It is incumbent on entity (public

or private) desiring to store nuclear and/or

hazardous waste in Nevada to utilize the best

and most relevant scientific methods and

information in ascertaining the impact of said

storage on man and his environment. All

activity associated with said storage (including

but not limited to analyses, planning,

construction, operation and closure activities)

must involve the state and its affected local

governments as full partners or participants.

NUCLEAR AND HAZARDOUS WASTE
STORAGE

No proposals to store nuclear or hazardous

wastes are considered in the Proposed

RMP/EIS.

AGRICULTURE Recognize that agricultural

production in Nevada will be necessary to help

meet the requirements of future national

populations and is important to Nye County.

Preserve agricultural lands and promote

continuation of agricultural pursuits in Nevada.

AGRICULTURE

POLICIES

1 . Formally recognize the value of and

necessity for the retention and expansion of

1 . In order to provide for community expansion

and private economic development, the
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agricultural land by all levels of government. Proposed RMP/EIS identifies 299,140 acres for

disposal. Site specific decisions regarding land

tenure adjustments will be determined using

criteria outlined in the Standard Operating

Procedures under "Lands". The only lands

available for agricultural entry are those lands

identified for disposal in the RMP. Disposal of

public land for agricultural purposes must have

a supporting permanent water source permitted

by the Nevada State Engineer.

2. The Federal government should continue to

make the public rangelands economically and

realistically available for livestock grazing,

where compatible with other multiple use

objectives.

2. Livestock grazing will continue to be

authorized in accordance with the principles of

multiple use and sustained yield and 43 CFR
4100. Increases or decreases in livestock

grazing will be based on vegetation monitoring

and periodic allotment evaluations.

3. Public lands should be made available for

private agricultural needs, a) Desert Land

Entries should provide adequate planning and

guarantees to minimize adverse impacts and

economic cost to the existing community

3. See number 1 above.

4. Water supplies and sources for irrigation

should be protected. Federal ownership of

water rights is opposed.

4. The administration of water within the

State of Nevada is the responsibility of the

State Engineer who is charged with the

protection of water supplies and sources. This

Proposed RMP/EIS proposes the acquisition of

water to support multiple uses on public lands.

This is accomplished by applying for available

water rights according to Nevada water law, or

by assertion of a public water reserve.

MINERAL RESOURCES Recognize that the

development of Nevada's mineral resources is

desirable and necessary to the nation, the state

and Nye County. Retain existing mining areas

and promote the exploration and development

of potential mineral deposits.

MINERAL RESOURCES

POLICIES

1 . There should be full and reasonable access

to land where the mineral estate is in federal

ownership except lands withdrawn for

recreation, townsites, historic, wilderness and
wildlife purposes.

1 . BLM provides for mineral entry, exploration,

location, and operations pursuant to the mining

laws in a manner that, 1 ) will not unduly hinder

the mineral activities, and 2) assures that these

activities are conducted in a manner which will

prevent undue or unnecessary degradation of

the public land.
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2. Mineral development of public domain lands

should be encouraged and supported,

consistent with multiple use guidelines.

2. Presently 99.4 percent of the resource area

is open to mineral entry. In the Proposed RMP,
98.8 percent of the resource area would be

open to mineral entry.

3. The Federal Mining Law of 1872 should

remain in effect as the basic law relating to

mining activities.

3. The Proposed RMP/EIS is in compliance

with applicable Federal laws and policies and

does not analyze their merits. If the mining law

is changed, the changes will be incorporated

into the RMP through routine maintenance.

ENERGY RESOURCES Provide for Nevada's

energy needs through coordinated resource

planning and management between private

enterprise and government to plan for

development of energy resources.

ENERGY RESOURCES

POLICIES

1 . Federal land management agencies should

develop an inventory of possible sites for

geothermal power facilities.

1 . Existing data was used in the Proposed

RMP/EIS to identify areas with potential for

geothermal resources.

2. Oil and gas resources should be inventoried

and development encouraged. Public lands

with a high potential for oil and gas resources

should not be withdrawn from exploration.

2. Existing data was used in the Proposed

RMP/EIS to identify areas with potential for oil

and gas development. The Proposed RMP
allows fluid mineral leasing on 88.6 percent of

the Tonopah Resource Area.

3. Corridors for future transmission of energy

need to be planned for in harmony with other

multiple uses on public lands.

3. Designated right-of-way corridors within the

Resource Area will be three miles wide except

where topographic constraints exist. Grants

for rights-of-way are still required for facilities

placed within designated corridors.

Designation of a corridor does not mean that

future rights-of-way are restricted to corridors,

nor does it mean that there is a commitment by
the BLM to approve all right-of-way

applications within corridors.

RECREATION Conserve and protect scenic,

historical and recreation resources.

RECREATION

POLICIES

1 . Dispersed recreation opportunities on public

lands should be encouraged. Opportunities for

unstructured recreation such as camping,

fishing, hunting and four-wheeling in Nye
County on public lands should continue to be

made available.

1 . A broad range of outdoor recreation

opportunities will continue to be provided on all

segments of the public land, subject to the

demand for such opportunities and the need to

protect other resources. Special Recreation

Management Areas, areas of concentrated use

and existing facilities will receive first priority
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for operation and maintenance funds.

2. Public land with value for concentrated

recreational use (camp grounds. Historic sites,

water recreational sites, etc.) should be

identified, protected and developed for

recreational purposes and adequately

maintained. The county and the Division of

State Parks, should be involved in recreational

site designation and planning. Public lands

should be acquired for park sites.

2. The Proposed RMP/EIS identifies 64,895
acres for designation as Special Recreation

Management Areas where the presence of high

quality natural resources and current or

potential demand warrants intensive use

practices. All BLM lands that are not limited in

the RMP are open to all individual, commercial

and competitive outdoor recreation uses.

Opportunities for exploring the back-country by

vehicle, hunting, camping, sightseeing, and

hiking are encouraged.

WILDERNESS Wilderness designation or

recommendation should only be made where
the values of wilderness designation are

capable of balancing the other resource values

and uses which would be foregone due to

wilderness designation.

WILDERNESS

POLICY

1 . Wildlife, fire control, mineral resources,

visitor impacts, grazing and management needs

should be considered when designating areas

for wilderness. Documented mineral resources

or geologic provinces are adequate reasons for

not considering the area as wilderness. Any
adverse economic impacts of wilderness

designation on local governments should be

identified and minimized.

1 . The Proposed RMP/EIS does not change

any recommendations the BLM has sent to the

Secretary of Interior on wilderness.

Management of Wilderness Study Areas

(WSAs) will continue under the "Interim

Management Policy for Lands Under Wilderness

Review". The RMP will conform to the

enabling legislation that is passed by Congress.

2. Wilderness area management plans should

be developed involving the public and

governmental consultation, preferably using a

coordinated resource management planning

(CRMP) process.

2. Those areas designated by Congress as

Wilderness will be managed in accordance with

the Wilderness Act and the specific enabling

legislation requirements.

3. Only areas that could be managed as

wilderness should be considered for wilderness

designation; boundaries should be easily

identifiable on the ground and should not cut

off needed access ways.

3. A Wilderness Management Plan detailing

management objectives and actions for all

resources will be prepared for each area after

designation. Local government and affected

interests may participate in the management
planning.

4. Wilderness study areas which will not be

further considered for wilderness should be

returned to multiple use as soon as possible.

4. As stated in the Proposed RMP, should all

or part of any WSA be released by Congress

from wilderness study, resource management
would be returned to multiple use management
and would come under the scope of this

Proposed RMP/EIS.
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5. If any areas are designated as wilderness,

the enabling legislation should include language

which will eliminate any consideration or

application of "buffer" area concepts. Enabling

legislation should also specifically allow

continued grazing.

5. The RMP will conform to the enabling

legislation that is passed by Congress.

CULTURAL RESOURCES Conserve and protect

the buildings, historic districts, objects, sites,

trails and structures of historical and

prehistorical significance for the benefit of the

present and future generations.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

POLICIES

1 . Continue to expand the federal efforts in

identifying, preserving and interpreting

Nevada's history.

1 . The BLM is required to identify, evaluate,

and protect cultural resources on public lands

under its administration and to ensure

consideration of cultural resources prior to

initiation of proposed BLM authorized activities.

If an area will be in any way affected by those

activities, a cultural resources inventory will be

conducted.

2. Cultural resources and historic sites should

be protected to the fullest extent possible as

set forth under the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1 966.

2. In accordance with Section 106 of the

National Historic Preservation Act of 1 966, as

amended, and the Programmatic Agreement
among the Nevada BLM, the Nevada Division of

Historic Preservation and Archaeology, and the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,

National Register eligibility determinations are

made in consultation with the Nevada Division

of Historic Preservation and Archaeology. A
determination of effects to those eligible

properties from the proposed project is also

made in consultation with the Nevada State

Historic Preservation Office.

WILD HORSES AND BURROS Manage wild

horses and burros to minimize detrimental

impacts on other multiple uses and pursue

resource enhancement where needed to correct

wild horse and burro damage.

WILD HORSES AND BURROS

POLICIES

1 . Wild horse and burro herds should be

managed at reasonable levels to be determined

with public involvement and managed with

consideration on needs of other wildlife species

and livestock grazing, a) Wild horse and burro

1. The Wild and Free-Roaming Horse and

Burro Act of December, 1 971 requires the BLM
to provide for the protection, management, and

control of all wild horses and burros on lands

administered by the BLM. Management is to
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populations and herd use areas should be based

on statistics gathered when the Wild Horse and

Burro Act was passed (1971).

be accomplished in a manner designed to

achieve a thriving natural ecological balance

and multiple-use relationship with other

resource users. The initial herd size for each

HMA was defined in previous land use plans,

which were developed with public participation.

Appropriate management levels will be

established through the monitoring and

evaluation process.

2. The coordinated resource management and

planning (CRMP) process and/or Heil funds

should be used to solve wild horse and burro

problems.

2. The CRMP process is not specifically

identified for use in this Proposed RMP/EIS.

However, its is one of the activity planning

tools which may be utilized to resolve wild

horse and burro problems. Funds may be

requested from the Nevada Commission for the

Preservation of Wild Horses to assist in

implementing the RMP.

3. Wild horse and burro impacts on private

lands should be mitigated.

3. Consistent with the Wild and Free Roaming
Horse and Burro Act, the BLM is required to

remove wild horses and burros from private

land at the request of the land owner.

4. Fencing adjacent to federal highways should

be provided by the federal government and/or

state government in those open range areas

where a number of roadway accidents have

occurred resulting in personal injury or death.

The priority for fencing should be adjacent to

highway 95 north of Beatty and north of

Tonopah.

WILDLIFE Identify, protect and preserve

wildlife species and habitats in Nye County.

POLICIES

4. Highway 95 has been fenced north of

Beatty to Tonopah. Portions of U.S. Highway
6 have also been fenced. The Proposed

RMP/EIS identifies additional fencing along U.S.

Highway 6 and Highway 376. Highway
fencing is generally accomplished as a

cooperative effort between the State and

Federal Highway agencies and the BLM.

WILDLIFE

1 . Identify habitat needs of wildlife species

and provide for those needs so as to, in time,

attain reasonable population levels compatible

with other multiple uses as determined by

public involvement, a) Known critical wildlife

habitats, such as streams, riparian zones, and

wetlands, should receive special management,
b) Wildlife habitat improvement projects such

as guzzlers should be continued as appropriate.

The projects should take into consideration

impacts on other uses, c) Public wetlands

should be retained and restored for wildlife

values.

1 . Fish and wildlife habitat will be maintained

or improved. These habitats will continue to be

evaluated on a case-by-case basis as part of

project-level planning. Such evaluation will

consider the significance of the proposed

project and the sensitivity of fish and wildlife

habitat in the affected area. Habitat

Management Plans will be prepared as funds

are available. Habitat improvement projects

will be implemented where necessary to

stabilize or improve unsatisfactory or declining

wildlife habitat condition. Sufficient forage and

cover will be provided for wildlife. Range

improvements will be designed to achieve both
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wildlife and range objectives. Important

wildlife habitat such as streams and wetlands

will be retained in Federal ownership.

2. Federal land management agencies should

consult with local wildlife advocates and the

Nye County Game Board in regard to public

land planning related to wildlife.

2. The Proposed RMP/EIS has been mailed to

the Nye County Game Board, the Nev.id.i

Division of Wildlife and other wildlifo

organizations for their comments.

3. Adequate and sufficient habitat to support

the reintroduction of bighorn sheep and elk in

Nye County should be provided on the public

lands. Existing range uses should be taken into

consideration. These mountain ranges have

been identified for the reintroduction of bighorn

sheep: Bare Mountain, Belted Range, Golden

Gate Range, Grant Range, Hot Creek Range,

Kawich Range, Monitor Range, Reveille Range,

South Egan Range, and Spector Range.

3. The reintroduction or augmentation of

bighorn sheep into potential habitat areas in the

Hot Creek, Sawtooth, and Bare Mountain

habitat areas will continue to be supported.

The remaining areas are outside the Tonopah
Resource Area. No elk introductions are

proposed.

4. Threatened and endangered species

protection should be in coordination with other

land uses.

4. The Proposed RMP/EIS is consistent with

the Endangered Species Act and BLM policy to

carry out special status candidate species

management consistent with multiple-use for

conservation of candidate species and their

habitats. It ensures that actions authorized or

funded do not contribute to the need to list any

species as threatened or endangered.
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

I. DISPOSAL AREAS

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Fish Lake Valley
1

US 6/SR 264'

Coaldale Junction
1

US 6/US 95/SR 275'

Millers Rest Stop 1

T. 1 S., R. 35 E., public land

within the following sections: 1-5,

8-17, 20-25, 28, 29, 32-36;

T. 2 S., R. 35 E., public land

within the following sections: 1-5,

8-17, 20, 21, 23-26, 28, 29, 32,

33, 35, 36;

T. 3 S., R. 35 E., public land

within the following sections: 1,

2,4-9, 11-14, 16, 17,21,22,24-

27, 35, 36;

sections 22, 26, 27, 35, 36 west

and south of von Schmidt line

(MDM, California)

T. 3 S., R. 36 E.,

sec. 29, S%;
sec. 31, Lots 3 & 4, E'/jSW'A,

SE%;
sec. 32, N^NE 1

/*, SE'/4NEy«,

W14WK, EJ4SE%;
T. 4 S. R. 36 E., public land within

the following sections: 3-10, 14-

17, 21-23, 25-27, 35, 36.

T. 2 N., R. 36 E., sec. 20, all.

T. 2 N., R. 37 E.,

sec. 7, Lots 1-4, E%W!4, EX;
sec. 8, all;

sec. 17, NKNK, SEKNE'/i,

SW'/.NW'/i, SW%, NE'/.SEK,

S'/iSE'/i;

sec. 18, Lots 1-4, EKWK, E54.

T. 2 N., R. 38 E., sec. 20, all;

T. 2 S., R. 39 E., public land

within the following sections: 2-4,

9-11, 14-16, 21-23, 26-28, 33-

36.

T. 3 N., R. 40 E.,

sec. 1, Lots 1-4, SKN54, S%;
sec. 2, Lots 1-4, S!4NE%,
SE'/4NW%, E!4SW'/4, SE%;
sec. 3, Lots 1-4, SW '/« NW %

.

W54SW'/.;

sec. 10, W^W'/i;
sec. 11, NE/4, NE'/iNW 1

/.,

Millers (con't)

Magruder2

Hwy 267 1

Scotty's Junction
1

EJ4SWJ4. E'/i;

sec. 12, all.

T. 5 S., R. 40 E.,

sec. 25,26,35,36;

T. 6 S., R. 40 E.,

sec. 2, 3.

T. 6 S., R. 41 E.

public land within the following

sections:

sec. 36, SKSJ4;
T. 7 S., R. 41 E.,

public land within the following

sections:

sec. 1, 12;

T. 7 S., R. 41 54 E.,

public land within the following

sections:

sec. 3, 4, 9, 10.

T. 2. S., R. 42 E.,

public land within the following

sections:

sec. 20-29, 32-36;

T. 3 S., R. 42 E.,

public land within the following

sections:

1-5, 8-17, 20-24;

T. 2 S., R. 43 E.,

public land within the following

sections:

sec. 19, 20, 29-32;

T. 3 S., R. 43 E.,

public land within the following

sections:

sec. 5-8, 17-20.

T. 6 S., R. 39 E.,

sec. 13, NWy4SE'/4, NE'^SWK;

T. 8 S., R. 43 E.,

sec. 22, 23 all.

T. 7 S., R. 44 E.,

sec. 21, 27-29, 32-34;

T. 8 S., R. 44 E.,

sec. 2, 3.

Continued on next page
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

I. DISPOSAL AREAS (Continued)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Beatty 1

San Antonio Ranch 1

public land within (not otherwise

reserved or designated):

T. 10 S.. R. 47 E.,

sec. 14-23, 26-35;

T. 11 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 2, W'/*;

sec. 3. 49, 10, 16, 21, 28, 33;

sec. 5, E!4;

sec. 8, E>4;

sec. 15, N'ANtt;

sec. 17, E 1
/4;

sec. 20, El4;

sec. 29, E54;

sec. 32, EJ4;

T. 12 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 4-9, 16-21, 28-33;

T. 12 S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 1-3, 9-15, 22-27, 34-36;

sec. 4, E%;
sec. 8, E%;
sec. 16, E/2;

sec. 21, E!4;

sec. 28, E!4;

sec. 33, EVi.

T. 7 N., R. 41 E.,

sec. 13, E'AEVi;

sec. 24, E'/zE'/?;

T. 7 N., R. 42 E.,

sec. 17, N!4, SE/h;

sec. 18, Lots 1-3, 5-10; E^NW'/.,

N'/iNE'/.SWy^-

sec. 19, Lots 2-6, 8-10;

NEKNE'ANEKNWK,
s 54 ne '/« ne y* nw Va , s i/2 ne y*nw y* ,

SE % NW '/« ,E %SW % ,SE% ;

sec. 20, Lots 1-4; NE'/«, S'A.

T. 8 N., R. 42 E.,

sec. 1, Lots 1-4, S'AN'/i, S'/j;

sec. 2, SE%;
sec. 9, E%NE%, N'/jNW/.,

SW'/«NW%, SW 1

/., NE'ASE 1

/.;

sec. 10, S'/2 ;

sec. 1 1, Lots 1-8, E!4;

Manhattan (con't)

Tonopah 1

sec. 12-15, all;

sec. 16, SWy4NE%, WV4,

W'/jSEK;

sec. 21, WViNE'/*, W'/i, SE%;
sec. 22, 23, 24, all.

T. 8 N., R 43 E.,

sec. 2, Lots 3 & 4, SJ6NWJ4,
SWVi;
sec. 3, Lots 1 -4, S !4 N % , S 'A

;

sec . 4, Lots 1 -4, S % N % , S !4

;

sec. 5, Lots 1-4, S'/iNtt, S%;
sec. 6, Lots 1-6, S'ANE'/i,

SEKNWJ4, EV2SW/4, SE 1
/*;

sec. 7, Lots 1-4, NE 1

/*,

E'/jNW 1

/*, E'/iSW'/*. SE%;
sec. 8, 9, 10, all

sec. 11, Lots 5-8, NW'/.;

sec. 15, Lots 1-12, NW/4;
sec. 16, 17, all;

sec. 18, Lots 1-4, EV2, E'/jW/*;

sec. 19, Lots 1-4, EV2, EJ6WJ4;

sec. 20, 21, all;

sec. 22, lots 1-4, E%, EXWX;
sec. 23, public land within;

sec. 24, public land within;

T. 8 N., R.44E.,

sec. 18, Lots 1-4;

sec. 19, Lots 1-4;

sec. 20, public land within.

T. 13 N., R. 39 E.,

sec. 19,30-33;

public land within:

sec. 34;

T. 12 N., R. 39 E.,

sec. 5-8, 17-19;

sec. 20 N/2, SW;
sec. 30-32.

public land within:

T. 3 N., R. 44 E.,

sec. 3-10, 15,24, 27-34;

T. 3 N., R. 43 E.,

sec. 1;

sec. 2, EJ4;

sec. 12;

sec. 13, Ey2 ;

sec. 19, 20;
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

I. DISPOSAL AREAS (Continued)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Tonopah (Con't)

Round Mountain/

Carvers/

Smoky Valley'

Monitor Valley3

sec. 21, E!4;

sec. 25-36;

T. 3 N.. R. 42 E.,

sec. 25-36;

T. 2 N.. R. 42 E.,

sec. 1-18;

T. 2 N.. R. 43 E.,

sec. 1-18;

T. 2 N., R. 44 E.,

sec. 3-10;

sec. 15-18.

T. 10 N.. R. 44 E.,

public land within:

sec. 4-9, 16-20, 29, 30;

sec. 21, W!4.

T. 11 N., R. 44 E.,

public land within:

sec. 28, 29, 30.

T. 9 N., R. 43 E.,

sec. 4-8;

T. 10 N., R. 43 E.,

public land within;

T. 11 N., R. 43 E.,

public land within:

sec. 3-10, 15-22, 25-36;

T. 12 N., R. 43 E.,

public land within:

sec. 3-10, 15-22, 27-36;

T. 13 N., R. 43 E.,

public land within:

sec. 19-22, 27-34.

T. 9 N., R. 46 E.,

sec. 2, 16, 17, 21, 22, 28, all;

Monitor Valley (con't)

Stone Cabin Ranch'

Warm Springs' 3

S. Railroad Valley'-

sec. 20, E!4, WAWYi;
sec. 29, E!4, WJ4W/4.

T. 4 N., R. 48 E.,

sec. 4-9, 16-18.

T. 4N., R. 51 E.,

sec. 1, E!4, E/jNW, N^SW%,
SE%SW%;
sec. 2, WXUEY.. E/2NW/4,

NW'/«NW'/4, N'/2SW'/4, SE'/.SW 1
/,,

Eys SE'/«, NE%SE'/4;

sec. 11, 15-17, 20-22, 27-29, all;

sec. 12, NV4, Ey*SE%;
sec. 13, NE'/.NE'/*, SW%,
EJ4SEJ4;

T. 2 N., R. 45 E.,

T. 6N., R. 51 E.,

sec. 10-12, 13, 14, 23, 21 all;

sec. 9, SWJ4SWJ4;
public land within:

sec. 15, 22;

sec. 16, NWKNWl/4;
T. 1 N., R. 53 E.,

sec. 11, 14-17, 20 all;

sec. 8, S'/4;

sec. 9, S 1

/4;

sec. 10, SJ4;

T. 2 N., R. 53 E.,

sec. 7-21 all;

T. 3 N., R. 53 E.,

sec. 1, Wys ;

sec. 3, S'A;

sec. 7, N/2,-

sec. 8, N!4;

sec. 10, N'A;

sec. 12, NJ4;

T. 4N., R. 53 E.,

sec. 14, all;

T. 5 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 36, E!4NEy4, NWy.SEy4,-

T. 4 N., R. 54 E.,

sec. 2, EVi, SW/4;

sec. 3. SE'/i;

sec. 7, S%S!4;
sec. 18, NV,Ny2 ;

sec. 1 6, all;
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

I. DISPOSAL AREAS (Continued)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

S. Railroad Valley

(con't)

Smoky Valley'- 3

South Stone

Cabin Valley'

T. 5 N., R. 54 E.,

sec. 11, 12, 14, 23, 24, 25;

sec. 13, N%.

T. 12 N., R. 44 E.,

sec. 18, Lots 2, 3;

sec. 18, SWKNE'/*, SE'/4NW'/4

NE%SW%, NW ,/4SE%;

sec. 19, Lots 1,2;

sec. 19. WKNE'/i, EViNW'/.;

sec. 30, Lots 14, 15, 18, 19;

sec. 31, Lots 6, 7, 10, 11.

T. 1 N., R. 46 E.,

sec. 15, 21, 22, 24, 26-28.

Nyala Ranch' T. 4 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 1, all;

T. 5 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 25, 36;

T. 4N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 5, 6 all,

T. 5 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 11-14, 19-23, 29, 30, 32 all

sec. 15, SV>;

sec. 16, SVi;

sec. 17, S 54;

sec. 24, NV4SV4, SW'/iSW'/i,

SE'/.SEK;

sec. 31, NE%, SE%NW%, S'/s.

' FLPMA Sec. 203 (a)(3) Community expansion
2 FLPMA Sec. 203 (a)(1) Isolated tracts
3 FLPMA Sec. 203 (b) Agricultural in nature



APPENDIX 16

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

II. ACQUISITION AREAS

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Amargosa-Oasis T. 10 S.. R. 47 E.,

sec. 32. NJ4SE'/4, N'ASE'/.SE'/i;

sec. 33, SWKSW'/i;
T. 11 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 21, E%EJ4SE'/4;

sec. 28, SWVJNE'ASE 1
/.,

EHSEJ4SE54, NE%SE'/.SEy.;

T. 12 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 5, NW'^NE'/.NE 1
/.,

NE Y* NW % NE 54 , SE % NW 54 NE 54

,

W K SE J4 SW '/4 , NE % SE % SW J4 ;

Rhyolite T. 12 S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 9, portion of:

WJ4WJ4NEKSEJ4. NW54SE54,

W 54SW % SE 54 , NE }4SW % SE %

,

W 54W 'A SE 54SW J4SE54

,

WfcNWKSEKSEK;

T. 8 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 14, NW'/.NW'/i, S54NW 1

/4,

N'/»SW'/.;

sec. 15, SWKNE'/i. SEJ4NW/4,

NE'ASW'/i, SE'/i;

Pritchards Station T. 11 N., R. 52 E. (

sec. 19, EJ4NEK,

SE'/.NW'^;

Moores Station T. 10 N., R. 51 E.,

sec. 25, SE'/«SE54;

sec. 36, N54NW54, SE54NW/4;
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

III. AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Amargosa-Oasis T. 10 S., R. 47 E., Lone Mountain (con't) T. 2 N., R. 40 E.,

sec. 28, SWJ4SEK, sec. 3-5;

NJ4N!4SEy«SE%; sec. 6, E'/i, SW%;
T. 11 S., R. 46 E., sec. 7-10, 15-18, 19-22, 27-29

sec. 26, SJ4SWJ4SEJ4; sec. 30, E'/j;

T. 11 S., R. 47 E., sec. 34, all;

sec. 9, SW%NW%, SW'^SWVi; T. 2 N., R. 39 E.,

sec. 18, NE'/.NE'/.; sec. 1, SE'/«;

sec. 32, EHSEJ4SEJ4; sec. 12, all;

T. 12 S., R. 47 E., sec. 13, N!4, SE 1
/«;

sec. 5, NWViNEVi, portion of sec. 24, NE%.

SW/.NEK. S'ANW%;
sec. 17 public land in WJ4WJ4. Railroad Valley T. 8 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 10, S'/sS'^SE 1

/*;

Lunar Crater T. 6 N., R. 52 E., sec. 15, E/iNE'/*, NWy4NE'/4,

sec. 1, 12, 13; NE'ANWVi;

T. 6 N., R. 53 E., sec. 1 2, E % , NE '/« NW '/« , S !4W 7j

sec. 1-12, 14-18; sec. 13, SViSVi;

sec. 20; sec. 23, N'A;

T. 7 N., R. 52 E., sec. 24, all;

sec. 13, 14, 23-26, 35, 36; T. 8 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 27, E%, E'AW'/j; sec. 18, S'/iSW'/.;

sec. 34, E%, E'AW'/j; sec. 19, W%;
T. 7 N., R. 53 E., T. 9 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 2-4, 9-11, 13-36. sec. 34, S'/a;

sec. 35, S'/i;

Cane Man Hill T. 3 S., R. 38 E., T. 8 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 1, SViSE'/*; sec. 1, SWA;
sec. 12, E%; sec. 2, 3, 10, 11, 14, 15;

T.3S., R. 39 E., sec. 9, E'A;

sec. 6, S'A; sec. 12, NW 1
/.;

sec. 7, NW'/«, NW'/4SWy4. sec. 16, Vk;
T. 9 N., R. 57 E.,

Lone Mountain T. 2 N., R. 40 E., sec. 33, S!4;

sec. 3-5; sec. 34, S 1

/j;

sec. 6, E%, SW/4; T. 8 N., R. 57 E.,

sec. 7-10, 15-18, 19-22, 27-29; Sec. 2, NW/4, N'/jSWVi,

sec. 30, E>4; w%swy.swy.;
sec. 34, all; sec. 3, 4, 9, 16;

T. 2 N., R. 39 E., sec. 10, NJ4, SW/4;

sec. 1, SE 1
/«; sec. 15, W/j.

sec. 12, all;

sec. 13, Ntt, SE'/i;

sec. 24, NE%;

Continued on next page
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN (Continued)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Tybo/Mclntyre

Charcoal Kilns

Rhyolite

T. 6 N., R. 49 E..

sec. 14, S'ASWKSW'/.SW'/.,
SW% SE '/. SW%SW % ;

sec. 15, SE'/.SE'/.SEViSE'/.;

sec. 22, E'ANEy.NE/.NE'/*;

NEV,SEY.NEy.NE%;
sec. 23, NWy«NWy«NW 1

/4,

Ny2Swy4Nwy4Nwy4,
W'/iNE'ANW'ANW'/.,

NW/4 S E y« NW V, Nw y* ;

T. 6 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 17, Sy2NEy4NWy4,

N'/2SEy4NWy4;

T. 6 N, R. 49 E.,

sec. 20, SJ4NWJ4NW54,
Ny2SW/4NWy4;
T. 6 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 29, E^NWASW 1
/*,

wy2 NEy.swy«.

T. 12S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 9, SE%;
sec. 16, NEy4NEy4, N54SEy4NEy4,

sw y« se y* ne % , ne y«sw %sw y«

,

N J4SE 54SW 'A , N 54 S 54 SE 54 ;

sec. 16, portion of E'^NW'/.NE'/*,

E 54 E 54 SW 54 NE '/. , SE 54 SE 54 NE %

,

N54S54;

sec. 21, SWy.SW'ANEy.NE'/.,
SEy.sE'/.Nwy.NEy*,

e'/jNE'/jswkne 1^
W'/jNW'^SEy.NE.
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

IV. NEW WITHDRAWALS

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Rhyolite

Moores Station

T. 12 S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 16, NEy.NEK;
sec. 16, portion of EKNW'ANE'/i;

sec. 16, portion of

EHEHSWKNEX;
sec. 16, N54SE%NE>4;

sec. 16, SWXSEXNEX;
sec. 16,portion of SEKSE'ANEK;
sec. 21, SWXSWXNEXNEX.
SE'/.SE'/iNWKNEK,

EViNE'/.SWKNEVi,
W54NW/«SEy«NE%.

T. 7 N., R. 53 E.,

sec. 3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16, 20-22,

27-29, 33;

sec, 2, WJ4;
sec. 11, W&;
sec. 14, W%;
sec. 23, WX;
sec. 26, WJ4;

T. 7 N., R. 52 E.,

sec. 13, 24, 25, 36;

T. 6 N., R. 52 E.,

sec. 1, 12, 13;

T. 6 N., R. 53 E.,

sec. 1, 2, 3, 7, 10-12, 14-19;

sec. 4, U%:
sec. 6, SV4;

sec. 8, SX;
sec. 9, SYi.

T. 10 N., R. 51 E.,

sec. 25, SEXSWX;
sec. 36, NXNWX, SEXNWX.

Tybo/Mclntyre

Charcoal Kilns

(con't)

Amargosa-Oasis

Mountain View

Arrastra

Lockes

sec. 23, W^NE%NW%NW'/4,
NW%NW'/4NW'/4,
NXSWANWANW 1

/*,

NWKSEKNW'ANW'/i;
sec. 17, SXNEXNW'A.
NXSEXNWX;
sec. 20, SXNWXNWX,
N'/iSW/.NW/i;

sec. 29, EXNW/ISW/.,
W54NEy4SWy4.

T. 10 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 28, SW/.SE 1
/.,

NXN'/iSE'^SE 1
/.;

T. 11 S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 26, SXSWXSEX;
T. 11 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 9, SW'/4NWy4, SW/4SW/4;
sec. 18, NE'^NE 1

/.;

sec. 32, EXSEXSEX;
T. 12 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 5, NW%NE%, portion of

SWXNEX. SXNWX;
sec. 17 public lands in WXWX.

T. 8 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 36, SXNXNWANWX,
S X NE X NW '/« , N X N % S E X NW X

.

T. 8 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 10, SEX SEX;
sec. 15, EXNE 1

/., NW'/.NE'/.,

T. 8 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 11, SXSWX;
sec. 14, W X N E X ,

NE 1/4Nwy4,NwyjSEyJ .

Cane Man Hill

Tybo/Mclntyre

Charcoal Kilns

T. 3 S., R. 38 E.,

sec. 1, S'/iSEy«;

sec. 12, E'A;

T. 3 S., R. 39 E.,

sec. 6, SXSWX;
sec. 7, NW/4, NWXSWX.

T. 6 N.. R. 49 E.,

sec. 14, SXSWXSWXSWX
sw v, s e y, sw/4 sw y4 ,•

sec. 15, SEy.SE'/.SEy.SE'/.;

sec. 22, EXNE'ANE'^NE'/*;

NEy.SEy4NEy4NEy4;

Gold Point T. 7 S., R. 41 X E..

sec. 3, SEy.sw/.swy*,
swy«SEy4SW'/4;

sec. 10, WXNE'^NW/*,
E'/2 NW/4 NW/4.

Bighorn Sheep Habitat T. 5 N., R. 57 E.,

(lambing) sec. 5, EX, EXWX;
T. 5 N., R. 44 E.

sec. 4, WX;
sec. 5, all.
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

V. CLOSED TO NON-ENERGY LEASABLES

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

The Sump

Clayton Valley

Sand Dunes

Crescent Sand Dunes

The Gravel Bar

T. 1 N., R. 35 E.,

sec. 1 5, S XSE % , S XSW % SW %

;

SEXSWX;
sec. 16, SXSEX;
sec. 21, SANEY,, NE'ANE 1

/*,

S X NW % NE % , SE % NW X

,

EXSWX;
sec. 22, all;

sec. 27, NW'/.NE'/i, NXNWX,
SW X NW '/. , N X SE % NW 1

/. ;

sec. 28, NE'/4, EXNWX.

T. 3 S., R. 39 E,

sec. 14, E'/i, S54NW'/«, SW'/.;

sec. 15, S'/iNE'/*, SEX;
sec. 22, E54, EXNEXNWX,
SEXNWX;
sec. 23, N54, SW%,
N 54 NE % SE X , W 'A E XNW % SE X

,

WXWXSEX;
sec. 27, NE 'A ,E 'A NW 'A , N XSEX

;

sec. 26, E!4NE'/4, NW'/i,

N'/^SW'/..

T. 5 N., R. 41 E.,

sec. 25, S54;

sec. 26, SEXSE%;
sec. 35, E54;

sec. 36, all;

T. 4N„ R. 41 E.,

sec. 1, all;

sec. 2, EJ4;

T. 5 N., R. 42 E.,

sec. 30, SXSWXNWX,
W 54 SW X , SX SEXSW % ;

sec. 31, W54WJ4;
T. 4N., R. 42 E.,

sec. 6, WJ4NW'/., NW'/.SW5i,

NXSW'ASWX.

T. 9 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 23, EANE'ASEY*.
E'/iW'/iNE'ASEX;

sec. 24, SE'/i, N'/iSW'/,,

N'/jS^SW'/.;

T. 9 N., R. 57 E.,

sec. 19, SXNEX, SE%NW'/4,
E X SWXNW X ,N 54 S XNW XSW X

.

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Berlin T. 12 N., R. 39 E.,

sec. 20, SEX (ox..

patent; sec. 29, all).

Amargosa-Oasis

Railroad Valley

(Lockes)

Railroad Valley

(Big Well)

T. 10 S., R. 47 E„

sec. 28, SW'ASE/.,

NXNXSEXSEX;
T. 11 S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 26, S54SWXSEX;
T. 11 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 9, SW'ANW'/i, SW'/.SWK;
sec. 18, NE'/.NEy.;

sec. 32, EXSEXSEX;
T. 12 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 5, NW54NEX. portion of

SWXNEX, S'/iNW 1

/*;

sec. 17 public land in WXWX.

T. 8 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 10, SEXSEX;
sec. 15, EXNEX, NW'ANE 1

/.,

T. 8 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 11, SKSW'A;
sec. 13, SXSXSEX,
SXNXSXSEX;
sec. 14, WXNEX. NEXNWX,
S XSW V, , W X SE X , SEX SEX ;

sec. 19, WXNWX
sec. 23, N54;

sec. 24, NX, NX, SX.

T. 9 N.. R. 56 E.,

sec. 34, SXSEX, SY2UY2SEV.,

S X N X N XSEX , S X N X N X SW %

,

SE'/.SW'/*;

sec. 35, S 54 SXSEX,
SXNXSXSEX,SXNXNXSWX,
S X N 54 SW X , S X SW X ;

T. 8N., R. 56 E.,

sec.2f NX,EXSEX,EXWXSEX;
sec. 11, EXNE'A, EXWXNEX.
E X S X SW X NW X NEX,
E X N14NW X SW X N E X

,

SW X SW X NE % , N X N XSEX

.
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

V. CLOSED TO NON-ENERGY LEASABLES (Continued)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Railroad Valley T. 8 N.. R. 57 E.,

(Blue Eagle) sec. 3, NW%, N !4 N % N XSWY.

:

sec . 4, NE '/« N % NE % NE '/« N

W

% ,

SEX NE 'ANW % , EKSE % NW '/.

,

NXNXNXSEX.

Mountain View T. 8 N., R. 49 E.,

Arrastra sec. 36, S'AN'^NE'^NW'/*,
S'ANEKNE 1

/., NXNXSEXNWX.

Cane Man Hill T. 3 S., R. 38 E.,

sec. 1, SY>SEY*;

sec. 12, EX;
T. 3 S., R. 39 E.,

sec. 6, SXSWX;
sec. 7, NW/4, NW/4SW/4.

Jumbled Rock T. 10 N., R. 52 E.,

Petroglyphs sec. 29, NE'ASW'ANE'/i.

Tybo/Mclntyre T. 6 N., R. 49 E.,

Charcoal Kilns sec. 14, S'/iSW/.SW'/iSWK,
SW % SE % SW '/«SW V* ;

sec. 15, SEKSE'ASEKSE'/*;
sec. 22, E'/iNE'/iNEKNE 1

/*;

NEKSEKNE'^NE'/i;
sec. 23, W!4NE/4 NW/4 NW 1

/*,

NW/* NW/4 NW/«,
NXSWXNWXNWX,
NW'/.SE ,/«NW'/,NW%;
T. 6 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 17, S54NE'/4NW/«,

NXSEXNWX;
NXSWXNWX;
T. 6 N, R. 49 E.,

sec. 20, SXNWXNWX,
NKSW/4NW/4;
T. 6 N., R. 49 E..

sec. 29, EXNWXSWX.
WXNEXSWX.



APPENDIX 16

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

VI. CLOSED TO MINERAL MATERIALS DISPOSAL

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

The Gravel Bar

The Sump

Moores Station

Cane Man Hill

Chimney Springs

Railroad Valley

(Lockes)

T. 9 N., R. 56 E..

sec. 23, E%NE'/«SE ,
/4,

E^WttNE'/iSE'/i;

sec. 24, SE/4, NV4SWJ4,

N54SJ4SW54;
T. 9 N., R. 57 E.,

sec. 19, S56NEK, SE'/iNW'/*,

E 56 SW 54 NW% ,N 54 S %NW 54 SW 54

T. 1 N., R. 35 E.,

sec. 1 5, S 54SE54 , S 54SW % SW 54

SE'ASW'/i;

sec. 16, S54SE54;

sec. 21, SJ6NEJ4, NE'/iNE 1
/*,

s 54 nw y, ne y. , se y.nw y*

,

EJ4SWJ4;

sec. 22, all;

sec. 27, NWy«NE%, N54NW/4,

swy^Nwy*, NKSE'/iNwy^
sec. 28, NE 1

/*, E'ANWy*.

T. 10 N., R. 51 E.,

sec. 25, SE54SWJ4;
sec. 36, N!4NW'/., SE'/iNW 1

/..

T. 3 S., R. 38 E.,

sec. 1, S'/jSE'/.;

sec. 12, E54;

T. 3 S., R. 39 E.,

sec. 6, S54SW 1
/4;

sec. 7, NW'/., NW'/«SW'/4.

T. 7 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 16, SW%NE%, SE'/.NW 1
/*,

NE'/ISW'/,, NW'/jSE'A.

T. 8 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 10, SEKSE'/i;

sec. 15, E^NE 1
/*, NWKNE 1

/*,

T. 8 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 11, S'/sSW 1
/*;

sec. 13, SViS^SE'/i,

S54N54S54SE'/«;

sec. 14, WANE/., NE'/.NW'/*,

S '/* SW 54 , W 54 SE 54 , SE 54 SE "A ;

sec. 19, W54NWJ4
sec. 23, N54;

sec. 24, N54, N%, S54.

Railroad Valley

(Big Well)

Railroad Valley

(Blue Eagle)

Mountain View
Arrastra

Project Faultless

Jumbled Rock

Petroglyphs

Berlin

Tybo/Mclntyre

Charcoal Kilns

T. 9 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 34, S54SE%, SJ4NKSEJ4,
S54N54N54SEy4,S!4N54N54SWy4,
SE'/.SWy.;

sec. 35, S'/iSViSE 1

/*,

S 54 N 54 S % S E % , S 54 N 54 N 54 SW/.,

SysN^SW'/*, SJ4SWJ4;
T. 8 N., R. 56 E.,

sec.2.N54,E54SEy4,E14W)4SEy4;

sec. 11, EJ4NE54, E'/iWliNE'/.,

E 54 S 54 SW % NW 1
/« N E 54

,

E 54 N 54 NW 'A SW 54 NE 54

,

SW %SW '/4 NE 54 , N J4N54SEJ4

.

T.8N., R. 57 E.,

sec. 3, NW 1
/*, N'/sN'/jN'/jSW 1

/*;

sec. 4, NE 54 N 54 NE 'A NE 'ANW 54

,

SE % NE 54 NW 54 , EJ4SE 54 NW 54

,

NyiNKWASEy*.

T. 8 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 36, S'/2Nys NE%NWy4,
S 54NE54 NE % , N 54 N 54 SE '/« NW'/«

.

T. 9 N., R. 51 E.,

sec. 14, 15, 22, 23, all.

T. 10 N., R. 52 E.,

sec. 29, NE'/iSWttNEy*.

T. 12N., R. 39 E.,

sec. 20, SE% (excluding MS
patent; sec. 29, all).

T. 6 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 14, S54SWy4SW%SW'/4,
swy.sEy.sw/.swy.;
sec. 15, SEy.SEy4SEy«SE%;

sec. 22, E54NEJ4NEJ4NE54;

NE'ASE'ANE'^NE 1
/*;

sec. 23, W54NE'/4NW'/4NWy«,

NW'/4NWy4NWy4,
n 54 sw y* nw y* nw y* ,

NW 54 SE 54 NW 54 NW 54 ;

sec. 17, S54NE'/4NWy.,

N54SEy4NW'/4;

N'/jSW'^NW'/i;

Continued on next page
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

VI. CLOSED TO MINERAL MATERIALS DISPOSAL (Continued)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Tybo/Mclntyre

Charcoal Kilns

(con't)

Amargosa-Oasis

Rhyolite

sec . 20, S % NW X NW Y. ,

NVJSW'/.NW'/i;

sec. 29, E'/aNW/JSW'/.,

WJ4NEJ4SWJ4.

T. 10 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 28, SW'/.SE'/l,

NKNKSEKSEK;
T. 11 S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 26, SJ4SW%SE%;
T. 11 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 9, SW'/iNW 1

/., SW'^SWK;
sec. 18, NE'ANE'A;

sec. 32, EJ4SE}4SE%;

T. 12 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 5, NW'/iNEtt, portion of

SW'ANE'/., S^NWy*;
sec. 17 public land in WV4WJ4.

T. 12S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 9, SEJ4;

sec. 1 6, NE % NE Y* , N % SE /« NE Y* ,

SW y« SE Y* NE K , NE V* SW fc SW 54

,

N >i SE %SW % , N % S J4SE J4 ;

sec. 16, portion of E'^NW'/.NE'/.,

E % E %SW 54 NE % , SE '/. SE K NE 54

,

N14SJ4;

sec. 21, SW'/iSW'ANE'ANE'/i,

SE'/«SEy4Nwy«NEy4,

Ey2NE/4Swy4NEy4,

WfcNWKSEKNE.

T. 6 N., R. 52 E.,

sec. 1, 12, 13;

T.6N., R. 53 E.,

sec. 1-12, 14-18;

sec. 20;

T. 7 N., R. 52 E.,

sec. 13, 14, 23-26, 35,

sec. 27, E'/i, EJ4WJ4;

sec. 34, EYz, E%W)4;
T. 7 N., R. 53 E.,

sec. 2-4, 9-11, 13-36.
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

VII. NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY (SEASONAL RESTRICTIONS)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Deer Habitat

(January 15-May 15)

T. 9 N., R. 51 E.,

sec. 1, WVi;

sec. 11, 14, 15, 22, 23, 26, 27,

34, 35; all;

sec. 12, WVi;

sec. 13, WVi;

sec. 16, EVi;

sec. 21, EVi;

sec. 33, EVi;

T. 8 N., R. 51 E.,

sec. 4, 5, 7;

sec. 6, SVi;

sec. 8, NW%;
sec. 18, NVi, SW%;
T. 8 N., R. 50 E.,

sec. 13, 23;

sec. 14, S%;
sec. 22, E'/i;

sec. 24, NJ4;

T. 6 N., R. 50 E.,

sec. 5, 6, 8, 18, all;

sec. 17, E 1
/*

T. 7 N., R. 50 E.,

sec. 5, 8, 17, 20, 29, 30-32, all;

T. 13 N., R. 42 E.,

sec. 25, 36, all;

sec. 26, EVi;

sec. 35, EVi;

T. 12 N., R. 42 E.,

sec. 1, 11, 12, 13;

sec. 2, EVi;

sec. 14, NVi, SE'/«;

sec. 24, N'/i, SE%;
sec. 25, EVi;

T. 13 N., R. 43 E.,

sec. 31, W'/i W'/iW 1
/*;

T. 12 N., R. 43 E.,

sec. 6, W'/iWVi;

sec. 7, W'/iW'/i;

sec. 18, WVi WVi;
sec. 19, W)5W)4;
sec. 20, WViW'/s ;

sec. 31, WVi;

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Deer Habitat (con't) T. 1 1 N., R. 43 E.,

sec, 6, W'/i;

sec. 7, W'/i, W'/iW'/iE'/i;

sec. 18, W'/2 W'/i E'/i;

sec. 19, WViW'/sEVi;

sec. 30, NE'/«, E'/iSE'/i;

sec. 31, WVi, NEVi.

Sage Grouse Habitat T. 12 N., R. 46 E.,

February 15 to May 15 sec. 32, SVi;

sec. 32, SVi;

T. 11 N., R. 47 4.,

sec. 5, 6, 8, 17;

sec. 7, EJ4, NW%;
sec. 18, EVi;

sec. 19, NE'/i;

sec. 20, W'/4, SEYa;

sec. 21, SW%;
sec. 27, WVi;

sec. 28, all;

sec. 29, EVi.

T. 12 N., R. 47 E.,

sec. 20, NE'ANE'A;

sec. 33, S'/iSViSE'/*;

T. 11 N., R. 47 E.,

sec. 4, E/2, SW'A;

sec. 5, SVi, S'/zNW'A;

sec. 6, E Vi SE % NE '/« , E Vi

E

'A SE %

,

T. 10 N., R. 46 E.,

sec. 22, SVi;

sec. 23, SVi;

sec. 34, N'/i, SW'/4;

sec. 33, EVi, SW'A;

T. 9 N., R. 46 E.,

sec, 4, all;

T. 9 N., R. 47 E.,

sec. 7, NVi, SW%; N'^SE 1

/*,

SWy4SEy«;

sec. 8, NVi;

sec. 18, NVi;

sec. 16, NW 1

/*;

sec. 17, NVi;

T. 9 N., R. 46 E.,

sec. 19, W 1/jEVi;

sec. 35, SVi;

sec. 36, SVi;

Continued on next page
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

VII. NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY (SEASONAL RESTRICTIONS) (Continued)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Sagegrouse Habitat

(con't)

T. 8 N., R 46 E.,

sec. 1 , N !4

;

sec. 2. NE%;
sec. 13, W%;
sec. 14, SEJ4;

sec. 23, all;

sec. 24, NW%;
sec. 26, NW'ANW'/.;

sec. 27, NY,;

sec. 28, N'/j;

sec. 29, all;

sec. 31, WA;
sec. 32, NJ4;

T. 8, N., R. 45 E.,

sec. 36, N!4;

T. 11 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 1, 2, 11, 12, all;

T. 11 N., R. 50 E.,

sec. 6;

sec. 7, N'/i;

T. 12 N., R. 50 E.,

sec. 6, U%;
sec. 19, 30, 31;

T. 13 N., R. 50 E.,

sec. 31, SW/4.
T. 7 N., R. 45 E.,

sec. 10, 11, 15, 22, 27, 34;

sec, 33, SW/.;

T. 6 N., R. 45 E.,

sec. 4, E%;
sec. 9, E'/i;

sec. 10, W%.

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

sec. 30, E&EJ4NEK;
T. 5 N., R. 57 E.,

sec. 5, all;

T. 12 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 25, 36, all;

sec. 26, EX;
sec. 35, E'/i;

T. 4N., R. 39 E.,

sec. 20, SNXEKNEX. WKNE%,
WV4, \NViEXSEV*;

T. 4 N., R. 38 E.,

sec. 13, S'/i;

sec. 14, SE 1

/*, E'/iSW'/i, S'/iSW'/l;

sec. 15, S'ASEY,;

sec. 22, NE%;
sec. 23, UV*;

sec. 24, N/*;

T. 3 N., R. 38 E.,

sec. 3, W14W/4;
sec. 4, EX, EViWVi;

T. 3 N., R. 38 E.,

sec. 16, NW/4NE%, Ny2NW/4;
T. 2 N., R. 40 E.,

sec. 10, EVjE'/i, W'/j;

sec. 9, E/2, E'/S E%;
sec. 16 E'AWVi, E'/i;

sec. 15, E'^E 1
/*, W/4;

sec. 19, E/2, E/2, E'AW'A;

sec. 20, W'/4E 1

/2, W/2;

T. 2 N., R. 40 E.,

sec. 30 SEVi;

sec. 29, S'/4NE%, E'/j, SE/*.

Bighorn Sheep

(lambing)

February 1 to May 15

T. 2 N., R. 37 E.,

sec, 31, 32, all;

T. 1 N., R. 37 E.,

sec. 5, 6, 7, 8, all;

T. 5 S., R. 44 E.,

sec. 4, W/2;

sec. 5, all;

T. 7 N., R. 52 E.,

sec. 20, W/2NE/4, E'^NW 1

/*

sw'ANwy*, sw/4, Ey2SEy4;

sec. 29, all;

sec. 30, 31, 32, all;

T. 6 N., R. 52 E.,

sec. 4, NW 1
/4,-

sec. 5, 6, all;

T. 6 N., R. 57 E.,

A-59
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

VIII. NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Jumbled Rock

Petroglyphs

Moores Station

Cane Man Hill

Chimney Springs

Tybo/Mclntyre

Charcoal Kilns

Amargosa-Oasis

T. 10 N., R. 52 E.,

sec. 29, NE'/.SWy.NE'/..

T. 10 N.. R. 51 E.,

sec. 25, SE54SW54;

sec. 36, N'/4NW%, SEttNW'/i.

T. 3 S., R. 38 E.,

sec. 1, S'ASEtt;

sec. 12, E54;

T. 3 S., R. 39 E.,

sec. 6, Sys SW%;
sec. 7, NW/4, NW'ASWy.;

T. 7 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 16, SW'ANE'/l, SEKNW'/,
NE'ASW'/., NW54SEy2 .

T. 6 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 14, S'ASW'/.SW'/.SWy*,

sw y, se v*sw % sw % ,•

sec. 15, SE'/.SEy.SE'/.SE 1
/.;

sec. 22, E'ANE'ANE'/.NEy.;

NE'ASEy.NE'/iNE 1
/.;

sec. 23, WyjNE'/iNW'/.NW'A,

NW'/4NWy4NW 1
/4,

Ny2Swy«Nwy4Nwy«,
nw % s e y« nw 54 nw y* ,

T. 6 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 17, S^NE'^NW'/i,

N54SE54NWJ4;
N^SW'ANW'A;
T. 6 N, R. 49 E.,

sec. 20, S54NW%NWy4,
N'/jSW'^NW'/i;

T. 6 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 29, Ey2 NWy4SW%,
WHNE'^SW'^.

T. 10 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 28, SW'/.SE'/i,

NyjNViSEy4SEy«;

T. 11 S., R. 46 E.,

sec. 26, S'/jSWynSEy*;

T. 11 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 9, SW'/.NW'/i, SW'/.SWy.;

Amargosa-Oasis

(con't)

Mountain View
Arrasta

Railroad Valley

(Lockes)

Railroad Valley

(Big Well)

Railroad Valley

(Blue Eagle)

sec. 18, NEKNEy.;
T. 12 S., R. 47 E.,

sec. 5, NW/.NEK, portion of

SW'/iNE'/i, S'ANW'/i;

sec. 17 public land in WJ4W54.

T. 8 N., R. 49 E.,

sec. 36, SV4N>4NEy«NWy4,

sy2NEy«Nwy4,
Ny2 Ny*SE%Nwy«.

T. 8 N., R. 55 E.,

sec. 10, SE'^SE'A;

sec. 15, E'ANE'/i, NW'^NE 1
/*,

T. 8 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 11, SViSW'/*;

sec. 13, S54S54SE54,

S^N'/iS'/iSE 1
/*;

sec. 14, W'/jNE 1
/., NE'^NW'/i,

S 54 SW 54 , W 54 SE '/« , SE J4SE 54

;

sec. 19, Wy2NW 1
/4

sec. 23, N'/2 ;

sec. 24, Ny2 , N'/2 , S'/2 .

T. 9 N., R. 56 E.,

sec. 34, S54SE54, Sy2 N54SEy«,
s y2 n y2 n y2 se 54 , s y2 n y2 n y2 sw y*

,

SE'ASWy,;

sec. 35, SttS'/jSE'/i.

S '/2 N 54 S 54 SE 54 , S 54 N 54 N 54 SW %

,

S 54 N 54 SW 54 , S 54 SW 54 ;

T. 8 N., R. 56 E.,

sec.2.NJ4,E54SEJ4.E54W54SEJ4;

sec. 11, E54NE54, E54W54NE 1
/4,

E54Sy2 SWy4NWy4NE'/«,

E 54 N 54NW 54SW 54 NE 54

,

SW 54SW 54 NE 54 , N 54 N 54SE54

.

T. 8 N., R. 57 E.,

sec. 3, NW 1
/*, N54N54Ny2 SW'/4;

sec. 4, NE ,/4NV2 NEy.NE ,/4NWy4,

SE%NE%NWy«, EKSE'/iNW'/i,

N54Ny2 N54SE'/4.

Continued next page
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LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR
LAND PLANNING/MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

VIII. NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY (Continued)

GENERAL LOCATION LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Clayton Valley

Sand Dunes

T. 3 S., R. 39 E,

sec. 14, Ett, S14NW%, SWA;
sec. 15. SKNEK, SE%;
sec. 23, NJ4, SWK,
N % NE % SE V* , W J4 E % NW J4 SE %

,

WKWKSEK;
sec. 27, NEtt.EKNW'/i, N!4SE%
sec. 26, E54NE%, NW%,
N'ASW%.

Crescent Sand Dunes T. 5 N., R. 41 E.,

sec. 25, SJ4;

sec. 26, SE'ASE'A;

sec. 35, E'/i;

sec. 36, all;

T. 4N., R. 41 E.,

sec. 1, all;

sec. 2, EJ4;

T. 5 N., R. 42 E.,

sec. SOSttSW'ANW'/*,
W!4SW%,S Yt SE %SW % ;

sec. 31, W'/4W%;
T. 4 N., R. 42 E.,

sec. 6, WftNW 1
/., NW/4SW/4,

N'ASWViSW'/*.



APPENDIX 17

DETERMINATION OF AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN (ACECS)

No ACECs were designated in the Resource

Area through previous land-use plans.

In March, 1 990, the Tonopah Resource Area

Office sent a letter to interested publics

requesting nominations for ACECs to be

considered in development of the Tonopah
Resource Management Plan (RMP). Based on

the submissions from members of the public,

other public agencies, and the Tonopah RMP
team, 43 areas were identified that appeared to

require some type of special management for

added protection of unique values. Each

nomination was then screened by the RMP
team to determine the relevance and

importance criteria described in BLM Manual
1613.

An area meets the relevance criteria if it

contains one or more of the following:

1) A significant historic, cultural, or scenic

value, 2) A fish and wildlife resource, 3) A
natural process or system, 4) Natural hazards.

An area meets the importance criteria if it

contains one or more of the following:

1) Has more than locally significant qualities

which give it special worth, consequence,

meaning, distinctiveness, or cause for concern,

especially compared to any similar resource, 2)

Has qualities or circumstances that make it

fragile, sensitive, rare, irreplaceable, exemplary,

unique, endangered, threatened, or vulnerable

to adverse change, 3) Has been recognized as

warranting protection to satisfy national priority

concerns or to carry out the mandates of

FLPMA, 4) Has qualities which warrant

highlighting to satisfy public or management
concerns about safety and public welfare, 5)

Poses a significant threat to human life and

safety or to property.

Of the 43 areas nominated, 33 did not meet
relevancy and importance criteria, and were not

included for consideration in the Draft Tonopah

RMP/EIS. Ten were found to meet the criteria

for relevance and importance. Consistent with

the themes of the Alternatives presented in the

Draft RMP, two were proposed as ACECs in

Alternative 2, ten in Alternative 3, and seven in

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative). The
Proposed RMP mostly adopts Alternative 4

which would designate seven ACECs (see

Maps 26 and 27). The only change is that the

proposed Rhyolite ACEC was increased in size

as a result of public and internal BLM comment
on the Draft RMP.

DESCRIPTION OF 7 AREAS RECOMMENDED
FOR ACEC DESIGNATION IN PROPOSED RMP

1 . LUNAR CRATER is northeast of Warm
Springs, Nevada. This ACEC which is 39,680
acres would combine two areas (Lunar Crater -

24,980 acres and Black Rock Lava Flow aka

Big Springs Valley Lava Field - 14,700 acres)

proposed as separate ACECs into one.

RATIONALE:
phenomenon.

Outstanding geological

RELEVANCE: Rare geological occurrence

representing a natural process.

IMPORTANCE: Lunar Crater is listed on the

National Natural Landmark Register. The area

is on a proposed Scenic Byway. The area

encompasses a volcanic field including Lunar

Crater, Easy Chair Crater, various cinder cones,

and Black Rock Lava Flow, a flow which comes
out of a collapsed side of a volcanic crater.

2. AMARGOSA-OASIS includes 13 separate

locations totaling approximately 490 acres each

around Beatty, Nevada.

RATIONALE: Rare vertebrates, plants and

riparian communities in need of protection.

RELEVANCE: Represents a natural process.



IMPORTANCE: Provides habitat for the

following C2 species: Amargosa toad {Bufo

nelsoni), the Oasis Valley speckled dace

(Rhinichthys osculus ssp.) and funeral black

wooly-pod (Astragalus funereus). The area is

also significant because of unique occurrences

of vertebrates. Also, riparian areas in desert

environments are of importance. Indian

Springs provides water for Beatty. The

Amargosa Narrows contains a highway, gravel

pit, pipeline to sewage lagoons, rapid

infiltration ponds and other authorized uses.

3. CANE MAN HILL Petroglyph District is a

series of petroglyphs located on a hill on the

west side of Clayton Valley at the southern end

of the Silver Peak Range. The area

encompasses approximately 680 acres.

RATIONALE: The site is in need of protection.

RELEVANCE: Cultural resource values.

IMPORTANCE: The district consists of a series

of petroglyphs clustered around an area dubbed

"Cane Man Hill" by the archaeologist who
located the petroglyphs. The petroglyphs

contain an element that is unusual for this area

and appears to be common to the

southwestern U.S. The petroglyphs are in

danger from vandals. It could also be adversely

affected by some project related activities such

as mining.

The area contains a native bighorn sheep

population.

5. RAILROAD VALLEY Wildlife Management
Area is located in the northeast portion of the

Resource Area. The nomination includes the

critical habitat for Railroad Valley Spring fish

and riparian habitats. Approximately 15,470
acres has been proposed.

RATIONALE: The Railroad Valley area needs

special management to protect wildlife resource

values.

RELEVANCE: Contains a wildlife resource.

IMPORTANCE: Provides habitat for the

Railroad Valley springfish (Crenichthys

nevadae), a federally threatened species.

Threatened species are more than locally

significant. The Railroad Valley Wildlife

Management Area provides riparian habitat for

migrating waterfowl and species diversity. The
Railroad Valley Wildlife Management Area was
originally recognized in a 1 934 Executive Order

and is under a federal protective withdrawal.

The oil and gas potential is high.

6. RHYOLITE is located at the northern end

of the Amargosa Desert, west of Beatty,

Nevada. The Bullfrog Hills border the townsite

to the north, east, and west. Approximately

425 acres have been identified for designation.

4. LONE MOUNTAIN is west of Tonopah,

Nevada. Approximately 14,400 acres have

been proposed for consideration.

RATIONALE: Rare and endemic plant species

are in need of special management and

protection.

RELEVANCE: Represents a natural process.

IMPORTANCE: Provides habitat for

Haplopappus graniticus, a C2 species. The
area also contains natural plant communities in

near pristine condition containing endemic plant

species and habitat representative of Nevada's

species diversity. Joshua trees grow at a

relatively high elevation at the north end of

their range in association with pinyon trees.

RATIONALE: This area needs special

management due to the complexity of the

problems/concerns for this area. The area

contains some private residences interspersed

with public land. The public land portion of the

townsite is covered with unpatented mining

claims. The mining claimant has a legal right to

explore, develop and mine those claims. A
large open pit mine is situated just on the other

side of a mountain from the townsite. The
ruins are in an advanced state of decay. This

office has received many letters from interested

members of the public expressing their concern

over the preservation of this site.

RELEVANCE: Historical interest.



IMPORTANCE: The ruins of the 1 905 townsite

bring in tourists from all over the world. The
Rhyolite portion of the townsite contained

structures of rock and/or reinforced concrete,

some as much as three stories tall. It is the

most photographed "ghost town" in Nevada.

(From personal communication, Nevada State

Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO)). A house

constructed of approximately 50,000 bottles is

also located in the townsite.

7. TYBO-MCINTYRE CHARCOAL KILNS are

located in the Hot Creek Range, north of Warm
Springs, Nevada and encompass four separate

sites of 20 acres each for a total of 80 acres.

RATIONALE: The charcoal kilns are in need of

protection.

RELEVANCE: A significant historical resource.

IMPORTANCE: The Mclntyre Charcoal kilns

consist of three sets, a northern, middle, and

southern set and are constructed of brick. The
Tybo Charcoal Kilns are constructed of stone.

The Tybo Charcoal Kilns are listed on the

National Register of Historic Places. The
charcoal kilns are very important to the history

of mining/milling in the west. People

throughout the United States are interested in

these kilns. The kilns are being vandalized.

The brick off the kilns has been taken to make
patios, etc. All kilns may be adversely affected

by some types of project activities, such as

mining.

DESCRIPTION OF AREAS NOMINATED BUT
NOT PROPOSED AS ACECS

The 36 other areas nominated through the

process, but not recommended are discussed

below.

1. STORMY-ABEL Prehistoric District

(12,320 acres) is comprised of a number of

prehistoric sites centered around Storm Spring,

Abel Spring, and Coyote Spring on the west
side of northern Railroad Valley. Although this

nomination met the relevancy and importance

criteria and was proposed in Alternative 3 of

the Draft RMP, other protective measures

proposed in the Proposed RMP for this area will

prevent destruction of important cultural

resources.

2. TIMBER MOUNTAIN CALDERA National

Natural Landmark (NNL) (7,040 acres). Most
of the NNL (over 100,000 acres) is located

within the Nellis Air Force Range.
Approximately 7,040 acres of the NNL extends

across the Range boundary into the Resource

Area. Although the entire NNL meets the

relevancy and importance criteria, the portion

within the Resource Area is over 5 miles from

the actual caldera formation and, in itself,

possesses no particularly unique geological

values. Therefore, the area is not

recommended.

3. TRAP SPRINGS-GRAVEL BAR Prehistoric

District (8,480 acres) contains prehistoric sites

located on sand dunes, alluvial plain and a lake

shore feature in northern Railroad Valley.

Although this nomination met the relevancy

and importance criteria, other protective

measures proposed in the Proposed RMP for

this area will prevent destruction of important

cultural resources.

4. BIG MOLY (9,600 acres) in western

Esmeralda County is a scenic overlook into the

north end of Death Valley. This does not meet
the criteria for relevance, or importance.

5. BRICKYARD CANYON (320 acres) near

Goldfield was examined for special cultural and

geological values. This area does not meet the

criteria for importance.

6. CRESCENT SAND DUNES (3,000 acres) is

a sand dune complex near Tonopah which may
supports uncommon invertebrates. This area

does not meet the criteria for importance.

7. EMIGRANT CANYON (9300 acres) located

south of Coaldale Junction has special scenic

and geological values. This area does not meet

the criteria for relevancy, or importance.

8. GILBERT HISTORICAL SITE (100 acres)

has historical values. This area does not meet

the criteria for relevance, or importance.



9. GOLDFIELD JOSHUA TREE FOREST
(9,900 acres) is the northern most extremity of

Joshua trees. This area does not meet the

criteria for relevance, or importance.

1 9. WHITE ROCK CANYON (40 acres) located

northeast of Tonopah has scenic values. This

area does not meet the criteria for relevancy, or

importance.

10. GOLD POINT HISTORICAL SITE (150

acres) has historical values. This area does not

meet the criteria for relevance, or importance.

20. YELLOW HILLS (4,000 acres) has scenic

values. This area does not meet the criteria for

relevancy, or importance.

1 1

.

KAWICH RANGE (40,000 acres) supports

uncommon plant species. This area does not

meet the criteria for relevancy, or importance.

12. MONOCLINE-CRATER (4,800 acres) has

special geological values. This area does not

meet the criteria for relevancy, or importance.

13. MOUNT JACKSON (900 acres) has

occurrences of representative Great Basin plant

communities in excellent condition along with

occurrence of an uncommon plant. This area

does not meet the criteria for importance.

21. SHEEP MOUNTAIN WASH (600 acres)

located northeast of Silver Peak has scenic

values. This area does not meet the criteria for

relevancy, or importance.

22. JUMBLED ROCK PETROGLYPH (10 acres)

has examples of Great Basin petroglyphs. This

area does not meet the criteria for importance.

23. SOBERUP GULCH PETROGLYPH (20

acres) has examples of Great Basin

petroglyphs. This area does not meet the

criteria for importance.

14. PINYON-JOSHUA TRANSITION NATURAL
AREA (550 acres) was established as a natural

area through a previous land-use plan.

Proposed Lone Mountain ACEC has more
significant pinyon-Joshua tree transition. This

area does not meet the criteria for relevancy, or

importance.

1 5. RHYOUTE RIDGE (160 acres) located west

of Silver Peak has occurrence of an uncommon
plant. This area does not meet the criteria for

importance.

24. MOORES STATION PETROGLYPHS (40

acres) has examples of Great Basin

petroglyphs. This area does not meet the

criteria for importance.

25. WEEPAH HISTORICAL SITE (100 acres)

has historical values. This area does not meet
the criteria for relevance, or importance.

26. SILVER BOW HISTORICAL SITE (40 acres)

has historical values. This area does not meet

the criteria for relevance, or importance.

1 6. STONEWALL MOUNTAIN (960 acres) has

occurrence of representative riparian plant

communities along with uncommon plants.

This area does not meet the criteria for

importance.

17. THE SUMP aka Fish Lake Valley Badlands

(1,600 acres) has occurrence of eroded

badlands formation with scenic,
paleontological, and geological values. This

area does not meet the criteria for relevancy.

18. TONOPAH GEM FIELDS (80 acres) has

geological values. This area does not meet the

criteria for relevancy, or importance.

27. STONE CABIN VALLEY (400,000 acres)

has occurrence of wild horses. This area does

not meet the criteria for relevance, or

importance.

28. OATMEAL SPRING (20 acres) located near

Coaldale Junction has example of eroded

badlands. This area was dropped because it is

located on private lands.

29. FISH LAKE (20 acres) has uncommon fish

species. This area was dropped because it is

located on private lands.



30. LITTLE FISH LAKE VALLEY (40 acres) has

an uncommon fish. This area was dropped

because it is located on private lands.

31. BIG SPRINGS VALLEY LAVA FIELD

(14,700 acres) was included in the Proposed

Lunar Crater ACEC.

32. SARCOBATUS FLATS (30,000 acres)

supports a large playa with hard surface. This

area does not meet the criteria for relevance, or

importance.

33. HOT CREEK VALLEY (5,000 acres) has

threatened fish species and an uncommon

plant. This area was dropped because it is

located on private lands and also lands

administered by the Forest Service.

34. CRYSTAL SPRING (10 acres) located north

of Beatty was included in the Proposed

Amargosa-Oasis ACEC.

35. LOCKES (400 acres) was included in the

Proposed Railroad Valley ACEC.

36. OASIS VALLEY (40 acres) was included in

the Proposed Amargosa-Oasis ACEC.
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NEVADA ECOLOGICAL SERVICES STATE OFFICE
4600 Kietzke Lane, Building C-125

Reno, Nevada 89502-5093

August 12, 1994
File No. 1-5-94-F-284

Memorandum

To: District Manager, Battle Mountain District, Bureau
of Land Management, Battle Mountain, Nevada

From: State Supervisor, Ecological Services, Reno, Nevada

Subject: Biological Opinion on Implementation of the Proposed
Tonopah Resource Management Plan

This Biological Opinion responds to your July 19, 1994,
reguest for formal consultation with the Fish and Wildlife
Service (Service) pursuant to section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (Act). Your request was
received in this office on July 26, 1994, and initiated
on that date. At issue are the possible effects that
implementation of -.r.e Bureau of Land Management's (Bureau)
proposed Tonopah Resource Management Plan (RMP) may have
on the threatened desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and
Railroad Valley springfish (Crenichthys nevadae) and their
respective critical habitats. This formal consultation was
conducted pursuant to the regulations governing interagency
cooperation under the Act (50 CFR § 402) .

This Biological Opinion was prepared using information
contained in the Bureau's preliminary final Proposed Tonopah
Resource Management Plan and Final Environmental Impact
Statement submitted to the Service on July 26, 1994; a
meeting held on June 6, 1994; conversations with your staff;
and information in our files.

Description of the Proposed Action

The Bureau proposes to implement its proposed Tonopah RMP,
which provides direction for managing the natural resources
on public lands within the Tonopah Resource Area (RA) . The
Bureau identified the need for the Tonopah RMP following an
evaluation of the existing Tonopah Management Framework Plan
and the Esmeralda-Southern Nye Resource Management Plan. The
evaluation revealed that these two documents, which currently
guide management of the Tonopah RA, provided inadequate
guidance for long-term management of many resources due to
a combination of expanding resource development and changes
in management direction. Additionally, Bureau program
guidance mandates that existing land use plans be amended
to address oil and gas exploration and development.
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The proposed Tonopah RMP is based on the preferred alternative
in the Bureau's Tonopah Draft Resource Management Plan,
issued in June 1993, and modifications based on public and
internal comment. The preferred alternative provides for
the development of renewable and non-renewable resources,
while ensuring the preservation and enhancement of fragile
and unique resources. The proposed Tonopah RMP includes
determinations to continue existing management decisions and
implement new decisions. The decisions will be final when
the Bureau's Nevada State Director approves and issues the
Record of Decision for the Tonopah RMP. Actions will be
implemented after site-specific management plans are developed
and appropriate clearances obtained. Some actions cannot be
implemented immediately because they require approval from the
Secretary of the Interior, but the Bureau intends to pursue
all actions recommended in the proposed Tonopah RMP and
included in the Record of Decision.

The determinations within the preliminary final Proposed
Tonopah Resource Management Plan which pertain to this
consultation are as follows:

Wildlife Habitat Management

l.b. Lockes Meadow, Blue Eagle Pond, Big Well, Chimney
Springs, Reynolds Springs, and North Spring (a total
of 2,317 acres) will continue to be excluded from
livestock grazing to achieve riparian objectives,
in accordance with the Railroad Valley Habitat
Management Plan (HMP) . Use by livestock in these
locations may be allowed on a non-renewable basis to
achieve objectives identified in the Railroad Valley
HMP. Livestock will be excluded from the Amargosa-
Oasis Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC)
(490 acres)

.

3. a. The Railroad Valley HMP will be maintained.

Special Status Species

1. Manage Non-Intensive Category III desert tortoise
habitat (70,600 acres) by limiting vehicle use to
existing roads and trails. In cases in which new
road construction is discretionary, no new roads
will be constructed in those washes in which there
may be an adverse impact on the desert tortoise.

2. Protect the Railroad Valley springfish and it's
critical habitat at North Spring and Reynolds
Springs (80 acres) through management in accordance
with the Railroad Valley HMP. Fluid mineral leasing
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is allowed on 80 acres with a no surface occupancy
stipulation. No land uses will be authorized which
are incompatible with the area's values. In
addition, Chimney Springs will also be managed
to protect Railroad Valley springfish.

3. Designate 15,470 acres as the Railroad Valley ACEC
to protect riparian areas, wildlife habitat, and
threatened species habitat.

4. Management of this area includes: Acquisition
of non-consumptive appropriative water rights;
continued exclusion of livestock from 2,317 acres;
designation of a utility corridor through the
Blue Eagle portion of the ACEC below the Grant
Range; acquisition of 480 acres of private lands
through exchange or purchase at Lockes Ranch, if
economically prudent, and if the owner if agreeable;
limiting vehicle use to existing roads and trails
in the ACEC; establish a Special Recreation
Management Area; allowing fluid mineral leasing with
a no surface occupancy stipulation on 3,480 acres;
reducing the existing withdrawal to mineral entry
from 14,710 acres to 3,040 acres; and withdrawing
an additional 440 acres of riparian area at Lockes
Pond.

5. Habitat for all candidate species (plant and animal)
will be managed to maintain or increase current
populations of these species. The introduction,
reintroduction, or augmentation of candidate, as
well as federally listed threatened or endangered
species, may be allowed, if in coordination with
Nevada Division of Wildlife and the Service, it is
deemed appropriate. Such actions will be considered
on a case-by-case basis and will be subject to
applicable procedures outlined under the Standard
Operating Procedures, Environmental Review, and
Management.

Riparian Habitat

1. Manage for proper functioning condition on all
32.8 miles of streams, streamside riparian areas,
and all springs, seeps, wet meadows, and other
riparian areas in the RA.
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Livestock Grazing Management

I.e. Livestock use will continue to be excluded on Lockes
Meadow, Blue Eagle Pond, Big Well, Reynolds Spring,
North Spring, and Chimney Springs in accordance
with Railroad Valley HMP objectives (2,317 acres).
Livestock use may be allowed in these areas on a
non-renewable basis and in a prescribed manner to
achieve or maintain the objectives identified in
the HMP.

l.d. On 70,600 acres of Non-Intensive Category III
desert tortoise habitat, and in accordance with
the Service's Biological Opinion for the Proposed
Livestock Program within Desert Tortoise Habitat
in Southern Nevada, dated August 14, 1991 (Service
File Number 1-5-91-F-36) , the following terms and
conditions have been placed in affected grazing
leases:

Livestock use within desert tortoise habitat
may occur from March 1 through October 14;
forage utilization shall not exceed 40 percent
on key perennial grasses, forbs, and shrubs.

Livestock use in desert tortoise habitat may
occur from October 15 through February 28;
forage utilization shall not exceed 50 percent
on key perennial grasses and 45 percent on key
shrubs and perennial forbs.

Should utilization exceed 40 percent on key
perennial grasses, forbs, and shrubs during
the period of March 1 through October 14;
or 50 percent on key perennial grasses and
4 5 percent on key shrubs and perennial forbs
during the period of October 2 5 through
February 28, the lessee shall have ten (10)
calendar days in which to remove all livestock
from desert tortoise habitat. Utilization
within each allotment shall not be averaged
either among locations or over time.

All vehicle use in desert tortoise habitat
associated with the livestock grazing program
shall be restricted to existing roads and
trails.
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Trash and garbage associated with livestock
grazing operations (i.e., branding, roundups,
etc.) shall be removed from each camp site
or work location and disposed of offsite in a

designated facility. No trash or garbage shall
be buried at the work locations within desert
tortoise habitat.

Use of hay or grains as a feeding supplement
shall be prohibited in desert tortoise habitat
to avoid the introduction of non-native plant
species. Mineral and salt blocks may be
authorized in accordance with CFR § 4100.

Lands and Riqhts-of-Wav

5. Acquire private lands, if economically prudent and
if the owner is agreeable, through exchange and/or
purchase at ... , Lockes Ranch (480 acres) . . . All
acquired lands will be managed in accordance with
the RMP and activity plans.

6.b. Rights-of-way allowed within the following areas
will have to be compatible with the special values
of the area: No new roads will be authorized in
desert tortoise habitat if there will be an adverse
impact to tortoise (70,600 acres); ... Railroad
Valley ACEC (15,470 acres)...

12. Withdraw an additional 28,996 acres from mineral
entry as follows: ... Railroad Valley (440 acres).

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

2. Designate 15,470 acres as the Railroad Valley
ACEC to protect riparian areas, wildlife habitats,
and threatened species habitats. Acquire non-
consumptive appropriative water rights. Continue
to exclude livestock from 2,317 acres. No land uses
will be authorized which are incompatible with the
area's values. A utility corridor through a portion
of the ACEC will be designated west of the Grant
Range. Acquire 480 acres of private lands through
exchange or purchase at Lockes Ranch. Limit
vehicle use to existing roads and trails in the
ACEC. Establish a Special Recreation Management
Area. Allow fluid mineral leasing with a no surface
occupancy stipulation on 3,480 acres. Reduce
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the existing withdrawal to mineral entry from
14,710 acres to 3,040 acres, and withdraw an
additional 440 acres of riparian area at
Lockes Pond. Close 3,480 acres to mineral
material disposal.

Recreation

3. In the following areas vehicles will be limited
to existing roads and trails: Desert tortoise
habitat (70,600 acres); ... Railroad Valley ACEC
(15,470 acres) . .

.

The following areas will be closed to competitive
events: ... Railroad Valley ACEC (15,470 acres)..

Fluid Minerals

The following areas totalling 50,424 acres will be
open to mineral leasing with a no surface occupancy
stipulation: ... a portion of the Railroad Valley
ACEC (3,480 acres) . .

.

Locatable Minerals

Reduce the withdrawal of the Railroad Valley
Wildlife Management Area from 14,710 acres to
3,040 acres.

Withdraw an additional 28,996 acres from mineral
entry as follows: ... and Railroad Valley ACEC (440
acres)

.

Mineral Materials

5 The following areas will be closed to mineral
material disposal: ... portions of the Railroad
Valley ACEC (3,480 acres), ...

Non-Energy Leasable Minerals

2 Close 55,349 acres to non-energy mineral leasing as
follows: ... portions of the Railroad Valley ACEC
(3, 480 acres) , ...
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Fire Management

3. Wildfires that threaten resources, such as critical
watersheds, riparian areas, ..., sensitive species
sites, ... will be kept to minimum acreage utilizing
suppression action which could suppress and/or
divert the fire and be cost effective and efficient.

The Bureau has developed Standard Operating Procedures
that will be applied to all actions identified in the
preliminary final Proposed Tonopah Resource Management Plan.
Those procedures which pertain to this consultation are listed
below.

Environmental Review and Management

In compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
and Council of Environmental Quality regulations, the
Bureau will prepare site-specific environmental reviews
before actions proposed in this RMP are implemented or
prior to approval of any project authorized on the public
lands.

Special Status Species

In accordance with section 7 of the Act, consultation
with the Service will be conducted on all Federal actions
involving threatened or endangered species.

A desert tortoise inventory will be reguired prior to
any surface-disturbing activity including plans of
operations for locatable minerals, mineral leasing,
off-highway vehicle events, rights-of-way, etc., on
70,600 acres of Non-Intensive Category III desert
tortoise habitat.

In accordance with the Service's Biological Opinion for
the Proposed Livestock Program within Desert Tortoise
Habitat in Southern Nevada, the following stipulations
have been placed in affected grazing licenses: Within
Non-Intensive Category III desert tortoise habitat,
livestock use may occur March 1 to October 14, as long
as forage utilization does not exceed 40 percent on key
perennial grasses, forbs and shrubs. Between October 15
and February 28, forage utilization shall not exceed
50 percent on key perennial grasses and 45 percent on
key shrubs and perennial forbs.
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Site-specific decisions regarding land ownership
adjustments within the RA are to be made based on if
the lands are needed for Bureau programs, or if they
are considered more valuable for other purposes.
The following criteria are applied to site-specific
determinations for lands that are within areas identified
for disposal or acquisition:

A. Public resource values, including, but not
limited to:

—threatened, endangered, or sensitive species
habitat

—riparian areas, including springs and seeps

Prior to issuance of a right-of-way authorization, a
site specific environmental analysis is performed which
considers, among other things, threatened, endangered,
or sensitive species habitat; . . . riparian areas, . .

.

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

A plan of operations will be required for any proposed
mechanized disturbance to be caused in a designated
ACEC during the search for, or exploitation of locatable
minerals. No mineral material sales will be allowed
within any ACEC except certain areas identified in the
Railroad Valley ACEC.

Fluid Minerals

Consultation with the Service is required per section 7

of the Act prior to approval of an Application for a
Permit to Drill or other lease operations, if a proposed
listed or listed threatened or endangered species or
its critical habitat is likely to be affected by project
activities. If there is deemed to be any adverse impact,
the proposal would be modified or the request denied.

Fire Management

There will be no use of fire retardant in riparian areas,
. . . unless such use is authorized by the authorized
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Status of the Listed Species / Environmental Baseline

Desert Tortoise

The desert tortoise is a large, herbivorous reptile which is
generally active when annual plants are most common (spring,
early summer, and autumn) . Desert tortoises usually spend the
remainder of the year in shelter sites, escaping the extreme
weather conditions of the desert. Sheltering habits of desert
tortoises vary greatly in different geographic locations.
Shelter sites may be located under bushes, in the banks or
beds of washes, in rock outcrops, or in caliche caves. Egg
laying occurs from May through July, although forage must be
adequate beforehand to allow females to accumulate necessary
energy reserves for egg production. Desert tortoises can
increase egg production in years of good rainfall and forage
production by increasing the number of clutches. Hatchlings
generally emerge from August through October, although some
eggs may overwinter so that the hatchlings emerge in the
spring. Further information on the range, biology, and
ecology of the desert tortoise can be found in the Desert
Tortoise (Mojave population) Recovery Plan (Service 1994a)

.

In April 1992, the Service determined the Mojave population of
the desert tortoise to be threatened pursuant to section 4 of
the Act (55 Federal Register 12178) . The Mojave population
includes those animals living north and west of the Colorado
River in the Mojave Desert of California, Nevada, Arizona, and
Utah; and in the Colorado Desert (a division of the Sonoran
Desert) in California. In Nevada, the species' native range
is generally restricted to Clark County, and those portions
of Nye, Lincoln, and Esmeralda Counties south of 37° north
latitude and below approximately 1,330 meters elevation.
The species was listed as threatened because of habitat loss
throughout its range from construction projects, such as
roads, residential dwelling, and energy developments, and
conversion of native habitat to agriculture. Grazing and off-
highway vehicles have degraded additional habitat. The desert
tortoise's continued existence is also threatened by illegal
collection, upper respiratory tract disease, and predation on
juvenile desert tortoises by common ravens (Corvus corax) .

The Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan
(Recovery Plan) (Service 1994a) divides the range of the
desert tortoise into six recovery units and recommends
establishment of 14 Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMA)
within these recovery units. DWMAs are defined areas in
which recovery actions would be implemented to provide for
the long-term persistence of viable tortoise populations and
the ecosystem upon which they depend. The Recovery Plan
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recommends that specific management actions be implemented
within each DWMA to effect recovery of the species. The
desert tortoise habitat of the Tonopah RA, however, is not
within any of the recommended DWMAs.

In Fe -uary 1994, the Service designated approximately
6.4 million acres of critical habitat for the Mojave
population of the desert tortoise (59 Federal Register 5820)

.

Desert tortoise critical habitat encompasses portions of
the Mojave and Colorado Desert that contain the primary
constituent elements for the species' survival and focuses
on areas that are essential to the species' recovery. The
critical habitat boundaries are based on the proposed DWMAs
identified in the Recovery Plan. There is no desert tortoise
critical habitat within the Tonopah RA.

In 1988, the Bureau classified desert tortoise habitat on
public lands into three categories based on the following
criteria: (1) Importance of the habitat to maintaining viable
populations; (2) conflicts are resolvable; (3) desert tortoise
density; and (4) desert tortoise population status (Spang et
al. 1988). The desert tortoise habitat within the Tonopah RA
(approximately 70,600 acres) has been classified as Category
III habitat because: (1) The habitat is not essential to the
maintenance of viable populations; (2) most conflicts are not
resolvable; (3) the low- to medium-density desert tortoise
population is not contiguous with a medium- or high-density
population; and (4) the desert tortoise population is stable
or declining. The Bureau's goal for management of Category
III desert tortoise habitat is to limit habitat and population
declines to the extent possible by mitigating impacts (Spang
et al. 1988) .

Railroad Valley Springfish

In 1986, the Railroad Valley springfish was federally listed
as a threatened species and its critical habitat designated
pursuant to the Act because suitable habitat had decreased
since the species' description in 1932 (51 Federal Register
10857) . Critical habitat includes portions of six spring
systems in Railroad Valley: Big Warm Spring, Little Warm
Spring, North Spring, Hay Corral Spring, Reynolds Springs,
and Big Spring. Known constituent elements of Railroad Valley
springfish critical habitats include clear, unpolluted,
thermal (29° to 36° Centigrade {C}) spring pools, flowing
channels, and marshy areas with aguatic plants, insects,
and mollusks (51 Federal Register 10857) . Railroad Valley
springfish populations have also been established at Sodaville
Spring, Mineral County; Chimney Spring, Railroad Valley, Nye
County; Dugan Ranch spring, and Hot Creek Canyon, Nye County,
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North Spring, Reynolds Springs, and Chimney Spring are on
public land within the Bureau's Tonopah RA. The remainder
of the springs are on private property, although portions
may cross onto public land (Service 1994b)

.

Railroad Valley springfish currently occupy all 9 historical
and introduction sites. Some populations have been severely
impacted by habitat modification and nonnative species
introductions. All populations are susceptible to habitat
loss or degradation due to altered spring flow which may
result from any event, natural or human induced, which alters
the hydrology of the Railroad Valley ground water basin.

The Public/Agency Review Draft of the Railroad Valley
Springfish, Crenichthys nevadae, Recovery Plan (Service
1994b) recommends that all six historically occupied habitats
be secured from all identifiable threats so that viable
populations of Railroad Valley springfish can exist in each.
Additionally, the introduced Railroad Valley springfish
populations should be maintained and managed as refugia
populations to prevent the extinction of the species due
to catastrophic events which may significantly affect all
historical habitats at once. Two historical populations
(North Spring and Reynolds Springs) and one introduced
population (Chimney Spring) occur within the Tonopah RA.

Railroad Valley springfish spawning activity is restricted
to areas with water temperatures between 28° and 35° C,

although the species can tolerate temperature extremes of 14°
to 40° C for short periods of time. Spawning occurs from
early spring through late autumn. Railroad Valley springfish
are indiscriminant and opportunistic feeders, ingesting a wide
variety of foods. The species is primarily herbivorous during
the spring, consuming primarily filamentous algae, but shifts
to carnivory by summer, when animal foods are more common.
Further information on the species' life history and habitat
requirements can be found in the Public/Agency Review Draft of
the Railroad Valley Springfish, Crenichthys nevadae, Recovery
Plan (Service 1994b)

.

Effects of the Proposed Action on the Listed Species

Implementation of the Bureau's Tonopah RMP, as presented
in the preliminary final proposed version, may directly
or indirectly affect desert tortoise and Railroad Valley
springfish. Authorization of livestock grazing, rights-of-
way, or any other surface-disturbing activity may modify the
habitat upon which desert tortoises depend. Desert tortoises
may be killed or injured by vehicles or equipment associated
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with construction of access roads or utility i_nes within
rights-of-way, or by vehicles driven off of authorized roads.
Desert tortoises may be harassed by removal from project sites
or adjacent roads.

The spring habitats occupied by Railroad Valley springfish may
be degraded by various oil and gas activities which impact the
ground water basin (s) supporting these habitats. The use of
subsurface explosions during geophysical exploration, creation
of artesian wells during exploratory drilling, and development
of water wells to support oil field development may affect the
discharge of springs in the vicinity. Any of these activities
may decrease spring flow and/or alter water chemistry and
temperature such that the aguatic habitat is no longer
suitable for Railroad Valley springfish. Oil accidentally
spilled from pipelines or transport trucks which enters any
spring system occupied by Railroad Valley springfish may
result in fish mortality and adversely affect overall aquatic
habitat conditions such that recovery efforts are hampered.

The Bureau, however, has incorporated protective measures into
the Tonopah RMP to minimize the effects of the recommended
decisions on listed species. Livestock grazing in desert
tortoise habitat will be authorized following the guidelines
established in previous section 7 consultations. The Tonopah
RMP also includes decisions which will directly benefit the
Railroad Valley springfish, such as exclusion of livestock
grazing from the species habitat. Many of the actions
identified in the Tonopah RMP serve to implement tasks
recommended in the Public/Agency Review Draft of the Railroad
Valley Springfish, Crenichthys nevadae, Recovery Plan (Service
1994b) . The Bureau will also request additional section 7

consultation with the Service for each specific action the
Bureau determines may affect a listed species.

The Service has determined that the impacts described herein
will not appreciably reduce the likelihood of survival and
recovery of desert tortoise and Railroad Valley springfish,
or destroy or adversely modify Railroad Valley springfish
critical habitat. No desert tortoise critical habitat or
identified recovery units occur within the planning area.

Cumulative Effects

Cumulative effects are those effects of future non-Federal
(State, local government, or private) activities on endangered
and threatened species or their respective critical habitats
that are reasonably certain to occur during the course of
the Federal activity subject to consultation under section 7
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of the Act. Future Federal actions are subject to the
consultation requirements established in section 7 of the
Act and, therefore, are not considered cumulative to the
proposed action.

The Service is aware of no future private activities within
the Tonopah RA which may affect the desert tortoise or
Railroad Valley springfish. However, springs occupied by
Railroad Valley springfish occur on private lands, and any
landowner activity which degrades these habitats may adversely
impact their suitability for continued use by this fish.

Biological Opinion

It is our Biological Opinion that implementation of the
Bureau's Tonopah RMP, as presented in the preliminary final
proposed version of the document, is not likely to jeopardize
the continued existence of the threatened desert tortoise or
the threatened Railroad Valley springfish, or result in the
destruction or adverse modification of Railroad Valley
springfish critical habitat.

Incidental Take

Sections 4(d) and 9 of the Act prohibit taking (harass, harm,
pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect,
or attempt to engage in such conduct) of listed species of
fish and wildlife without a special exemption. "Harm" is
further defined to include significant habitat modification
or degradation that results in death or injury to listed
species by significantly impairing behavioral patterns such as
breeding, feeding, or sheltering (50 CFR § 17.3). "Harass"
is defined as actions that create the likelihood of injury to
listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt
normal behavior patterns which include, but are not limited
to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering (50 CFR § 17.3). Under
the terms of sections 7(b)(4) and 7(o)(2), taking that is
incidental to and not intended as part of the agency action is
not considered prohibited taking provided that such taking is
in compliance with this Biological Opinion. The Bureau has a
continuing duty to regulate the activity that is covered by
this incidental take statement.

The Service does not anticipate that implementation of the
proposed Tonopah RMP will result in incidental take of desert
tortoise or Railroad Valley springfish; therefore, none is
authorized by this incidental take statement. Incidental
take of desert tortoise by implementation of the Bureau's
livestock grazing program has been authorized under a previous
biological opinion. The Bureau will request consultation
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with the Service for all individual actions which the Bureau
determines are likely to adversely affect any listed species.
At that time, the specific action will be evaluated and
incidental take authorized as appropriate.

Conservation Recommendations

Section 7(a)(1) of the Act directs Federal agencies to
use their authorities to further the purposes of the Act
by carrying out conservation programs for the benefit of
endangered and threatened species. The term "conservation
recommendations" has been defined as Service suggestions
regarding discretionary Federal agency activities to minimize
or avoid adverse effects of a proposed action on listed
species or critical habitat, or regarding the development
of information.

1. The Bureau should coordinate all oil and gas leasing
activities within Railroad Valley between the Egan
District and the Battle Mountain District.

2. The Bureau should monitor the discharge of Railroad
Valley springs on public lands.

3. The Bureau should restrict the construction of oil
and gas field access roads or pipeline near open
water to avoid accidental contamination due
spillage.

4. The Bureau should prohibit underground detonations
during seismic exploration in Railroad Valley.

In order for the Service to be kept informed of actions that
either minimize or avoid adverse effects, or that benefit
listed species or their habitats, the Service requests
notification of the implementation of any conservation
recommendations

.

Reinitiation Requirement

This concludes formal consultation on the Bureau's preliminary
final proposed Tonopah RMP. As required by 50 CFR § 402.16,
reinitiation of formal consultation is required if: (1) The
amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded; (2) new
information reveals effects of the Federal agency action
that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner
or to an extent not considered in this Biological Opinion;
(3) the Federal agency action is subsequently modified in a
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manner that causes an effect to the listed species or critical
habitat that was not considered in this Biological Opinion;
(4) a new species is listed or critical habitat designated
that may be affected by the action.

We appreciate the assistance and cooperation of your staff
throughout this consultation process. The preliminary final
proposed Tonopah RMP and Environmental Impact Statement was
well prepared and adeguately addressed sensitive species of
concern. We appreciate the attention given to preserving and
enhancing the status of species identified as candidates for
listing as threatened or endangered under the Act. If we can
be of any further assistance, please contact Donna Withers or
me at (702) 784-5227.

David L. Harlow

cc:
State Director, Bureau of Land Management, Reno, Nevada
Area Manager, Tonopah Resource Area, Bureau of Land

Management, Tonopah, Nevada
Regional Manager, Nevada Division of Wildlife, Las Vegas,

Nevada
Chief, Division of Endangered Species, Fish and Wildlife

Service, Arlington, Virginia
Assistant Regional Director, Ecological Services, Fish and

Wildlife, Portland, Oregon (Attn: Larry Salata)
Senior Resident Agent, Division of Law Enforcement, Fish and
Wildlife Service, Reno, Nevada
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GLOSSARY INCLUDING ACRONYMS

Accelerated Erosion Much more rapid than normal, natural, or geologic erosion,

primarily as a result of the influence of the activities of man
or, in some cases, of animals or natural catastrophies that

expose bare surface, for example, fires.

Area of Critical

Environmental Concern

ACEC. Places within the public lands where special

management attention is required to protect and prevent

irreparable damage to important historic, cultural or scenic

values, fish and wildlife resources, other natural systems or

processes or to protect life and safety from natural

hazards.

Allotment Categorization The grazing management program has assigned priorities to

management efforts using a selective management
approach. Under this approach, grazing allotments are

categorized into T, "M", and "C" management categories.

The objectives for these categories are to: 1 ) Improve (I)

current unsatisfactory conditions; 2) Maintain (M) current

satisfactory conditions; or 3) Manage custodially (C) while

protecting existing resource values. Proposed actions for

managing allotments within each category are designed to

meet these objectives.

Allotment An area of land designated and managed for grazing of

livestock.

AML Appropriate Management Level. The maximum number of

wild horses and/or burros to be managed for in a herd

management area. The Population number has been set

through evaluation of monitoring data.

AMP Allotment Management Plan. A documented program
which prescribes the manner in which livestock operations

will be conducted to meet multiple-use sustained yield,

economic and other objectives.

APD Application for permit to drill. A written application for the

purpose of drilling for oil and gas.
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Appropriative Water Right The right to use water in accordance with the appropriation

doctrine obtained by making application under State law

and administrative claims procedures.

ARPA Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979. The
purpose of this Act is to secure, for the present and future

benefit of the American people, the protection of

archeological resources and sites which are on public lands

and Indian lands and to foster increased cooperation and

exchange of information between governmental authorities,

the professional archeological community, and private

individuals having collections of archeological resources

and data which were obtained before the date of this Act.

AUM Animal Unit Month. The amount of forage necessary for

the sustenance of one cow or its equivalent for a period of

one month.

Bajada A broad, continuous alluvial slope or gently inclined detrital

surface extending from the base of mountain ranges out

into and around an inland basin, formed by the lateral

coalescence of a series of separate but confluent alluvial

fans, and having an undulating character due to the

convexities of the component fans. It occurs most
commonly in semiarid and desert regions, as in the south-

west U.S.

BOPD

"C" Category

Barrels of oil per day.

A grazing allotment category where the objective is to

Custodially manage the existing resource values.

Candidate Species System of categorization provided by the Endangered

Species Act. Category 1 (CD are plant and animal species

for which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has on file

substantial information to support a proposal to list as

threatened or endangered. Category 2 (C2) are plant and

animal species for which current information indicates that

a proposal to list as threatened or endangered is possibly

appropriate, but for which more information is needed to

support a listing proposal.

Carey Act The Act of August 18, 1894, which enables the Federal

government to grant lands to eligible states which may in

turn make grants to entrymen who irrigate and reclaim said

lands (see 43 U.S.C. 641).
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Casual Use Any short-term non-commercial activity which does not

cause appreciable damage or disturbance to the public

lands, their resources or improvements, and which is not

prohibited by closure of the lands to such activities.

CFR Code of Federal Regulations.

Charcoal Kiln An historic structure made of rock or brick in which

charcoal is produced through the burning of wood.

Class I Cultural Inventory An inventory of the existing literature and a profile of the

current data base for cultural resources, frequently utilized

to guide field inventories.

Class II Cultural Inventory A sample-oriented field inventory which is representative of

the range of cultural resources within a finite study area.

Class III Cultural Inventory An intensive field inventory designed to locate and record,

from surface and exposed profile, all cultural resources

within a specified area.

Common Desert Plants Common desert plants are those plants occurring

throughout most of the TRA and/or that are not classified

as a special status species.

CRMP Coordinated Resource Management Planning. Through the

CRMP process livestock operators, interested members of

the public, organization representatives, and officers of

state and federal resource management agencies formulate

activity plans for the management of wildlife, wild

horses/burros, and livestock.

Cultural Resources Fragile and non-renewable elements of the environment

including archeological remains (evidence of prehistoric or

historic human activities) and sociocultural values

traditionally held by ethnic groups (sacred places,

traditionally utilized raw materials, etc.).

Cultural Resources Property Any physical evidence of former human presence more
than 50 years old. Examples can include anything from a

single isolated artifact (stone flak, projectile point, bottle

fragment, etc.) to vestiges of an old trail, historic period

dump or 19th century mining operation,to a large

aboriginal village or historic townsite.
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DLE Desert Land Entry. An entry of irrigable, arid, agricultural

public land under the Act of March 3, 1877, which the

entryman must reclaim, irrigate and cultivate. An individual

may file and receive patent to a maximum of 320 acres [no

residency requirement in Nevada].

Ecological Site A distinctive kind of rangeland that differs from other kinds

of rangeland in its ability to produce a characteristic natural

plant community. An ecological site is the product of all

environmental factors responsible for its development. It

is capable of supporting a native plant community typified

by an association of species that differs from that of all

other ecological sites in kind or production of species or in

total production.

Ephemeral Range Range on which the principal plants are self-perpetuating

annual, herbaceous species.

ERMA Extensive Recreation Management Area. The portion of

the resource area which is not within an SRMA. ERMAs
are areas where recreation is dispersed and unstructured

and where minimal recreation related investments are

required.

Erosion The wearing away of the land surface by running water,

wind, ice, or other geological agents, including such

processes as gravitational creep.

ESA Endangered Species Act of 1973 (as amended). Federal

laws to ensure that no federal action will jeopardize the

continued existence of federally listed or proposed

threatened or endangered species of plant or animal.

Experimental Stewardship A program authorized by Section 12 of the Public

Rangelands Improvement Act of 1 978. The goal of the

program is effective resource management by grazing

permittees whose stewardship results in improved range

conditions.
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Fire Intensity Level An expression of fireline intensity, based on typical flame

length of a fire behavior condition, used in the analysis to

reflect differences in difficulty of suppression and fire

effects on resource output:

Flame Length

(feet)

- 2

2 - 4
4 - 6

6 - 8

8 - 12

12 +

Fire Intensity Level

1

2

3

4
5

FLPMA Federal Land Policy and Management Act. Public Law 94-

579, October 21, 1976. Often referred to as the BLM
"Organic Act," which provides the majority of the BLM's
legislative authority, direction, policy, and basic

management guidance.

Fluid Minerals Includes both oil and gas and geothermal resources.

Established by the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 and the

Geothermal Steam Act of 1 970.

FMAP The approved Battle Mountain Fire Management Activity

Plan.

Functional - At Risk Riparian-wetland areas that are in functional condition but

an existing soil, water, or vegetation attribute makes it

susceptible to degradation.

Herd Area The geographic area identified as having provided habitat

for a herd of wild horses/burros in 1 971

.

HMA Wild Horse/Burro Herd Management Area. Geographic

units within herd areas which are managed for wild horses

and burros.

HMAP Herd Management Area Plan. A plan for management of

wild horses/burros in a geographical unit.

HMP Habitat Management Plans. Activity level plans for wildlife

habitat management. They are written in coordination with

other resource plans and in accordance with the RMP.
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T Category A grazing allotment category where the objective is to

improve the current resource condition.

IMP Interim Management Policy and Guidelines. Guidelines for

managing Wilderness Study Areas so as not to impair their

suitability for preservation as wilderness until the decision

is made to designate an area as wilderness or to release it

for multiple use purposes.

Interdisciplinary Approach Cooperative, interactive consultation and analysis among
individuals representing two or more disciplines to "insure

the integrated use of the natural and social sciences and

the environmental design arts in planning and in decision

making, which may have an impact on man's environment"

[NEPA 102(2)(A)].

Interim Herd Size The interim herd size for wild horses and/or burros is the

AML until modified or adjusted by monitoring and

evaluation.

Issue A concern or controversy about existing and potential

resource allocations, levels of resource use, production and

protection, and related management practices.

KGRA Known Geothermal Resource Area. Lands that have known
value for geothermal resources.

Livestock Domestic livestock including cattle, sheep, horses, burros

and goats. In the Tonopah Resource Area cattle, sheep,

and horses are the only domestic livestock licensed.

Livestock Carrying Capacity The maximum stocking rate possible without inducing

damage to vegetation or related resources.

Locatable Minerals Any valuable mineral that is not salable or leasable

including gold, silver, molybdenum, tungsten, uranium, etc.

Long Term Monitoring Includes "(1 ) frequency, (2) percent composition by weight

of the vegetation, (3) key forage plant utilization, (4)

resource value ratings, (5) photography (photo plots), and

(6) evaluation of permanent exclosures."
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"M" Category A grazing allotment category where the objective is to

maintain the current resource condition.

MFP Management Framework Plan. A planning decision

document prepared before the effective date of the

regulations implementing the land use planning provisions

of FLPMA.

Mineral Materials Common varieties of sand, building stone, gravel, clay,

moss rock, etc., obtainable under the Mineral Act of 1 947,

as amended.

MLRA Major Land Resource Areas. An SCS method for

classifying areas suitable for potential uses.

MMBO

Monitoring

Million barrels of oil.

The orderly collection and analysis of data to evaluate

progress in meeting resource management objectives.

Multiple Use Management of the public lands and their various resource

values so that they are utilized in the combination that will

best meet the present and future needs of the American
people; making the most judicious use of the land for some
or all of these resources or related services over areas large

enough to provide sufficient latitude for periodic

adjustments in use to conform to changing needs and

conditions; the use of some land for less than all of the

resources; a combination of balanced and diverse resource

uses that takes into account the long-term needs of future

generations for renewable and nonrenewable resources,

including, but not limited to, recreation, range, timber,

minerals, watershed, wildlife and fish, and natural scenic,

scientific, and historical values; and harmonious and
coordinated management of the various resources without

permanent impairment of the productivity of the land and

the quality of the environment with consideration being

given to the relative values of the resources and not

necessarily to the combination of uses that will give the

greatest economic return or the greatest unit output.

NDOT State of Nevada Department of Transportation.
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NDOW State of Nevada Division of Wildlife.

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act of 1 969. A law enacted

on January 1 , 1 970 that established a national policy to

maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist

in productive harmony and fulfill the social, economic and

other requirements of present and future generations of

Americans. It established the Council on Environmental

Quality for coordinating environmental matters at the

federal level and to serve as advisor to the President on

such matters. The law made all federal actions and

proposals which could have a significant impact on the

environment subject to review by federal, state and local

environmental authorities.

NHPA National Historic Preservation Act of 1 966. The Act

establishes the Advisory Council on Historic preservation

and State Historic Preservation officers.

National Natural Landmark
Register

A program which seeks to identify and encourage

the preservation of areas that illustrate the ecological and

geological character of the United States.

NOI Notice of Intent. A notice printed in the Federal Register

announcing that the agency is going to prepare an RMP
and/or EIS.

Non-Energy Leasable Minerals Solid minerals such as phosphate, sodium and potassium

which may be acquired under the Mineral Leasing Act of

1920, as amended.

Non Functional Riparian-wetland areas that clearly are not providing

adequate vegetation, landform, or large woody debris to

dissipate stream energy associated with high flows and

thus not reducing erosion, improving water quality, etc. as

listed in the definition of proper functioning condition. The
absence of certain physical attributes such as floodplain

where one should be are indicators of non functioning

conditions.

NSO No Surface Occupancy. A fluid minerals leasing stipulation

that prohibits occupancy or disturbance on all or part of the

lease surface in order to protect special values.
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OHV Off-Highway Vehicles. Any motorized vehicle designed for

cross-country travel over any type of natural terrain.

OHV Designations Open: An area where all types of vehicle use is permitted

at all times, anywhere in the area subject to operating

regulations and vehicle standards set forth in law.

Limited: An area restricted at certain times, in certain

areas, and/or certain vehicular use. These restrictions may
be of any type, but can generally be accommodated within

the following type of categories: numbers of vehicles;

types of vehicles; time or season of vehicle use; permitted

or licensed use only; use on existing roads and trails; use

on designated roads and trails; and other restrictions.

Closed: An area where off-highway vehicle use is

prohibited.

Oil play The prospective target based on extrapolation of geologic

features.

Order 3 Soil Survey A general soil survey normally conducted by the USDA,
Soil Conservation Service, adequate for general planning

purposes to determine land use restrictions.

Petroglyph A figure, design, or indentation carved, abraded, or pecked

into a rock surface.

Pictograph

Plan of Operation

A figure or design painted onto a rock surface.

A plan submitted in compliance with 43 CFR 3802 or 43
CFR 3809, by an operator which outlines in detail proposed

exploration or mining activities for BLM approval. Can
apply to solid leasable minerals or locatable minerals.

Planning Criteria The constraints and guides for planning purposes as

outlined in 43 CFR 1610.4-2. Planning criteria state what
will or will not be done during the planning process.

Pluvial Lake bed A lake bed that was formed during a climatic wet cycle.
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PNC Potential Natural Community: The climax or final

vegetation community that emerges after a series of

successive vegetational stages. The climax community
perpetuates itself indefinitely unless disturbed by outside

forces.

Proper Functioning Condition Riparian-wetland areas are functioning properly when
adequate vegetation, landform, or large woody debris is

present to dissipate stream energy associated with high

water flows, thereby reducing erosion and improving water

quality; filter sediment, capture bedload, and aid floodplain

development; improve floodwater retention and
groundwater recharge; develop root masses that stabilize

streambanks against cutting action; develop diverse

ponding and channel characteristics to provide the habitat

and the water depth, duration, and temperature necessary

for fish production, waterfowl breeding, and other uses;

and support greater biodiversity. The functioning condition

of riparian-wetland areas is a result of interaction among
geology, soil, water, and vegetation.

Public Lands Any land owned by the United States and administered by
the Secretary of the Interior through the BLM.

Public Water Reserve A tract of public land reserved under 43 U.S.C. Section

141 et seq. ( Pickett Act ) or 43 U.S.C. Section 300 (Stock-

Raising anc' Homestead Act of 1916) , containing a spring

and/or waterhole, which by law or executive action was
withdrawn to preserve the water for certain limited public

purposes.

R&PP Recreation and Public Purposes Act. The Act allows the

disposal of public lands to any state, local, Federal or

political instrumentality or any non-profit organization for

any recreational or public purpose, provided there is no

other public land law that is applicable.

RFD Reasonably Foreseeable Development scenarios. The

projection of activities associated with a particular action

which can be reasonably foreseen to occur within the near

future based on existing trends and economic factors.

RFDs are used to provide a base line for impact comparison

of alternatives in an economic analysis.
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Riparian Area An area of land directly influenced by permanent water. It

has visible vegetation or physical characteristics reflective

of permanent water influence. Lakeshores and

streambanks are typical riparian areas. Excluded are such

sites as ephemeral streams or washes that do not exhibit

the presence of vegetation dependent upon free water in

the soil.

RMP/EIS Resource Management Plan/Environmental Impact

Statement. A land use plan as described by the FLPMA;
combined with a written analysis of the impacts on the

environment caused by the plan.

RNA Research Natural Area. An area which contains natural

resource values of scientific interest and is managed
primarily for research and educational purposes.

ROD Record of Decision, a) States what the decisions are. b)

Identifies the alternatives considered in reaching the

decision and which were considered to be environmentally

preferable, c) States whether all practicable means to

avoid or minimize environmental harm from the alternative

selected have been adopted.

ROS Recreation Opportunity Spectrum. A system to identify

recreation opportunities available on public lands.

ROW Right-of-Way. The legal right of use, occupancy, or access

across land or water areas for a special purpose or

purposes.

SCS U.S.D.A., Soil Conservation Service.

Section 7 Consultation Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act requires

consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service if the

habitat of a threatened or endangered plant or animal may
be affected by a federally authorized action.

Section 106 Procedure Refers to Section 106 of the NHPA which requires

consideration of historic and cultural resources prior to

initiation of proposed BLM authorized activities.
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Sensitive Species Plant and animal species occurring on public lands and

requiring special management attention in order to protect

them and in order to prevent irreparable damage to the

important resources or other natural systems or processes

on which it depends. The sensitive list is made up of

species listed in category 3c in the Federal Register, Vol.

50 No. 188, September 27, 1985, page 39526.

Short Term Monitoring Includes "(1) grazing use records, (2) weather information,

(3) use maps, and (4) key forage plant utilization using

cages for comparison."

SOP Standard Operating Procedures. Management guidance

which applies to, and is part of, the proposed management.

Special Status Species Wildlife and plant species either federally listed or proposed

for listing as endangered or threatened (also see Candidate

Species).

SPG

SRMA

BLM Manual 1620, Supplemental Program Guidance.

Special Recreation Management Area. Areas where the

presence of high quality natural resources and current or

potential demand warrants intensive use practices to

protect the area for its scientific, educational and/or

recreational values.

Surveillance Intensive monitoring of areas where human activity is

damaging cultural resources. Surveillance may be a

scheduled on-site visit, a reconnaissance flight or by

observations taken while doing other work.

Trend The direction of change over time, either toward or away,

from desired management objectives.

Unauthorized Use Any use, occupancy, or development of the public lands,

other than casual use, without proper authorization.

Utility Corridors A parcel of land designated through the land-use planning

process as a preferred location for existing and future right-

of-way grants. Designation criteria is set forth in Section

503 of FLPMA, 43 CFR 2806.2 and BLM Manual Section

2801.11.

Utilization The percentage of forage that has been consumed by

animals during a time period.
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Vegetation Type A classification of the plant community on a site based on

the dominant plant species in the community.

Vested Water Right A right supported by law that settles the use of water by

an individual without contingency; a right complete and

consummated, and of such character that it cannot be

diverted without the consent of the person to whom the

right belongs; it is fixed or established and no longer open

to controversy.

VRM Visual Resource Management. A rating system outlined in

BLM Manual 841 designed for inventorying and managing

visual resources.

Wild Horse/Burro An unbranded and unclaimed horse/burro and it's progeny

that has occupied the public lands on or after December
15, 1971, or that uses these lands as all or part of it's

habitat.

Withdrawal Withholding an area of federal land from settlement, sale,

location, or entry under some or all of the general land laws

for the purpose of limiting activities under those laws to

maintain other public values.

WSA Wilderness Study Area. An area which has been

inventoried and found to be wilderness in character as

described in Section 603 of the FLPMA and section 2(c) of

the Wilderness Act.
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FOR SPECIFIC LEGAL DESCRIPTION SEE APPENDIX 16.
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